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FRONT MATTER

if I omitted a citation, believe me when I say it was an oversight—it is 
not my habit to steal intellectual property and many hours of research, 
writing, editing, correcting and so forth from colleagues; I hope readers 
will give me the benefit of the doubt and trust that the many months 
and significant personal financial expenses I have invested in this proj-
ect motivate me to create the highest-quality book I can create. 

PROVISO

T here will be instances herein where I will switch to a sans serif font 
and add a drop cap when I express my personal beliefs, or want to 

slip into a voice that is a bit more informal. Whenever I quote an English 
source verbatim, I enclose it between “quotation marks.” English sources 
that I paraphrase are credited with a footnote at the end of the quote. 
Since I believe that any translation is a paraphrase, I credit every source 
with quotation marks at the end of the quote. Each footnote contains 
the text of the quote in its original language—German, Spanish, Catalan, 
French, Italian, Portuguese, Swedish, Finnish, Danish, or Norwegian. 

There are 123,017 words in this book. Even though I have been as 
careful, and thorough as anyone could possibly be, the chance that there 
are zero misspelled, mistranslated or incorrect words is zero; if I omitted 
a citation, believe me when I say it was an oversight—it is not my habit 
to steal intellectual property and many hours of research, writing, edit-
ing, correcting and so forth from colleagues; I hope readers will give me 
the benefit of the doubt and trust that the many months and significant 
personal financial expenses I have invested in this project motivate me to 
create the highest-quality book I can create. 

Finally, I’m fortunate that so many museums and libraries have digi-
tized their collections; had they not, I would’ve been unable to produce 
this book. There are undoubtedly some authors and materials I might 
have found if I was physically in Europe; however, because of the state of 
a world impacted by COVID, I necessarily had to work from the United 
States. Some readers and reviewers prefer paraphrases of original sourc-



EPIGRAPH

z
Plato: Laws (Νόμοι)

ccording to this, all young 
creatures in general can qui-

et neither their bodies nor their 
voices, but always seek to move 
and talk; others jump and shiver, 
others dance voluptuously and play 
with each other, and others finally 
shout with every kind of voice. So, 
the other animals do not have the 
sense of order or disorder in their 
movements, which we call, as it 
is known, rhythm and harmony. 
But the gods who we said were 
given to us as co-celebrators, gave 
us the rhythmic and harmonious 
feeling—along with the pleasure—
with which they motivate us to lead 
our choirs, combining songs and 
dances one with the other and giv-
ing to these dances the name that 
is produced naturally by happiness.

* Plato, Platonis Opera, ed. Ioannes Burnet, vol. 2 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1903), 653–654.

Φησὶν δὲ τὸ νέον ἅπαν ὡς ἔπος 
εἰπεῖν τοῖς τε σώμασι καὶ ταῖς 

φωναῖς ἡσυχίαν ἄγειν οὐ δύνα-
σθαι, κινεῖσθαι δὲ ἀεὶ ζητεῖν καὶ 
φθέγγεσθαι, τὰ μὲν ἁλλόμενα καὶ 
σκιρτῶντα, οἷον ὀρχούμενα μεθ᾽ 
ἡδονῆς καὶ προσπαίζοντα, τὰ δὲ 
φθεγγόμενα πάσας φωνάς. τὰ μὲν 
οὖν ἄλλα ζῷα οὐκ ἔχειν αἴσθησιν 
τῶν ἐν ταῖς κινήσεσιν τάξεων οὐδὲ 
ἀταξιῶν, οἷς δὴ ῥυθμὸς ὄνομα καὶ 
ἁρμονία: ἡμῖν δὲ οὓς εἴπομεν τοὺς 
θεοὺς συγχορευτὰς δεδόσθαι, τού-
τους εἶναι καὶ τοὺς δεδωκότας τὴν 
ἔνρυθμόν τε καὶ ἐναρμόνιον αἴ-
σθησιν μεθ᾽ ἡδονῆς, ᾗ δὴ κινεῖν τε 
ἡμᾶς καὶ χορηγεῖν ἡμῶν τούτους, 
ᾠδαῖς τε καὶ ὀρχήσεσιν ἀλλήλοις 
συνείροντας, χορούς τε ὠνομα-
κέναι παρὰ τὸ τῆς χαρᾶς ἔμφυτον 
ὄνομα.*





FOREWORD

by amanda quist, dma, director of choral activities for the frost 
school of music at the university of miami

S inging is almost certainly the old-
est form of communal music-mak-

ing. In the sense that sing- ing requires 
only the human body to make sound, 
it is by its nature the most accessi-
ble form of musical performance. At 
one time, the experience of being a 
performer belonged to an exclusive 
group of educated, perhaps elite, peo-
ple who could afford an instrument 
and a teacher, or those who were in a 
position to be exposed to these oppor-
tunities. However, the formation of 
the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin by Carl 
Friedrich Christian Fasch in 1791 changed the world of choral music. 
With this first community chorus, the idea of the amateur choral 
singer quickly found favor throughout Europe. Singing societies cre-

1
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to become a conductor is a construct of the nineteenth century, and 
for people to take on this role was considerably less common than it is 
today. 

Music reading systems are certainly older than the nineteenth cen-
tury, but several systems that developed into our modern usage stem 
from this period. For example, Joseph Mainzer’s Singing for the Million 
includes the foundations of the “fixed sol-fa system.” Mainzer was a pro-
ponent of music education for all, and “believed in the influence of sing-
ing on moral education.” (p. 43) The famous John Curwen (p. 71), 
whose name is associated with the hand signs attached to Solfège syl-
lables, discovered these signs from Sarah Anna Glover (p. 72), which 
were eventually adopted by Zoltán Kodály (p. 73). Ideas regarding 
the use of consonants and the necessity of the unification of tone are 
addressed throughout. Of particular interest are sections on harmony 
and tuning. Laure Eiffel Collin was said to be “the presiding genius of 
musical instruction in the French public school system….Laure Collin 
trained singers by building harmonies. Science and awareness of the 
harmonic relations of notes, and of the chords between them is, in fact, 
the basis of her method.” (p. 91) Collin was a highly effective teacher 
and respected music historian and music theorist. 

For a choral conductor searching for a means of advocacy, it is help-
ful to read the statements of the writers of these resources. There is 
something compelling about the historical gravity of the beliefs behind 
the importance of choral singing from the nineteenth century that 
lends weight to advocacy for choral music education today. For exam-
ple, in the Preface to his 1841 English translation and adaptation of 
Wilhem’s Method of Teaching Singing…John Pyke Hullah writes, “vocal 
music, as a means of expression, is by no means an unimportant ele-
ment in civilization.…One of the chief means of diffusing through the 
people the national sentiments is afforded by songs which embody and 
express the hopes of industry and the comforts and contentment of 
household life; and which preserve for the peasant the traditions of his 
country’s triumphs, and inspire him with confidence in her greatness 
and strength.” (p. 82) 

ated opportunity for musical engagement for almost anyone, and the 
momentum of these expanding groups necessitated the development of 
teaching materials in order to facilitate a person’s ability to make music 
with others with a degree of success. The rapid growth of singing soci-
eties and the codification of teaching methods paved the way for music 
education in the public schools. Choral singing was no longer only an 
opportunity only afforded to church musicians or a groups of special-
ists; rather, it was a part of the larger society, and a part of belonging to 
a community. 

In order to better understand the origins of current choral pedagogi-
cal practices, especially in the United States and Europe, primary source 
materials stemming from the time of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries serve to give context for many of today’s choral teaching 
methods. However, decoding and translating the information can be 
difficult unless one is fluent in reading languages such as German, 
French, Finnish or Portuguese. This new resource draws from the cho-
ral treatises of the Romantic period and translates them into English, 
allowing today’s choral conductors to deepen their understanding of 
the “where” and “why” of our shared pedagogical tools. 

This book is filled with a wealth of information and the bibliograph-
ical references for further study about choral music as it was practiced 
during this time period. The history of singing societies and the manner 
in which they were incorporated into each city or country shows the 
reader how choral music instruction developed in the context of time 
and place. The section on “Singing Societies in the 1800s” (p. 197)
opens with a turn toward American history and the origins of its choirs. 
The author discusses the Jubilee Singers from Fisk University (p. 198), 
and the use of music as a political tool, as well as other developing cho-
ral groups from the United States and around the world.

The discussion of various methods that were used to develop choral 
singing and musicianship in the nineteenth century is of great use. 
Paraphrased from the opening chapter, the goal of these treatises was 
to “teach music literacy while simultaneously molding multiple singers 
into a single choral entity.” (p. 25) Even the idea of training a person 
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François-Joseph Fétis, a musician, composer, theorist, and author, 
compares the work of orchestras and their quest for excellence with his 
perception of lesser standards for choral singing at the time. He also 
addresses the discrepancy of standards between solo and group singing, 
and mentions that teachers had a deficiency in the understanding of the 
art of bringing choral music to life. Fétis states, “this art can no longer 
be ignored or neglected in an era when general execution of music is 
otherwise at its peak, and when the art of vocal music is worthy of the 
attention of the heads of musical institutions, chapel masters, directors 
of theatrical and concert music…it is clear that vocal music will soon 
be an inseparable part of any elementary education system in civilized 
states.” (p. 117)

To close, a final quote from David Friddle’s book, drawn from the 
first chapter on Singing Societies: “Music-making in human society has 
always been a group activity. No other kind of music-making demon- 
strates this as simply or as fully as does choral singing, and no other cen-
tury in recorded human history was so rich in forms of secular choral 
activity, or so diverse in venues and sizes and purposes of choral activity 
as was the nineteenth.” (p. 199) Friddle’s new resource provides sever-
al of these treatises in English translation, and they are drawn together 
in a way that allows the reader to clearly trace the source material, and 
to understand the context in which they were written. Choral Treatises 
and Singing Societies in the Romantic Age fills important informational 
gaps regarding the history of choral pedagogy and the development of 
vocal music education, and provides context for this very important 
time period in the history and development of the choir.



ROMANTICISM IN MUSIC

Romanticism is beauty without bounds—the beautiful infinite…It is more 
than a simile to call Romanticism the wavelike ringing of a string or bell, 
in which the tone-wave fades into even further distances, finally losing 
itself in us so that, while already silent without, it still resounds within.1

 —German aesthetician Jean Paul, 1804

Figure 1.1. Karl Schweninger: Beethoven in a Stormy Landscape (Portrait of Ludwig van 
Beethoven, c. 1795), 1880. [Source: Anstalt S. Czeiger Edition, Vienna, Private collection. 
©akg-images / WHA / World History Archive, AKG7660900, used with permission.] 
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• a new preoccupation with, and surrender to, Nature;a fasci-
nation with the past, particularly the Medieval and legends of 
chivalry;

• a turn towards the mystic and supernatural—both religious and 
merely spooky;

• a longing for the infinite;
• a focus on the nocturnal, the ghostly, the frightful, and terrifying;
•  mysterious connotations of remoteness, the unusual and fabu-

lous, and the strange and shocking;
• fantastic visions and spiritual experiences;
• new and increasing attention given to national identity;
• emphasis on extreme subjectivity;
• interest in the autobiographical;
• discontent with traditional musical formulas and conventions.

Such lists, however, proliferated, which resulted in a chaos of anti-
thetical phenomena that were criticized for their superficiality; eventu-
ally these lists signified so many different things that they came to have 
no central meaning. An excellent discussion of musical Romanticism is 
included in the Encyclopedia of the Romantic Era:

Within the historical and cultural context of the nineteenth cen-
tury, Romanticism in music took two distinct paths: on the one 
hand, the progressive trend found its ideological sources in the 
French Revolution of 1789 through 1793 and the revolutionary 
movements of the following century…On the other hand, the 
bleak political outlook resulting from the series of events begin-
ning with Napoleon’s storming of Europe and ending with his 
defeat and abdication followed by the Congress of Vienna (1814) 
triggered feelings of hopelessness and a vague, nostalgic longing 
for a lost Eden; like their literary counterparts, composers sought 
refuge in the recreation of history.2

Erin Stapleton-Corcoran continues:

In the loosest sense, many historiographers have dated the Romantic 
period from 1800 to 1900, although there are other variations: 1820–

1900, 1830–1900, or the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century 
until 1900. In part, it was a revolt against social and political norms 
of the Age of Enlightenment as well as a reaction against the scientific 
rationalization of nature. It was embodied most strongly in the visual 
arts, music, and literature, but had a major impact on historiography, 
education, and natural history.

Romanticism emerged at the end of the eighteenth century, during 
the change from feudal to bourgeois society, which went hand in 
hand with the storming of the Bastille (14 July 1789) and the French 
Revolution that followed. The term originally comes from the literature 
of the eighteenth century. There, the adjective Romantic is mainly used 
in the sense of “romance-like” or “narrative.” The term was associated 
with different motifs—such as the far-away and fairytale, the strange 
and surprising, the nocturnal, the ghostly and the gruesome, the mysti-
cal and the unreal, but also the ancient, chivalrous, and folk-like. Above 
all, it differentiated itself from the deeply rational classical music by 
devoting itself to unreal and Utopian motifs. 

One of the first significant applications of the term to music was 
in 1789, in the Mémoires by the Frenchman André Grétry; howev-
er, it was E. T. A. Hoffmann who really established the principles 
of musical Romanticism in a lengthy review, published in 1810, of 
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5; Hoffmann also uses the term in an 
1813 article on Beethoven’s instrumental music. In the first of these 
essays, Hoffmann traced the beginnings of musical Romanticism 
to the later works of Haydn and Mozart. Hoffmann fused ideas 
that were already associated with the term “Romantic,” and used 
them to oppose the restraint and formality of Classical models. The 
result elevated music to a position of preeminence in Romanticism; 
accordingly, music was recognized as the art that was best suited for 
expressing emotions.

Some characteristics often attributed to musical Romanticism 
include:
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ular the takeover of the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik by the apostate Franz 
Brendel, a devotee of Liszt and supporter of the the New German.. Still, 
the idea that music was prinariily about emotions was simply too much 
for Brahms, and especially Hanslick, who, were he living in 1917, might 
have quoted Ring Lardner in his satirical book Gullible’s Travels: “You 
know they’s lots o’ words that’s called fightin’ words. Some o’ them 
starts a brawl, no matter who they’re spoken to.”4 In this case, Wagner’s 
written words did indeed start a brawl. 

Although later in their lives Hanslick and Wagner became mortal 
enemies, their relationship started out on a good foot, following a 
pleasant enough meeting in Dresden in 1845. Hanslick tripped over his 
own feet praising Tannhäuser, as this excerpt from his lengthy review in 
Wiener Allgemeine Musik-Zeitung attests:

I was very eager to clarify and strengthen my judgment on 
Wagner’s Tannhäuser through a thorough study of the score. 
Now I have done this, I am of the firm (albeit insignificant) opin-
ion that Tannhäuser is the most outstanding thing that has been 
done in the great opera for at least 12 years; that it is the most 
significant dramatic creation since Les Huguenots, and equally 
epoch-making.5

In the course of many years, Hanslick’s antipathy to Wagner became 
more and more pronounced; by Spring 1861, when Wagner visited 
Vienna, the critic of the Neue Freie Presse had become an opponent to be 
feared. Wagner, as he tells us more than once, never troubled to be par-
ticularly polite to critics; but in Vienna he seems, by his own account, to 
have been gratuitously rude to Hanslick.6 Wagner writes in Mein Leben: 
“I greeted him briefly, like a completely unknown person, whereupon 
the tenor [Alois] Ander introduced me to him again by saying that Herr 
Hanslick was my old acquaintance. I replied briefly that I very well 
remembered Herr Hanslick, and turned my attention completely back 
to the rehearsal.”7

In the second half of the nineteenth century, composers con-
fronted a number of contradictory ideas about the arts and music. 
the failure of the 1848 revolutions in France, Italy and a number 
of German states symbolized to many people the failure of the 
Romantic ideals of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies. Literature and the arts were shifting to realism in style and 
subject matter, and the era of industrialization and modernization 
was quickly becoming a reality. As a result, composers of the mid-
1800s were left with the task of creating a musical language and 
style befitting the new cultural climate. During this time of uncer-
tainty and change, composers felt torn between two conflicting 
emotions. They were inclined to idealize the past and yearn for 
a simpler time, yet they also felt excitement for the burgeoning 
era of progress and industrialization. Most composers of this era 
preferred to follow their own aesthetic inclinations rather than to 
strictly ascribe with any one stylistic pathway and because of this 
music composed in the mid-to-late 1800s exhibits more diversity 
than music produced by previous generations of composers.3

The aesthetic chasm that occurred in the middle of the century 
concerned the purpose of music: its raison d’etre. Influential composers 
such as Liszt and Wagner wanted to add literary elements to music. 
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 was the nominal progenitor of this view, 
but in reality the group of composers and authors who were drawn to 
this philosophy, which became known as the New German school, con-
flated characters and historical stories from literature and incorporated 
those literary historical figures and legends into what had theretofore 
been considered absolute, or pure music. 

Opponents of the New German school included Robert Schumann 
(in his propagandist organ Neue Zeitschrift für Musik), Johannes Brahms 
and the Viennese critic Eduard Hanslick (Figure 1.2, right), who was 
especially fierce and whose arguments descended into personal attacks. 
Musicsal conservatives were already angered about what was coming 
out of Weimar and—since the death of Schumann—Leipzig, in partic-
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the time being, certain lesser composers who have failed to meet 
with favor in his critical eyes.9

To the Conservatives—Puritanical to the man—the notion that 
music was about feelings was utter anathema. For Schumann, Brahms, 
Joseph Joachim and to some extent, the mature Hans von Bülow, music 
was Absolute: which is to say that music exists for itself alone; that it is 
flawless and does not require emotion, feelings, narrative or any other 
device, to be perfect.

Needless to say Liszt, Berlioz and Wagner were unimpressed. Berlioz 
had already laid the foundation for what became known as “Program 
Music;” his Symphonie fantastique tells the story of an artist gifted 
with a lively imagination who has poisoned himself with opium in the 
depths of despair because of hopeless, unrequited love. Berlioz provid-
ed his own preface as well as program notes for each movement of the 
work. Liszt took Berlioz’s invention and evolved/expanded it into 13 
Symphonic Poems, later known as “Tone Poems.” 

In Vom Musikalisch Schönen, Hanslick lays out an insightful descrip-
tion of the compositional process that applies to every artist in all dis-
ciplines:

The manner in which the act of creating in the tone-poet pro-
ceeds gives us the surest insight into the particularity of the musi-
cal principle of beauty. This creative activity is quite analytic. A 
musical idea arises primitively in the tone-poet’s imagination; he 
spins it out, more and more crystals attach themselves to it, until 
imperceptibly the shape of the whole structure stands before him 
in its final formulation; then only the technical execution is left to 
be tested, measured, and improved. The composer does not think 
about the representation of a particular content. If he does so, 
his standpoint is false; he is more next to than in the music. His 
composition becomes a translation of a programmatic story into 
musical sounds, which will remain incomprehensible without 
that program.10

In November 1862, Wagner and Hanslick met for the last time at 
the home of Dr. [Joseph] Standhartner in Vienna; Wagner recited the 
Meistersinger poem to the assembled guests; this time the encounter did 
not go well. Wagner:

Since Hanslick was considered to be my friend, someone thought 
it was a good idea to invite him as well; here, in the course of the 
lecture, we noticed that the dangerous reviewer was becoming 
more and more upset and pale, and it was striking that, after he 
decided to depart, he was not to be moved to any longer linger, 
but immediately, in a distinctly irritated tone, said goodbye. My 
friends agreed that Herr Hanslick saw the Meistersinger libretto 
as a Pasquill [criticism] directed against him, and that he had 
felt insulted by our invitation to the reading. In fact, since that 
evening, the reviewer’s behavior towards me has changed quite 
noticeably, and has led to an intensified enmity, of which we soon 
were to see the consequences.8

There was good reason to fear Hanslick: his fame—and critical 
scythe— had crossed the ocean to the New World. Harper’s New Monthly 
Magazine made these observations about the man and his influence:

Professor Edward Hanslick, who by reason of his life-long 
antagonism to the advanced theories of Wagner, has made his 
name more famous in the outside world than by those criti-
cal writings which he has published for the past half-century. 
Unquestionably the first musical authority in Vienna, however 
much his opinions may be assailed by those whom he fails to 
praise, or who merely disagree with him without being further 
affected by his dissentient views, his dicta, as expressed in the 
feuilletons of the Neue Freie Presse, carry an incalculable weight. 
Against the Wagnerian works the barbed shafts of his trenchant 
wit have, to be sure, availed naught; nevertheless, his word is 
sufficiently mighty to have rendered impossible in Vienna, for 
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misery, rise proudly, enthusiasm shines forth from their enno-
bled countenance, a luminous glow escapes from their eyes, and 
with the sky-shattering cry, “I am a human being!” the millions, 
the living revolution, the God made man, plunge down into the 
valleys and plains, and proclaim to the whole world the new 
gospel of happiness!13

For help understanding these elements of Romanticism as a musi-
cal style, let us turn to three nineteenth-century authors whose works 
provide a first-hand, contemporaneous account of nineteenth-century 
music as it existed at the time: Sir George Grove, Hugo Riemann and 
Hanslick, whom we have already met (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. Cabinet photographs of: left: Sir George Grove by Mayall & 
Newman Ltd., London, c. 1890; center: Hugo Riemann by Karl Schipper, 
Wiesbaden, undated; right: Eduard Hanslick, unattributed & undated.    

[Sources: left: Sir George Grove, A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 6th ed., vol. 1 (Philadelphia: 
Theodore Presser, 1927), frontispiece; center: ©Meininger Museen, No. mm_b_0481.; right: 
©GRANGER—Historical Picture Archive.]

One of the nineteenth century’s most prolific—and influential—
writers on music was Sir George Grove (Figure 1.2, left), who, among 
other achievements, increased the popularity and understanding of 
classical music among the general public; his editorial skills and passion 
for music were united in 1874 when he was commissioned to create 
a new dictionary of music. Grove outlined his ambition to provide a 
source “from which an intelligent inquirer can learn, in small com-

This was not a recent opinion, as it turns out. In a startling article 
published in Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung in 1800, the author writes  

We would like the chance at the end of this letter to express 
our opinion on “painting symphonies.” They seem bizarre; we 
reject them as soon as the visual artists cannot reconcile them-
selves with them. [Carl Ditters von] Dittersdorf in Germany and 
[Francesco Antonio] Rosetti in Italy were the first to attempt such 
compositions, in which the composer has not only a fixed and 
determined purpose but also always a painterly one.11

There was a political component to this battle; it was Wagner’s 
Zurich essays that catapulted Wagner to prominence and served as 
the key stimulus for the emergence of the New German School. Given 
the prominence of socio-political concerns within these texts, many of 
Wagner’s opponents took it as gospel that his followers were driven by 
the same political beliefs. This viewpoint was cemented by the journalis-
tic use of the pejorative label “music of the future” (musique de l’avenir or 
Zukunftsmusik), a phrase carrying provocative political connotations.12

In his book Music, Culture and Social Reform in the Age of Wagner, 
James Garratt writes in detail about the implications of political radi-
calism in the aesthetic sensibilities of both the Conservatives and New 
Germans. Wagner wrote a great deal about revolution in society, which 
he believed would engender revolution in aesthetics and music. For 
instance, in 1849 Wagner wrote these inciting words:

Destruction to everything that oppresses you and makes you 
suffer, and out of the rubble of this old world, may a new one 
arise, full of never before anticipated happiness. Let no hate, no 
envy, no resentment nor enmity are henceforth among you; you 
should recognize each other as brothers, you who lived there, 
and free, free in will, free in action, free in enjoyment, you shall 
know the value of life.…in divine ecstasy they leap up from the 
earth, they are no longer the poor, the hungry, those bent by 
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present day to confound it. In reality a distinct line divides the 
two. Romantic music implies an emotional and imaginative 
atmosphere, combined with an idealistic, as distinct from an 
imitative, presentment of whatever theme may be associated with 
the music. Programme-music avowedly endeavours to depict and 
imitate the actual scenes and sounds so literally that no doubt is 
left in the mind of the hearer as to what the composer desired 
to represent or reproduce.…Herein lies the difference between 
the two schools. Individualism or subjectivity, the characteristic 
mark of the Romantic movement in philosophy and literature, 
asserts itself as distinctively in music. Programme or pictorial 
music stands on a lower plane. It is purely imitative work on the 
composer’s part; it gives no scope for, and makes no demands 
upon, the imagination of the hearer.

To sum up, in conclusion, our obligations to the masters of the 
Romantic school, we must acknowledge that they saved music 
from the danger with which it was at one time threatened, of 
being treated as an exact but dry and cold science; that they gave 
it a freer and more elastic form; that they developed the capabili-
ties and technique of various instruments; that being themselves 
always filled with a deep reverence for their art they have added, 
by their own genius and labour, many a noble masterpiece to the 
treasures of music.15

In the German-speaking world, Hugo Riemann (Figure 1.2, center), 
known simply as “Riemann,” wrote the exhaustive Musik-Lexikon. He 
was educated in law and other subjects at Berlin and Tübingen, and 
after serving in the Franco-German war he decided to devote his life 
to music; he then matriculated at the Leipzig Conservatory. In addition 
to his work as a teacher, lecturer and composer of pedagogical pieces, 
Riemann had a world-wide reputation as a writer upon musical sub-
jects. His thoughts about Romanticism include:

pass, and in language which he can understand, what is meant by a 
Symphony or Sonata, a Fugue, a Stretto, a Coda.”14 The dictionary also 
summarized the lives of leading musical figures and the development of 
instruments and musical forms. The four volumes of the Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians were published between 1878 and 1889, and by the 
time of Grove’s death, the dictionary was known simply as Grove. His 
entry for “Romantic” reads:

Romantic is a term which, with its antithesis Classical, has been 
borrowed by music from literature. But so delicate and incorpore-
al are the qualities of composition which both words describe in 
their application to music, and so arbitrary has been their use by 
different writers, that neither word is susceptible of very precise 
definition.

Hence they came to be called the Romantic School, and were 
thus distinguished from writers whose fidelity to rules and mod-
els of classic antiquity gave them a claim to the title of Classical. 
It was not long before the term Romantic was introduced into 
musical literature; and it was understood to characterise both 
the subjects of certain musical works and the spirit in which 
they were treated.…What is “romantic” to-day may thus grow, 
although itself unchanged, to be “classical” to-morrow.

It was not that the Romanticists deliberately rejected or 
even undervalued classic models, but that, borne onward by the 
impulse to give free expression to their own individuality, they 
did not suffer themselves to be bound by forms, however excel-
lent, which they felt to be inadequate for their purpose. Had the 
leaders of the Romantic school been men of less genius, this ten-
dency might have degenerated into disregard of form; but happily 
in them liberty did not beget license, and the art of music was 
enriched by the addition of new forms.

To this kind of music, the term program music has been 
applied, and we may here perhaps fitly show wherein it differs 
from Romantic music, with which there is a tendency in the 
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achieve as much strength, greatness and humanity as through the 
classical method or as in the overdrive of Romantic passion.18

Dr. Eduard Hanslick was a Prague-born Austrian aesthetic theorist, 
music critic, and the first professor of aesthetics and history of music 
at the University of Vienna; he is commonly considered the founder of 
musical formalism in aesthetics. His seminal treatise Vom Musikalisch-
Schönen (On the Musically Beautiful) of 1854 is one of the most significant 
contributions to musical aesthetics ever written. It is notorious primar-
ily for its ostensible repudiation of any pertinent connection between 
music and Affective states. Hanslick’s concept of music, according to 
this view, is based solely on the formal aspects of pure music that does 
not arouse, express, represent, or allude to human emotion in any way 
relevant to its artistic essence. Hanslick’s response to Wagner’s quote 
reads, 

Music—so we are taught—cannot entertain the mind through 
concepts, as poetry can, nor can it entertain the eye through visi-
ble forms, as the visual arts can, and so it must have the profession 
of acting on man’s feelings. “Music has to do with feelings.” This 
“having to do” is one of the characteristic expressions of the pre-
vious musical aesthetics. In what the connection of music with 
feelings, certain pieces of music with certain feelings consists, 
according to which natural laws it works, according to which art 
laws it is to be designed, those who had to “do with it” leave us 
completely in the dark. If one accustoms one’s eye to this darkness 
a bit, one comes to discover that in the prevailing musical view 
feelings play a double role.19

So the Romantic Age was filled with divergent, often provocative 
views about what music is. Since the focus of much of these disputa-
tions was instrumental music, we need not devote further analysis in 
this study. Because choral music contains lyrics that define the Affekt 
of the work, the argument about whether music is about pure sound 

Romantic is the opposite of Classical in the meaning that the 
latter word has today (exemplary, form and content in balance); 
the overgrowth of subjectivity, a strong emergence of feeling, 
passion, and the unbinding of imagination are characteristics of 
the Romantic.…It is a conscious plunge beneath the level of clear 
activity of the understanding and regulated design, a release of 
the imagination, of the elementary creative power without the 
strict control of conventional laws. So it is that the Romantics 
bring something new, they enrich art, and deepen the means of 
expression. In this sense, every artist who ignores established art 
forms and art laws, and who completely freely evolves new ones 
from himself is a Romanticist; a Classicist, on the other hand, 
inquires into the laws that govern art, and follows or improves 
them. Romanticism is therefore always Sturm and Drang, while 
Classicism is enlightenment.16 

The French had their views as well, as expressed by Félix Clément in 
1885: “The agitations of the street, the blossoming of a new literature 
and an extravagant dramaturgy, the invasion of the Romantic art—
made a triumphant competition to the serene beauties of the art, to the 
harmonious expression of the most strong passions.” 17 And, from the 
1911 Histoire De La Musique by Paul Landormy:

These are the two poles of art: on the one hand everything is delib-
erate, systematic, intelligent, and can therefore seem artificial and 
affected, even the most ardent outpourings of feeling: it is a tri-
umph of eloquence and pathos. On the other hand, we reject any 
preconceived plan, we allow ourselves to the innocent and easy 
movement of instinct; we are particularly afraid of emphasis; dis-
creet, reserved, simple and concise; one renounces all metaphys-
ics, and if one has a philosophy, it is that which emerges, without 
one seeking it, from the mysterious correspondences which a rich 
and vivid sensitivity spontaneously establishes between his var-
ious impressions. In this attitude towards reality, the artist can 
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(as Schumann, Brahms and Hanslick would have us believe) or emotion 
(the view of Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner, as well as their devotees) is moot. 
Composers set particular texts to music because those texts speak to 
their hearts, or conjure images that in turn are redolent of former times 
in their lives. 

Whether this is a Classical or Romantic notion is largely irrele-
vant. As Paul Landormy writes, “This art, which left so little room for 
intelligence, which made it so great, on the other hand, for feeling and 
instinct, ceased to be Classical to become essentially Romantic.”20 Alan 
Walker, biographer of Liszt, Chopin and Bülow, and a one-person walk-
ing encyclopedia of everything Romantic, wrote in an email that

One point has always struck me with force. The term “Romantic” 
was applied to the music of the nineteenth century by historians 
of a later time. Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, Brahms had no idea 
that they were “Romantics.” Nor, for that matter, did Mozart 
and Beethoven know that they were “Classics.” And how could 
C. P. E. Bach know that he was “Pre-Classical” when the classics 
themselves were still part of his future? And don’t get me going on 
“Baroque” composers. All these terms are convenient inventions 
of twentieth-century musicologists.21

As we commence this exploration of Choral Treatises and Singing 
Societies in the Romantic Age, we observe and listen carefully to the peo-
ple who composed the music we sing, wrote the treatises that are part 
of our cumulative pedagogical legacy, and uttered the artistic maxims 
that now form a crucial part of our Western aesthetic; and from them 
we find our own truths then use those truths to fashion our individual 
interpretations of how nineteenth-century choral music ought to be 
performed.
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CHORAL TREATISES

In 1836, the Belgian pansophy 
François-Joseph Fétis wrote this in 
his Traité du chant en choeur:

In this little book, I set out to teach 
a side of the art that is very much 
neglected, and one might even say 
ignored.…a few schools in Germany 
already teach some of the precepts 
set out in this book, but no one, that 
I know of, has ever clearly stated the 
basics of a rational method for choir 
teaching so far. The work of Häser 
and all that has been written on 
this subject…contains a great deal of 
notions of things that do not belong 
to the special nature of singing in 
choirs. Other important things, which 
are essentially the domain of this 
work, are not even mentioned there.22

Figure 2.1. John Spencer Curwen: Tonic 
Sol-Fa  (London: Novello, Ewer and Co., 
1878), title page (p. 74).
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teach singers the structure and meaning of musical notation. Some 
texts were solely meant to teach music; others contained only two- to 
four-voice choral exercises that could double as concert repertoire; 
most, however, had at least one dozen chapters designed to teach musi-
cal literacy, with choral exercises placed afterwards.

As the nineteenth century progressed, choral treatises kept pace: 
sophisticated content eased the path to music literacy for men and 
women who may never have even seen a clef. Most were destined to be 
sold to individuals, though a few were printed by subscription; exercises 
varied by region and appeared in every language—though German and 
French were most common. Choral repertoire and musical literacy were 
meant to be studied laterally. Most authors recognized the need for 
choral works that were suitable for secular performances; hence, many 
of the exercises in the second part of the treatise could be sung onstage.

Almost every method contained more than 200 pages; some exceed-
ed 300. They were comprehensive and contained detailed explanations 
of concepts such as notes, rhythm, meter, duration, etc. that were 
accompanied by a musical example; more than a few such texts also 
contained performance indications such as dynamics, articulation, and 
tempo—some even had ornamentation.

Authors recognized that both singers and conductors needed training. 
One writer devoted an entire book to choral conducting, which was only 
beginning to be recognized as a distinct profession; modern conductors 
forget that music conservatories did not teach conducting until later in 
the nineteenth century. In some choral treatises written for the amateur 
choral movement, basic beat patterns were discussed and illustrated. 
Twenty-first century musicians take textbooks, conducting classes and 
mentors for granted; yet, in the early nineteenth century, conducting 
textbooks and classes either did not exist or were too difficult to obtain; 
the men who dared to stand before a group of singers and, week by 
week, teach them how to read music, how to sing as individuals, and, 
ultimately how to sing as one ensemble—were exceedingly brave. 

Because these community-based choral ensembles did not exist 
before 1791, there were no models for a would-be conductor. Since only 

What exactly is a “Choral Meth od”? A simple Internet search un cov-
ers books with titles such as: 

1.  Choral Music: Methods and Materials
2.  Praktischen Chorgesangschule
3.  Essential Musicianship: A Compre hensive Choral Method: 

Voice, Theory, Sight-Reading, Performance
4.  Things They Never Taught You in Cho ral Methods:  

A Choral Director’s Handbook
5.  Lehrgang für den praktischen Ge  sang unterricht
6.  Evoking Sound: Choral Warm-up Method, Procedures, 

Planning and Core Vocal Exercises
7.  Le Chant Choral Méthode Morceaux Choisis
8.  Art & Science in the Choral Rehearsal
9.  Vocal and Choral Techniques
10.  Ecole chorale contenant la grammaire musicale

Before the nineteenth century, none of those books or treatises—or 
anything like them—existed; in fact, they were most likely not even 
needed. Church and collegiate choirs hed been in existence since the 
fifteenth century, and groups of men had been singing together in 
churches for at least a millennium by 1810; likewise, there were cer-
tainly men’s singing ensembles before then, even if they didn’t call 
themselves a “society,” or any other name for that matter. Still, ama-
teur choral ensembles that focused on musical literacy—and not rote 
learning, which implies an oral tradition—did not appear in Leipzig 
and Berlin until the late eighteenth century. The movement grew 
rapidly, and treatises—authored by directors, conductors, pedagogues, 
and church musicians—quickly appeared; the goal of these texts was 
to teach men (and much later—women) how to read music while 
simultaneously molding multiple singers into a single choral entity.

Part of the movement’s philosophy was to promote musical literacy 
so that rote learning could be avoided; accordingly, almost every book 
produced for choral ensembles started with graded exercises meant to 
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Once a singer stood in formation on a concert stage and experienced 
the pleasure of hearing concertgoers energetically applaud him, he might 
reflect on all the challenges he faced—and overcame—each Monday or 
Tuesday or Thursday evening; then he probably smiled broadly, bowed, 
and set out for the tavern with his compatriots. There, fueled by pride, 
satisfaction, and beer, he and his brothers might have sung an encore, 
looking forward to their next rehearsal. Chances are—depending on 
where that man lived, and the years during which he participated—he 
learned from a choral method authored by one of the persons that follow.

I.  TRAINING VOLUNTEER CHORISTERS TO SING
Hans Georg Nägeli, Michael Traugott Pfeiffer & 
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi

Figure 2.2. left: Hans Jacob Oeri: Engraving of Hans Georg Nägeli, after sculp-
ture by Johann-Martin Esslinger, 1838; center: Charcoal drawing of Michael Trau-
gott Pfeiffer while in the Wettingen Seminary, 1832; right: Francisco Javier Ra-
mos: Portrait of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, Madrid, c. 1806.

[Sources: left. Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Musique, Est.NägeliH.G.002; cen-
ter & right: “Lebensbilder aus dem Aargau: 1803-1953: 150 Jahre Kanton Aargau: Jubiläumsaus-
gabe der Historischen Gesellschaft (Life-Pictures From the Aargau: 1803-1953: 150 Years in District 
Aargau: Jubilee Edition of the Historical Society)” in Jahresschrift der Historischen Gesellschaft des 
Kantons Aargau Argovia. (Annual Journal of the Historical Society of the District of Aargau), vol. 65 
(Aarau: H. R. Sauerländer & Co., 1953); center no. 35; right: no. 6.]

Hans Georg Nägeli (Figure 2.2, left) was born in 1773 in the 
Wetzikon District of Zürich; he grew up as the youngest of four 
sons of the pastor and musician Hans Jakob Nägeli and sang as a 
boy in the Singgesellschaft Wetzikon (Singing Society of Wetzikon), 

the most affluent churches hired singers with a dedicated conductor 
to lead them, the organist was also the director; beating time from 
the keyboard, he would try to simultaneously listen and cue entrances 
while playing the organ and turning pages; indeed, the poor guy might 
have had to sing the tenor or bass part as well—or, if required, sing alto. 

It is not unfair to suggest that the intrepid directors of amateur 
choruses made it up as they went along. The entire movement was 
experimental: from seating the chorus to finding appropriate repertoire 
to fashioning rules regarding membership to purchasing (or creating) 
printed materials to use during rehearsals—all of it was novel; trial and 
error was indispensable. In an era when communicating between cities 
(or nations) might require many weeks—or months, the director of the 
new Liedertafel in Leipzig could not simply phone or email his colleague 
in Berlin and blow off some steam. Solving problems required imagina-
tion, inventiveness, a willingness to accept suggestions, humility and, 
perhaps most important of all—patience. 

The dissemination of pedagogical ideas and publications more or less 
mirrored the map of cities where Liedertafel, Orphéon, or Männergesang 
were founded. During the nineteenth century, music typesetting was 
still cumbersome, meaning methods or collections of literature were 
expensive; for instance, one treatise that was published by subscription 
counted among its subscribers more than 100 individuals and organi-
zations. Nevertheless, choral methods were authored and edited, type 
was set and music examples were created. Ultimately, if singers didn’t 
purchase the printed books, printing would have stopped: publishers do 
not produce books that do not sell.

It is no accident that this chapter begins with three men who were 
not conductors. Through friendships and a kind of “six degrees of sep-
aration,” these pioneers created the initial framework that was used by 
many communities to organize, advertise, legalize, and mobilize the 
individual singers into one performing organism—an entity that pro-
vided education, socialization, self-improvement to its members, along 
with the opportunity to perform. And, of course, maybe even engage in 
a little matchmaking. 
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Pestalozzi in Burgdorf; afterwards, Pfeiffer taught vocal music at 
a private school using Pestalozzi’s methods. The clerically influ-
enced government, hostile to experimentation, forbade his meth-
ods. During this time, Pfeiffer worked on the Gesangbildungslehre 
nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen. 

Eventually, Pfeiffer looked for a new sphere of activity. The 
liberal city of Aargau—especially open to novel educational 
ideas—came to his attention. Pfeiffer was familiar with the town 
of Lenzburg, where there was an opening for a teacher; Pestalozzi 
was in contact with some families there. At the end of 1804, 
Pfeiffer was hired for the position in Lenzburg, where a request 
made to the municipal council to build an educational institution 
in Lenzburg was granted. 

Johann Hünerwadel, pastor and school superintendent, was 
also responsible for overseeing the public and private schools in 
the city of Lenzburg; happily, Pfeiffer found in him a friend and 
supporter. After some time, the municipal council of Lenzburg 
confidently turned to Pfeiffer to set up another school for youth 
who had completed the upper municipal school, which was next 
to Pfeiffer’s private institute.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Lenzburg had about 
1,200 inhabitants who were mainly involved in agriculture, trade 
and commerce; the school system was in dire straits, as elsewhere, 
and the cultivation of the fine arts was idle. All this suddenly 
changed, though, when Pfeiffer introduced music education. In a 
short time, he made considerable progress. For the youth festival, 
previously called Solennität (School Festival), he often compiled 
songs that were composed by himself or by his Zurich friend 
Nägeli. The two set out to produce a book based upon Pestalozzi’s 
pedagogical ideas that were to be transferred to music lessons. 

In 1810, Pestalozzi’s Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen 
Grundsätzen pädagogisch begründet von Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, 
methodisch bearbeitet von Hans Georg Nägeli (Vocal Training 
According to Pestalozzian Principles, Pedagogically Founded by 

an important source of inspiration for his later work. In 1791, he 
founded a music shop and lending library in Zurich, to which 
he eventually added a music publishing arm. In 1805, he started 
an elementary choir school with the Zürcherischen Singinstituts 
(Zurich Singing Institute), from which the world’s first men’s 
commuity-based, volunteer choir emerged in 1810; furthermore, 
he became a staunch supporter of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi 
(Figure 2.2, right),. Nägeli produced a gigantic corpus of ped-
agogical vocal music—fueled by the desire to educate people 
through music; these activities made him one of the found-
ers—and chief supporters—of choral music in German-speaking 
Switzerland. He composed the necessary vocal literature and 
published a large part of it himself; moreover, he authored and 
published books devoted to theoretical and pedagogical funda-
mentals; and, together with Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, the two 
created the multi-volume Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen 
Grundsätzen (Vocal Education Teaching According to Pestalozzian 
Principles) in three editions: 1810, 1821, and 1832.

In addition to numerous smaller contributions, his Vorlesungen 
über Musik mit Berücksichtigung der Dilettanten (Lectures on Music 
with Consideration of Amateurs)— a work on the philosophy and 
history of music—is exceedingly important; the educated and 
well-read Nägeli knew and corresponded with important contem-
poraries; in addition to Pestalozzi, there were Zelter, Beethoven, 
Schubert and Mendelssohn. Nägeli died in Zurich in 1836; his 
grave is in the Hohe Promenade private cemetery. 

Michael Traugott Pfeiffer (Figure 2.2, center), pedagogue and 
poet, was born on 5 November 1771 in Wilfer shausen (Burghausen 
near Sulzfeld in Grabfeld in Bavaria); he was the son of a teacher 
and church music director, and studied with Johann Heinrich 
Pestalozzi. As a young man, Pfeiffer became head of the district 
administrative office in 1800; later, he became the first secre-
tary to the Solothurn governor. In 1803, after being fired from 
his job at a law firm, he attended a teacher training course with 
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ing, the uncertain external living conditions, and growing up 
among neglected children caused Jakobli’s life to be filled with 
stress, insecurity and constant feelings of inadequacy. 

In 1801, Pestalozzi published his most systematic work, Wie 
Gertrud ihre Kinder lehrt (How Gertrude Teaches Her Children)—a 
critique of conventional schooling and a prescription for educa-
tional reform. He rejected corporal punishment, rote memoriza-
tion, and bookishness; rather, he envisioned schools that graduat-
ed individuals who were well-rounded intellectually, morally, and 
physically. His method rested on two major premises: 1. children 
need an emotionally secure environment to learn successful-
ly; and 2. instruction should follow the generalized process of 
human conceptualization that begins with sensation. In 1804, 
Pestalozzi relocated his institute to Yverdon, where he worked 
until 1825. He died on 17 February 1827 and was buried at Neuhof, 
site of his first school.

The life-work of Pestalozzi, Nägeli and Pfeiffer led directly to the 
amateur choral movement that began in 1805 and eventually took root 
all around the globe. Perhaps the reason why almost every choral meth-
od from the nineteenth century begins with simple musical exercises is 
to avoid rote learning; another reason was surely to give the men, who 
might have never even see music on paper, a fighting chance to learn. 
After all, in the first half of the nineteenth century, many of the men who 
participated in Liedertafel or Orphéon or Männergesang might have been 
functionally illiterate; hence, we should not be surprised to see exercis-
es like this from Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen 
(Singing Education According to Pestalozzian Principles) (Figure 2.3):

Nägeli and Pfeiffer instruct the teacher to teach these rhythmic exer-
cises slowly, until the student has “fastened onto the exercise;” next he 
says to use the remainder of the singing lesson to teach the student sever-
al tempos, but not faster than the director is satisfied with the pronunci-
ation of the “La.”25 The authors are careful not to overwhelm the students 
(or men, since their books were primarily intended for TTBB choirs), 

Michael Traugott Pfeiffer, Methodically Elaborated by Hans Georg 
Nägeli) was issued. From the new method: “The invention of a 
method based on Pestalozzian principles is nothing other than a 
discovery of the simple, true educational laws of human nature 
and a corresponding organization of the educational material for 
the purposes of schooling and enrichment.”23 The next step was the 
creation of a teacher training center in Lenzburg with Pfeiffer as its 
first director. In 1808, 44 musical confederates from ten districts 
founded the Schweizerische Gesellschaft der Erziehung (Swiss Society 
for Education) and elected Pestalozzi president for life. Pfeiffer 
became a professor at the seminar in Aarau, which was later moved 
to Wettingen, where he died on May 20, 1849.

Born in Zurich in 1746, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (Figure 42, 
right) is considered one of the most important figure in pedagogy; 
he was also a pioneer of general education for people of all ages. 
His maxim of the harmonious education of the growing person—
head, heart and hand—is largely undisputed; it still shapes the 
educational plans and teaching practices of many schools today. In 
the Nachforschungen (Inquiries) of 1797, Pestalozzi also formulated 
the triad of dispositions, society and self-motivation in a classic 
way: “So I am a work of nature. A work of my species. And a work 
of my Self.”24 Pestalozzi attended elementary and Latin school 
from 1751 to 1765; he first studied theology, then jurisprudence at 
the Collegium Carolinum in Zurich, where he was influenced by 
author, academic, critic and poet, Johann Jakob Bodmer. 

In September 1769, Pestalozzi married Anna Schulthess in 
Gebenstorf; in 1770, their son Hans Jakob (called Jakobli) was born. 
Jakobli was named after Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose advice on 
the natural education of children known as “En lightenment 
Pedagogy” from Rousseau’s book Emile—Pestalozzi applied point 
by point to his Jakobli; this misguided attempt at ideal child-rear-
ing failed tragically. The diary that Pestalozzi left about his son’s 
upbringing is considered a harrowing account of a serious misin-
terpretation of Rousseau’s hypothetical pedagogy. The upbring-
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Figure 2.6 shows Nägeli’s attempt at a four-voice exercise, using tre-
bles for the uppermost staff, with men singing the lower three voices. 
It is more of a SBBB arrangement, but it demonstrates Nägeli’s skill and 
imagination in attempting to create a kind of SATB for his young pupils.

Figure 2.6. XIII. Bundesgruß. (Federal Salute.) 
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Chirp, dear little singer of the groves, just chirp in peace! don’t want to bother you, 
let your little song be heard! Keep on singing, keep on, keep on and on.

[Source: NAG, 9.]

introducing a new concept only after the exercise has been mastered; 
furthermore, they model each exercise on the one before it, so that the 
singers can methodically build a vocabulary of musical terms/concepts.

Nägeli and Pfeiffer introduce Solfège, along with a kind of musical 
notation that is supposed to make reading music easier; the numbers 
refer to the scale degree, which allows for instant—and easy—transpo-
sition. “Here the names of the sharpened notes are made just as clear 
and explained in the same way as the names of the flattened notes. So 
the table looks like this:”26 (Figure 2.4)

Figure 2.4. Note Names.

Source: Nägeli, Hans Georg, and Michael Traugott Pfeiffer. 1810. Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozzischen Grundsätzen: 
Erste Hauptabtheilung der Vollständigen und Ausführlichen Gesangschule mit drey Beylagen Ein- Zwey- und Dreystimmiger 
Gesänge. Zürich: H. G. Nägeli, 63.

ex. 2222. Ex. 44. Note Names.

c. d. e. f. g. a. h. c. d. e. f.
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g. a. h. c. d.
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[Source: NAG, 63.]

Needless to say, the method continues with exercises for the fun-
damentals needed to read music. Eventually, there are two- and three-
voice exercises written by Nägeli. Here is a two-voice example that 
would have certainly been a challenge (Figure 2.5):

Figure 2.3. Rhythm and Rests.ex. 2222. Ex. 35. Rhythm and Rests.

œ œ Œ œ œ œ Œ œ œ œ œ Œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ
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[Source: Nägeli, Hans Georg, and Michael Traugott Pfeiffer. 1810. Gesangbildungslehre nach Pestalozz-
ischen Grundsätzen: Erste Hauptabtheilung der Vollständigen und Ausführlichen Gesangschule mit drey 
Beylagen Ein- Zwey- und Dreystimmiger Gesänge. Zürich: H. G. Nägeli, 16.]

Figure 2.5. XVII. Die Grille. (The Cricket.)
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August Ferdinand Häser
August Ferdinand Häser (Figure 2.7, right) was born in Leipzig in 
1779. He attended Thomasschule from 1793–6, studied theology for 
a year at the University of Leipzig, and was appointed schoolmaster 
and Kapellmeister at Lemgo, Westphalia in 1797; he also distin-
guished himself as a mathematician. In 1804, Häser married; from 
1806–1813, he lived in Italy; and, in 1817, he returned to Germany 
and settled in Wei mar, where he became music-master to the duke’s 
family, as well as chorus-master at the Weimar Hoftheater. In 1818, 
he accepted a professorial position at the Gymnasium (high school) 
in Weimar as a mathematician and teacher of the Italian language; 
starting in 1829, he became music director of the Herderkirche in 
Weimar; he died on 1 November 1844 in Weimar. 

His vocal works include three operas, an oratorio—Die Kraft 
des Glaubens, (Weimar, 1828, and Birmingham, 1837); Masses, Te 
Deums, Paternosters, Requiems, Misereres, and various songs; 
instrumental works include piano pieces, four overtures, and sev-
eral works in the salon style. Häser was nationally known, recog-

Figure 2.7. left: Photograph of Hans Michel Schletterer, unattributed and un-
dated;  center: J. B. Gatti: Engraving of Joseph Mainzer, c. 1827; right: Heinrich 
Matthäi: Drawing of August Ferdinand Häser, September, 1832; caption reads: 
“Ordnung führt zu allem Guten.” (“Order leads to all good.”).

[Sources: left: Wißner-Verlag Verwaltungs-GmbH, Aug sburg; center: Österreichische Nationalbib-
liothek, PORT _ 00012516_01; right: Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Inventar-Nr. A 26328.]
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[Source: NAG, 52.]
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of tenors, and almost everywhere rather weak toneless basses). It 
seems, therefore, that only a prejudice against music in general, or 
the opinion that singing is unhealthy due to excessive chest exer-
tion, that it leads one astray to vanity, that it is a waste of time and 
occasions significant expenses—that, I say, only such opinions 
stand in the way of the general introduction of choral singing into 
the core curriculum of upper and lower schools.27

Interestingly, many theorists in the nineteenth century linked choral 
singing to music education in public schools, as demonstrated in this 
review of Häser’s Chorgesangschule: Für Schul- Und Theaterchöre Und 
Angehende Singvereine (Choral School: For School and Theater Choirs and 
Budding Singing Clubs), published in the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, 
on 20 June 1832:

In the Preface, the honored author praises the good progress that 
singing in general, and choral singing in particular, has made in 
most places in Germany during the last 20 to 30 years. Singing 
societies have formed almost everywhere, including outside the 
upper and lower public schools. Then, he tries to remove the 
obstacles which, in the opinion of some, still stand in the way of 
singing lessons in schools.…In the view of readers who, like ours, 
are familiar with singing and its influence, we do not need to 
enumerate the author’s replies; partly they are known to them, 
partly we wish that they will be read in the book itself. Here, too, 
the wish that has often been voiced is repeated: that singing les-
sons should be introduced in all schools.…What the experienced 
author wants to achieve with his book, why he considered its 
publication necessary, becomes clear by the following words: “If 
we look at what has been done so far in most school and theater 
choirs, and in budding associations for choral singing, we find 
that one seldom takes a thorough, methodical path in which, 
without much effort on the part of the teacher or the students, 
higher things could be achieved in a shorter time than by teaching 

nized as a composer (operas and sacred choral works) and music 
writer; however, his works were quickly forgotten after his death.

Happily, Häser wrote two choral methods; these include many 
SATB musical exercises and his theories about singing. The first, 
Chorgesangschule: Für Schul- Und Theaterchöre Und Angehende 
Singvereine—Méthode Pour Apprendre à Chanter En Choeur: a L’usage Des 
Écoles, Des Théâtres, Et Des Académies De Chant (Choral Singing School: 
For School and Theater Choirs and Budding Singing Associations—
Method For Learning to Sing in Chorus: For Use in Schools, Theaters, 
and Singing Academies), was published in 1831, and as the title suggests, 
it is printed in parallel columns of German and French. Häser’s theories 
about singing are included in Volume I; whereas Volume II is filled with 
informative and useful choral exercises.

 In the Foreword to Volume I, Häser writes that 

The more lively participation in music in general, along with a 
preference for singing in general—and good choral singing in 
particular—has led to the formation of singing societies in many 
places in Germany for the past twenty to thirty years. These gath-
erings are all the more laudable, and all the more apt to generally 
awaken and strengthen that praiseworthy participation, as well 
as enliven the sense for the most pure genre of music, the more 
serious and strictly it holds itself to really solid repertoire. These 
singing organizations are primarily to be thanked for the fact that 
people here and there have striven to employ appropriate means 
for singing and that in a number of lower and higher schools, cho-
ral singing was adopted as part of the core curriculum. That this 
does not occur everywhere is very unfortunate. Barriers, such as 
those that can appear with the formation of singing institutions, 
especially in small areas, are not present in the schools, in which 
one finds available plenty of all four voices, if not in the needed 
balance (here for example a surplus of sopranos, there a surplus 
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edge of the agreement of triads, major and minor, and the intervals 
that result.—Explain the terms, tight harmony, broad harmony, 
doubled notes. To save space, we have written these exercises and 
the following ones in a small number of keys, and we have indicated 
those that can be transposed.

There will be a small number of passages in these exercises where 
the scope of the voices is exceeded, which was difficult to avoid, given 
the plan of these exercises. But this is not a great evil, because these 
passages are specially intended for explanation, and do not need to be 
rehearsed rigorously.29

Figure 2.9. I. A. B. Page 1. Agreement of Triads, Major and Minor.
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[Source: HASS, 35.]

If Vol. I began at a somewhat relaxed pace so as not so scare off begin-
ners, Vol. II gets down to business immediately. Häser uses similar method-
ology from Vol. I; he graduates to exercises meant to be transposed at sight. 
This is the first exercise in Vol. II (Figure 2.10):

choral singing without previous elementary exercises and without 
actual school. Therefore, every director of a choir or a singing 
society had to write something like this for himself if he wanted 
to proceed methodically. But not everyone has the time or the job 
to do this, and many will certainly welcome a work like this one 
in which everything necessary can be found.” We think so too. 
As the author continues: “For several years I have been collecting 
materials for this project, which I have now worked on with plea-
sure and love. I have made use of many years of experience in a 
business that to me is more pleasure than work, and I hope that 
this, my method of choral singing, will contribute a lot to make 
the school and theater choirs happier if one uses it with the same 
passion with which I wrote it.”—so we have nothing to add but 
our conviction that everything really is like that.28 

Like almost every author of choral and singing treatises, Häser 
includes his own classification of voice ranges (Figure 2.8):

Figure 2.8. Voice Classifications by August Ferdinand Häser.
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[Source: HASS, Part I, 28.]

Häser includes several pages of exercises designed to improve musi-
cianship, sight reading, transposition and comprehension for solo singers:

 
I. A. B. Page 1. Agreement of triads, major and minor, in tight harmo-
ny, broad, and with doubled notes. (Figure 2.9)—Used to gain knowl-
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Figure 2.12. Fourths and Fifths in Tenor.
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Joseph Mainzer
Joseph Mainzer, (Figure 2.7, center) priest, music teacher and compos-

er, had an important influence on the development of the choral move-
ment in the first half of the nineteenth century. Although his musical com-
positions are largely forgotten, his mission to bring singing to the masses 
is not: he published a number of works on the subject and established 
Main zer’s Musical Times, which later became The Musical Times. First pub-
lished in 1841, this short singing textbook for an English audience is a classic 
resource in music education, presenting the foundations of the fixed sol-fa 
system together with a generous quantity of musical examples. 

Mainzer left Germany on account of his political opinions, and, in 
1833, went to Brussels. There he wrote an opera and acted as musical 
editor of L’Artiste. Moving to Paris, he taught popular singing classes 
and contributed musical articles to journals. In 1839, Mainzer went to 

Figure 2.10. I. Major and Minor Triads.
I. A. Triads in both major and minor, widely and narrowly spaced, with doubled notes.
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[Source: HASS, 30.]

Believing in the importance of skills in harmony and theory, Häser 
includes increasingly difficult exercises in modulation (Figure 2.11): 

Figure 2.11. VI. A.  Modulations in Major Keys, While the Soprano Remains in Place.
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[Source: HASS, 37.]

Next Häser composes exercises in every key, time signature and 
tempo. In each voice, such as the Soprano, he focuses on one pair of 
intervals, such as Thirds and Sixths; another voice, say the Bass, is then 
challenged with the same intervals in another exercise. In this example, 
the Tenor part is filled with fourths and fifths (Figure 2.12).

Häser’s sister Charlotte was a professional singer who enjoyed a long 
and successful career; indeed, earlier in their lives, he traveled with 
Charlotte to Italy, where he accompanied her in concerts throughout 
the peninsula. Häser wrote another singing method in 1832; however, 
it is exclusively for solo singing—even more than the first volume of 
Chorgesangschule: Für Schul—Und Theaterchöre. And, oddly, no musical 
examples are included. 
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to the Five First Editions,” he writes 
that, “The art of singing, in its highest 
acceptation, requires a serious, length-
ened, and uninterrupted study; but it 
is the reverse as to the instruction of 
large bodies of men, women, or chil-
dren. With them it is only necessary to 
communicate a general knowledge of 
the art, to incite a taste for it, to prepare 
the physical organs—the ear and the 
throat—to awaken the intelligence and 
the heart, and to afford to infancy and 
youth a participation in the benefits 
resulting from its exercise.”31

Mainzer believed in the influence of 
singing on moral education, and most of 
the first 23 pages are devoted to the vocal 
education of children. Chapter 1 begins 
the method proper—meant for the adults 
who might attend his public events or 
work at home. He assumed absolute-
ly zero knowledge of music basics, as 
shown in Figure 2.13. His pace could be 
considered accelerated, since he manages 
to cover in the space of thirteen pages: 1) 
Names of the Notes; 2) Clefs; 3) Tones and 
Semi-Tones; 4) Sharps and Flats; 5) Value 
of the Notes. There are many exercises, 
however, to give students the chance to 
reinforce what they have been taught. 
Beginning at page 80, Mainzer includes 
short melodies that address “Golden 
Rules of Pythagoras,” “Self Examination,” 
and “Socrates’ Prayer.”32 He concludes the 

the Scotland; in 1841, he competed unsuccessfully for the music chair at 
the University of Edinburgh. He was in Edinburgh till about 1848, when 
he left for Manchester; there he died on 10 November 1851.

Celebrated in England, his ideas about popular music education fell 
on fertile ground. The Leeds Times ran this glowing article in 1843:

During the present week, Mr. Mainzer, who was amongst the 
first to introduce into this country a system of popular instruc-
tion in music, by which large multitudes of people might almost 
simultaneously acquire some knowledge of the vocal art, has 
been lecturing to large audiences…on his system of Singing for the 
Million! There are few more remarkable characteristics of social 
progress in the present age than the wide extension of a taste for 
music, and the elevation of that delightful science in the eyes of 
most men, to a position of power and usefulness, as an agent in 
the moral improvement of society.…Mr. M., like all workers of 
revolutions, whether musical, political, religious, or of whatever 
kind they may be, is an enthusiast—but he is a mild one. It is 
this, together with his quick sympathy for the feelings of others, 
manifested in those brief, passing, and pleasant allusions, ever 
and anon, with which he rewards the efforts of his multitudinous 
pupils; and the sweet, but ready smile, with which he accompanies 
them, and which seems the emanation of a refined species of that 
bonhomie so characteristic of his countrymen, the Germans, that 
renders him so delightful and prepossessing a lecturer; and which, 
united with his powers, of simple, easy and natural exposition, 
makes him so successful as a teacher.30 

Mainzer’s primary aim—for which he was known and lauded—was 
popular music education. Wherever he went, Mainzer held mass sing-
ing classes; in Glasgow, for instance, one of his public events drew 
4,000 people. Mainzer considered music to be a “national property,” 
and the basis of his method was the French solfege with fixed pitch, 
which he himself proved could be successful. In the “Advertisement 

Figure 2.13. Singing for the 
Million. Containing Numerous 
Progressive Exe43rcises Imita-
tions, Fugues, and Canons, by 
Joseph Mainzer, 1842.

CHAPTER I.

§ 1.

OF SOUNDS. — OF NOTES.

Question.   What do you call that which strikes  
the era in listening to music?

Answer. SOUNDS.

Q.  In what manner are sounds expressed  
in musical writing?

A. By marks called NOTES.

Q. What is the form of these notes?
A. They are dots or circles, thus: 

   

 .

— 2 —

Q.  In what manner are the notes written to  
represent sounds?

A. Upon a scale of five horizontal lines:
 
 

Q.  How are the lines of the stave numbered?
A.  The lowest line is called the first, the next,  

the second, and so on, counting upwards.

 
1

2
3

4
5

Q.  How are the notes marked upon the stave?
A.  They are placed upon and between the  

lines, thus:
 

Q.   In what order do the sounds thus represented  
by notes upon the stave, follow each other?

A.  This scale of notes represents the sounds  
ascending by degrees from low to high.

— 3 —

Q.  What is the general rule in singing the sounds  
expressed by notes?

A.  The voice should ascent as the notes ascend  
upon the stave, and descend as they descend.

§ 2.
THE NAMES OF THE NOTES.

Q. How is one note distinguished from another?
A. Each has a different denomination, as:

C, D, E, F, G, A, B, or
DO, RE, MI, FA, SOL, LA, SI.

[Source: MAIN, 1.]
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volume, which went through six printings, with a short dictionary of 
musical terms.

A full decade before the release of Singing for the Million!, Abbé 
Mainzer published Singschule Oder Praktische Anweisung Zum Gesänge: 
Verbunden Mit Einer Allgemeinen Musiklehre (Singing School or Practical 
Instruction on Singing: Combined With a General Music Theory); he 
had the political smarts to dedicate his treatise for adults—with a flor-
id hand—to his bishop, Joseph von Hommer. Mainzer is identified as 
“Teacher of Singing at the Trier Seminary for Priests and Schoolteachers, 
and Honorary Member of the Philharmonic Academy of Rome.”33

As part of his curriculum for popular music education, and vocal 
music, Mainzer classifies singing voices according to his own observa-
tions (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14. Voice Classifications by Joseph Mainzer.
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[Source: Mainzer, Joseph. 1831. Singschule Oder Praktische Anweisung Zum Gesänge: Verbunden Mit Einer 
Allgemeinen Musiklehre. Trier: Jakob Mainzer, Musikalienhandlung.]

As Mainzer himself acknowledges, his approach to music education is 
hardly universal. The first three paragraphs of the Foreword say as much:

Given the large number of singing schools (some of which are very 
good) that already exist, the publication of a new edition would 
require some justification—if the title did not already express 
the twofold tendency of the present: namely, to combine general 
music theory with singing lessons.

In my opinion, one had to start from the principle that thor-
ough instruction is the quickest and safest way to complete 
training; and since singing, as is generally accepted, is the basis 

of all music, both composed and performed, it must therefore 
precede all musical teaching: the theoretical teaching of general 
music theory cannot be separated from the teaching with singing. 
I have therefore tried to combine the two in such a way that they 
should go hand in hand as much as possible, support each other, 
preserve the desire to learn through appropriate alternation, and 
thus facilitate progress.

The extent to which I have taken the right principles and 
achieved the objective set for me is left to the judgment of knowl-
edgeable men and experience to decide. Therefore, not only will I 
not fear a rigorous and thorough assessment, but I will also look 
forward to it with great expectation. May I be granted the part 
that is right. With thanks, I will accept the criticisms that have 
been made, as well as the hints given, and will not fail to pay atten-
tion to them and to apply them in good time.34

Just as in Singing for the Million!, Mainzer assumes no musical knowl-
edge in his adult readers; he does, however, move at a faster pace with 
concepts and exercises, such as this chromatic exercise that might well 
produce crossed eyes even in contemporary music students: (Figure 2.15)

Figure 2.15. Exercise No. 61.
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[Source: MAIN, 264.]

Mainzer hasn’t penned a Choral Method in the sense we know in 
modern times; he conducted choirs during his career, but he believed 
that men, women and children of all ages are best taught when the 
fundamentals of music are joined to vocal instruction. As such, his 
value herein concerns his contributions to popular music education; 
since a majority of choral professionals (at least in academia) start their 
careers in the classroom, even a brief examination of the contributions 
of Mainzer, who is virtually unknown today, warrants a few pages.
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(University Music Director) in Heidelberg, and in 1858, Kapell meister at 
St. Anna in Augsburg.

With the founding of the Oratorienverein (Oratorio Society) in Augsburg 
in 1866, which he directed until 1893, and with which he organized more 
than 100 concerts, Schletterer performed many classical instrumental 
works with the city orchestra; he also made a major contribution to the 
development of musical life in Augsburg for more than 20 years. In 1878, 
the University of Tübingen recognized him for his outstanding scientific 
achievements (especially in the field of music history) by awarding him 
the Doctor of Philosophy degree; unfortunately, his total rejection of 
the new musical developments following Wagner’s death, along with his 
neglect of the works of younger composers, earned him increasing—and 
sometimes malicious—criticism; accordingly, in 1893, completely embit-
tered, Schletterer resigned as Musikdirektor of the Oratorienverein. Sadly, 
he died soon after, and on 7 June 1893, he was buried in the Protestant 
church in Augsburg amid huge crowds of admirers. 

Schletterer made great contributions to musical life everywhere, but 
especially in the district capital of Schwabens, which became his sec-
ond home. Strictly conservative, he studied the works of Handel, Bach, 
Gluck, Haydn, Mozart and other great composers in the field of piano 
sonata, chamber music, symphony, as well as choirs and oratorio societ-
ies; during his lifetime, he organized more than 500 concerts.

His Praktische Chorgesangschule: Op. 29 (Practical Choral Singing School: 
Op. 29), is a detailed and extensive work that addresses everything from 
the names of the staff lines and spaces in Part I to progressively more dif-
ficult SSAA exercises in Part II. Anyone who reads the first two paragraphs 
of the Preface will immediately appreciate his position:

Our church and other choral societies, which exist in almost all 
large and small towns, if they are to thrive and do their best, 
need singers who are trained in reading music and who are 
theoretically well-educated enough to fill their place properly. 
Unfortunately, however, the number of weak singers in most 
choral societies usually outweighs the number of people who 

At the beginning of Part Three, Mainzer clearly notes the differences 
between solo and choral singers; there is no hint of prejudice against cho-
risters as shown in this passage: 

In addition to everything that we have previously stated as generally 
necessary for the mechanical training of a singer, solo singing also 
requires a very different early training, unlike the choral singing 
that we got to know in the first two parts. Choral singing expresses 
the feelings of a whole crowd or of whole people, while solo sing-
ing only expresses those of a single person. In the choir, therefore, 
the individual singer appears only as part of the whole, and thus 
has the task of sticking strictly to the composer’s notation, even at 
the expense of his individual feeling. The chorus singer (chorister) 
only appears freely and independently to the extent that he is able 
to increase the expression prescribed by the composer, taking into 
account the other singers, following his own feelings.35

Hans Michel Schletterer
Hans Michael Schletterer, PhD (Figure 2.7, left) was born in Ansbach, 

Germany on 29 May 1824. His father taught him the beginnings of 
playing the piano and sent the little boy three times a week to the 
Herriederthorthurm, where the town musician Herr Ott familiarized 
him with the composition of string music. Under the direction of Cantor 
Dürrner, and the organist Herr Maier, the boy perfected his skills in, and 
knowledge of, violin and piano playing, music theory, and essays.

Beginning in 1840, Schletterer received training at the schoolteach-
er’s seminar in Kaiserslautern; he completed the course after studying 
with Louis Spohr in Kassel and Ferdinand David in Leipzig in 1845, and 
after having recently been employed as a music teacher at the teachers’ 
seminar in Finstingen (Fénétrange, Lorraine). In 1847, he became music 
director in Zweibrücken, where in 1848 he opened a “musical course for 
playing together” (Zweibrücker Wochenblatt, 1848), and was involved in 
the founding of the Liedertafel and the Cäcilienvereins (Cecilia Society) 
in 1849 and 1850. In 1854, Schletterer became Universitätsmusikdirektor 
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Figure 2.17. Spruch. Leicht und munter. (Adage. Light and chipper.) 
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When the sun, shining brightly, looks into your bed like this: Yes, jump out of there quickly, otherwise it 
will gouge out your eyes.

[Source: SCHL, 105.]

In Part II, Schletterer increases both the difficulty as well as the pace 
of the material. Without a teacher to answer questions, readers might 
find some of the exercises more than they can handle. As he comes to 
the end of Part II, SSAA choral songs are introduced. It is unclear why 
the short choral pieces are written for women only; perhaps, he had 
a Liedertafel in mind that was exclusively for women—though given 
the times, that seems improbable. Whatever the cause, Schletterer 
begins to introduce the reader to choral singing, as opposed to the 
solo singing exercises that dominated Part I. By and large, the choral 
songs were longer than other methods; indeed, they could be used in 
concert. This sacred text, like all of the women’s pieces, is too long to 
include fully; and, to be honest, the first eight measures will provide an 
excellent flavor of his compositional style and method of instruction. 
(Figure 2.18)

One of Schletterer’s most admirable qualities is his ability to combine 
the various types of exercises with his written explanations of musical 
terms; for instance, in Part II, Schletterer introduces the concept of 
Ornamentation. His definition of the term and its various components, 
such as Turns, Trills, Vorschlag etc., is followed by a choral piece that 
includes one or two of the ornaments; he was also mindful of tempo, 
style, and articulation. A choral piece marked Adagio might be followed 
by another marked Vivace. There are both sacred and secular texts, and 
given that his method was written near the end of the century, he had 
the luxury of studying other methods and singing schools; nevertheless, 

have been taught. But only a small minority of students who leave 
school take with them enough musical knowledge such that, now 
that their physical education is complete, they can benefit from 
their school instruction and become members of a choral society. 
Unfortunately, this excludes the majority of the people from hav-
ing a hobby, to which nature has enabled thousands, a hobby that 
has such an invigorating, uplifting, and refining effect, and that 
demands relatively the smallest financial means.36

Like others we have seen, the Praktische Chorgesangschule is divided 
into two parts; the first is devoted to the fundamentals and assumes 
nothing on the part of the singer, and includes this classification of 
voices (Figure 2.16):

Figure 2.16. Voice Classifications by Hans Schletterer.
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[Source: Schletterer, Hans M. 1858. Praktische Chorgesangschule: Op. 29. Zweibrücken: J. C. Herbart, 49.]

It progresses rapidly, however, and by page three, it includes simple 
songs—complete with lyrics: (Figure 2.17) 
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which he replied in a humorous tone, Vive la République! (Long live the 
Republic!) He explained, “You must understand, I composed a cantata 
to celebrate the glory of Charles X and he did not decorate me; I cele-
brated the musical virtues of Louis Philippe and he did not decorate me; 
I sang the blessings of the Empire and the emperor did not decorate me; 
I have never done anything for the République, and it decorates me. It’s 
only right that I’m grateful to it!”37

Elwart published Lutrin et orphéon ou le plain-chant et la musique 
appris en chantant des choeurs, grammaire pratique (Schola Cantorum and 
Orphéon or Plainsong and Music Learned by Singing Choirs, Practical 
Grammar) in 1865; he was a great supporter of the all-male choral ensem-
bles known as Orphéon. His target audience was the men who sang in 
these choirs; accordingly, the first part of his method is devoted to the 
fundamentals of music—skills an amateur would need to be successful as 

Schletterer made an important contribution to the body of printed 
materials available for those who wanted to read music—and sing.

Antoine Aimable Elie Elwart
Antoine Elie Elwart (Figure 2.19, left) was born on 19 November 

1808 in Paris. At the age of ten, he became a choirboy in the Church of 
Saint-Eustache, which marked him for his whole life: sacred music was 
always one of the greatest influences on him. Curious to discover the 
world of a professional musician, he avoided the life of a manufacturer 
of crates; rather, he secured a place in a street orchestra playing violin. 

In 1825, Elwart entered into the Royal School of Music (future 
Conservatoire of Paris) where he studied counterpoint, harmony and 
fugue as well as composition. His teachers included François-Joseph 
Fétis and Berlioz. Although Elwart won the First Prize for Fugue in 1830, 
it was not until 1834 that he won the Grand Prix de Rome; he moved to 
Rome where he became a boarder at the Villa Medici. Returning to Paris 
in 1837, he became an assistant professor at the Conservatoire, where he 
taught until his retirement in 1871. He died in Paris on 14 October 1877. 

Elwart was awarded the Spanish Cross by Charles III. He was award-
ed the Légion d’honneur in 1873 in the Conservatory Hall, a distinction to 

Figure 2.18. No. 105. Choral Motet.
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Praise the Lord my soul and what is in me bless his holy name.

[Source: SCHL, 45.]

Figure 2.19. left: Atelier Nadar: Photograph of Antoine Aimable Elie Elwart in 
visitor card format, 1870–1890; right: Maria Röhl: Portrait of Carl Abraham 
Mankell, 1835.

[Sources: left: Carnavalet Museum, History of Paris, PH50120; right: National Library of Sweden, 
741.09485.]
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the theory put into practice. Now that the main foundations of 
this theory have been established, we will introduce the students 
to the practices of the choral arts; but, in order to get rid of what 
seems odd and cold in the notes’ names, we will keep on writing 
verses under the music in these exercises. Because these verses are 
easily accessible, pupils will remember several important notions 
that would have been useless to teach in an ordinary form of prose 
demonstration.38

By the end of Part Two, Elwart has progressed his pupils through every 
musical fundamental in unison, two-part, three-part, and TTBB exer-
cises. This example demonstrates the skill level the men had obtained, 
which allowed them to conquer this chromatic exercise. (Figure 2.21)

Figure 2.21. Chromatic Exercise In Four Parts.
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[Source: ELW, 76.]

In Part Three, marked “Chapter Unique,” Elwart pens excellent 
instructions to Orphéon directors/teachers entitled “Of Singing with 
One Lyric,” that are still applicable in modern times. The excerpt is long, 
but worth a close read:

The purpose of any choral study is to sing with ease, accuracy, 
and expression while feeling the poetic words that inspired the 
composers. After studying and practicing the elements of plain-

a choral singer. Some of his illustrations are clever and original, such as 
this diagram of solfège symbols. (Figure 2.20)

Figure 2.20. Scales in the Italian manner.

ut

ré ré

mi mi

fa fa

sol sol

la la

si si

ut

ut

[Source: ELW, 14.]

In the “Second Part—Choral Practical,” Elwart begins with this 
tongue-in-cheek introduction:

“We are all a bit like children,” said a German philosopher, “when 
we begin to study a new language, or the principles of an art that 
is unknown to us; it is therefore by practicing this language or 
this art that we must begin.” Pushing the consequences of his 
proposal to the end, our thinker adds: “When a child begins to 
stand on his feet, his nanny does not teach him a lesson on the 
principles of the center of gravity; she places him between two 
chairs and leaves him to himself, while still looking after him.” It 
has been the same up to now for most of the Orpheonists; their 
directors placed them between comrades with a bit of listening 
skills, a lot of memory and some superficial musical knowledge, 
and the choirs—by dint of rote repetition—worked as best they 
could. Without wanting to do absolutely as the nanny of the 
free thinker from Over the Rhine, it somewhat inspired the first 
chapters of this book: because we are convinced from experience 
that singers in training must be able to recognize by ear the most 
usual musical sounds before learning to read and write them. 
Singing, like speaking is from instinct: notation and reading are 
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Elwart knows his audience, as this ditty demonstrates: (Figure 2.22)

Figure 2.22. Cheerful! Cheerful!
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What’s going on here so late? Companions of Marjolaine! 
What is happening here so late? Cheerful! cheerful! above the quay!

[Source: ELW., 93.]

Elwart wrote another book: Essai sur la composition chorale (Essay on 
Composing for a Choir). Some portions are old-fashioned, such as the 
pages devoted to describing each major and minor key in detail, such as 
“The key of G major (with a sharp), is pastoral and fresh; this is the key 
of Swiss tunes par excellence.…The tone of G minor (with a Bb), is pain-
ful and very vehement.”40 He confirms that, as late as 1867, the Orphéons 
were still segregated by gender: “Although the free Orphéon still has 

song, and, especially those of music, Orpheonist students should 
be eager to move on to the study of choral singing or plain-song. 
Already, in all the important preceding exercises, we have given 
versified lyrics to sing; however, in doing so our goal— as we have 
pointed out—was to remove from early vocal studies some of 
their coldness, while simultaneously magnifying the main rules of 
theory in students’ memories. Now that the first steps have been 
taken, we will enter into new details, which we hope will be read 
with interest by the Orpheonists.

Here is a method to follow that will achieve real progress in a 
short period of time.—With the choir being taught, the teacher, 
the natural director of the local Orphéon, will have the tone of 
the choir in question recognized by his singers; then he will make 
them distinguish in which mode—major or minor—the piece is 
written. He will have them break down the time signature, and 
indicate the general movement and the particular character of the 
piece that is the subject of the analysis. After these preliminaries, 
the conductor will ask each voice part to write out the solfège for 
his part, starting with the basses, followed by the baritones—if a 
special part is attributed to them; otherwise, they would study 
with the basses the part given to them in the choir. The teacher 
will then move on to the second tenors and finish with the first 
tenors. If there is only one tenor part, the second and the first will 
study it together.

Now let’s talk about reuniting of all the parts of the same choir, 
after they have been studied and mastered separately. All the parts 
of the choir will first be marked with solfège. When the nuances, 
accents—and the thousand little things that contribute so much 
to the desired effect—can be well-observed, we will move on to 
practicing the lyrics. Like for the notes, students will practice 
one part at a time before singing them all together in one piece. 
Finally, the composer’s intent will reveal itself, and the teacher/
director will only have a few details left to correct in order to 
obtain a good execution.39
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This conscientiously researched work seems to me called to 
make real contributions to the teaching of music; it will be partic-
ularly useful to teachers who wish to play the organ in the Church 
and thus enhance the pomp of religious ceremonies. 

 Along with my congratulations, Sir, [please] be assured of my 
devoted feelings.

 LAURENT de RILLÉ.43

Unlike Rillé, Chanat penned his method with more than TTBB cho-
ruses in mind. He combines the study of singing and theory; he starts 
with a few exercises in the key of C major, then advances through the 
“Circle of Fifths” with a variety of exercises in each key. For instance, 
this exercise for the basses (unique merely for that) in G b major might 
well have created beads of sweat for the singers trying to negotiate its 
key. (Figure 2.23)

Figure 2.23. Exercise No. 98.
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[Source: Chanat, Eugène. 1867. Guide Musical De L’instituteur, Ou Recueil De solfeges, Exercices, 
Choeurs Messes, Motets Etc. Avec Accompt D’orgue (Très Facile) Par Eugène Chanat. Paris: E. Girod.]

A review of the work by Oscar Comettant points out what is obvious 
to anyone with more than a little musical training:

very few societies in which women and children can mingle their voices 
with those of adolescents and grown men, we still want to enlighten our 
readers on all kinds of human voices.”41 

Eugène-Jean-Antoine Chanat
Little is known about the personal life of Eugène-Jean-Antoine 

Chanat; that being said, there are a few references to him as an author 
and conductor. To wit:

“La Lyre-Dijonnaise,” a new choral society, under the direction 
of a talented artist, Mr. Chanat, received enthusiastic ovations. 
It would not be too much to say, that the choir’s executions of 
O France! and les Martyrs aux arènes was absolutely perfect. Its 
conductor deserves our highest praise for having—in such a short 
time and with twenty performers—obtained such a marvelous 
result. Moreover, this was not Mr. Eugène Chanat’s first attempt, 
as for he has been directing the children of the l’Ecole normale for 
a long time. In the Tännhauser march, his pupils sang the three-
part chorus for soprano with such heart and perfection, that all 
the spectators applauded unanimously in awe. From now on, we 
can expect enjoyable winter evenings, and… honestly say that the 
state of the arts here is better than ever, and that Dijon is worthy 
of its old reputation as an artistic city.42

Our interest in Chanat lay in his method, Guide musical de l’in-
stituteur, ou Recueil de solfeges, Exercices, choeurs Messes, Motets etc. 
avec accompt d’orgue (très facile) (Musical Guide for the Teacher, or 
Collection of Solfèges, Exercises, Choir Masses, Motets etc. with organ 
accompaniment (very easy)). He was well-regarded in his day, as this 
dedication to the Guide musical by Laurent de Rillé suggests: 

I read with interest your work entitled Musical Guide for the 
Teacher, or collections of Solfèges, Choirs, Masses, Motets, etc.,. 
with very easy organ accompaniment.
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education, there is no way to guess by what route he came to the l’Ecole 
Normale D’instituteurs De Dijon, where he became a full professor; nev-
ertheless, his exercises are well-crafted, and, since he leaves the choice 
of a vowel to the conductor, this book was surely a great success in its 
day, and has merits that are still applicable and admired today.

Although thus far we have focused on choral treatises written specifically 
for volunteer singers in community choruses, the prevalence of classroom 

Le Guide musical de l’Instituteur (Musical Guide for the Teacher), 
by Eugène-Jean-Antoine Chanat, professor at the l’Ecole Normale 
in Dijon, is an entirely practical work—intended only for students 
already instructed in the first elements of music. It begins with 
one hundred and twenty melodic exercises, for one-, two- and 
three-part voices, in all major and minor keys. This is followed 
by an example of music written for four voices, musical dictation 
patterns and multi-part recreations, with lyrics chosen from the 
works of our best poets. 

Le Guide musical de l’Instituteur, then offers us various choral 
pieces, motets and plainsong masses, with very easy organ accom-
paniments. This collection, dedicated to teachers, and which will 
certainly be useful to them, ends with ten small pieces for organ 
or harmonium.44

The sole exercise for four voices will tax both the singer’s breath 
and his patience. Marked Sons filés à 4 Voix., (Drawn-out Sounds for 
Four-Voices), the exercise offers the creative choral conductor multiple 
opportunities to instruct his choir. The length of the notes, and the 
incessant crescendi and diminundi challenge everyone.  (Figure 2.24).

The unison, two- and three-part exercises have similar ingenuity and 
challenges. The only unfortunate fact is that Chanat only included one 
four-part exercise. Without information about his younger years and

Figure 2.24. Sons Filés à 4 Voix. (Notes in Crescendo Then Decrescendo.)
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nineteenth-century authors of singing methods/schools, he discusses 
male puberty onset and how its physiological changes affect the boys’ 
singing. Here is a portion of the Preface found in Part One:

INTRODUCTION.
The present practical course on singing lessons is initially intend-
ed for choir singing schools and aims to teach:

  1)  a confident reading or grasping of the intervals (the technical 
task),

  2) formation of tones, pronunciation and taste (aesthetic task) and
  3)  the formation and refinement of feeling, morals and character 

(the moral task).
I. About the Vocal Organ.
§. 1. About the Singing Organ.
The tone that a person is able to produce with his own organs is 
called the Voice. 

In the formation of this tone, various organs coordinate: the 
lungs provide the required breath, the windpipe (throat) produc-
es the jet of air emanating from the lungs in a sound-ray, and, 
through its expansion and contraction (with the activation of 
other organs of the larynx), determine the pitch of the sound.

The other organs (uvula, palate, cheeks, tongue, teeth and lips) 
serve partly to refine the others and partly for pronunciation.
§. 2. Classification, scope and registers of the voice. 
We divide the voices first according to the genders: into male and 
female and these again into low, middle and high voices; thus, we 
observe six classes or genres of voices: the high and low soprano, 
the alto, tenor, baritone and bass. The men have two registers: the 
chest and head voice (the latter improperly called falsetto); the 
women have three registers: chest voice, middle- and head voice.

With each voice, there is more or less a certain inequality 
between the notes, which can be removed if one endeavors 

1. to soften the strong chest notes, and instead, strengthen 
the weaker and more delicate notes of the subsequent 
register; 

music education in modern undergraduate and graduate curricula warrants 
the inclusion of a few choral methods written for vocal music teachers in 
the public schools—a nineteenth-century development that can be directly 
attributed to the community choral movement.

II. CLASSROOM MUSIC PEDAGOGY
Andreas Rützel
Andreas Rützel was born on 17 March 1808, in the city of Sulzdorf, part 

of the royal district office Königshofen in Grabfeld; aged 30, he married 
Eva Maria Breuning on 1 May 1838; together they raised seven children. In 
1836, Herr Chorrector Rützel moved to Kitzingen, where he spent nearly 
four decades teaching music and singing to the boys of the Königliche 
Bayerische Katholische Lateinschule (Royal Bavarian Catholic Latin School). 

Rützel is responsible for one of the most important, and thor-
ough, choral method from the 1800s. Lehrgang Für Den Praktischen 
Gesangunterricht: Enthaltend 496 Unterrichtlich Geordnete Uebungen Ein-, 
Zwei-, Drei- Und Vierstimmiger Sätze, Lieder Und Choräle, Welche Takt 
Und Notenlesen, Stimmbildung, Eine Deutliche Aussprache Im Gesange 
Und Veredelung Der Sitten Begründen (Course for Practical Singing Lessons: 
Contains 496 Classically Arranged Exercises in One-, Two-, Three- and 
Four-Part Movements, Songs and Chorales, which Establish Timing and 
Note-Reading, Voice Training, Clear Pronunciation in Singing and the 
Refinement of Manners) is the complete title of his magisterial three-vol-
ume treatise on teaching music and singing.

The Lehrgang has three parts:
•  Erster Teil: Der einstimmige Gesang. Mit einer Theorie des 

Gesangs. 288 Übungen. (Part One: Unison singing. With a the-
ory of singing. 288 Exercises.), 1872.

•  Zweiter Teil: Der zweistimmige Gesang. 107 Übungen, (Part Two: 
Two-Part Singing. 107 Exercises.), 1875.

•  Dritter Teil: Der drei- und vierstimmige Gesang. 101 Übungen, (Part 
Three: Three- and Four-part singing. 101 Exercises.), 1877.

Although Rützel is forgotten today, his method—and his views—
about teaching singing to boys are quite modern; virtually alone among 
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Figure 2.25. Der einstimme Gesang (Unison Singing.)
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[Source: RUTZ, 15.]

2. to let the outermost tones of one register pass into the 
other, through which interlocking the inequality between 
the notes gradually disappears.

§. 3. Change of voice. (Mutation.) 
With sexual maturity, there is also a change in the voice, which 
consists of it becoming more hoarse, losing the high notes, while 
the lower notes in formation lack strength and security. Since 
the organs of the larynx are, as it were, sick during the voice 
change, one should either refrain from all exercises entirely 
during this time, according to [Luigi] Lablache, or only sing with 
wise caution and use neither the deepest nor the highest notes. 
The Ecole de chant of the Conservatoire in Paris says about the 
mutation: “In fact, we judge that one can also let the pupil sing 
with great caution during the vocal change, but with moderation 
and without forcing the low, and especially the high notes.…If 
you follow this exactly, with the boys as with the girls, but espe-
cially with the former, instead of ruining the voice, one can not 
only maintain it, but the voice change will take place and end 
more quickly.”45

The course itself, the entire building of which is based on the theory 
of harmony and pays homage to the rational teaching method, is divid-
ed into one-, two-, three- and four-part singing. To understand this, the 
following brief theory of singing will serve, which may be used whenev-
er there is occasion in the practical exercises. (Figure 2.25)

Figure 2.25. Der einstimme Gesang (Unison Singing.)

I. Abtheilung. (Section.)
Die Lehre der Tonfolge und Tondauer zur Begründung des Notenlesens, einer 
edlen Aussprache und Bildung des Gefühls und Taktsinnes. (The doctrine of 
note-sequence and note-duration, as a foundation for reading music, good pro-
nunciation, and the development of feeling and sense for tempo.)

Erste Stufe. Uebungen der Tonfolge im Gebiete der C-Tonnart. (Step One. 
Exercises of tone sequence in the key of C.)

a. Der Dur-Akkord (Töne der Tonika). (The major chord notes of the tonic).
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imitative writing, and the key/modal basis that would have sounded odd 
to the boys, Rützel uses both soprano and alto clefs—which is what the 
boys would mostly read as their education progresses. Herr Chorrector 
surely had first-rate skills as a vocal trainer, as this short exercise from 
Part Two demonstrates (Figure 2.27):

Figure 2.27. 99. 4. A major.
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œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
[Source: Part II, RUTZ, 21.]

Rützel included choral works by a variety of composers in all three 
parts. O bone Jesu! (Figure 2.28) by Palestrina might not offer insights 
into Rützel’s teaching techniques; that being said, it is an informative 
lesson on Renaissance Performance Practices in 1877:

Figure 2.28. 75. O bone Jesu!
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Rützel’s work is valuable for a number of reasons, including the fact 
that he was in the classroom with boys aged 6–19 for 39 years. He had been 
teaching for 35 years before the Part 1 was issued; accordingly, Rützel had 
more than an encyclopedia of practical knowledge about the mechanics 
of singing, along with classroom management, and how to teach children 
to read music. These are the first exercises in Part I (Figure 2.26):

Figure 2.26. Connection of Two Four-Tone Rows.
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  1     2     3     4     5     6      7     8

 do    re   mi    fa   sol    la      si     do

   c       d     e      f      g
       a       h      c

 Aus    der  Ruh’  die   Ton-bahn  stei - get,

           Descending Movement.            Quiet.

          (Fallende Bewegung.                     Ruhe.)
      8     7     6     5     4     3     2     1

      do    si     la   sol   fa   mi   re    do

      c     h     a     g     f     e     d     c

    dann  sich    zu   dem  An -  fang nei - get.

[Source: RUTZ, 21.]

In this exercise, Rützel indicates the major scale with numerals, 
Solfège, letters and a little song. It is easy to imagine his classroom, 
where he might have had the boys move around the room to emphasize 
the different notes and their spatial relationships.

It is impressive that Rützel was able to have his three-volume trea-
tise published in Munich; the engraving is excellent and would have 
required scores of hours at significant cost. Nevertheless, he managed 
it, even soliciting three testimonies, the first of which reads, “The 
undersigned had the opportunity to look through the Lehrgang Für Den 
Praktischen Gesangunterricht by A. Rützel and can highly recommend 
this practical work for its simplicity and clarity. For all choral schools, 
it is such a welcome gift, because of its excellent collection of songs 
and choruses, that it will certainly be welcomed with joy everywhere. 
Munich, 14 March 1871. Franz Lachner.”46

Part Two includes many two-voice singing exercises. They range 
from easy to a short excerpt by Orlande de Lassus; in addition to the 
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Carl Abraham Mankell
Carl Abraham Mankell (Figure 2.19, right) was Sweden’s first for-

ward-looking school-singing teacher, who—with knowledge, broad 
general education and great enthusiasm—led his young students into 
the world of music; he himself played several instruments, including 
the horn and organ; he was also a good singer. For his classroom teach-
ing, he authored various theoretical compendiums and arranged both 
Swedish and foreign songs for three treble parts and bass. By using a low 
alto instead of tenor, he was able to better meet the needs of the boys’ 
school; plus, he always sought to give thorough historical background.

In the 1830s, so as to broaden the interest in older music, Mankell 
formed the Sån gföreningen för kyrkomusik (Society for Friends of the 
Art of Music), which was one of the leading choirs in Stockholm at the 
time. Together with his brother Gustaf, Abraham further organized a 
series of musical events with a similar focus in the Sällskapet tonkonstens 
vänner (Friends of the Society of Music) in 1835. As late as 1854, Mankell 
submitted a proposal for a musical-literary course in the capital, where 
he advocated for pure music, as well as historical and musical aes-
thetic education at the conservatory. From 1850, Mankell—partly due 
to ill health (apparently caused by playing the organ in his unheated 
church)—increasingly devoted himself to writing, which is the finest of 
its kind during his lifetime.

Mankell’s earliest writings, Harmonia and Lärobok i musiken 
(Harmony Textbook of Music), arose directly from his practical teach-
ing and show considerable pedagogical touch; it is also a meticulously 
accurate textbook. His last major work, Musikens historia (History of 
Music), can be seen as a summary of his entire writing career. Mankell’s 
published choral books, in which he sought to introduce polyphonic 
congregational music, were widely circulated. Born in Denmark in 1802, 
Mankell died in Stockholm in 1868.

Mankell’s method, Lärobok i Musiken, Med Särskildt Afseende på Sång 
(Textbook in Music, With Special Attention on Singing), was published 
in 1835; the Directorate of the New Elementary School in Stockholm 
commissioned the work. In the Preface he writes that, “Although cho-
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[Source: Part, III, RUTZ, 30.]

On the occasion of his retirement, Rützel was formally honored in the 
school’s annual report—Königliche Bayerische Katholische Lateinschule: 
“Andreas Rützel therefore, from the 16th onwards, in recognition of his 
long-term and fruitful service, was transferred to a well-deserved per-
manent retirement, which is hereby announced. September 1875.”47 He 
died in Steinach in February 1884, aged 76.
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between 1, 3, 5 1; at K, 2 is added; at L also 4; at M another 6; and 
at N 7. At O, 1, 2 and 3, and at P are also still, 7, 6 and 5 involved. 
The teacher can, of course, at her discretion, increase, change and 
complicate such exercises, or sometimes even choose the ones 
listed here as the easiest and most understandable.”50 Table 2.30 
below lists only the first two sequences of letters/numerals.

Figure 2.30 Sequences of Letters and Numbers

J. 1351531 —— 3515311 —— 5515315 ——
5331131 —— 3131315 —— 1531531 ——
3353315 —— 1153111 —— 1351315 ——
1535313 —— 1531531 —— 1131351 ——
5131111 —— 5113511 —— 1131513 ——
1351351 —— 3113515 —— 3153151 ——

K. 1232151 —— 1211531 —— 1323135 ——
5135321 —— 2312311 —— 3213531 ——
1121113 —— 5121321 —— 5212311 ——
1523153 —— 3513221 —— 1212315 ——
5152321 —— 5312532 —— 1235321 ——
1112315 —— 1121351 —— 5125321 ——

[Source: Mankell, Abraham. 1835. Lärobok i Musiken, Med Särskildt Afeende på 
Sång. Upsala: Palmblad & C., 6–7.]

The remainder of Mankell’s method demonstrates musical funda-
mentals in a straightforward manner; interestingly, however, Mankell 
and almost every other author in this chapter, included an explanation 
of ornamentation and portamento, which will be treated in another 
chapter. There are explanations for proper singing of vowels that, 
although not specifically intended for choral warm-ups, are neverthe-
less useful. The section about consonants is especially unusual:

Since consonants, especially in singing, are to be regarded only as 
transitions from vowel to vowel, since no consonant has its own 
pitch, but is only attached to the preceding or subsequent vowel, 
it is good to pronounce them as hastily as possible. 

ral singing is, and should be, the main purpose of singing instruction 
in schools, the author has, however, considered some information on 
other musical subjects both useful and expedient.”48 

Mankell wrote a singing method, starting with the basic musical 
fundamentals; however, he does address a challenge that many chil-
dren face: “The two indispensable conditions for singing are Voice and 
Hearing.…The teacher’s first occupation with the student will therefore 
be to ascertain if he has musical ear, and to what extent he possesses the 
same. This gift is so differently distributed by nature that often a child 
equipped with few other fortunes, is however excellently able to discern 
the pitches; while, on the other hand the more intelligent disciple, even 
with difficulty, cannot grasp the sound as clearly.”49 

Mankell also includes his voice classifications (Figure 2.29):

Figure 2.29. Vocal Classifications by Carl Abraham Mankell.
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[Source: Mankell, Abraham. 1835. Lärobok i Musiken, Med Särskildt Afeende på Sång. Upsala: Palmblad 
& C., 41.]

There is no question that Mankell created a book for elementary 
school students; that being said, his approach to teaching young chil-
dren is interesting. He suggests using numerals to represent pitches, 
which can then be easily transposed; for instance: 

“The following table, (Figure 2.30) on which small sequences of 
numbers are recorded, can serve as an exercise. At J, change only 
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John Spencer Curwen
In his work Leaders Upward and Onward: Brief Biographies of Noble 

Workers, Victorian author Henry C. Ewart wrote of the Rev. John 
Spencer Curwen (Figure 2.31. left):

Like many another useful and fruitful worker, John Curwen came 
from “the minister’s home.” His father, of an old Cumberland 
family, was an Independent minister who laboured usefully in 
several parts of England. In early life the young man devoted him-
self to be a preacher of the gospel. Educated at Coward College 
and University College, London, he became assistant minister 
at Basingstoke in 1838. Here it was that he began to teach the 
children of his Sunday school to sing. He learnt a few tunes, and 
with the assistance of a friend, taught them to the children. A first 
casual glance over it led him to exclaim, “ If the old notation is 
puzzling, I am sure this is more puzzling far,” and he laid the book 
aside. He, however, took it up again, and by it was led to a more 
serious and careful consideration of the subject.

He then understood that Miss Glover’s plan was to teach first 
the simple and beautiful thing, Music, and to delay the introduction 

It is generally considered that languages   whose words contain 
many consonants are less suitable for singing than languages that 
have many and drawn-out vowels, and in which the consonants are 
not only fewer and shorter, but also pronounced less strongly and 
harshly.…For by shortening the consonants, the sound of vowels 
is lengthened, and the notes need not be detached, whereby the 
musical phrase always loses. If one sings the word:

& 44 w
för

w
skaf

w
fa,-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -   

and allows the consonants to fill in as much time as they would 
occupy, if the word was read slowly; then it is impossible for the 
notes to have their length added to the beat. On the other hand, 
the more you push them next to the vowel, so that they do not 
take away any time at all, and the longer the notes can be, the 
more coherent and pleasant the song will appear.

Clearly the consonants must be produced, but they should be as 
short as possible. The above words are sung by a practiced singer 
roughly as follows:51

& 44 ˙ .œ œ œ
fö rsk

˙ .œ œ œ
a ff

w
a.-   -   -   -   -   -   - -   -   -   -   -   -   - 

Like every author, Mankell addresses a real need in Sweden in 1835: the 
schools needed teaching materials to introduce music into the elemen-
tary curriculum. Mankell stepped forward and delivered a well-planned, 
thoughtful volume that would have given every elementary school 
teacher in Stockholm what was needed to introduce to her students the 
fundamentals. As time passed, the mechanics of singing could then either 
be channeled into solo voice lessons or used to participate in a choral 
ensemble in the capital.

Figure 2.31. left: William Gush: Portrait of John Spencer Curwen, c. 1857; cen-
ter: Elliott & Fry: Albumen carte-de-visite of John Pyke Hullah, 1860s; right: 
Caesar Kunwald: Portrait of Zoltán Kodály, Kecskemet, Hungary, 1882.

[Sources: © National Portrait Gallery, London; left: 1066; center: x38975; right: Prague Conserva-
tory, ©akg-images/WHA/ World History Archive, used with permission.]
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that Miss Glover’s plan was to teach, first, the simple and beautiful 
thing, music, and to delay the introduction to the ordinary anti-
quated mode of writing it, until the pupil had obtained a mastery 
of the thing itself. Her method was, beyond all controversy, more 
deeply established on the principles of the science than any other, 
and, by giving it a fair trial on myself, and on a little child who 
lived in the same house, I became convinced that it was also the 
most simple of all—the most easy to teach, and the most easy to 
learn. The methods of teaching which are truest to the nature of 
the thing taught, and the least artificial, are always the most suc-
cessful. In the course of a fortnight, I found myself, mirabile dictu, 
actually at the height of my previous ambition, being able to ‘make 
out’ a psalm-tune from the notes, and to pitch it myself! It was the 
untying of the tongue—the opening of a new world of pleasure.53

Curwen took Sarah Glover’s method, adapted some of its features, 
and under the name Tonic Sol-fa, was able to create a system of teaching 
music that in the second half of the nineteenth century became wide-
spread in Great Britain and beyond. Much of the essential features of 
music education inspired by Zoltán Kodály (Figure 2.28, right) today can 
be traced back to Great Britain in the nineteenth century. Kodály was first 
exposed to this technique while visiting England, where a movable-do 
system created by Sarah Glover and augmented by John Curwen was 
being used nationwide as a part of choral training. Kodály found mov-
able-do solfège to be helpful in developing a sense of tonal function, thus 
improving students’ sight-singing abilities. Kodály felt that movable-do 
solfège should precede acquaintance with the staff, and developed a type 
of shorthand using solfège initials with simplified rhythmic notation.

Kodály found movable-do solfege to be helpful in developing a sense 
of tonal function, thus improving students’ sight-singing abilities. 
Kodály felt that movable-do solfège should precede acquaintance with 
the staff, and developed a type of shorthand using solfège initials with 
simplified rhythmic notation. He simply adopted this tool to his peda-
gogical approach in order to aid in developing children’s music literacy. 

to the ordinary antiquated mode of writing it until the pupil had 
obtained a mastery of the thing itself. By giving her method a fair 
trial on himself, and on a little child who lived in the same house, 
he became convinced that it was the most simple of all—the most 
easy to teach, and the most easy to learn. In the course of a fortnight 
he found himself at the height of his previous ambition—able to “ 
make out “ a psalm tune from the notes, and to pitch it himself.52

Around 1841, a friend, knowing of his interest in teaching children 
how to sing, lent him a book describing the system adopted by Sarah 
Anna Glover, an “accomplished and philanthropic lady with a thorough 
musical education,” who had with unsuccessfully attempted to popular-
ize music in the public schools of Norwich. (Figure 2.32)

Figure 2.32. Norwich Sol-fa handsigns devised by Sarah Anna Glover, then de-
veloped by John Curwen in the 1850s; these handsigns were later incorporated 
into the work of Zoltán Kodály.

DO RE MI FA SOL LA TI DO

[Sources: https://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/kodaly/KodalyHandSigns.pdf]

Curwen’s discovery of Sarah Glover’s work in Norwich and of her 
publication Scheme for rendering Psalmody congregational; comprising a 
key to the sol-fa notation of music, and directions for instructing a school, 
were instrumental in his development of the Tonic Sol-fa system. Here 
is Curwen’s own account of finding Glover’s method:

I soon found that the old methods of teaching [music] had deceived 
me with the shell of knowledge instead of giving me its kernel. The 
thing music, I perceived to be very different from its names and 
signs. I found it much more simple and easy in itself, and incom-
parably more beautiful than the explanation of the signs in the old 
notation, with which elementary books are commonly filled. I had 
easily mastered them all, and had also studied a ‘first book’ on har-
mony, but I seemed to know nothing of music till then. I now saw 
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New Standard Course (1872)
The Standard Course of Lessons and Exercises in the Tonic Sol-fa 

Method of Teaching Music, published in 1872, is the rewritten text of 
the first Standard Course with added exercises, published in 1861. The 
course is carefully arranged in six steps covering voice production, into-
nation, and rhythm. Exercises and songs are in two parts throughout, 
with four-part exercises and pieces under the additional exercises. To 
illustrate what the course aims to achieve, here are the definitions of 
the first and sixth steps:

Step One. To produce a good tone; to train the muscles which rule 
the lungs. Given a key tone, to recognize and produce its fifth and third; 
to recognize and produce its upper octave and the lower octave of its 
fifth; to recognize and produce the simplest divisions of time.

Step Six. Continuation of Chest, Klang, and Tuning Exercises. To 
perceive the Physical Facts and Mental Effects of Two Removes in 
Transition, and to sing such a Transition. To perceive the Physical Facts 
and Mental Effects of Three Removes and to sing such a Transition. To 
understand Principles on which various degrees of Force and Speed are 
applied to Words, and to make use of them. To practice the Phrasing of 
Words. To exercise the Organs in sustaining vowel sounds clearly and 
correctly. To understand the Principal Forms of Vocal Music. To under-
stand the Resonances and their use. To exercise the Voice for Strength 
and Agility. (Figures 2.34–2.35)

With the addition of the hand signs, students have an aural (singing and 
listening), visual (reading notation), and kinesthetic (using hand signs) 
component to music literacy. 

These three modes of representation (aural, visual, and kinesthetic) 
highlight enactive (action), iconic (visual), and symbolic (language) repre-
sentation as important attributes to children’s learning. The rhythm and 
solfège syllables, along with the hand signs and clapping rhythms, com-
plete the triad needed to facilitate children’s music literacy. The syllables 
show function within the key and the relationships between pitches, not 
absolute pitch. It is safe to say that without the pioneering work of Glover 
and Curwen, Kodály’s method would not be what it is today, nor would it 
have achieved the international fame it currently enjoys.

Here is a list of several of Curwen’s works. Publishing dates have 
been taken from Bernarr Rainbow’s John Curwen, a Short Critical 
Biography. 

Tonic Sol-fa (1878)
The preface to this compact work explains its purpose: “This work is not 
intended to teach those ignorant of music how to sing, but to explain 
the Tonic Sol-fa Notation and method of teaching to those who are 
already familiar with the established mode of writing music by means of 
the Staff. A knowledge of that notation is taken for granted, and it will 
be mainly by comparing the two notations that the various points of the 
new notation will be made clear.”54

Two examples of the use of Curwen’s Tonic Sol-fa system will help 
explain the system (Figure 2.33):

Figure 2.33. above: Example by Mendelssohn of Curwen’s Tonic Sol-fa System, 
with Standard Notation; above: Example by R. Redhead of Curwen’s Tonic Sol-
fa System, along with Standard Notation.
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Figure 2.35. Mental Effects and Manual Signs of Tones in Key.

SECOND STEP. FIRST STEP. THIRD STEP.
flatter, and may be distinguished 
as Rah.

The Strong or firm tone—the Ma-
jor Tonic, making with Me and Soh, 
the Tonic Chord, the Chord D.

dominant Chord—the Chord F.

TA. SE. FE.

NOTE.—These diagrams show the hand as seen by the pupil, standing in front of the teacher. The proximate verbal description of mental effect 
are only true of the tones of the scale when sung slowly—when the ear is filled with the key, and when the effect is not modified by harmony.

[Sources: Figures 2.34: CUR4, 13; 2.35: CUR4, 14.]

Figure 2.36. Mental Effects and Manual Signs of Tones in Any Key.
FIRST STEP. SECOND STEP. THIRD STEP.

 
LAH.

SOH.
The Grand or bright tone,—the Major 
Dominant, making with Te and Ray the 
Dominant Chord,—the Chord S, and with Fah 
also the Chord7 S.

TE.

The Piercing or sensitive 
tone. —the Major Leading 
Tone, making with Ray and 
Fah the weak Chord T.

The Sad or weeping tone,—
the Major Submediant, mak-
ing with Doh and Me the 
Chord L.

ME.
The Steady or calm tone,—the Major Mediant, 
making with Soh and Te the rarely used Chord M.

RAY. FAH.
The Rousing or hopeful 
tone,—the Major Super-
tonic, mak ing with Fah 
and Lah the Chord R,—in 
which case it is naturally
sung a comma flatter, and

The Desolate or awe-inspiring 
tone,—the Major Subdominant, 
making with Lah and Doh, the Sub-
dominant Chord,—the Chord F.

  may be distinguished as Rah.

DOH.
The Strong or firm tone,  the Major Tonic, 
making with Me and Soh the Tonic Chord, the 
Chord D.

[Sources: CUR4, 12.]

Figure 2.34. Finger Signs for Time.

As See from the Pupil’s (Not the teacher’s) Point of View.

  TAA. TAATAI. tafatefe. TAAtefe.

~AA. ~AATAI.

TAAfe. tafaTAI. TAASAI. SA. SAATAI.

Figure 2.35. Mental Effects and Manual Signs of Tones in Key.

SECOND STEP. FIRST STEP. THIRD STEP.
The Grand or 
bright tone—the 
Major Dominant, 
making with Te 
and Ray the dom-
inant chord–the 
Chord S, and 
with Fah also the 
Chord 7 S.

TE.
The Piercing or sensitive tone—the 
Major Leading Tone, making with 
Ray and Fah, the weak Chord T.

SOH.

ME.
The Steady or calm tone—the Major 
Mediant, making with Soh and Te 
the rarely used Chord M.

DOH.

LAH.
The Sad or weeping tone —the 
Major Submediant, making with 
Doh and Me, the Chord L.

RAY.
The Rousing or hopeful tone—the 
Major Supertonic, mak ing with  
case it is naturally sung a comma

FAH.
The Desolate or awe-in spiring 
tone—the Major Subdominant, 
making with Lah and Doh, the Sub-
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Written in his particular, clear, and accessible style, this book is a 
wonderful description of the elements of music through the lens of his 
Tonic Sol-fa system. Many examples and exercises are given through-
out, in Tonic Sol-fa as well as in staff notation. (Figure 2.37)56 

Figure 2.37. Physical Exercises from The Teacher’s Manual (1875).

Percussion of the Chest.

894.—Elbows sharply bent and close 
to the side; fore-arm horizontal; fists 
clenched, palms upward. Take a 
deep inspiration. Hold the breath, 

1st, Extend the arms full length 
for ward, relaxing the muscles and 
opening the hands, palms down-
ward.

2nd, Bring the arms energetically 
hack to their former position, en-
deavouring to expand the chest as 
much as pos sible. 

3rd, Expel the breath through the 
nostrils,—two counts; take a fresh 
inspiration,—two counts; and re-
peat from first movement.

893.—Place the hands on the chest 
with the forefingers just below the 
collar-bones, fore-arms horizontal. 
Take a deep inspiration through 
the nostrils. Hold the breath. 

1st, Strike on the chest rapid 
percus sive blows with the flat of 
the fingers; the wrists being slack. 
Time, four counts. 

2nd, Give out the breath through 
the nostrils,—two counts. Inhale a 
deep breath,—two counts. Repeat 
from first movement. 

The blows must be light and 
gentle for the first few weeks of 
practice; and may be gradually 
increased in force, but must never 
be rigid and jarring.
895.—Clenched fists at the side 
of the shoulders, palms forward, 
fore-arms vertical. 

1st, Bring the open hands, palms 
in ward, so as to touch each other 
about three inches in front of the 
chin, 2nd, Throw the fore-arms 
back to the side as in the com-
mencing position, fists clenched, 
palms outward.—Repeat. 

3rd, Change the breath as in the 
preceding. 

Chest Expansion.

896.—Touch the shoulder lightly 
with the tips of the fingers. 

1st, Bring the elbows forward in 
front of the body.

2nd, Lift the elbows as high as 
possible. 

3rd, Throw the elbows back,—the 
fingers still touching the shoulders. 

4th, Carry the elbows around to 
the commencing position, mean-
while expanding the chest. 

Shoulder Movements.

 

Chest Movements. Head and Neck.
897.—1st, The chin, without any 
change in the position of the body, 
is gently moved downward and for-
ward, till the face forms an angle of 
forty- five degrees with the trunk. 

2nd, Raise the head slowly up-
ward to the vertical position. 

3rd, Move the chin gently up-
ward and backward till an angle of 
forty -five degrees is formed.

4th, Return the head to position.
Give the time of two counts to 

each movement, and remain fixed 
during the third and fourth counts.

[Source: CUR3, 327–328.]

Curwen was eulogized throughout Great Britain at his death, even as 
far as the Western coast of Scotland:

The Teacher’s Handbook of the Tonic Sol-Fa System (1875)
The subtitle of The Teacher’s Handbook of the Tonic Sol-Fa System tells 

us the work is “Dealing with the Art of Teaching and the Teaching of 
Music.” In this elaborate and enlightening work, Curwen not only draws 
from his own experience as a learner and a teacher, but he also cites 
many impressive contemporary sources on teaching in general and on 
the teaching of music. Curwen’s teaching principles are present:

•  Let the easy come before the difficult.
•  In training the mind: introduce the real and concrete before the 

ideal or abstract.
•  In developing physical skill: teach the elemental before the com-

pound, and do one thing at a time.
•  Introduce, both for explanation and practice, the common before 

the uncommon.
•  Teach the thing before the sign (or name) and when the thing is 

apprehended, attach to it a distinct sign.
•  Let each step, as far as possible, rise out of that which goes before, 

and lead up to that which comes after.55

How to Observe Harmony (1861, revised 1872)
Arranged in thirteen steps. Curwen closes his introduction to the 

work with the following: “I trust that this new work will help yet further 
to popularize the delightful study of Harmony.” As in the other works, 
Curwen’s writing style is very down-to-earth, real, and easy to follow. 
Examples are given throughout in Tonic Sol-fa as well as in staff nota-
tion. The appendix holds “passages from leading composers analyzed 
and explained,” in Tonic Sol-fa notation, as well as a very nice and 
usable set of progressively arranged “chord-naming examples.”

Musical Theory (1879)
The five parts of Curwen’s Musical Theory are:

Book I:  Common Scale and Time 
Book II:  Minor Mode and Transition 
Book III:  Musical Form
Book IV: Expression
Book V:  Harmony and Construction
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Mainzer’s (p. 228) success a teacher…In 1839 he went to Paris, 
and remained for some time observing Wilhem’s classes, then in 
the full tide of success.…On Feb. 1, 1841, he opened at Exeter Hall 
a school for the instruction of schoolmasters of day and Sunday 
schools in vocal music by a system based on that of Wilhem, 
which met with remarkable success. Not only schoolmasters, 
but the general public flocked to obtain instruction, and country 
professors came to London to learn the system and obtain certif-
icates of being qualified to teach it.…his friends and supporters, 
determined on erecting and presenting to him a concert hall, and, 
having procured a piece of ground near Long Acre, the foundation 
stone of St. Martin’s Hall (Figure 2.38) was laid June 21, 1847.

Figure 2.38. “The New Concert Hall, Lecture & Class Rooms for Mr. Hullah’s 
Singing Schools.” St Martin’s Hall, 89 Long Acre, London, designed by William 
Berners Westmacott, 1870. 

FRONTS TOWARDS CHARLES & WILSON STREETS.
W I L S O N  S T R E E T

W. WESTMACOTT,  ARCHT  1847 Standidge & C o, Litho.

THE HALL.
W I L S O N  S T R E E T

[Source: © RIBA Collections, RIBA68935.] 

The death of the Rev. John Curwen, of London, who was well 
known as one the originators of the Tonic Sol-fa movement, 
took place Wednesday evening, after a short illness, at Heaton 
Mersey, where had been staying on a visit.…He was the son of the 
Rev Spedding Curwen, of an old Cumberland family; was born at 
Heckmondwike, in Yorkshire, on the 14th November, 1816; and 
educated at Coward College and the Loudon University. In 1838 
he was appointed assistant minister the Independent Church, 
Bassingstoke, Harts, where he experimented in education, invent-
ed the “Look and say method of teaching to read,” and taught 
Sunday school children to sing. In 1841 he received the appoint-
ment of co-pastor at Stowmarket, Suffolk, and in 1844 was elected 
at Plainstow, Essex, where developed and promoted the tonic 
sol-fa method of teaching to sing for schools, homes, and congre-
gations, using it in his schools, Bible classes, and church…After 
having resigned the Ministry in 1807, through ill-health, he estab-
lished a printing and publishing business in order to better create 
a tonic sol-fa literature. Along with many co-workers he founded 
the Tonic Sol-fa Association for the propagation of the method 
(1853), and the Tonic So!-fa College for the education of teachers 
and issue of certificates of proficiency (1862). He was president the 
Tonic Sol-fa College, Forestgate, London.57

John Pyke Hullah
According to Sir George Grove, John Pyke Hullah (Figure 2.31, center)

was born at Worcester, June 27, 1812, but came whilst very young 
to London, where his life was spent.…In 1833 he entered the 
Royal Academy of Music for the purpose of receiving instruction 
in sing ing from [Gaetano] Crivelli. He first became known as a 
composer by his music to Charles Dickens’s opera, The Village 
Coquettes…[Soon after 1837] Hullah’s attention was turned to 
that which became subsequently the business of his life—popular 
instruction in vocal music; and attracted by the reports of (Josef) 

LUKE STREETLUKE STREET
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One of the most interesting aspects of Hullah’s work are the illus-
trations, which are quite ingenious and original. Note his description of 
the Grand Staff, and the ranges of male and female voices, titled “The 
Places of Notes. Staves. Voices. Clefs:”

 

Or “The Place of the Notes on the Treble [and Bass] Stave.”

His take on Guido of Arezzo’s hand is highly inventive way to teach 
students sharps and flats:

This vocal exercise by Wilhem on Octaves is the final singing exercise 
in his text (Figure 2.39):

From 1840 to 1860 about 25,000 persons passed through his 
classes. In 1844 Hullah was appointed Professor of Vocal Music 
in King’s College, London, an office which he held till 1874. In 
March 1872 he was appointed, by the Com mittee of Council 
on Education, Inspector of Training Schools for the United 
Kingdom, which office he held till his death.…In 1877 he was made 
a member of the Society of St. Cecilia in Rome and of the Musical 
Academy in Florence.58

His literary works are as follows:
1. Wilhem’s Method of Teaching Singing, adapted to English use, 1841.
2. A Grammar of Vocal Music, 1843.
3. On Vocal Music, lectures (Queen’s College), 1849.
4. A Grammar of Musical Harmony, 1852.
5. Music as an Element of Education, lecture (St. Martin’s Hall), 1854.
6. The History of Modern Music, lectures (Royal Institution), 1862.
7. A Grammar of Counterpoint, 1864.
8. Time and Tune in the Elementary School. A New Method of Teaching 

Vocal Music, 1875.

In the Preface to Wilhem’s Method of Teaching Singing, Adapted to 
English Use…by John Hullah, he writes 

Vocal music, as a means of expression, is by no means an unim-
portant element in civilization. One of the chief characteristics of 
public worship ought to be the extent to which the congregation 
unite in those solemn psalms of prayer and praise which, particu-
larly in ·the Lutheran churches or Germany and Holland, appear 
the utterance of one harmonious voice. One of the chief means 
of diffusing through the people national sentiments is afforded 
by songs which embody and express the hopes of industry and 
the comforts and contentment of household life; and which pre-
serve for the peasant the traditions of his country’s triumphs, and 
inspire him with confidence in her greatness and strength.59
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Wilhem

[Source: HUL, 153–154.]

Curwen and Hullah are often mentioned together as important con-
tributors to Great Britain becoming the singing culture we know today; 
certainly their contributions to musical pedagogy and choral singing are 
significant, and, as we have seen, long-lasting.

Lowell Mason
Lowell Mason (Figure 2.40, right) was born in 1792 in Medfield, 

Massachusetts; he became an American composer and music teacher 
who is considered an important reformer of church and classroom music. 
Mason led his church choir from age of 16 and his hometown orchestra 
from the age of 18. In 1815, he became organist and choirmaster at the 
Presbyterian Church in Savannah, Georgia. In 1827, he became director 
of the Handel and Haydn Society in Boston; together with George J. 
Webb, he founded the Boston Music Academy in 1832.

Like Nägeli and Pfeiffer, he was influenced by the theories of Johann 
Pestalozzi. Mason began teaching children’s music classes in 1829; music 
was introduced into the Boston public school system in 1838 as a direct 
result of his efforts. Soon Mason was named the Boston Superintendent 
of Public School Music—the first such position in the United States—
which he held until 1845.

Perhaps because he was an autodidact in music, teacher training was 
a matter of great concern to him. Out of his experiences in the Boston 
Academy of Music, he conceived the idea of a “musical convention,” 
that is, a crash course in musical pedagogy. By 1850, some 1,500 teachers 
from areas across the country were flocking to Boston for five days of 

Figure 2.39. Song. From Hullah’s Wilhem’s Method of Teaching Singing, Adapted to 
English Use…by John Hullah.
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To quote a randomly selected example, the student book (2) instructs 
the teacher to reference “Sec. 495–502” from the teacher guide (1); below 
are the student pages, after which follows the teacher’s instructions. 

Dynamic Tones. 
The Organ, Increasing, Diminishing, Swelling, Pressure and Explosive 
Tones. 
§495. Organ tone. A sound that is commenced, continued, and 
ended with an equal degree of strength or force, or which is equal-
ly loud or equally soft during the whole time of its continuance is 
called an organ tone. 

It is so called, because organ pipes always produce such tones; 
or those which, during their whole continuance, are equally loud 
or equally soft. 

§496. Hitherto, the scholars have always sung organ tones. The 
teacher causes these once more to be practiced in the different 
degrees of loud and soft that have been given, and takes care that 
they are sung smoothly and equally.

§497. Increasing tone. 
The teacher writes on the board. & ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙

π p f ƒ

He causes this lesson at first to be sung with the syllable la, accord-
ing to the dynamic designations; then he has the notes drawn together 
with the vowel a, in such a manner as to unite them all in one contin-
ued sound. He remarks that, in passing from one note to another of 
the above example, there must be a gradual increase of sound. 

Such a sound gradually growing louder, and louder, is called an 
increasing sound; and is marked with cres. [crescendo]. Sometimes 
it is also marked by two diverging lines. Example: 

The teacher now causes the scale to be sung ascending and 
descending, crescendo.

§498. Diminishing tone. A sound that commences loud, and 
gradually diminishes to soft, is called a diminishing or decreasing 
sound. The teacher writes:

lectures and music-making under Mason’s direction. Out of the musical 
convention grew the idea, in 1853, of the “Normal Musical Institute,” 
which would provide still more comprehensive training.

At first glance, Lowell Mason appears out of place in this chapter. 
While he did not publish a choral method per se, his work as a music 
educator and teacher of choral conducting makes him a perfect example 
of the industry with which a person can fill seven decades. In addition 
to the hymn tunes, collections of sacred music, hymnals and tune books 
for both Protestant churches, there are also the instructional materials. 
For instance, he published two books in tandem: 1) Manual of the Boston 
Academy of Music: for Instruction in the Elements of Vocal Music, on the 
System of Pestalozzi is a teachers guide to be used in conjunction with 2) 
Musical Exercises, for Singing Schools: to Be Used in Connection with the 
Manual of the Boston Academy of Music, for Instruction in the Elements of 
Vocal Music, which was intended to be used by the pupils in the Boston 
public schools. 

Figure 2.40. left: Clément et Cie Braun: Portrait of Laure Eiffel Collin, bust in 
profile, after 1889; right: Day & Son: Lithograph of Lowell Mason, after crayon 
portrait sketch by Miss St. Purday, 1932;.

[Sources: left: Digital Commonwealth, https://ark.digitalcommonwealth.org/ark:/50959/th83mg92t 
(accessed August 19, 2020); right: © RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY]
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Mason’s most important writings are 

• Address on Church Music (1826)
• Manual of the Boston Academy of Music (1843)
• The New Carmina Sacra: or, Boston Collection of Church Music: Com-

prising the Most Popular Psalm and Hymn Tunes in General Use, 
Together With a Great Variety of New Tunes, Chants, Sentences, 
Motetts, [sic] and Anthems (1858).

In an age when Antisemitism was a real part of “polite society,” Mason 
also published 

• The Sabbath Hymn and Tune Book: For the Service of Song in the 
House of the Lord (1865) 

• The Temple Choir: A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music, Com-
prising a Great Variety of Tunes (1867)

Two of his most important pedagogical works were 

•  How Shall I Teach? or Hints to Teachers (1875) 
•  Mason’s Normal Singer: A Collection of Vocal Music for Singing 

Classes, Schools, and Social Circles: Arranged in Four Parts: To 
Which are Prefixed the Elements of Vocal Music, with Practical 
Exercises (1856). 

In 1853, after a 15-month visit to Europe, which formed the basis of 
his book Musical Letters from Abroad (1853), Mason moved to New York 
City. He devoted his later years primarily to compiling collections of 
music for religious and educational purposes, and to writing and teach-
ing. He died on 11 August 1872 in Orange, New Jersey.

Laure Eiffel Collin
Author of several admirable books on musical subjects, Laure Collin 

(Figure 2.40, left) “may be considered to be the presiding genius of 

& ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙ ˙
πpfƒ

He now lets the decreasing sound be given in the manner point-
ed out in the preceding section. 

Such a sound is marked with dim. [diminuendo]; and sometimes 
also by converging lines. Example:  The scale is now 
sung, diminuendo.

& w w w w
w w w w

§499. Swelling Tone. It often happens that the same sound 
must be sung both crescendo and diminuendo: such a sound is called 
a swelling sound; or a swell.

w

π ƒ πcresc. dim.

 

The scale is now sung ascending and descending, with the swell. 
Example :

&

w w w

etc.

§500. Sometimes a whole measure or strain must be sung 
increasing or diminishing. Example marked:60
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More than a hundred compilations bear Mason’s name. Among the 
most popular are 

• The Boston Academy’s Collection of Church Music (1835) 
• The Boston School Song Book (1840)
• Carmina Sacra (1841).
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A new method of ensemble singing was just published, and, if we 
underline the word new, it is because the general outline of the 
work and the practical procedures of the author, Laure Collin, 
seem to us to be unquestionably novel. It teaches no less than 
learning to speak the universal language of music while learn-
ing to read it at the same time. Collin trains singers by building 
harmonies. Science and awareness of the harmonic relations of 
notes, and of the chords between them is, in fact, the basis of her 
method. Mlle. Collin succeeded with her methods in both kinder-
gartens and schools where, for several years, she has been man-
aging to teach very young children how to sing in harmony—and 
her achievements, we say, are worth more than words.64

Laure Collin was not only a music historian; indeed, her books on 
music theory and music education, earned her accolades such as:

Méthode musicale sinthétique (Synthetic Music Method). Under 
this title Laure Collin has just opened a rational and-simultane-
ously- teaching course in harmony and intonation, to teach her 
method that was approved last year by the Imperial Conservatory 
of Music, in the most flattering terms. Laure Collin is one of the 
few artists who have come to understand that at a time when 
music is inevitably involved in education, simplifying the mate-
rial and making the dry principles of this fashionable art at least 
bearable—if not attractive was key. To this end, indeed, we only 
had to give up the teaching routine that has long produced so 
many small wonders and so few musicians; but to get there, what 
was needed was a simple and easy method that the friends of the 
routine themselves would easily take in. Mlle. Collin has accom-
plished the almost impossible trick: As soon as a student can sing 
the three major perfect chords produced by the range in C, she 
makes him imagine all the different tune combinations; and, of 
the third lesson, the student is trained almost despite himself, 
and is weary to become active and creative.65

musical instruction in the French public school system.”61 She was 
professor in the École normale supérieure (Girls’ Superior Normal 
School), the l’Ecole Normale des Institutrices de la Seine (Normal School 
for Mistresses of the Seine at Paris), and the Cours Normaux d’Écoles 
Maternelles (Normal Courses for Maternal Schools) at Sceaux and Paris, 
where she taught a remarkable and quite successful method approved 
by the Minister of Public Instruction. 

Collin has the distinction of being one of the few female composers 
who were writing and publishing in Paris. Her lifetime output includes: 

•  Les Récréations Harmoniques
•   Petite Méthode Musique Vocale à la Portée de l’Enfance. (Self-

published, 1857)
•   Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique pour Populariser l’En-

seignement du Chant à 2 Parties et de l’Analyse Musicale. (Imp. 
Raimon-Parent, 1880)

•  Chanson d’Enfants. Recueil à l’Usage des Écoles Maternelles et 
Enfantines. (Librarie Ch. Delagrave, 1888) 

•  Histoire Abrégée de la Musique Et Des Musiciens. (Librarie Ch. 
Delagrave, 1891).

Precious little can be found about her personal life. Nonetheless, the 
review of Histoire Abrégée de la Musique Et Des Musiciens that ran in 1882 
notes that “l’auteur a vingt ans” (the author is 20 years old); if true, then 
Laure Collin must have been born c. 1862. Furthermore, in 1915, she and 
“Mlle. Collin, Céline” are shown living at “63, rue des Augustins, à Huy”62 
in the Nazi publication Beiblatt zum Gesetz- und Verordnungsblatt für die 
Okkupierten gebiete Belgiens (Supplement to the gazette of laws and 
regulations for the occupied territories of Belgium).63 Notwithstanding 
that educated guess, there are no clues to when she might have died; nor 
are there are any indications that she ever married. 

There are, however, several reviews of her work as an educator and 
author, which are worth reprinting. For example, in this review of new 
books penned by women:
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Figure 2.42. Figure of the Diatonic Major Scales. Tetrachord Formation. The up-
per tetrachord of each scale becomes the lower tetrachord for the following scale.
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E major.
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B major.

1er. tétrachord.  2er. tétrachord.
1st. tetrachord.  2nd. tetrachord. 

SOL bémol (enharmonique de FA dièse).
G b major (enharmonic with F# major).

RÉ bémol (enharmonique de DO dièse).
Db major (enharmonic with C# major).

LA bémol.
Ab major.

MI bémol.
E b major.

SI bémol.
Bb major.

FA naturel, qui reméne au ton de DO.
F major, which returns us to C major.

SOL.
G major.

RÉ.
D major.

[Source: COL, 27.]

It is easy to discern that Collin was the product of a Conservatory 
environment; students, especially in France, were drilled and tested 
repeatedly in Solfège; so, in addition to adjusting to quite an unusual 
time signature for 1880, the students were also expected add Solfège 
syllables—in fixed DO. Today, we are accustomed to 7/4 meter, along 
with every other possible combination; however, at the end of the nine-
teenth century, mixed meters were uncommon. Most music students of 
today could sightread this exercise; but only the most advanced music 
students of the 1880s would have been able to do so. (Figure 2.43)

While the fundamentals of musical literacy have not changed, the 
manner in which they are depicted in print has gone through multiple 
iterations; in this chapter alone, we have seen the material presented in 
number of novel ways. (Figure 2.41):

Figure 2.41. Circular Representation of the Major Scale and Keys.
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The twelve digits of this dial represent the 
twelve half-steps contained in the scale, suc-
ceeding each other in their diatonic and chro-
matic order.

In addition, the sequence of vibrations in 
successive fifths is easy to see there, if we re-
duce the sharp fifth to the state of a perfect 
fifth, or an interval of seven semitones. So, al-
ways taking F as a starting point, and counting 
seven semitones in numerical order (7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 1), 

I come to the note C, fifth of F; and, I will reach 
G by proceeding in the same way (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8); G leads me to D (9, 10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 3); etc.; and 
stopping at B, the last note of the natural scale, I 
will complete a set of seven notes, from which I 
will form a scale, which I can then define as

The scale is the statement—in the interval 
of an octave—of the notes produced by the 
repetition It is only a question of making them 
understand the various modifications that the 
sound can undergo by the fact of the sharp, the 
flat, and the natural.

So let us say that each sound can be altered, 
of the interval of a fifth or seven semitones, 
since this interval, repeated as many times as 
it can be without touching the altered notes, 
generates or produces the diatonic scale.66

It is obvious that the progression of ascend-
ing fifths, prolonged beyond the last natural 
note obtained, B, would successively produce 
F # , C # , G # , D # , A # , etc.

These new outcomes, placed on the hither-
to unoccupied numbers of the circle, complete 
the picture of vibrations.

Each number, representing a chromatic 
sound, should be used both for the sharp 
and for the f lat, because, just as the tem-
pered instruments, like the piano, for ex-
ample, have only one note, common to the 
sharp and the f lat, we only have one number 
to represent the two sounds.or modified, by 
the sharp (#), which raises it by a semitone; 
by the flat, ( b) which lowers it by half a semi-
tone; and returned to its original state by the 
natural sign (n).67

[Source: Collin, Laure. 1880. Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique, 27. Bibliothèque nationale 
de France.]
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While modern choirs have no need of multiple clefs, there are nev-
ertheless many other exercises that would be beneficial: challenging 
rhythms, unusual time signatures, studies in every key, and, of course, 
Solfège.68 Another feature of Collin’s method is her use of standard 
clefs, notwithstanding the few exercises that are focused on reading 
multiple clefs; thus, her method could be useful in teaching choirs to 
sightread and become fluent in major and minor key signatures with 
five or more sharps or flats. Collin’s exercises are imaginative, challeng-
ing and graded.

While she did not write any exercises for SATB, there are many one- 
and two-part exercises that would be challenging, yet surmountable for 
modern choirs. There are accompanied and unaccompanied SSA exer-
cises by contemporaneous composers as well as Collin herself that could 
prove useful as exercises, and perhaps in concert as well.

Unfortunately, Collin’s Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique 
pour Populariser l’Enseignement du Chant à 2 Parties et de l’Analyse 
Musicale, is not intended for choral ensembles; that being said, Collin’s 
work is imaginative and informative. She had a life-long interest in 
music education, and she wrote treatises for every age, beginning with 
small children and later adults. In 1880, she wrote in the Preface of the 
Méthode Élémentaire Chorale et Rythmique that, 

Several years ago, I published a musical teaching method, which 
was approved by the Conservatory Comity and the Institute 
members.…I was called to the l’Ecole Normale des Institutrices 
of the Seine, and was asked to teach young girls who, themselves 
dedicated to teaching, were more willing than people of the world 
to put their hearts to their studies. Hence, I reviewed, modified 
and completed my method with their instruction in mind, and 
the results obtained since have been good enough for our very 
competent Inspector, M. Vervoitte, to see fit to ask the Universal 
Exhibition’s admissions jury to review my work. They awarded 
my book with a silver medal, and as I am publishing it, I am now 
sure it will serve education.69

Figure 2.43. Exercise in Asymmetrical Time Signatures.
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[Source: COL, 74. BnF.]

Another common challenge in conservatories is the use of multiple 
clefs. If simply looking at this exercise, with its many clefs, produces 
crossed-eyes, keep in mind that Solfège with fixed DO was also expect-
ed in the upper part. Another quite curious feature of Collin’s two-part 
exercises is that the lower part had Figured Bass, the first line of which 
is transcribed into this exercise (Figure 2.44):

Figure 2.44. Exercise in Changing Clefs, by M. Anthiome.
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Among Wilhem’s successors, Laurent de Rillé deserves special men-
tion. He devoted himself body and soul to this moralizing mission and 
all the Orphéons in France loved him.

Laurent de Rillé was born in Orléans in 1828, and went to high 
school in Tours. Soon the young composer wanted an orchestra to 
perform his works; hence, he quickly founded a society of instru-
mentalists, recruiting members from among his classmates. Many 
intimate successes resulted

When the turned twenty, Laurent de Rillé came to Paris to study 
law; he naturally went on studying law and music together in his 
studies, and attended Antoine Elwart’s class at the Conservatoire.

Walking by rue Bellefond one day, he heard a group of workers 
singing in chorus; he felt a very lively emotion that determined 
his vocation. That same year (1848), he started writing choruses 
that were immediately sung by the few associations established 
in Paris. His compositional production increased as the Orphéons 
multiplied. There are too many to count here, so we’ll only men-

Figure 2.45. left: Louis Henry Lecomte: Engraving of Laurent de Rillé, 1880; 
center: H. Jasper Redfern: Photograph of Sir Henry Coward, 1902; right: Ber-
nard van Vlijmen: Drawing of Anton Averkamp, Amsterdam, 1900.

[Sources: left: “Galerie Musicale: Laurent De Rillè.” La Chanson: Revue Mensuelle, 17 July 1880, cover; 
center: “Henry Coward, Mus. Doc., Oxon.” The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 43, no. 707 
(1902): 9–15. https://doi.org/10.2307/3369401; right: Bernard van Vlijmen/Amsterdam City Archives 
(010094007089).]

Mlle. Collin herself can more easily explain her philosophy and 
method for teaching:

I will not undertake to point out here all the illustrious compos-
ers, nor to mention all the masterpieces that the musical art offers 
for our admiration, but if the very succinct overview I publish 
today gave my students the desire to explore in detail the vast field 
that I leave to [for them] browse through in the history of music, 
I would applaud myself for having inspired them with a taste for 
this study, and I would be happy to resume it with them.

I have only one more word to say about the choice I made of 
the choral genre for my teaching; it was the only one that could 
lend itself to the elementary simplicity that was essential to me.

I was fortunate enough to achieve the goal I set for myself, 
since my pupils acquired in a short time the habit of musical anal-
ysis, and sufficient facility to accompany songs—very simple, it is 
true—with a second part, very rhythmic and correct.70

III. BUILDING COMMUNITY CHORUSES
François-Anatole Laurent known as Laurent de Rillé
In 1880, the Parisian magazine La Chanson paid tribute to Laurent 

de Rillé (Figure 2.45, left) to recognize his work for French Orphéons:

We should take note and rejoice as a nation that a great 
movement is happening, as to entertain the town and country-
side workers alike, better than the dangerous distractions of the 
cabaret. Museums and popular libraries have multiplied with 
intelligent generosity. This movement, which political events 
have considerably accelerated, was born on the day after the 
July revolution, under the vigorous impetus of two inseparable 
men, to whom the people remain very grateful: [Pierre-Jean de] 
Béranger and [Louis Bocquillon] Wilhem. One advised, the other 
performed, and their common work, the Orphéon, has proved, as 
history shows it, to be very successful. 71
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music and an excellent director are not enough to ensure the success of 
any amateur choral ensemble. The first issue he addresses is organization-
al structure, emphasizing the importance of clear, concise bylaws:

We believe we are facilitating the task of artists and teachers who 
would like to create choral societies by transcribing here a draft 
model of regulations, the articles of which we choose from the 
statutes of various Orphéonic ensembles. It is understood that the 
regulations we propose can be amended as much as the circum-
stances into which the new society is born require.

RULES
Article 1. —  On ___ ___ (the date), at ___ ___ (the place), —the 

undersigned are united to found a society that takes 
the name of ___ ___.

Article 2. —  The purpose of the Society is to perform songs in 
concerts.

Article 3. — It is guided in its work by a director.
Article 4. — It is administered by a committee.
Article 5. —  Any formal political or religious discussion is prohib-

ited in the Society.
Article 6. —  The Society only performs political songs following 

an official invitation from the government.

About the Director.
Article 7. —  The director conducts rehearsals and public perfor-

mances; he convenes and chairs the Committee. He 
ensures that the regulations are applied. He can be 
replaced by the deputy director.73

This is a man who knows about Orphéonic societies, and understands 
that while music is the primary raison d’être for their existence, the social 
and inner politics necessitate boundaries that allow members to partici-
pate while safeguarding the organization itself. For instance, Rillé notes 

tion his most famous compositions. These titles are enough to 
establish one of the many aspects of Laurent de Rillé’s talent, 
that is, “Variety.” Indeed, he has mastered the action chorus as 
well as the countryside scene, the angry song and the pleasant 
tale alike. All his compositions reveal the science of rhythm, the 
understanding of harmony, and a sharp and clear melodic feeling.

We owe, moreover, to Laurent de Rillé, several choruses for 
children, masses, orchestral pieces and theatrical works; these 
various scores, comic operas rather than operettas, have achieved 
very enviable success.

Pleasant speaker, skillful orator, and emeritus professor, 
Laurent de Rillé has been teaching a history of music course at 
the Sorbonne for several years. Finally, charged by the French gov-
ernment with important artistic missions, and being a member of 
numerous committees relating to public education or industrial 
progress, he valiantly won the rank of officer of the Légion d’hon-
neur along with many ribbons from various foreign orders.

Wherever Orphéonic meetings are held, wherever major vocal 
music competitions are judged, Laurent de Rillé chairs and judges. 
Above all, he excels at delivering small humorous speeches, which 
are a necessary complement to popular banquets.

The Committee of the Statue of Béranger, which reasonably 
believes that the Orphéons will greatly contribute to its work of 
justice, had to attach a particular significance to the accession of 
Laurent de Rillé.

Of his membership La Chanson wrote, full and warm; we want 
to see it as a sign of the success of the appeal that the Committee 
is sending today to the Choral Societies of France.72

In his work Du Chant Choral, one can easily see the pairing of Rillé’s 
music and law degrees. After a lengthy history of choral music—from the 
time of the Greeks to the middle of the nineteenth century, Rillé address-
es the needs of the many dozens of Orphéon choral ensembles in France. 
He was intelligent enough, with much experience, to know that choral 
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care,” and advises that thorny intonation passages are best resolved 
with sectional rehearsals on a different night of the week than regular 
rehearsal.

It is difficult to know whether French conductors were so untrained 
that Rillé needed to point out that attacks are important or give direc-
tions on how to use a baton: “The director’s baton regulates rhythmic 
movements, as the tuning fork corrects intonation. A skillful director 
uses his baton as much as he can. A few sharp and hasty strokes are 
enough to signal a start or to interrupt a song, without words, without 
warnings, without preambles, which all would be tiring for the director 
and waste of time for everyone.”79 Twenty-first century conductors 
have been taught that a crescendo does not indicate accelerando nor does 
diminuendo call for a ritard; Rillé makes clear, as do numerous contem-
poraneous sources, that crescendo actually means quickening the pace 
while diminuendo does mean slowing down.

Rillé’s final chapter is a history of the founding and organization of 
the Paris Orphéon. There is no question that Rillé’s method would have 
been extremely useful to individuals who want to learn how to con-
duct as well as groups of men who wanted to found a singing society. 
It is easy for us to read his words and consider them to be self-evident; 
however, in the second half of the nineteenth century, these types of 
amateur ensembles—not restricted to TTBB Orphéons—were novel. 
Consequently, it is precisely because Rillé and other composers/authors 
gave out these regulations and advice in the nineteenth century that we 
might wrongly consider them to be passé.

IV. CHORAL CONDUCTING
Sir Henry Coward
Talent seizes hold of some individuals and compels them to over-

come what many might consider insurmountable circumstances. Born 
in 1849 in Liverpool, Henry Coward’s father was a landlord of a 
Liverpool hotel. Orphaned at an early age, Henry (Figure 2.45, center) 
was forced to begin work in a Sheffield cutlery factory at age eight. He 
taught himself to read by spelling out the advertisement placards in 

that, “The real purpose of choral societies is to give their members orderly 
habits by making them accept and practice the principle of voluntary sol-
idarity while spreading a taste for popular music in the country—which 
are the seeds of musical instruction.”74 Rillé’s rules and organizational 
structure are succinct; he believes that every Orphéon requires of its mem-
bers “Inner discipline, which is the basis of material order; and Musical 
studies, which prepare for public performances.”75

Rillé goes on to instruct future directors about the need for a proper 
rehearsal room—one that is large enough and not dead acoustically, 
but not so live that “Moreover, in a very loud environment, the sounds 
mingle confusedly, [and] the mistakes the choristers make are less 
easy to grasp and correct.”76 He even remarks about the arrangement 
of the room, the height of the conductor’s platform and placement of 
voice parts. He divides females, children and castrati77 into the standard 
Soprano, Mezzo-soprano and Contralto; however, his categorization of 
lower voices is unusual: “The low voices are subdivided, from high to 
low, into voice of: Countertenor, Tenor, Low tenor, Baritone, Singing 
bass, Deep bass, and Bass.”78 

On the next page, he writes that Countertenors had become suffi-
ciently rare to warrant mentioning them here only for the record. His 
extensive discussion of vocal registers is difficult to visualize; notes on 
staves would make comprehension infinitely easier for amateurs with 
limited musical training. Rillé also advises TTBB choruses to hire four 
professional singers to act as section leaders, a practice that was uncom-
mon at the time.

It is plain that Rillé is writing a primer on choral conducting for the 
novice director or a group of men who want to form an Orphéon. He 
gives directions on how to arrange the chorus in the rehearsal room; 
how to move a soloist from the ranks of the chorus to the front of the 
stage; how to correct poor intonation, which he says can be accom-
plished by “feeling the harmony” and not using a piano or organ. 
Once again, his use of language instead of musical notation could 
easily create some misapprehension. He says that “Second tenors and 
baritones are difficult among all. They must be the object of special 
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4.  In phrasing, it exacts careful marking of the breathing places so 
as to secure a natural grouping of the words. Further, the musical 
phrasing, when not controlled by the text, is not left to haphazard 
treatment, as has been too often the case.

5.  Rhythm is exalted to a high position. Means are adopted to secure 
such a control of accents and stresses, regular and irregular, that 
each distinctive phrase maintains its individuality while not inter-
fering with the other parts, thus avoiding the muddiness and jum-
ble that one often hears, say, in Bach’s music when badly rendered.

6.  Breathing must be dealt with systematically, not only to secure 
power to phrase, but to get control of breath pressure, so as to 
produce those extraordinary fortissimo effects that suggest illim-
itable power of voice.80

While Coward’s statements might seem plain in modern times, clear-
ly, having been a music critic for 20 years, he deemed such fundamentals 
necessary to publish as reminders; indeed, he included specific advice on 
how to conduct rehearsals—and uses nearly twelve pages to describe his 
three methods—“Conventional Generalizing; Critical (or Hypercritical) 
Particularizing; and Compartmental Specializing.” Coward’s experience 
conducting an amateur chorus in Sheffield is evident: 

Every society is made up of average voices, and my experience is 
that there is not nearly so much difference as some would have us 
believe in the average voices… 

The problem of how to blend the harsh, dull, and twangy voices 
of untrained singers into an agreeable unity is not so difficult as 
it appears at first sight. The defects enumerated above…nearly all 
arise from one source: the wrong placing of the voice, which, stated 
in simple language, means that the air current after it has passed 
over the vocal chords (the larynx) when producing sound is allowed 
to proceed in the wrong direction, or lacks control.

Inertia is in evidence in every department of choral society work. It 
is shown in the irregular manner of going on and off the platform at a 

the streets on his way to work; and, he showed a strong predilection 
for music. Religion was an important part of Coward’s life, and he was 
taught singing and the violin by his Sunday school teacher. He learned 
the tonic sol-fa system, and, after a brief association with a primitive 
little choir, he started one of his own. Music and general culture went 
hand in hand. All the money that Coward could save was devoted to 
music. Having matriculated at Oxford University, he first gained the 
Bachelor of Music degree; after that, he earned his dearest academic 
prize, the Doctor of Music degree.

In 1876, he started as conductor of the Sheffield Musical Union, of 
the Orchestral Society, and built up the great Sheffield Festival. Coward 
became the music critic for one of the provincial newspapers; he attend-
ed festivals, and wrote both critiques and articles. In 1914, he published 
Choral Technique and Interpretation, which was well-received and went 
into several editions. His work as a journalist is exemplified in his book, 
which is more words than music; nevertheless, Coward has much useful 
advice. His definition of the “New Technique and Interpretative Aim” 
includes these maxims:

1.  Greater vocal control on the part of the singers. This must be 
shown in homogeneity of tone, so that each vocal part, however 
numerous, sounds like one huge voice and not like a congeries 
of conflicting voices. Further, the voices must be able to pro-
duce different qualities of tone. No longer will one tone-quality 
satisfy the claims of interpretation. Therefore, numerous tone 
tints such as the white, the impersonal, the ethereal, the dull 
and the dark, the breathy, and many other colourings must be 
available.

2.  Expression of a more refined and artistic character must be 
shown.

3.  Words and their articulation call for supreme attention. The new 
technique predicates greater care in securing correct vowel quan-
tity and clear definition of consonants, whether they be initial, 
middle, or final.
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od—333 pages—goes far beyond the scope of this work; the topics he 
addresses—and this is a mere sampling—are: Methods of Rehearsal; 
Homogeneity and Power of Voice; Attack; Pianissimo Singing; Nasal 
Singing; How to Breathe; Colours on the Conductor’s Palette; Attack; 
Staccato and Release; Stresses and Pressures; Characterization; The 
Laugh; The Gibe; Trick-Singing; Special Onomatopoetic Effects; 
When Not to Sing Words; Facial Expression; The Crux of Artistry—
the Elusive “Three Per Cent.” Given the enormous popularity of 
Messiah, no one should be surprised that Coward devotes 58 pages to 
an in-depth analysis. 

Unlike other contemporaneous choral methods, Coward includes 
several tables that chart out how a piece will be performed; one is 
Moonlight by Eaton Fanning. (Figure 2.47)

Figure 2.47. Coward’s Performance Map of Moonlight, by Eaton Faning. 
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concert, the listless rising and sitting of a choir, the attack and release 
of notes, and the lack of responsiveness to the beat of the conductor. 
These things being very obvious to conductor and officials, efforts are 
made from time to time to remedy the defects, and a smartening-up 
period ensues, but alas! it is usually short-lived. However, baneful iner-
tia may be in the cases mentioned above, its subtle influence is much 
more pernicious in the region of words, because, its connection with 
articulation not being obvious, its presence is not suspected.81

Unlike other nineteenth-century choral methods, Coward includes 
practical advice and problem-based exercises that are still highly rele-
vant—even more than one century later. These tongue-taming phrases 
work well with amateur singers (Figure 2.46):

Figure 2.46. Exercises to Improve Consonants.

P. Pearls please pretty Penelope. B. Big Ben broke Bertha’s bouncing ball.

T. Try teaching to tax temper. D. Dear Dora danced delightfully.

Th. Thin things think thick thoughts. Th. Thee, thou them that thou thee.

Ch. Church chaps chirp chants cheerfully. J. John Jones jumps jauntily.

K. Clever cricketers keep catches. G. Guy gives good gifts gracefully

F. Fair flirts fancy French fashions. V. Vain Vernon vowed vengeance.

M. Mild-mannered men make money. N. Nellie never noticed Norah.

R. Round rough rocks ragged rascals ran. L. Lion lilies like light.

W. Wise women won’t whine.
[Source: COW, 84.]

Scarcely one-third of the way into his method, Coward pens this defi-
nition of musical expression that is instructive and concise: “1. The reg-
ulation of rhythm. 2. The application, variation, and control of dynamic 
(tonal) and emotional force. 3. The portrayal of various mental states, 
extreme moods, and fancies, such as laughter, hatred, derision, ribaldry, 
anger, despair, &c. and—specific to vocal music.—4. Management of 
words, diction, verbal shadings by emphasis, tone-colour, &c.”82

Sir Henry uses excerpts from published compositions to demon-
strate principles that were covered in the text. The size of his meth-
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times; these paragraphs confirm that he conducted an amateur chorus 
in Sheffield for 49 years. His words are kind yet honest, eloquent yet 
challenging, and are worthy reading for any woman or man who wants 
to make a successful career as a choral conductor:

In speaking of the equipment of a choral conductor, it would be 
easy to draw a fancy sketch of what he should be: a perfect genius 
in music; a master of language and of English in particular; an 
exquisite in dress; a paragon in manner but these things, though 
valuable, must give place to other and more serviceable qualifica-
tions if success is to be attained.

The first thing a conductor requires is self-reliance, born of 
mastery of the subject he has to conduct and confidence in him-
self. If he is nervous and apologetic, if, when he makes a slip he 
feels crushed and would like to sink through the floor, he had bet-
ter leave conducting alone. It is the confident, not-to-be-daunted 
man who is fit to be a leader of men. Again, the conductor who 
wishes to excel must be patient in two senses. In the first place he 
must, till near the performance, tolerate mistakes without signs 
of ill-temper, remembering that it is only a few amongst his choir 
who can do things perfectly from the start. Let him be prepared 
for, say, a score of errors at every rehearsal, and count any dimi-
nution from that number as so much gain. 

Personal Influence.
In addition to the cardinal virtue named above, the conductor 

must have power to inspire, incite, and command a kind of per-
sonal magnetism that makes his persuasive will law. To get this 
power two things are necessary. First, he must be so thoroughly 
master of the work in hand that the choir has confidence in him 
and will follow him in everything. Second, he must be an enthusi-
ast in his work. To be the master, he must be at the service of all. 
His zeal must infect his followers, so that the motto Do ut des (“I 
give that you may give”) is faithfully carried out. Let these person-

Figure 2.47. Coward’s Performance Map of Moonlight, by Eaton Faning. 
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23 T. Tenors prominent.

25 T. Tenors prominent.

35 and 36 All. Clear words and delicate staccato at the trip-
lets.

39 B. Basses prominent, then subordinate.

41 C. Contraltos prominent.

42 and 43 All. Real pianissimo with clear, delicate diction.

47 and 48 T. Tenors prominent, then subordinate.

55 to 60 C. Contraltos’ moving crotchets prominent.

70 and 71 All. Same as bars 15 and 16.

72 and 73 All. A “comma” breath pause after “sorrow,” and 
commence “sad” π with cresc. on “eyes.”

74 to end All. Follow copy carefully, but at bar 90 the first 
bass must give “in the land” prominently, but 
in tune.

92 All. At “sleep” long pause, with sound vanishing into 
silence

[Source: COW, 292–293.]

Coward writes knowingly about the character and qualities of a 
choral conductor, which are relevant and enlightening even in modern 
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The Rewards of Leadership.
The joys of the struggle are worth the sacrifices. Therefore let 

the determined aspirant “rejoice and be glad” that there are these 
difficulties, because they form the testing fires that eliminate the 
clever but weak, the brilliant but shifty, the steady but stodgy, 
while they bring out the fine qualities of the man of parts, power, 
and reliability.83

Anton Averkamp
Antonius Josephus (Anton) Aver kamp (Figure 2.45, right) was born 

into the family of headmaster Johannes Theodorus Averkamp and Anna 
Catharina Maria Neuhuijs in 1861. Aged 34, in 1895 he married a mer-
chant’s daughter and alto, Maria Henrica Petronella Mol; the couple 
had no children.

Averkamp was destined to become a merchant. He worked in an 
office, but he didn’t see his future there. He tried to improve his piano 
playing, which was untrained, and he had a decent amount of school-
ing. First, composer Daniel de Lange saw his talents and taught him 
for four years; then Friedrich Kiels (Akademie der Künste) taught him 
music theory in Berlin. In 1884, through the intervention of Johan 
Messchaert, Averkamp was able to enroll into the Munich Academy of 
Arts. His teachers included Joseph Rheinberger], Hans Hasselbeck and 
Adolph Schimon. After completing this study, Averkamp returned to 
Amsterdam, where he taught singing lessons at the Toonkunstmuziek 
School. Averkamp did not perform much as a singer; rather, he focused 
mostly on music education and choir management. In 1919, Averkamp 
joined the Toonkunstmuziek School in Utrecht.

In addition to this work, Averkamp sat on various committees in 
the field of music. Starting in 1897, he was a board member of the 
Association for Northern Dutch Music History, and from 1927 until 
his death, he was chairman of the board. He wrote treatises on music 
theory including Van onzen Tijd (Of Our Time), Caecilia and Euphonia. 
His interest extended mainly to singing, along with church music from 
the fifteenth century onwards. Averkamp reviewed music concerts that 

al traits be acquired, and a kind of beneficent autocracy follows as 
a matter of course.

Interpretation of Pieces.
The chief function of a present-day conductor is to interpret 

the music rather than to conduct it. The centre of gravity has been 
shifted from the mechanical to the mental; from merely directing 
the music to grasping and imparting the spirit behind the notes 
and words. To accomplish this, hard thinking and imagination are 
necessary. Before the ideal rendering can be given, the work must 
have been thoroughly studied privately. Analysis must always 
precede synthesis. Through not doing this, conductors fail to 
give distinction to performances, and they wonder why they fail. 
Other people do not. 

Tact.
The man who lacks tact is not fit to be a conductor. Tact is 

the lubricant that keeps the administrative machinery smoothly 
working when heat and friction would otherwise arise.

Unresponsive Choralists: Malcontents.
Since malcontents are likely to appear in almost every choral 

society at some point, the question becomes “How are they to be 
met?” Three plans present themselves: 1. Wear the malcontents 
down; 2. Win them over; 3. Shake off the dust from your feet and 
retire. 

Plans 1 and 2 usually work concurrently. To be forewarned is 
to be forearmed, therefore, as you know all these disloyal spirits, 
prepare for their opposition by putting on the impervious cloak 
of indifference to all they say and do. But while you ignore their 
conduct, be as polite to them as possible. Surprise them by your 
magnanimity. Make them feel ashamed of themselves. The other 
members—outsiders in the feud, but yoursiders in sympathy—see 
the game and consciously or unconsciously help you. In, say, two 
or three seasons the malcontents will either have withdrawn or 
will have become your ardent supporters. This has been my expe-
rience, at least. 
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Perhaps Averkamp had access to the newly invented laryngoscope, 
because he notes that “The inner edges of the vocal cords will then 
only vibrate…”86 He also points out that falsetto can be identified with 
imitating the female voice and is also called singing in the “head voice.” 
In the newer men’s choir literature, the tenor part is written very high—
well up to high C (two lines). In the example printed here, a drinking 
song from François-Auguste Gevaert’s opera Uit Quentin Durward, 
(Figure 2.48) they even go as far as high C# (three lines).

Figure 2.48. Uit Quentin Durward. F. A. Gevaert
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Averkamp, Anton. 1933. De Koordirigent. Uitgave: J. J. Lispet-Hilversum, 21.[Source: Averkamp, Anton. 1933. De Koordirigent. Uitgave: J. J. Lispet-Hilversum, 21.]

The first part of his method is dedicated to the fundamentals of 
music. To each covered topic—rhythm, conducting, meter and the 
like—is linked a musical example representing the choral and instru-
mental literature from the sixteenth century to the early twentieth 
century; he also includes a heavy dose of music history and stylistic 
interpretation. There is an interesting discussion of the falsetto voice 
that is mostly in line with modern vocal pedagogy. Amateur singers of 
today are not so different from their counterparts in the late nineteenth 
century, as Averkamp makes clear: “No doubt men usually sing in their 
chest voice. That is the timbre that sounds heavy and powerful and 
corresponds to a real man’s nature. But the male voice must also be able 
to be used softly, and not only as a soloist, but also in choral singing.”87

Averkamp devotes a chapter to conducting as well: “And with this 
we suddenly end up at the “Cheironomy.” This Greek word means 
‘Direction by movement of the hand,’ that is, as we would say, by con-

appeared in De Amsterdammer and published a number of books. He 
was able to put the theory of “ancient” singing into practice as conduc-
tor of a number of choirs; and he was especially active during the 1890s. 
He died of a heart condition at his home in Bussum in 1934.

Averkamp’s method is text-heavy with limited musical examples; even 
though it was published in 1933, he was clearly of the nineteenth century. 
The words he chooses demonstrate how well he knew his craft; the voice 
training from early in his life is plain:

Equal in importance of proper pronunciation, the breath must be 
entrusted to the good care of the conductor. After all, a beautiful, 
sonorous tone is closely related to the way in which the singer 
controls his breath. How often have you seen choristers singing 
with high shoulders and long stretched necks? Especially tenors; 
if they have to sing high, they are guilty of that shortcoming. And 
what’s the consequence? The choir detonates; the shine is miss-
ing; the sound becomes hoarse; the people are tired and a sullen 
and an unpleasant feeling takes hold of them. They would like to 
relax by participating with enthusiasm in their choir’s rehearsals, 
except it works the other way around. If the conductor is up to 
the task, he can remedy this problem, perhaps even prevent it. 
But how often is the conductor a more or less meritorious pianist, 
who, however, has no idea of   singing!84

Averkamp’s interest in music education began during the years he 
gave voice lessons as well as his decades of work as a conductor of an 
amateur chorus. Those experiences gave him an insight that is both 
helpful and mildly amusing: 

People can be divided into four large groups:
1. Those who have absolutely no ear for music.
2. Those who have absolute pitch.
3. Those who have acquired a relatively good musical ear, and
4. Those who are a discerning audience.85
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him a lot of headaches. General regulations are not useful here; 
local conditions will always be decisive. If we have access to have a 
wide stage, the question itself is not so difficult to solve; however, 
this is usually not the case. However, even when space is not an 
issue, the conductor will ask: should I place the choir in front of 
the orchestra or the orchestra before the choir; or should I group 
the choir around the orchestra? In the first two cases, there is 
the advantage that the two groups will be able to maintain their 
unity more easily, while in the latter case the choir members often 
complain that they cannot hear their fellow singers in the other 
sections. If the choir is very large, the conductor will be forced to 
group his choir around the orchestra; but then it also reduces the 
risk that anyone will have to sing separately.90

The remainder of Averkamp’s method is devoted to more advanced 
fundamentals, such as Recitative, Basso continuo, Compound meters, 
Opera choruses, along with the music of Palestrina, Handel and 
Wagner. Much of his work might seem more suited to the solo voice, 
which is not surprising since he was trained as—and taught—solo voice. 
Nevertheless, Averkamp gives us an interesting and informative take on 
choral music in The Netherlands during the nineteenth-century. 

Averkamp concludes his work with a knowing explanation of what 
makes a successful choral conductor:

In this work I have tried to outline those requirements that the 
“ideal” choir conductor must possess; however, I would like to 
emphasize that he who acquires all the information that I have 
pointed out is not necessarily a good conductor; for when he 
lacks one quality, and that is talent.…But the conductor, howev-
er gifted—even genius—should not think that he can be a good 
choir conductor without having penetrated into the secrets of 
the art of singing. Only if he has done so, can he break down 
what is in those secrets and bring the beauty of the work to its 
fullest.91

ducting.”88 His beat patterns are similar to Spohr or Berlioz; however, 
he makes a curious statement about the three-beat pattern: “In some 
countries, including in Italy, people sometimes turn to the second count 
left.” He then says that it is an “exceptional case.”89 It might be useful 
to compare his four-beat simple pattern to his four-beat compound 
pattern (Figure 2.49).

Figure 2.49. Four-beat Patterns, Simple and Compound.

In four beat time we come to the compound 
time signatures. The first beat (downbeat) 
from top to bottom; the second to the left 
slightly up, the third horizontally to the 
right and the fourth (upbeat) back to the 
starting point. Approximately according to 
this graphic image:

Now it is the turn of the six part time sig-
natures, namely the slow 6/8 and 6/4 time. 
These are usually beaten as the four-part 
measure, but on the understanding that the 
first and third beats of them are repeated 
lightly, that is to say in part, as such:
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Bij de vierslagsmaat komen wij aan de saam-
gestelde maatsoorten. De eerste tel (neerslag) 
van boven naar beneden; de tweede naar links 
ietwat omhoog, de derde horizontaal naar 
rechts en de vierde (upbeat) terug naar het 
uitgangspunt. Ongeveer volgens dit grafische 
beeld:

Thans komen de zesdeelige maatsoorten aan 
de beurt, n.l. de langzame 6/8 en 6/4 maat. 
Deze worden gewoonlijk geslagen als de 
vierdeelige maat, echter met dien verstande, 
dat daarvan de eerste en derde slag lichtelijk, 
dus voor een gedeelte, worden herhaald, dus 
zoo:

[Source: AVER, 24–26.]

In a subsequent chapter, we will discuss Orchestral/Choral Placement. 
Interestingly, among the 30 choral methods examined, Averkamp alone 
addresses the topic. He writes:

For every conductor, the arrangement of choir, orchestra, soloists 
and keyboard will be an issue, the solution of which must cost 
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Fétis (François-Joseph), born in Mons, Belgium, on 25 March 
1784. Intending to follow his father’s profession, he learned the 
principles of music so young that at the age of six he could read 
solfege written in every key. A society of artists and amateurs…
persuaded the father of young Fétis to send his son to the Paris 
Conservatory; he enrolled in October 1800.

In 1810, Fétis revealed his new and complete theory of harmony. 
The author sent it to the Institut de France for review. A fairly active 
correspondence took place on this subject between the Minister of 
the Interior, the Secretary of the Academy of Fine Arts, and Fétis; 
the result of all this negotiation was that the Academy—afraid 
of so many new ideas, and not wanting to compromise itself by 
approving or rejecting those ideas—decided that it was up to the 
public alone to decide on its merit. During his stay in Douai, Fétis 
had resumed his work on the Biographie universelle des musiciens, of 
which he recently published a second edition…Persuaded that the 
time had come for him to take a position in Paris, Fétis left Douai 
in 1818, [and] in 1821, he was appointed professor of composition at 
the Paris Conservatoire.

Towards the end of 1852, Fétis was asked by both King Leopold 
I and the Belgian government to accept the position of Master of 
the King’s Chapel as well as Rector of the Brussels Conservatory. 
In March, 1832, he signed contracts for these new positions. In May 
1832, he left Paris to take up his new duties...Twenty-eight years 
went by between Fétis’ direction of the Brussels Conservatory, and 
the universal reputation of the institution, rewarding his good work 
as director, assisted by the elite teachers he recruited, or students 
whose talent he himself trained and developed.92

Fétis’s immersion in the musical past was undoubtedly a reaction 
against much of the music of his own time, particularly that of Wagner, 
Liszt, Berlioz. The trajectory of Fétis’s thought was set definitively by 
the nature of his studies in Paris. The conflict between Fétis and Berlioz 
(from 1832 until their partial rapprochement in the face of a com-

V. FRANÇOIS-JOSEPH FÉTIS
François-Joseph Fétis (Figure 2.50) was an extraordinarily influential 

musician, composer, theorist and author. His five-volume Biographie 
Universelle Des Musiciens Et Bibliographie Générale De La Musique 
(Universal Biography of Musicians and General Bibliography of Music) ran 
to eight editions; he launched and edited a musical newspaper; wrote 
books on theory, harmony and counterpoint; histories of music; and 
most important for us, the Traité du chant en choeur (Treatise on Singing 
and Choirs). He was not without ego, however: his own entry in the 
Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens exceeds 20,000 words. Because 
of his importance and given that he knows his own life better than 
anyone, we will reproduce portions of his entry; that being said, it is 
not impossible that Fétis might have engaged in a more than a little 
self-aggrandizement. 

Figure 2.50. left: François-Auguste Gevaert: François-Joseph Fétis, undated; 
right: François-Joseph Fétis wearing a jacket and holding sheets of paper on 
a table; half-length facing front; etching, engraving and stipple on chine collé; 
print made by Auguste Danse, 1874.

[Sources: left: Brussels Conservatories Library, BE-BxLRC 35929; right: © The Trustees of the Brit-
ish Museum, 956149001.]
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good as it should be, for the material is new, and imperfection is 
inseparable from a first attempt; but, such as it is, I hope it will be 
useful, and that over time it will take its place in the art of influenc-
ing the inspirations of composers’ genius.94

Preliminary Observations on the Nature of Singing in Chorus.
§1. The colors of expression and nuances, which add so much 

power to the effects of music, has been perfected with great care 
in orchestras for the past 30 years, and nowadays we have reached 
results that we would not have anticipated. Why is the same not 
true of choirs? Why do we barely know in our churches and the-
aters how to imperfectly indicate any difference between the strong 
and the weak voices? Why are correct pitch, pronunciation, exact 
rhythm, and accent so often neglected by the directors of vocal 
music, especially in France and Belgium?...The art of individual 
singing is cultivated there with more success than in Germany; but 
the art of bringing artistic life to vocal music is absolutely unknown.

§2. It is this new art that we aim to teach here. This art can no 
longer be ignored or neglected in an era when general execution of 
music is otherwise at its peak, and when the art of vocal music is 
worthy of the attention of the heads of musical institutions, chap-
el masters, directors of theatrical and concert music, of the great 
popular schools of singing, and even of primary schools. It is clear 
that vocal music will soon be an inseparable part of any elementary 
education system in civilized states. 
 The elements of choral singing are: 

1. Selection and classification of voices;
2. The blending and the exercise of voices shall be in unison 

or octaves; 
3. The blending and the exercise of voices in harmony of 

multiple notes; 
4. Changes to sound in various nuances; 
5. The various accents of the voices; 
6. The accent in rhythm; 

mon enemy: Wagner) arose not from the incompatibility of a French 
Romantic and a French Classicist, but from the incompatibility of a 
philosophy of extremes with the philosophy of the juste milieu (middle 
way). However, throughout his career, Fétis was caught between two 
contradictory musical philosophies that he never convincingly recon-
ciled. The philosophy of the juste milieu gave rise to his celebrated claim 
that “art does not progress, it merely changes,” a belief that under-
pinned the revival of early music in the nineteenth century.93 His trea-
tise on choral singing is a forgotten treasure. Not only does it provide 
invaluable insights into the types, sizes, abilities and institutional affilia-
tion of choral ensembles in the nineteenth century; I have excerpted the 
Traité at considerable length—but not in its entirety—in the following 
pages because the exercises he includes are useful to conductors even 
150 years later. 

Traité du chant en choeur (Treatise on Singing and Choirs), 1837.
In this little book, I set out to teach a side of the art that is very 

much neglected, and one might even say ignored. Undoubtedly, a 
few schools in Germany already teach some of the precepts set out 
in this book, but no one, that I know of, has ever clearly stated the 
basics of a rational method for choir teaching so far. The work of 
[August Ferdinand] Häser and all that has been written on this sub-
ject is almost exclusively practice-based, and contains a great deal of 
notions of things that do not belong to the special nature of singing 
in choirs. Other important things, which are essentially the domain 
of this work, are not even mentioned there; however, these valuable 
works can be useful to their intended schools.

What I have in mind is to call to the attention of school teachers, 
music directors and Kapellmeisters the need to perfect the perfor-
mance of music in choral ensembles, and to show them the pro-
cesses that can lead to this goal. To that aim, it was necessary to for-
mulate these procedures after a multitude of delicate observations 
born of a rather active musical sensitivity, of a long experience, and 
of a lot of reflections. I am far from believing that this work is as 
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develop, which is frequently found in choir children. Many choris-
ter voices of Treble or Soprano are limited to a twelfth, taken from 
the low D to the high A, as in this example & w

w
 Some of 

them go down to C. Others may climb with ease to B b, B n, and 
even a C; but they can often only perform these last notes in the 
loudest passages, and with strenuous efforts.

§7. The intermediate range of voices of women and children 
is called Second Treble or Mezzo Soprano. Their range is more 
circumscribed than that of the First Treble, and is often contained 
in a tenth or eleventh at most, which extends from B b to E b or E n,
as in this example…… & wb

wb wn
 There are few varieties in this 

kind of voice. We sometimes encounter defective first sopranos 
that we then make second, and which seem to ascend with more 
ease; but the poor quality of these voices means that they must be 
excluded from the choir, unless singers are in large numbers. The 
second-soprano voices of male children often offer more bite than 
those of women.

Modern composers sometimes make the second soprano ascend 
to F # or G. These notes are only obtained in the loudest volume, and 
are almost always hard and garish. Note that in all of the above, as 
in the following, these are ranges of choral singers, not solo voices, 
which can be considered exceptions..

§8. The low voices of women and children are those that in 
Italy are called Contralto, and in France Bas-dessus, i.e. low treble. 
In the latter country, they are very rare, and the difficulty in find-
ing them led to replacing them with the shrill voices of men called 
Contratenor. But if the end was attained by this substitution—as 
far as the similarity of the sounds for the harmony is concerned—
it was not the same for the quality of tone, for this quality is low 
in the voices of women and children, and if not acute, at least clear 
and high in the voices of men. That’s why in the chapels of Italy, 
and particularly in the Papal Chapel in Rome, Evirati or Castrati 
used to be chosen for the Contralto. Their penetrating voices 
had more bite than the voices of women and children, and more 

7. The pronunciation and articulation; 
8. Simultaneous attack of rhythms; 
9. The attack has an error; 
10. The melodic phrasing; 
11. The harmonic phrasing;
12. Rhythmic phrasing; 
13. The collective feeling; 
14. The animation.

§3. I don’t include reading music as part of singing, because this 
kind of knowledge belongs to another teaching system. Every cho-
ral singer is supposed to know how to read music with ease.95

Unlike many other methods, some of whom are identified here-
in, Fétis did not begin his treatise with the fundamentals of music; 
rather, he chose to target his work on choral singing to individuals 
so that precious pages would not be lost on already musically lit-
erate men and women’s choirs. Because of that choice, Fétis left 
a work that is entirely devoted to choral singing, and has within 
its pages dozens of written explanations of the elements of cho-
ral singing he identified in the Preface, along with upwards of 50 
musical exercises and examples that are challenging and endlessly 
imaginative. Here is what Fétis says:

Chapter One: On the Classification of Voices.
§4. Voices are divided into two main types: 

1.° The voices of women or children; 
2.° The voices of men.

§5. The voices of women, children and men are more or less 
high, more or less deep.

§6. The highest voices of women or children are called First 
Treble, or Soprano. The range of this kind of voice is not set in 
stone. In general, this range is more limited in children than in 
women, especially in the lower end, where the sounds have less 
volume, unless the vicious habit of guttural sounds was allowed to 
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and which make these notes heard in chest sounds. The low tenor
or second tenor’s voice ranges from B to F. V w

w
 
In 

these two varieties of the same type of voice, we find some mod-
ifications in the timbre quality, if not in the range. It is up to the 
music director to review them, and to rank the choral singers based 
on his observations.

The overall bass range is commonly around two octaves, that is, 

from F to E.
? w

w
 Some voices of this kind can ascend 

with ease to F 
? w

, but usually are of a light quality, which 
belongs more to solo singing than to choirs. The bass is also likely to 
descend with a vigorously ringing sound all the way to Eb,

 
? wb  

and even to D. ? w
These voices hardly rise above D 

? w
. These are the 

so-called Contrabasses. Their sound is powerful, but also heavy. 
We encounter these low notes in modern music, but examples of 
them are found in the works of Jean Gabrieli, Schütz, and a few 
other old masters.

§12. In church music compositions, madrigals and songs have 
six, seven, or eight voices. The masters of the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries held the parts of these voices within the range 
of an octave or a tenth at most, in order to place each singer in 
the middle of his vocal range, because the sounds produced with-
in these limits are more pure, more equal and of a better timbre 
than those of the lower or upper tessituras of the voices. When 
a choir director performs this older music, he has to classify the 
voices with great care, and very differently from the classification 
for modern music. He should not neglect any of the nuances that 
occur in the voices of the same classification, so that each singer 
is placed within the exact range for his voice to sound its best. In 
order to help with this classification, I think I have to give here the 

gravity than the high Countertenors. Some of these singers were 
brought to France to serve in the chapels of Louis XIV and Louis 
XV, but in the theaters, they only placed Countertenors for the 
Contralto. For this reason, those choruses always sounded rather 
harsh and noisy.

In some churches in France, they thought they could avoid the 
disadvantages of Countertenors by means of choirboys with pow-
erful voices, but in avoiding this defect they fell into another one 
that is no less injurious—the guttural quality of this artificial voice.

The scope of the real Contralto is this: 
& w

w
 you can 

see that it differs little from the Mezzo-soprano in the treble. The 
difference of these voices in this part of their range consists less, in 
fact, in their power of ascending, than in their timbre and volume. 
Much less energetic in the Mezzo-soprano than in the Contralto, in 
the Mezzo-soprano the tone takes on the character of a bass to the 
upper system of voices, which the Contralto can’t perform.

§9. Male voices are divided in the chorus into three main types: 
high tenor, low tenor, and bass. In their compositions, the masters 
of the sixteenth century and the first part of the seventeenth cen-
tury divided those into two varieties: the first was called Basse-Taille 
in France, and Basso in Italy, was the high bass, the first bass, that 
we usually wrote to the key of F on the third line; the other was the 
lower bass, which the French called Basse-Contre and the Italians 
Baritono.96 By a remarkable antilogy [opposition in thoughts, views, 
statements], we now call Baritons [sic] the lightest and highest bass 
voices. Besides, we no longer distinguish basses of several species in 
the choirs, and it is only in the opera roles that they are classified 
differently.

There are nuances of highs and lows in the tenors as well as in 
the sopranos. While some countries produce an abundance of high 
tenors, others produce only lower voices. High tenors are those that 
extend to the interval of an eleventh, from E to A, V w

w
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part, written in the key of C on the third line, is at the same time 
too high for the voices of men, and too low for the voices of 
women or children. For example, it is not uncommon to find this 
part in Haydn’s The Creation, in Mozart’s Requiem, in Masses by 
Eybler, and in some of Beethoven’s works, low F ? w , and high 

E and even F 
? w w

It is obviously impossible for voices of the same categorization 
to reach these two octaves in voluminous and ringing tones. If, 
as an exception, there is a female Contralto who can manage this 
expanse of two octaves in energetic sounds, a choir could never be 
composed of similar voices, a chorus could never be composed of 
such voices. It follows from such a way of writing that the chorus 
arrangement is tricky, and performing its music is very difficult. 
The best way we can imagine is to divide the part into two voices 
to be performed at the top by women, and at the bottom by men. 
Although there is a defect of homogeneity in the sounds produced 
by this combination, I can only recommend it when they don’t 
have a choice.

§15. Cherubini and a small number of modern composers have 
overcome with great skills the difficulties that arise from the 
intermediate part between the Soprano and the Tenor, with the 
use of a Mezzo-soprano who they were careful to keep within 
harmonious and almost equal distances between the two voic-
es of which this part fills the interval. But this way of writing 
requires a deep knowledge of the art, which only a few composers 
can master. Rossini, Meyerbeer, and all the composers of operas 
of the present days, use another, easier method, which consists in 
writing the chorus for Soprano, Mezzo-soprano, two Tenors and 
Bass, making those parts, of which the movement is tricky, sing 
sometimes in octaves, sometimes in unison. Hence, the chorus 
has scarcely four real parts, although it appears to be written for 
five. This classification of singers requires great care from the 
choir director.98

table of these ranges as they are generally observed in the music of 
the famous composer Palestrina. (Figure 2.51)97 

Figure 2.51. Voice Classifications by François-Joseph Fétis.

& w w w w w w w w w w wSuperius. Cantus. Canto. 

?
w w w w w w w w w w wbBassus.
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& w w w w w w w w w w w
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Altus. Contra.

&
w w w w w w w w w w

Septima Pars.
&

w w w w w w w w
w w

Tenor.
V w w w w w w w w w w

[Source: FET, 4.]

The classification of the voices within these ranges serves the 
great advantage of placing each singer within the best notes of his 
vocal apparatus, and of making the most of the varieties presented 
within a vocal category. We often can find, in the compositions 
of Palestrina and the masters of his time, pieces with six or seven 
parts, where the bass voices are not used: Tenor II takes their 
place. In this case, there are usually two parts of Tenor II, of the 
same extent, and two Tenors I or Countertenors, also of the same 
range.

§13. In compositions with several choirs, the voices are usually 
arranged in the same way in all the choirs. There is almost always 
a Treble or Soprano, a Contralto, a tenor and a bass.

§14. If the old masters of the Italian, French and German 
schools took scrupulous care to limit the voices within a narrow 
tessitura, it went differently in the choirs written by the German 
composers of the modern school, because the Alto or Contralto 
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§20. In the Old School of Italian Music, especially in the music 
of Palestrina and of the Roman masters, many songs did not have 
bass but a tenor instead. In this case, this part, acting as the office 
of the ordinary bass, must be somewhat strengthened.

§21. When the voices used in the choir are of similar species, 
for example, all female voices, or all male voices, experience has 
shown that one part should not dominate at the expense of oth-
ers; the best possible effect results from the most perfect equality 
between the voices. Choirs for single women, or men, are often 
written in three parts.

§22. We see from the above that the intelligence of the choir-
master must be constantly active to vary the proportions of the 
voices, based on their sound levels, and the style of music that one 
aims to perform. There are no specific rules in this regard. 

It may be argued that this concern is meticulous, usually 
overlooked, and that the choir invariably remains the same in 
all theaters, and in most churches. I know that, but I also know 
that the result almost always suffers. The art of exploring all the 
possible effects from vocal choirs is still in its infancy—especially 
in France.

Chapter Three: About Tuning Voices in Unison and in the 
Octave.

§23. Tuning, in its most rigorous sense, is for vocals, as well 
as for instruments, and is one of the most necessary conditions 
for good effect in music. After having arranged the singers of the 
choir in groups based on the nature of their voices, and having 
set the pitch,99 to achieve tuning it is necessary that the choir 
director must test for accuracy in the unison of voices, prior to 
any exercise.

§24. Two methods are useful to acquire this accuracy of uni-
son: the first consists in having partial studies carried out between 
voices of the same gender, first by trying all the choristers two by 
two, then three to three, four to four, and so successively, until 

Chapter Two: Of the Proportion of Voices in the Choir.
§16. The proportions in the various parts that make up the choir 

must be perfect. It is one of the most important conditions for the 
effect of music. However, we must not think that this proportion 
is to be established by the number of singers of each type of voice, 
because the vocal qualities of individuals can be so dissimilar, that 
one part barely produces half the sound effect of another, even if 
the number of singers is doubled. To obtain a satisfactory result, the 
choir director, after having realized the limitations of each singer, 
must test and compare the various vocal parts, and even out the 
proportions, either by number or by voice quality. In general, quality 
works better than quantity. If he cannot strengthen a weaker part, 
he must weaken the other parts, because, again, perfect proportion 
is of the essence. Often, well-performed choruses have lost their 
effect, because too-powerful parts did not allow others to be heard.

§17. Following the previous point that the number of singers 
less establishes voice proportion in the choir, than the nature of 
each voice, this proportion does not imply that all parts should be 
equal: the importance of each part should also affect its intensity. 
For instance, the first soprano, who usually holds the melody, and 
the bass, which is the foundation of harmony, are in almost all the 
choirs of theaters a little louder than the Contralto and the Tenor. 
For example, if the chorus is fifty voices of roughly equal timbre, 
there will be fourteen sopranos with fourteen basses, twelve altos, 
and ten tenors.

§18. If the choir is written in the modern way for soprano, sec-
ond sopranos, two tenors and bass, and if the vocal mass is fifty 
singers, the number of sopranos and basses should be reduced, 
and the number of tenors increased in the following proportion: 
twelve first sopranos, ten second sopranos or contraltos, eight 
tenors, and twelve basses.

§19. If the music is in the fugal style, all entrances must be 
equally heard, and the strength of the parts must be maintained 
as perfectly as possible.
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Figure 2.53. Exercises where the first and second voices above are in unison 
with each other, and at the distance of an octave from tenor and bass.
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all the voices of the same part are united. The greatest severity 
is required. The master must strive for absolute perfection, and 
forbid approximation.

The exercises on which these studies are to be done are found 
in the elements of all Solfège. First is the diatonic followed by the 
chromatic scale, then the intervals of various species. All of this 
should be done slowly, in the first few days, and then gradually 
faster.

The second procedure consists in bringing all the voices 
together—once the partial studies have produced the results 
expected—in unison with a note intoned by the director, followed 
by all the first sopranos, then by all the second sopranos, then by 
the tenors, and finally by the basses; determining all the entries at 
four beats of distance, in a slow movement.100 (Figure 2.52)

Figure 2.52. Figure of a Successive Attack at the Unison.
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[Source: FET, 8.]

The unison of the tonic is difficult to achieve, except in the tones 
of C and D; in the other notes, the difference of the voices makes 
it necessary to place them in octaves. The exercise of identical 
octave tuning must therefore follow the one of the unison. Such 
an exercise can be done as follows:101 (Figure 2.53)
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Figure 2.54. Exercise where the top part is at a distance of an octave above 
the contralto and the tenor, and these are at the octave of the bass.
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[Source: FET, 9.]

§26. The study of this exercise, or similar ones, should be executed 
slowly and in a soft voice at first, because one of the greatest challeng-
es for a choir is to sing piano accurately. Be aware that in such a study 
all notes should be equal in volume and nuances should be banned. 
When we have obtained the greatest possible accuracy, we will sing 
louder and faster. Note also that enunciating the notes while singing 
is the best way to help the singers to breathe properly.

§27. The octave exercises, where the tenor is a bass octave, and 
the upper voices at the tenor octave, offer more difficulty for pitch, 
because identity weakens in the interval. Examples of this type are 
sometimes presented in the keys of A, B, and C. It is beneficial to 
have the choir become accustomed to this kind of difficulty with 
these types of exercises.102 (Figure 2.54)

§28. This exercise of singing in octaves and in half-voice is one of 
the most important as well as difficult. It requires The choir director 
must have a very delicate ear and strive for the strictest accuracy; by 
that I mean an absolute accuracy by which the identity of the notes is 
established between all the voices, an identity that must be the object 
of the study.
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Figure 2.55. 
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[Source: FET, 11.]

§30. To put the voices in their middle register, the arrangements 
are not always the same. In A major or minor, for example, the tonic 
in the bass octave would be too low for the basses and the tenors, 
who are placed in the upper octave, which forces the composer to 
adapt the upper parts arrangements accordingly. (Figure 2.56)

Figure 2.56. 
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[Source: FET, 12.]

The choir director will have these intonation exercises created 
in all keys; he will not have to write them, because after giving the 
pitch to the basses, he will only have to tell the tenors, contraltos 
and sopranos to take the third, fifth, or octave of the note given: 
The choir will soon master the practice of this exercise. 
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[Source: FET, 9–10.]

Whatever the degree of perfection the choir subsequently reach-
es, the director will need to practice a few octave exercises in each 
rehearsal, in order to maintain and develop the sense of absolute 
accuracy, which can only be reached through repeated harmony 
exercises. In harmony, a certain attraction immediately establishes 
an approximate correctness; but absolute accuracy is more difficult 
to achieve in such harmonized exercises than in simple exercises 
with the octave alone.

Chapter Four: Tuning and Exercise of Voices in Harmony.
§29. Once the groups of singers are prepared as to bring 

together the entire choir, and after the octave exercises have 
ensured correct intonation, we will proceed to harmonized tun-
ing. Experience has shown the best formula to give the feeling of 
the key and the mode in which the exercise or the piece is going 
to be sung: it is made up of only three chords, the first of which 
is based on the tonic, the second on the dominant, and the third 
on the tonic. It is good that the basses sing the note first, which is 
the root; the tenors then enter, at the fifth, for example; then the 
contralto on the third, and finally the soprano on the octave.103 
(Figure 2.55)
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Any piece of music should be preceded in rehearsal by the har-
monized intonation of the key of that piece.

§31. After having taught the choir how to sing harmonized into-
nation in all keys, the choir director will start the exercises on the 
progression of chords in the diatonic and chromatic systems, care-
fully having them performed in all volumes, from pianissimo up to 
the most intense forte. All those that follow are listed in numerical 
order in the score. When he needs to start a progression, the direc-
tor will only have to indicate the number in two words.

He must leave a slight interval between each progression.104 
(Figure 2.57)

Figure 2.57. 
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“(1) Here are some of the most difficult examples 
of progressions for the singing of the ensemble, 
and especially for a choir. The difficulty consists 
of the diminished octave that lay between the C 
of the first soprano and the C # of the bass. The 
feeling of the first C dominates the singers’ ears 
as they are to sing the C #, and this feeling makes 
the tuning of the latter note uncertain. Such 
progressions are not found in ancient music, but 
they are common in the works of composers of 
the present era. You have to rehearse them often 
to train the choral singers. (2) This diminished 
third is also a difficult interval of intonation for 
vocal music; we need to be very careful. (3) Diffi-
cult progression.”

“(1) Voici un-des exemples de successions les plus dif-
ficiles pour le chant d’ensemble, et surtout pour un 
choeur. La difficulté consiste dans l’octave diminuée 
qui se trouve entre l’UT du premier dessus et l’UT# 
de la basse. Le sentiment du premier UT domine 
dans l’oreille des chanteurs au moment où ils doivent 
entonner l’UT#, et ce sentiment rend l’intonation de 
cette dernière note incertaine. De pareilles succes-
sions ne se trouvent pas dans la musique ancienne, 
mais elles sont fréquentes dans les ouvrages des 
compositeurs de 1’époque actuelle. Il faut les répéter 
souvent pour y accoutumer les Choristes. (2) Cette 
tierce diminuée est aussi un intervalle difficile d’into-
nation pour les masses vocales; il y faut porter une 
sévère attention. (3) Succession difficile.”

[Source: FET, 12–13.]

§32. Choral modulations into the least corresponding modes 
may be performed without much difficulty if the movements of 
each part present only diatonic and chromatic intervals, ascend-
ing and descending by semitones; but if these modulations 
contain such intervals as the imperfect fifth, the tritone or aug-
mented fourth, the augmented second, the augmented fifth, or 
diminished fourth, then the intonations become difficult. They 
are so in general to all singers, and become more so in choruses, 
where the uncertainty of one individual communicates to those 
near him. It is therefore even more important to overcome these 
difficulties with rehearsals, since the composers of the present 
days are so little careful in their manner of writing vocal music 
that the instrumental style has passed into music intended for 
voices, using intervals we just talked about. These considerations 
led me to give some progressions of this kind, to help teach Choirs 
or Choruses. 

For instance, if we want to go from the key of C to that of A b 
in three chords, the modulation will be easy if it is made as in 
the progression that follows under number 1, because the voices 
will only make natural movements. However, if the progression 
is written as in number 2, it will be difficult, because of the aug-
mented second in the tenor:105 (Figure 2.58)
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[Source: FET, 15.]

Figure 2.58. Tuning and Exercise of Voices in Harmony.
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[Source: FET, 14.]

§33. There is an observation of some importance to be made on 
the movement of the second soprano in these two examples. At 
the second half of the first measure in both these examples, the 
G of this part becomes a leading tone. Accordingly, by a natural 
tendency, all the singers are inclined to make this note rise to the 
new tonic (A b); hence, the uncertainty which will be Tuning and 
Exercise of Voices in Harmony—first in sounding E b in the second 
measure. The director of the chorus should mark this difficul-
ty, and overcome it by repeated exercises each time it occurs.106 
(Figure 2.59)

Figure 2.59. Exercises on the tuning of diminished and augmented intervals in 
harmonic modulations, and on augmented and diminished fourths and fifths, 
i.e. the tritone and perfect fourth, and the perfect and imperfect fifth.107
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Figure 2.61. Exercises in the harmonic progressions of cadenze d’inganno or 
interrupted cadences.
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§34. The most difficult tuning for choirs are those where the 
harmonic progressions trick the singers’ expectations by unfore-
seen modulations called “Interrupted Cadences,” so it is necessary 
that the choir directors rehearse their singers on these kinds of 
cadences. Here are a few examples. 

It is not always the most sought-after harmonies that cause the 
most confusion and uncertainty; sometimes it only takes a simple 
change of key to surprise the singers and to give rise to false tun-
ings that spoil the effect of the song. Here is a remarkable exam-
ple taken from the three-part mass (in F major) by M. Cherubini. 
The modulation drove the choir into F minor; Cherubini keeps 
it there long enough to impress in the ear the feeling of this key; 
then, unexpectedly, in cadence, the major mode reappears, and 
produces a lively sensation of “Interrupted Cadence.” Here is the 
passage:108 (Figure 2.60)

Figure 2.60. 
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[Source: FET, 16.]

After the long continuation of the key in F minor, the A natural in 
the tenor is a difficult note to sing: it takes practice to attack it with 
accuracy. 

The progressions I give here as an example are those that can be 
found most often in chromatic music, particularly in the modern music 
of the German school, where the way of writing for the voices is similar 
to the instrumental style.109 (Figure 2.61)
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Figure 2.62. 
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[Source: FET, 17.]

§35. There is yet another kind of difficulty of tuning that is expe-
rienced by vocal ensembles in enharmonic transitions. These tran-
sitions throw a kind of uncertainty into the minds of choral singers, 
because they do not recognize the new tonic till after the resolution 
of the trans-tonic chord. The following are some examples of this 
kind of modulation; they may be used to train the singers when 
they have acquired a certain degree of ease in the other examples of 
harmonic progressions:110 (Figure 2.62)
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formers. So I won’t go into explaining these things, because whoever 
is allowed to sing in choirs is supposed to know music fundamentals.

§37. It is remarkably singular that in vocal music, where the 
meaning of the words ought to show the need for these various 
nuances, and point out their meaning, that performers often seem 
to understand them less, giving more imperfect performances 
than in instrumental music, although the voice has an undoubted 
advantage over instruments....However, if the effects of the stressed 
and the unstressed were well-rendered in the performance of vocal 
music, these effects would have a greater power perhaps than that 
of instrumental music. It is time to reform this in the choirs of our 
churches and theaters, and it is to hasten the moment of this reform 
that I have decided to write this little book, which is intended to 
serve as a guide for choir directors, as well as directors in concert 
halls, theaters, and chapels. I have no doubt that we will eventually 
achieve this goal through a few exercises that I will include.

There is not a composer of theater or chapel music who hasn’t 
noticed that it is hard work to get choir-singers to sing piano, and 
that when they are forced to do so, their intonation drops signifi-
cantly, so that instead of having a good effect, one often hears 
only a cacophony that results from the lack of tuning between the 
voices and instruments. With long rehearsals ran without accom-
paniment—a tuning fork for only guide to reestablish the key from 
time to time—from the half-voice to the most absolute piano, first 
on the simple vowels, then with the articulation of the lyrics—we 
will eradicate these mistakes in the choirs.

In such an exercise, the conductor must not allow any nuance 
nor inflection aroused by a desire for individual expression; the 
most perfect harmony must prevail over all music, for the object of 
the study is absolute piano.

So that the director can better observe in the first moments that 
all the voices are even, it will be good to first choose lessons where 
all the parts will be in harmony from note to note, similar to the 
following model.111 (Figure 2.63)
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“(1) I use the word enharmonic here in the 
sense that one attaches to modern music, in 
order to make myself understood, although 
this word has no rational meaning.”

“(1) Je me sers ici du mot ENHARMONIQUE 
dans le sens qu’on v attache dans la musique mo-
derne, a fin de me faire comprendre, quoique ce 
mot n’ait pas de signification rationelle.”

[Source: FET, 20.]

Chapter Five: Modifications of the Sound in its Various Nuances.
In Chapter Five, Fétis addresses nuances in choral singing, partic-

ularly regarding dynamics. Writing as one who speaks from personal 
experience, he writes: 

§36. The changes in the music, which are created by the contrast 
between the stressed to the unstressed and the unstressed to the 
stressed, create the color of music. Not only do they depict the 
various tableaux of the spirit in the pieces of a certain genre, such 
as vocal music, or when the lyrics indicate the subject; but they also 
transpire in a compelling performance (I cannot name the feelings 
of pleasure or pain, joy or sadness, calm or restlessness instrumen-
tal music affects us so.)

§36. [Paragraph number repeated in original.] The modifications 
of the sound appear in the music under these various effects: 1º. 
excess of the forte. 2°. excess of the piano; 3º. mezzoforte. 4°. mezzopi-
ano; 5°. gradual transition from forte to piano; 6°. gradual transition 
from piano to forte.

All musicians know that the loud is called FORTE, the weak or the 
soft, PIANO, the passage from the piano to the forte, crescendo, that 
of the forte to the piano, decrescendo, or Diminuendo. They also know 
the signs by which the composer indicates these effects to the per-
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I [Fétis] included in this exercise some modulations and dif-
ficult tuning because singers are always inclined to force the 
sound when they are uncertain about the harmonic resolution of 
intervals. After the rhythmic note-versus-note exercises, in which 
one seeks to decrease the volume of sound based on the degree of 
skill the singers will have reached, we will move on to the study 
of unrhythmic music, where the condition would be to remain 
evenly perfect in the most absolute piano. There is no doubt that 
the spirit of the composition requires a similar mode of execution, 
but, in the end, it can happen. Moreover, we must not forget that 
this is an exercise, and that the choir will only manage to perform 
well what was rehearsed repeatedly.

The example I give here is based on the system of ancient music 
of the fugal style with imitation.112 (Figure 2.64)

Figure 2.64. Exercises in modulations and difficult tuning based on the system 
of ancient music of the fugal style with imitation
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Figure 2.63. Exercises in four part harmony from note to note.
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Studying the compositions of Palestrina and other ancient 
masters in the same way will help before moving on to nuanced 
effects. It is only after this experience that we will understand how 
difficult these pieces are to perform in absolute piano. 

§39. Singing loudly, with a full voice from the chest, is no less 
rare among the choristers than singing extremely softly because 
it is as tiring to give out a powerful voice as to restrain a breathed 
voice to sing piano. Almost always, choristers neglect to put enough 
heart in performing the music well, and they emit sounds that are 
neither absolutely loud nor absolutely soft. As a result, their per-
formance is shaky and it destroys the intention of the composer.

If the music director demands forte, and ends up rousing the 
chorus-singers out of their apathy for a while, then they give out 
screams that do not produce the true sound. Almost always, when 
low notes are sung in chest voice, they sound impure to the ear; 
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they are preceded by a scoop from below at the fifth, or at the 
fourth, or at the third, which scoops them up when they should 
always be attacked. The effect of which I speak sounds to the ear as:

& &jœ
˙ ˙jœ ˙ ˙jœ ˙ ˙jœ ˙ ˙Instead of

In the exercise with loud singing, the choir director must 
ensure that this bad effect does not occur, and must remind the 
singers that they must sing notes with frankness and amplitude. 
The absolute forte and the greatest possible intensity will only be 
obtained by degrees like the piano, because the exercise alone can 
teach the choristers how to put all the strength their vocal organ 
is capable of in their singing.

§40. SINGING LOUD in short notes and rhythmic move-
ments with energy is easier than SINGING LOUD in sus-
tained notes; hence, most choristers only show energy at the 
beginning of notes, and then drop the sound into sustained 
notes and slow motions. The effect produced is this: &

w

Íp

 

Well rehearsed exercises are needed to avoid this defect. In gen-
eral, the effects in the music are not settled enough; there is uncer-
tainty. The director of the choir must make people understand 
that a decided effect of forte or piano adds a lot of power to the 
compositions. The study of forte in choirs must be made on short 
notes of rhythmic movements, because it is easier: we will then 
move on to slow movements and sounds.113 (Figure 2.65 & 2.66)

Figure 2.65. First Exercise with a Loud Song.
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[Source: FET, 26.]

§41. After the studies of uniform and absolute piano and forte 
must come the nuanced effects from forte to piano and from piano 
to forte. There are four kinds of these effects, namely: 

1°. the sudden change from forte to piano, 
2°. from piano to forte, 
3°. the crescendo to the gradual transition from piano to forte, 
4°. the decrescendo or gradual passage from forte to piano.

§42. The first two kinds of nuances are of great effect when per-
formed together by large groups of singers. They are easier than the 
crescendo and the decrescendo; however, it is rare that the effect 
is done evenly by all the voices. Sometimes the bass, sometimes 
the tenor, sometimes the soprano dominate or are too soft, or else 
singers from each of these parts do not unify their voices with the 
others. The director of the choir must be mindful to keep the voices 
even within the groups; otherwise, there is no possible effect. To 
ensure that this effect exists, or rather to obtain it, the director must 
examine each voice part separately, and make them do partial exer-
cises, then bring them together; the director shows himself resolved 
in the execution, never accepting anything except the most distinct 
piano and forte effects rendered with an ensemble—an irreproach-
able homogeneity of voices.114 (Figure 2.67 & 2.68)

Figure 2.66. Second Exercise with a Loud Song.
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Figure 2.68. Exercise on the Immediate Transition from Piano to Forte.
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Figure 2.67. Exercise on the Sudden Transition From Forte to Piano.
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is, to go from the greatest volume of sound to the least. The com-
bination of these two effects, when a single singer executes them, 
composes what is known as La mise de voix (Mixing of voices). This 
vocal device, one of music’s greatest difficulties in singing, cannot 
exist in a choir, because a choir is never made up of a collection 
of skillful singers. But it is possible to achieve with a large group 
of voices, and has absolutely the same effect regarding the pro-
gressions from piano to forte and from forte to piano. The effect 
is perhaps all the more subtle, since the singers can individually 
catch their breath while the full choir supports the sound without 
the audience noticing the deception, if the director of the choir 
rehearses everyone enough to develop the habit of using it skill-
fully.

§44. The greatest difficulty with increasing and decreasing vol-
ume is to give equal time in the execution of both. Singers who 
know each other and who are accustomed to singing together can 
overcome this difficulty and produce the most beautiful effects. We 
know that increasing volume is represented by this sign: and 
the decrease of volume by this one:  and finally the meeting of 
both effects by this third . The conductor of the choir 
must constantly return the singers’ attention to the exact rendering 
of these effects.

§45. When the held note alternately increases and decreases 
in volume, and is at the climax, the progression of increasing and 
decreasing the volume must be done slowly, and the choir must 
enhance the effect by producing the greatest volume in the mid-
dle and the most perfect softness at the end. There is, in such a 
well-rendered effect, a power that may never have been appreciated 
for its true value, because the choir’s sound is almost always negli-
gently produced.

§46. In general, an increase or decrease of volume should not be 
made half-heartedly, and must always produce the greatest possible 
forte or the greatest possible piano, unless the note is short-lived; in 
this case, the effect should be merely a vocal accent.115 (Figure 2.69)
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[Source: FET, 31.] 

§43. Crescendo and decrescendo are of two kinds. The first is to 
swell the sound from the most absolute piano to the most intense 
degree of forte, and to do exactly the opposite in decrescendo, that 
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(1) This exercise must be sung on a single vowel. The director of the choir will vary the exercise, 
sometimes on one vowel, sometimes on another.116 [Source: FET, 32.]

§47. The second type of crescendo and decrescendo is one that 
is executed throughout a musical phrase. These kinds of nuanc-
es, when the execution is excellent, have great effect. The perfect 
equality of progression, either by increasing or decreasing volume 
is an indispensable skill, because when such a progression is made 
with tremolo, or too slowly, or too quickly, the effect is reduced and 
does not represent the intent of the composer.117 (Figure 2.69)

Chapter Six: Of the Various Accents of the Voice.
Fétis addresses various accents in the different voices; for the first 

time in the Treatise, Fétis includes French texts and choral accompani-
ments. 

§48. The mixture of the orchestra’s instruments presents a 
reunion of accents that contribute, in a good performance, to the 
development of a multitude of different effects; for there is no 
similarity between the natural sounds and accents of the Violin, 
the Viola, the Cello, the Double Bass, the Flutes, the Oboe, the 
Clarinet, the Bassoon, the Trumpets, or the Horns.

Besides that, each instrument produces sounds of various kinds 
that form happy oppositions between them; thus the Violin, the 
Viola, the Cello and the Double bass have quite different accents, 
according to whether the bow attacks the strings near the bridge 

Figure 2.69. Exercise On Swelling and Diminished Sounds.
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rather than pushed; it is hardly performed except in the piano.118 
(Figure 2.70)

Figure 2.70. 
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[Source: FET, 34.]

§51. When in a similar staccato there are notes that must be 
produced with more force than others by an accent of rinforzando, 
they must not lose their detached character because of the rinfor-
zando. The The execution of these notes must be done by effort-
lessly pushing the sound and detaching at the same time, along 
with articulating the words. This effect requires intelligence, 
because it is not without difficulty. (Figure 2.71)

or near the fingerboard, with softness or energy, with a long 
movement or with small strokes, on open strings or on fingered 
strings, near the tip or near the frog, in legato or detached notes; 
furthermore, plucked strings also produce sounds very unlike 
those made by the same strings when pressed by the bow. The 
clarinet offers considerable variety between the sounds of the cha-
lumeau range and those of the bugle; there is so much difference 
between low pitches and high pitches in the flute there seem to be 
two instruments. The horn has stopped notes and open notes. All 
these present many particular accents that color the music, make 
the thought of the author come to life, and sometimes add to it.

§49. This is not the case with voices in a choir; for with the 
exception of the effects of piano and forte, crescendo and decrescen-
do, which we achieve only with great difficulty and through mul-
tiple repetitions, we do not know what produces accent in choirs, 
and the voices in them seem to have only one kind of sound.

Still, heavy or light, dry or soft staccato, open or muffled 
sounds, linked by a kind of Portamento, or detached, would also 
be means of coloring vocal music with large choirs; but we never 
noticed such. Everything has to be done in this manner, and it can 
be said in advance that the first director of a choir who manages 
to have the singers produce all the modifications that were just 
discussed will open a vast field of new and unknown effects.

§50. In general, choral singers slur notes from one to the other, 
even in melodies whose character requires a lively and light 
attack: it is a great evil. For the leaders of vocal ensemble schools 
and choir directors it is necessary to have the singers rehearse this 
topic, and rehearse them on the various vocal articulations.

These detached are of several kinds. Those of the first are dry, 
short, crisp, and require that the vibration of the voice be stopped 
immediately after the onset of the note. The lyrics are an essential 
aid for the production of this effect, because by their articulation 
they facilitate the onset of the notes and the staccato that we want 
to give them. In this kind of effect, the sound should be restrained 
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the combinations of the group, and their poor articulation results 
in some chaos of syllables of which the audience cannot grasp 
anything precise.

§56. The director of a choir school must pay great attention to 
this aspect of the performance and cause his pupils to rehearse 
exercises—first in groups of a few and then with the full choir—
with free, clear, and vigorous pronunciation of the consonants, to 
attain that which is called in good singing schools, “Striking the 
syllables well” (Bien battre les syllabes), with the lips and the tongue 
[“trippingly, on the tongue”]. The exercises should be practiced at 
first in a moderate time, on simple syllables of two or three letters, 
that only require a single movement of the lips or the tongue, such 
as ba, ca, da, la, ma, pa, ta, ton, tan, pan, etc. Words composed 
of syllables of this kind can be used and arranged, one after the 
other, and there is no need for them to make sense. The director 
of the school, or the head of the choir or chorus, should ascertain 
if the articulation of the syllables is made simultaneously by all 
the singers, because a slight delay or anticipation on the part of 
some singers will ruin the effect, while powerful results will be 
obtained by unanimity in declaiming the notes, with energy and 
articulateness.

§57. After the choir has acquired the habit of pronouncing with 
ease the syllables which are formed by the simple action of the 
lips, the tongue and the teeth, the principal of the school will have 
exercises done on the syllables or the simple elements. combine 
by assembling two consonants before a vowel. These syllables are 
more difficult to make distinctly heard in song than the former. 
(Figure 2.72)

Figure 2.71. 
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[Source: FET, 36.]

Chapter Seven: Of the Pronunciation of the Words and Articulations 
of the Voice.

Chapter Seven concerns pronunciation of texts along with vocal 
articulation; once again Fétis’ exercises incorporate French texts, as 
well as excerpts from standard choral works. 

§55. Experience has denied that the effect of music is enhanced 
by a clear and well-articulated pronunciation of the lyrics: the 
sound has more vivacity, more radiance by the impulse it receives 
from the enunciation of lips and tongue. With regard to expression, 
it cannot be questioned that the emphasis on the lyrics by the sing-
ers does not add much power to the meaning of musical phrases. 
However, although the benefits of good pronunciation are known 
and admitted by everyone, there is no denying that most artists 
neglect this part of their art, and that they often suggest—rather 
than to exclaim—the meaning of what they sing.

But if this defect is noticeable in a large number of singers, 
it is more or less commonplace among the choristers, especially 
when they sing French words, whose rhythmic accent is much 
less noticeable than that of Latin, Italian and German. The indi-
vidual defects of each of the singers in the choir are increased by 
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Figure 2.73. Exercise for the Pronunciation of Sibilants in Songs. (Exercises sur 
la prononciation des Syllabes Sifflantes dans le Chant.)
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# # #
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œ œ Œ Jœ Jœ
pli ces as sis

œ œ Œ jœn jœ
pli ces as sisœ œ Œ Jœ Jœ
pli ces as sisœ œ Œ Jœ Jœ
pli ces as sis

œ jœ jœ œ Jœ Jœ
tez à ces dan ses ci

œn jœ jœ œ jœ jœ
tez à ces dan ses ciœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
tez à ces dan ses ciœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
tez à ces dan ses ci

œ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
vi ques for mez des voeux

œ jœ jœ œ jœ jœ
vi ques for mez des voeuxœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
vi ques for mez des voeuxœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
vi ques for mez des voeux

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

- -

- -

- - - - -

- - - - -
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œ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ jœ
francs, gé né reux et sin

œ jœ jœ œ jœ jœ
francs, gé né reux et sinœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
francs, gé né reux et sinœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
francs, gé né reux et sin

œ jœ Jœ œ Jœ# Jœ
cé res cher chez cha que

œ jœ jœ œ jœ jœ
cé res cher chez cha queœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœn Jœ
cé res cher chez cha queœ Jœ Jœ œ Jœn Jœ
cé res cher chez cha que

œ Jœ Jœ œ jœ jœ
jour à chan ger vo tre

œ jœ jœ œ jœ jœ
jour à chan ger vo treœ# Jœ Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
jour à chan ger vo treœ Jœ# Jœ œ Jœ Jœ
jour à chan ger vo tre

œ Œ Œ
sort.

œ Œ Œ
sort.œ Œ Œ
sort.œ Œ Œ

sort.Sai

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- -

- -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

‡  The need to gather the most embarrassing syllables in one short example does not make 
sense of these combinations of sibilants. (La nécessité de rassembler les syllabes les plus embar-
rassantes dans un court exemple ne permet pas de donner de sens à ces combinassions de sifflants.)

[Source: FET, 45.]

Figure 2.72. An Exercise of This Kind.
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˙ œ
Blan che

˙ œ
Blan che˙ œ
Blan che˙ œ
Blan che

˙ œ
fleur, ai

˙ œ
fleur, ai

˙ œ
fleur, ai˙ œ
fleur, ai

˙ œ
ma ble

˙ œ
ma ble

˙ œ
ma ble˙ œ
ma ble

˙ œ
blon de,

˙ œ
blon de,˙ œ
blon de,˙ œ
blon de,

˙ œ
clair; plain

˙ œ
clair; plain˙ œ
clair; plain˙ œ
clair; plain

˙ œ
tif et

˙ œ
tif et˙ œ
tif et

˙ œ
tif et

˙ œ
plein ruis

˙ œ
plein ruis˙ œ
plein ruis˙ œ
plein ruis

- - - - -

- - - - -

- - - - -

- - - - -
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b
b
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˙ Œ
seau

˙ Œ
seau˙ Œ
seau˙ Œ
seau

˙ œ
gland plan

˙ œ
gland plan˙ œ
gland plan˙ œ
gland plan

˙ œ
té glo

˙ œ
té glo˙ œ
té glo˙ œ
té glo

˙ œ
be, cla

˙ œ
be, cla

˙ œ
be, cla

˙ œ
be, cla

.˙
pier

.˙
pier

.˙
pier.˙
pier

˙ œ
bloc d'al˙ œ
bloc d'al˙ œ
bloc d'al˙ œ
bloc d'al

˙ œ
bâ tre˙ œ
bâ tre˙ œ
bâ tre˙ œ
bâ tre

˙ œ
glo be

˙ œ
glo be˙ œ
glo be˙ œ
glo be

˙ Œ
bleu.

˙ Œ
bleu.

˙ Œ
bleu.˙ Œ
bleu.

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

[Source: FET, 41.]

§59. The syllables of various types also require special study. 
The whistling mechanism is established in three ways in sing-
ing, as in speaking. In the first, it results from the movement 
of the tongue towards the bridge. It is by this mechanism that 
syllables with s or z as their first consonants are heard. In the 
second, the air is pushed between the risers as they detach from 
each other, as in all syllables where the F and the PH precede 
the vowel. In the third, the sound comes from the back of the 
mouth, and the air is pushed between the tongue and the palate. 
(Figure 2.73)
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singers, giving all possible development to the strength of their 
lungs, almost always make a horrible cacophony of this same 
music which, if rendered well, would produce the most beautiful 
effects.

§64. Although one cannot hope to lead simple choristers to 
a skill equal to that of singing virtuosos, it is not impossible to 
attain the degree necessary for the performance of the pieces 
I have just mentioned: what proves it is the relative perfection 
that one has sometimes noticed in these choirs in Germany, in 
England, in the institution of religious music, and lastly in the 
performance of the Messiah at the musical festivals given in 
Brussels in 1834. I know that in order to achieve a somewhat sat-
isfactory performance one needs long rehearsals; but by putting 
a certain order to these rehearsals, we will be able to hasten the 
progress of the singers.

Traits that need to be vocalized on one syllable, such as this 
one:

& 4

4

œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ Œ

can only be studied collectively when the choir has become 
skilled. At first, the principal of the school, or the choirmaster, 
must have individual studies done, and do them in a slow move-
ment, taking care to make each note articulate by a flexible move-
ment of the throat, and to make them articulate. bind each other 
equally. When these partial studies are sufficiently advanced, the 
choristers will be brought together in groups of two, four, six, 
eight of the same kind of voice; finally, when all the first and sec-
ond above, tenors and basses have reached a good performance, 
we will put together the four parts.120

Chapter Nine: About Melodic Phrase; Harmonic Phrase; Rhythmic 
Phrase.

Chapter Nine addresses both the similarities and differences between 
melodic and harmonic phrases.

§60. After having completed these special studies, in which it 
will be necessary above all to seek equality of pronunciation and 
unanimity of attack, we will proceed to the application [of what 
was rehearsed] by the performance of a certain number of pieces 
chosen from the works of the most famous composers, and we 
will preferably take those that present the most difficulty in pro-
nunciation.

§61. In Italian music, we must pay particular attention to the 
accent that must be more energetic on long penultimate notes 
than in French music, and must be achieved by removing and 
detaching, so to speak, one syllable from the following one. A 
working knowledge of the Italian language is necessary for the 
teacher who is willing to conduct this kind of study.119

Chapter Eight: About Articulation of the Throat or Vocalization in 
the Choir.

In Chapter Eight, Fétis discusses the articulation of the vocal mech-
anism and vocalizations of the choir. 

§62. The old music of the German school, particularly the 
Oratorios of Handel, contains choral music that have many fea-
tures of a difficult performance, and require from the choristers 
a certain knowledge of vocalization. Admittedly, this quality is 
quite rare among singers of this variety; hence, the attempts that 
have been made in France and in some other parts of Europe to 
render this beautiful music in a proper manner have often been 
unsuccessful; moreover, the performance of the fugue from the 
Kyrie in Mozart’s Requiem Mass is hardly ever satisfactory.

§63. Two obstacles stand in the way of the good performance 
of pieces of this genre: the first consists, as I have just said, of the 
inability of the singers; the second, is an ignorance of where the 
choir directors are along with the real character of these works, 
and in the wrong direction that the directors give the choir. In 
France, the movements are taken with too much rapidity, and the 
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§71. Grasping the character of the idea behind a composition 
and to render it in the execution is called Phrasing. Phrases are 
of several varieties. It is given, in choir performance, the name of 
MELODIC PHRASE, when all the parts combine in the interest 
and have successive returns, like most of the compositions of the 
masters of the old Italian, German and French schools. Melodic 
phrasing exists in any piece of music in the upper part that bears 
the melody, unless the choir is only accompanying a solo voice. 
This kind of phrasing, in order to achieve its best effect of music, 
must be for the uppermost part of the choir like a solo singer 
singing the melody. In other words, the collective expression of 
all the singers given this part must—in order to be in unison—be 
inspired by the same feeling in order to form a whole to give the 
effect of ONE powerful solo voice whose expression would be in 
tune and appropriate.

Thus, in the following example, the melodic phrasing can only 
be in the upper part, and the conductor must focus all his efforts 
towards making all the voices in that part become one. (Figure 
2.74)

Figure 2.74. Exercise in melodic phrasing. 
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˙ ˙
˙ ˙
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Allegro moderato.

p
p
p
p

.˙ œ

.˙ œ

.˙ œ

.˙ œ

œ œ œ œ
.˙ œ

œ œ œ œ
w

crescendo                         poco        a                poco

crescendo                         poco        a                poco

crescendo                         poco        a                poco

crescendo                         poco        a                poco

œ œ œ œ ˙
.˙ Œ
.˙ Œ
.˙ Œ

˙ ˙
˙ ˙
˙ ˙
˙ ˙#

.˙ œ

.˙ œ

.˙ œ

.˙ œ

œ œ# œ œ
w
˙ ˙
w

˙ Ó
˙ Ó
˙ Ó
˙ Ó

[Source: FET, 33.]

§75. Perhaps it will be said that I ask too much from a choir, wanting 
singers to acquire better skills than many famous singers have, which, 

§68. The phrase is in music a fragment of the composer’s 
conception, contained in a certain number of measures. Several 
phrases complete this thought.

§69. It would be impossible to properly render what the com-
poser imagined if the performers did not understand the charac-
ter of his conception, but that is what does not always happen, or 
rather, that’s what rarely happens.

If it were only a question of recognizing whether the object of 
the piece to be performed is sad or cheerful, calm or passionate, 
one would not be long in uncertainty, and the singers would soon 
have understood the character that it would be appropriate to 
give to their execution. But the music does not always have the 
decided shade of the situations of the soul just mentioned. It can 
express different feelings by multitudes of nuances; often even 
its most powerful charm lay in a certain vagueness that leaves 
the real object of the composition unnoticed, although there is 
a thought in its context, which does not escape well organized 
musicians.

§70. But what is easily understood by an educated musician, 
at the sight of a score, or by an audience at the performance of 
a piece of music, is puzzling for the instrumentalist or the cho-
rister, who have before their eyes only individual parts. Those 
are meaningless in themselves, and often leave inexperienced 
singers clueless. Hence, any good conductor or choir director 
should, before starting to teach a new or unknown piece, analyze 
its spirit or character, and offer a brief introductory speech to 
his orchestra or choir. With such a speech, singers would have a 
sense of the spirit of the music, and then wouldn’t have to go first 
through cumbersome, tiring, and time consuming rehearsals, 
before finally understanding the composer’s idea, the right tone, 
accent, strength or softness, or even the substance of the piece. 
Finally, we wouldn’t see what happens everyday to chorists and 
musicians, which is to sing or play great compositions, without 
giving them any more sense than the notes written on paper. 
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Military funeral honors will have to be given to the mortal 
remains of François-Joseph Fétis, the eminent director of the 
Royal Conservatory of Music in Brussels, whom the Arts and 
Letters have just lost. As the deceased was a grand officer of King 
Leopold’s order, about half of the garrison in the capital will be 
part of the escort at the funeral. The royal household will be rep-
resented in the funeral convoy of Mr. Fétis, who was the chapel 
master of S. M the King of the Belgium and the dean of the mem-
bers of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Sciences and Letters of 
Belgium, which was placed under the protectorate of the King. It 
goes without saying that the Academy will attend the ceremony 
in one body, as well as the teachers, students and alumni of the 
Conservatory—in other words, the entire scholarly and artistic 
world of the country. Mr. François-Joseph Fétis was born Monday 
25 March 1784. He was therefore 87 years when he died.123 

That being said, Fétis was not universally admired. He famously 
feuded with Berlioz and wrote disparagingly of him in the press and the 
Biographie. He loathed Wagner and was equally cutting in his rhetoric, 
both in print and privately. There were criticisms of his work, such as 
this from Sir George Grove, who points out that Fétis 

believed in the infallibility of his doctrines.…As a historian he 
was equally systematic and equally impatient of contradiction. 
Nevertheless, in his Biographie universelle des Musiciens, and in his 
Histoire de la Musique, errors of detail and mistakes in chronolo-
gy abound, while many of the opinions he advances are open to 
question. Easy as it may be, however, to find fault with these two 
standard works, it is impossible to do without them. The first edi-
tion of the Biographie (Paris, 1835–1844) is especially defective, but 
it contains a remarkable introduction founded on the writings of 
Forkel, Gerber, Eiesewetter, Hawkins, and others.

The second edition of the Biographie (Paris, 1860–1865), though 
more complete and more satisfactory than its predecessor, should 

moreover, are extremely difficult to acquire. I agree that it is very hard; 
but this does not mean that it is unachievable. It is a question here of 
the perfection towards which all efforts must strive in schools, in con-
certs, in the church, in the theater, and it is only by proposing a distant 
goal, one that is not impossible to achieve, that one can hope to make 
something that deserves the name of art.121

Chapter Ten, and the Last: About Animation.
In Chapter Ten, Fétis’ ideas about musical animation are explored:

§78. The performance of music can be precise in terms of the value 
of the meter, the accuracy, and even nuances, without the effect 
being completely satisfactory, for lack of animation, which is the 
life of art. To explain what I mean, the best example I can think of 
is that at the Paris Opéra, when singers perform music is, at least 
as to the overall performance, the effect is far inferior to what it 
could be. Yet, we saw some mediocre choristers at the German 
theater in 1829 and 1830, who—by their lively performance, full of 
warmth and faith in art—excited general enthusiasm. Art without 
love is powerless; the animation that is felt in the heart of the artist 
communicates itself like an electric current. It is, because to move, 
to be moved, and to convince, one must believe what one says.

I don’t know a teacher who can convey what animation is, but 
I believe in the possibility of bringing it to life by lovingly talking 
about Art to Artists. So I think the headmaster or the choir 
director, worthy of their mission, can develop the instinct of this 
animation, if there is any trace of it within the choristers. People 
are more lazy than unable; laziness has no place in an emotional 
soul; so be eloquent in talking about your Art, you who want to 
teach it, and you will soon have inspired this animation without 
which all your efforts will be unsuccessful.122

Unsurprisingly, Fétis was hailed as a hero in Belgium, as this obitu-
ary attests:
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conclusions about that person, which will almost certainly be revised 
after many years have elapsed. 

From the viewpoint of this discussion, Fétis left for us an exceedingly 
important document; almost every other vocal/choral method first aims 
to teach musical fundamentals to the amateurs who wanted to sing in 
one of the choral societies that were appearing all across Europe and 
North America. While it is instructive to observe how approaches to 
music education evolved, only Fétis devoted an entire book to choral 
music and the teaching of choristers. His remarks about performance 
practices ought to be taken with the proverbial grain of salt; that being 
said, his explanations about choral singing, in conjunction with the choral 
exercises he composed, provide us with the most comprehensive under-
standing of nineteenth-century choral singing that we are likely to ever 
have.

VI. SUMMATION

Choral music in the second half of the nineteenth century was robust; 
indeed, there were so many Orphéon, Liedertafeln and Männerchor 

that composers/educators/writers were able to publish more than 20 
choral methods. Because of Pestalozzi, conductors recognized the 
importance of training their amateur singers both how to read music and 
also how to sing; by and large, rote learning was scrupulously avoided.

Industrialization changed the world in multiple ways; workers who 
had formerly labored on farms relocated to urban areas, where wages 
were higher. Let us be clear: the average factory worker spent upwards 
of 50 hours per week in his industrial job; still, he (and the workers were 
overwhelmingly male) had enough free time to engage in leisure activi-
ties that were almost certainly unavailable to an agricultural worker in a 
rural area.

As we have seen, men joined a singing society for more than one 
reason; nevertheless, there was such a large number of men who were 
willing to attend rehearsals—both full chorus and sectional—participate 
in concerts, and complete homework, that virtually every major metro-

still be consulted with discretion; its dates are still often wrong, 
and there are mistakes, especially in the articles on English musi-
cians, which are almost ludicrous, and might have been avoided. 
Fétis unfortunately allows his judgment to be biased by passion or 
interest This short resume of Fétis’s labours will suffice to show 
the immense services he rendered to musical instruction and 
literature. Had he been a little less one-sided, and a little more 
disinterested and fair, he would have been a model critic and 
littérateur.124

F étis made errors in his publications; however, he himself admitted as 
much. He knew it was virtually impossible to print a multi-volume 

book—such as the Biographie—without errors. Typesetting was an enor-
mously challenging task; transcribing a written document, which might 
or might not have been legible, took many hours and infinite patience. 
Unlike today, proofreading was also problematic, because as soon as one 
page had been typeset, it would be printed for the author (or editor) to 
correct and approve.

That process meant that Fétis—and every other nineteenth-century 
author—(unless someone else was correcting on his behalf) would have to 
proof that single page as quickly as possible; typesetters would sit, wait-
ing for the corrected proof to be returned. In the case of the Biographie, 
there would have also been an issue with the number of alphabet sets 
that were available to the printing company; plus, typesetting music was 
notoriously laborious. The standards were high, to be sure; it is just that 
with so many pieces to the puzzle to correctly assemble, no one would 
have been surprised to encounter mistakes.

It is also true that Fétis held old-fashioned beliefs about music, and 
he did rub people the wrong way. In the musical world of the nineteenth 
century, personality clashes were not that uncommon. There were more 
than a handful of musicians—not to mention painters and writers—who 
poked their fingers into the eyes of their enemies. After a man like Fétis 
has died, and his supporters and detractors have had their say, disinter-
ested historians will then review the life and works of a subject and draw 
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politan area (and many smaller towns) could found one or more choral 
ensembles. The men, and later women, who sang in these ensembles 
were serious—so much so that networks of singing societies were cre-
ated, newsletters were printed, and conventions and competitions were 
organized. The creation of singing societies that were designed to teach 
music fundamentals was a social movement that whose legacy is still 
observed in modern times. 

The opprobrium against rote learning seems to have lessened in the 
twenty-first century. Even though we may work fewer hours, there are 
more demands on our time; consequently, that results in shorter rehears-
als each week and precious few sectionals. Perhaps modern public music 
education has made the instruction in music reading that was included 
in nineteenth-century choral methods obsolescent. If that is true, then 
the groundwork that was laid by the authors of those same choral meth-
ods in the 1800s took root; the amateur singer of today can walk into a 
rehearsal, read the notes and navigate the score. 

And for that we can be grateful to Nägeli, Pfeiffer, Pestalozzi, Mainzer, 
Coward, Mason, Elwart, Collin, Fétis and all the other pedagogues/com-
posers/conductors who created singing societies and helped them to 
endure into the twenty-first century.
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will, warum er die Veröffentlichung desselben für nötig erachtete, ergibt sich aus folgenden 
Worten: „Betrachten wir, was bis jetzt bey den meisten Schul- und Theaterchören und in 
angehenden Singvereinen für den Chorgesang geleistet ward, so finden wir, dass man nur 
selten einen gründlichen, methodischen Weg einschlägt, auf dem ohne grössere Anstren-
gung von Seiten des Lehrers oder der Schüler in kürzerer Zeit Höheres erreicht werden kön-
nte, als diese durch Einübung von Chorgesängen ohne vorhergegangene Elementarübun-
gen, ohne eigentliche Schule möglich ist.…Daher musste jeder Director eines Chors oder 
eines Singvereins sich selber dergleichen schreiben, wenn er methodisch verfahren wollte. 
Nicht Jeder aber hat dazu Zeit und Beruf, und es wird gewiss Vielen ein Werk, wie das vor-
liegende, willkommen sein, in dem sich das Nötige vorfindet.” Das meinen wir auch. Wenn 
nun der Verf. fortfährt: „Für dasselbe sammelte ich schon seit mehren Jahren Materialien, 
die ich nun mit Lust und Liebe bearbeitet habe. Vieljährige Erfahrungen in einem Ges-
chäfte, das mir mehr Freude als Arbeit ist, habe ich dabei benutzt, und ich hoffe, diese meine 
Chorgesangschule soll Einiges zu fröhlicherm Gedeihen der Schul—und Theaterchöre u. s. 
w. beitragen, wenn man sie mit der Teilnahme benutzt, mit welcher ich sie schrieb”—, so 
haben wir nichts hinzuzufügen, als unsere Ueberzeugung, dass dem Allen wirklich so ist.”

29 HASS, 27–28. “I. A. B. Pag. 1. Accord de trois sons, majeur et mineur, en harmonie serrée, 
large, et avec des notes doublées. — Sert à la connaissance de l’accord de trois sons, majeur 
et mineur, et des intervalles qui en résultent. — Expliquer les termes, harmonie serrée, har-
monie large, notes doublées.

“Pour épargner l’espace, on a écrit ces exercices, ainsi que les suivants dans un petit 
nombre de tons, et l’ons a indiqué ceux dans lesquels ou peut les transposer.

“On trouvera dans ces exercices un petit nombre de passages où l’étendue des voix est 
dépassée, ce qu’il était difficile d’éviter, vu le plan de ces exercices. Mais ce n’est pas un grand 
mal, parce que ces passages sont spécialement destinées aux éclaircissemens, et n’ont pas 
besoin d’être exécutés rigoureusement.”

30 Leeds Times. 1843. “Singing for the Million!,” 1 April 1843.
31 MAIN, 76.
32 MAIN, 80–83.
33 MNZ, 179. “Lehrer des Gesanges am Priester-und Schullehrer Seminar zu Trier, Ehrenmit-

glied der Philharmonischen Akademie zu Rom.”
34  MNZ, v. “Es bedürfte bei der großen Menge schon vorhandener, zum Teile sehr guter Sing-

schulen die Herausgabe einer neuen, einiger Rechtfertigung, wäre nicht schon in der Über-
schrift die zweifache Tendenz der Vorliegenden, mit dem Gesangunterrichte nämlich die 
allgemeine Musiklehre zu verbinden, ausgesprochen. 

“Es mußte meiner Ansicht nach, von dem Grundsatze ausgegangen werden, daß der 
gründliche Unterricht am schnellsten und sichersten zur vollendeten Ausbildung führt; 
und da der Gesang, wie allgemein anerkannt, die Grundlage aller Musik, sowohl der erfin-
denden als der ausübenden ist, und also allem musikalischen Unterrichte vorangeschickt 
werden muß: so kann der theoretische Unterricht einer allgemeinen Musiklehre von dem 
Unterrichte im Gesänge nicht wohl getrennt werden. Ich habe es daher versucht beide der-
gestalt zu verbinden, daß sie so viel als möglich Hand in Hand gehen, sich wechselseitig 
unterstützen, durch zweckmäßige Abwechselung die Lust am Lernen bewahren, und so die 
Fortschritte erleichtern sollten. 

“In wie weit ich hier von den rechten Grundsätzen ausgegangen, und das mir vorgesteck-
te Ziel erreicht habe, bleibt dem Urteile sachkundiger Männer und der Erfahrung zu ent-
scheiden überlassen. Ich werde daher eine strenge und gründliche Beurteilung nicht nur 
nicht fürchten, sondern derselben sogar voll Erwartung entgegen sehen. Man lasse mir, was 
recht ist, zu Teil werden. Die gemachten Ausstellungen, so wie gegebene Winke, werde ich 
mit Dank aufnehmen, und sie gehörig zu beachten, und zu seiner Zeit in Anwendung zu 
bringen, nicht versäumen.”

35 MNZ, 125. “Nebst allem dem, was wir bisher als zur mechanischen Ausbildung eines 
Sängers im Allgemeinen notwendig angegeben, gehört zum Sologesange noch eine, vom 

Chorgesange, den wir in den beiden ersten Teilen kennen gelernt haben, ganz verschiedene 
Vorbildung. Der Chorgesang spricht nämlich die Empfindungen einer ganzen Menschen-
menge oder eines ganzen Volkes, der Sologesang aber nur die eines einzelnen Menschen 
aus. Im Chore erscheint daher der einzelne Sänger nur als Teil des Ganzen, und hat somit 
die Aufgabe, sich, selbst auf Kosten seines individuellen Gefühles, streng an der Notation 
des Tonsetzers zu halten. Der Chorsänger (Chorist) tritt also nur insoweit frei und selbst-
ständig auf, als er mit Rücksicht auf die übrigen Sänger, seinem eigenen Gefühle zu Folge, 
den vom Tonsetzer vorgeschriebenen Ausdruck zu erhöhen vermag.”

36 SCHL, iii. “Unsere, fast in allen großen und kleinen Städten bestehenden kirchlichen und 
andern Chorgesangvereine beanspruchen, wenn sie recht gedeihen und Tüchtiges leisten 
sollen, Sänger, die im Notenlesen geübt und auch theoretisch hinreichend musikalisch geb-
ildet sind, um ihren Platz gehörig ausfüllen zu können. Leider überwiegt aber gewöhnlich 
die Zahl der Schwachen in den meisten Gesangvereinen die der brauchbaren Mitglieder und 
Chorsänger; diejenigen, welche den Ansprüchen, die man an sie machen muß, zu genügen 
vermögen, werden täglich seltener.

  “Die wenigsten Schüler aber, welche die Schule verlassen, nehmen so viele musikalische 
Kenntnisse aus derselben mit, daß sie in den Jahren, wo die körperliche Ausbildung vollen-
det ist, von ihrem Schulunterrichte Nutzen ziehen und brauchbare Mitglieder eines Chor-
gesangvereines werden können. Dadurch wird leider die Mehrzahl des Volkes von einer 
Nebenbeschäftigung ausgeschlossen, zu der Tausend die Natur befähigt, die so belebend, 
erhebend und veredelnd wirkt, und die verhältnismäßig die geringsten pekuniären Mittel 
beansprucht.”

37 Navarre, Jean-Philippe, Albert Lavignac, Henri Maréchal, and Piero Coppola. 1899. Al-
bert Lavignac, Les Gaietés Du Conservatoire (1899), Et Autres Textes Humoristiques De Henri 
Maréchal Et Piero Coppola. Sprimont: Mardaga. “Il reçoit la Croix d’Espagne par Charles III; 
le roi de Prusse le décore quant à lui de la Croix de l’aigle rouge. Il reçut la Légion d’hon-
neur en 18733 dans la salle du Conservatoire, distinction à laquelle il répondra sur le ton de 
l’humour «Vive la République!» Et de répondre «Vous comprenez, j’ai fait une cantate pour 
célébrer la gloire de Charles X, il ne m’a pas décoré; j’ai célébré en musique les vertus de 
Louis Philippe, il ne m’a pas décoré; j’ai chanté les bienfaits de l’Empire, l’empereur ne m’a 
pas décoré; je n’ai jamais rien fait pour la République, et elle me décore; il est bien juste que 
je lui sache gré!»”

38 ELW, 69.“Nous sommes tous un peu comme les enfants, disait un philosophe allemand, 
lorsque nous commençons à étudier une langue nouvelle, ou les principes d’un art qui nous 
sont inconnus; c’est donc par la pratique de cette langue ou de cet art qu’il faut commencer.” 
Poussant jusqu’au bout les conséquences de sa proposition, notre penseur ajoute: Quand un 
enfant commence à se tenir sur ses pieds, sa nourrice ne lui fait pas un cours sur les princi-
pes du centre de gravité, elle le place entre deux chaises et l’abandonne à lui-même, tout en 
veillant pourtant sur lui.” — Il en a été de même jusqu’ici pour la plupart des Orphéonistes; 
leurs directeurs les ont placés entre des camarades ayant un peu d’oreille, beaucoup de 
mémoire et quelques connaissances musicales superficielles, et les chœurs, à force d’être 
répétés, ont marché tant bien que mal. Sans vouloir faire absolument comme la nourrice 
du libre penseur d’Outre-Rhin, nous l’avons un peu imitée dans les premiers chapitres de 
cet ouvrage: car nous sommes convaincus par expérience, que les élèves chanteurs doivent 
savoir d’oreille vocaliser les sons musicaux les plus usuels avant d’apprendre à les lire et à les 
écrire. Le chanter ainsi que le parler, c’est le connu : la notation et la lecture, c’est la théorie 
mise en pratique. Maintenant que les principaux jalons de cette théorie ont été posés, nous 
allons initier les élèves à la pratique de l’art choral; mais afin d’ôter aux exercices ce que 
l’appellation des notes a de bizarre et de froid, nous continuerons à mettre sous la musique 
de ces exercices des vers qui, par leur style familier, graveront dans la mémoire des élèves 
plusieurs notions importantes qu’il eût été inutile de donner sous la forme ordinaire d’une 
démonstration en prose.”

39 ELW, 77. “Le but de toute étude chorale est de chanter avec facilité, justesse, expression et 
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sentiment les paroles poétiques d’après lesquelles les compositeurs se sont inspirés. Après 
avoir étudié et mis en pratique les éléments du plain-chant et surtout ceux de la musique, les 
élèves Orphéonistes doivent avoir hâte de passer à l’étude du chant choral ou uni à la parole. 
Déjà, dans tous les exercices importants qui précèdent, nous avons donné des paroles ver-
sifiées à chanter; mais notre but, en agissant ainsi, était, comme nous l’avons fait observer, 
d’ôter aux premières études vocales une partie de leur froideur, tout en gravant les règles 
principales de la théorie dans la mémoire des élèves. 

 “Maintenant que les premiers pas sont franchis, nous allons entrer dans de nouveaux 
détails, qui, nous l’espèrons, serons lus avec intérêt par les Orphéonistes.

 “Voici une méthode à suivre pour obtenir des progrès réels dans un bref délai.—Un 
chœur étant mis à l’étude, le professeur, directeur naturel de l’Orphéon de la localité, fera 
reconnaître le ton du chœur en question par ses élèves ; puis il leur fera distinguer en quel 
mode, majeur ou mineur, le morceau est écrit. Il fera décomposer les temps de la mesure, et 
indiquera quel est le mouvement général et le caractère particulier du chœur objet de l’ana-
lyse. Après ces préliminaires, le professeur fera solfier à chaque espèce de voix la partie qui 
lui est destinée, en commençant par les basses, suivies des barytons, si une partie spéciale 
leur est attribuée; dans le cas contraire, ils étudieraient avec les basses la partie qui leur est 
donnée dans le chœur. Le professeur passera ensuite aux seconds ténors et finira par les 
premiers. S’il n’y a qu’une partie de ténor, les seconds et les premiers l’étudieront ensemble.

“Parlons maintenant de la réunion de toutes les parties d’un même chœur, après qu’elles 
ont été étudiées et apprises séparément. On solfiera d’abord toutes les parties du chœur. 
Lorsque les nuances, les accents et les milles petits riens qui contribuent tant à l’effet désiré, 
seront bien observés, on passera à l’application des paroles. De même que pour les notes, 
cette application aura été faite partie par partie avant de les réunir en un seul faisceau. 
Enfin, la pensée chorale du compositeur jaillira, et le professeur-directeur n’aura plus que 
quelques corrections de détail à faire pour obtenir une bonne exécution.”

40 Elwart, Antoine. 1867. Essai Sur La Composition Chorale. Paris: Chez Léon Escudier, 11.
41 Elwart, Essai, 5. “Quoique l’orphéon libre compte encore fort peu de sociétés dans lesquelles 

des femmes et des enfants mêlent leurs voix à celles des adolescents et des hommes faits, 
nous croyons utile d’éclairer nos lecteurs sur tous les genres de voix humaines.”

42 Coq, Eugéne. 1867. “Dijon.” La Comédie, August 25, 1867, 4. “La Lyre-Dijonnaise, une nou-
velle société chorale, sous la direction d’un artiste de talent, M Chanat, a été l’objet d’ova-
tions enthousiastes. Nous pouvons dire d’elle, sans crainte d’être taxé d’exagération, que 
nous n’avons jamais entendu chanter d’une façon aussi irréprochable les choeurs O France! 
et les Martyrs aux arènes. Son chef a droit à nos plus grandes éloges pour avoir, dans si 
peu de temps et avec vingt exécutants, obtenu un résultat aussi merveilleux. D’ailleurs, M. 
Eugène Chanat n’en est pas à son coup d’essai, car depuis longtemps il dirige les enfants de 
l’Ecole normale, qui, dans la marche du Tännhauser, ont attaqué le choeur à trois voix pour 
soprano avec une hardiesse et une perfection qui ont fait applaudir unanimement tous les 
spectateurs. Désormais nous sommes en droit de compter sur de bonnes soirées d’hiver, et…
que les arts sont ici plus aguerris que jamais, et que Dijon n’a pas usurpé sa vieille réputation 
de ville artistique.”

43 CHAN, 7. “J’ai lu avec intérêt votre ouvrage intitule Guide Musical de L’instituteur, ou re-
cueils de Solfèges, Chœurs, Messes, Motêts, etc.,. avec accompagnement d’ Orgue très fac-
ile. Ce travail consciencieusement étudié me parait appels à rendre des services réels dans 
l’enseignement de la musique il sera particulièrement utile aux instituteurs qui désirent 
toucher l’orgue à l’Eglise et rehausser ainsi la pompe des cérémonies religieuses. Recev-
ez Monsieur avec mes félicitations l’assurance de mes sentiments dévoués. LAURENT de 
RILLÉ.”

44 Comettant, Oscar. 1869. La Musique, Les Musiciens Et Les Instruments De Musique Chez Les 
Différents Peuples Du Monde Ouvrage Enrichi De Textes Musicaux, Orné De 150 Dessins D’in-
struments Rares Et Curieux, Archives Complétes De Tous Les Documents Qui Se Rattachent à 
L’exposition Internationale De 1867: Organisation, Exécution, Concours, Enseignement, Orga-

nographie, Etc. Orné De 150 Dessins D’instruments Rares Et Curieux. Paris: Lévy. “Le Guide 
musical de l’Instituteur, par Eugène-Jean-Antoine Chanat, professeur à l’École normale de 
Dijon, est un ouvrage entièrement pratique, qui ne s’adresse qu’aux élèves déjà instruits des 
premiers éléments de l’art. Il débute par cent vingt exercices mélodiques, à une, à deux et à 
trois voix, dans tous les tons majeurs et mineurs, mais avec les seules clés de sol et de fa. Vi-
ennent ensuite un exemple de sons filés à quatre voix, des modèles de dictée musicale et des 
récréations à plusieurs parties, avec des paroles choisies parmi les œuvres de nos meilleurs 
poètes. Le Guide musical de l’Instituteur nous offre ensuite divers chœurs, des motets et des 
messes en plain-chant, avec des accompagnements d’orgue très faciles. Ce recueil, dédié aux 
instituteurs, et qui leur sera utile certainement, se termine par dix petites pièces pour orgue 
ou harmonium.”

45 RUTZ, i–ii.
 “EINLEITUNG.

  “Der vorliegende praktische Lehrgang zum Gesangunterrichte ist zunächst für Chorge-
sangschulen bestimmt, und bezweckt:

 1) ein sicheres Lesen oder Treffen der Intervalle (die technische Aufgabe),
 2) die Bildung des Tones, der Aussprache und des Geschmackes (die ästhetische Aufgabe) 

und
 3) die Bildung und Veredelung des Gefühls, der Sitten und des Charakters (die morali-

sche Aufgabe).
Der Lehrgang selbst, dessen ganzes Gebäude sich auf die Harmonielehre fußt und der 

rationalen Lehrmethode huldigt, teilt sich in den ein-, zwei-, drei- und vierstimmigen Ge-
sang ab.

Zum Verständnisse desselben diene nachfolgende in Kürze gegebene Theorie des Ge-
sanges, von welcher da, wo sich bei den praktischen Übungen ein Anlassbietet, Gebrauch 
gemacht werden wolle.

 1. Von den Stimmwerkzeugen.
 §. 1. Organe der Stimmen. 

 “Stimme nennt man der Ton, welchen der Mensch mit seinen eigenen Organen hervor-
zubringen vermag. 

 Bei der Tonbildung reichen sich verschiedene Organe die Hand: die Lunge liefert die 
erforderliche Luft, die Luftröhre (Kehle) gibt dem aus der Lunge aussteigenden Luftstrahl 
in Tonstrahl und bestimmen durch ihr Ausdehnen und Zusammenziehen (unter Mitbethä-
tigung noch anderer Organe des Kehlkopfes) die Höhe des Tones.

 Die übrigen Organe (Zäpschen, Gaumen, Wangen, Zunge, Zähne und Lippen) dienen 
theils zur Veredelung des Tones, theils zur Aussprache.

2. Einteilung, Umfang und Register der Stimme.
Wir teilen die Stimmen zunächst nach den Geschlechtern in männliche und weibliche 

und diese wieder in tiefe, mittlere und hohe Stimme und erhalten somit 6 Klassen oder 
Gattungen von Stimmen: den hohen und tiefen Sopran, den Alt, Tenor, Bariton und Baß, 
Die Männer haben bei Register: die Brust- und Kopfstimme (letztere uneigentlich Falsett 
genannt); die Frauen haben drei Register: die Brusttöne, Mittel- und Kopfstimme.

Bei jeder Stimme tritt mehr oder minder eine gewisse Ungleichheit zwischen den Tönen 
hervor, welche entfernt werden kann, wenn man sich bemüht,

 1. die starken Brusttöne zu sänftigen und zu mildern, dagegen die schwächeren und 
zarteren Töne des folgenden Registers zu kräftigen und zu stärken;

 2. die äußersten Töne eines Registers in das andere übergehen zu lassen, durch welches 
Ineinanderbilden nach und nach die Ungleichheit zwischen den Tönen verschwindet.

§. 3. Stimmänderung (Mutation).
  “Mit der Geschlechtsreife tritt auch eine Veränderung der Stimme ein, welche darin be-

steht, daß diese heiser wird, die hohen Töne verliert und den sich bildenden tieferen Tönen 
Kraft und Sicherheit gebricht. Da die Organe des Kehlkopfes während der Stimmwandlung 
gleichsam krank sind, so soll man (nach Lablache) in dieser Zeit entweder alle Übungen 
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gänzlich unterlassen, oder doch nur mit weiser Vorsicht singen und die tiefsten und höch-
sten Töne gar nicht berühren. Die Singschule des Konservatoriums für Musik in Paris sagt 
über die Mutation u. A.: ‘In des urteilen wir, daß man auch mit vieler Vorsicht den Zög-
ling während der Stimmwandlung singen lassen kann, jedoch mit Mäßigung und ohne die 
tiefen, besonders aber die hohen Töne zu erzwingen.…Befolgt man dieses genau, wie bei 
Knaben, so bei Mädchen, besonders aber bei den ersten, so wird man, statt die Stimme 
zu verderben, sie nicht allein erhalten, sondern die Stimmwandlung wird auf solche Weise 
auch schneller von Statten und zu Ende gehen.’”

46 RUTZ, i. “Der Unterzeichnete hatte Gelegenheit, den “praktischen Lehrgang des Gesanges” 
von A. Rützel durchzusehen und kann dieses in der Tat praktische Werk seiner Einfachheit 
und Klarheit bestens empfehlen. Für sämtliche Chorgesangschulen ist es wegen seiner tr-
efflichen Sammlung von Gesängen und Chören eine so willkommene Gabe, daß dasselbe 
gewiß überall mit Freude begrüßt werden wird. München, 14. März 1871 Franz Lachner.”

47 Jahresbericht Über Die Königlich Bayerische Katholische Lateinschule 1874. 1875, 68. Ingolstadt: 
G. Helnfelt Firma. “Herrn Andreas Rützel daher, vom 16. an unter Anerkennung seiner 
langjähriges und ersprießlichen Dienstleistung in den wohlverdienten bleibenden Ruhe-
stand versetzt, was an mit bekannt gegeben wird. 1875.” 

48 MANK, iii. “Ehuru Choral-sången är och bör vara hufvudändamålet för sångundervisnin-
gen i skolor, har författaren dock ansett några underrättelser äfven om andra musikaliska 
ämnen både nyttiga och ändamålsenliga.”

49 MANK, 1. “De tvenne oundgängliga villkoren för sång äro Röst och Gehör.…Lärarens första 
sysselsättning med lärjungen blir derföre att utröna, om han eger musikaliskt gehör, och 
till hvilken grad han eger detsamma. Denna gåfva är af naturen så olika utdelad, att ofta 
ett med andra förmögenheter ringa utrustadt barn likväl ypperligt förmår urskilja tonhöj-
derna, och deremot den förståndigare lärjungen äfven med möda icke kan lika skarpt fatta 
ljudet.”

50 MANK, 6–7. “Följande tabell, hvarpå små tonföljder genom siffror finnas upptecknade, kan 
tjena till öfning. Vid J ombytes blott med 1, 3, 5 1; vid K tillkommer 2; vid L ännu 4; vid M 
ytterligare 6; samt vid N 7. Vid O äro 1, 2 och 3, samt vid P dessutom ännu, 7, 6 och 5 inblan-
dade. Läraren kan naturligtvis efter godtycke öka, förändra och försvåra sådana öfningar, 
eller ock välja ibland de här upptecknade de lättaste och mest fattliga.”

51 MANK, 90–91. “Då dessa, särdeles i sång, äro att anse endast såsom öfvergångar ifrån vo-
cal till vocal, emedan ingen consonant får sin egen ton, utan endast bifogas den för- eller 
efter-följande vocalen, så är det en skönhet, att uttala dem så skyndsamt som möjligtvis ske 
kan. Man anser vanligen de språk, hvilkas ord innehålla många consonanter, vara mindre 
lämpliga för sång, än de, som ega många och uthållna vocaler, och i hvilka consonanter-
na icke endast äro färre och kortare,’ utan äfven uttalas mindre starkt och hårdt. Svenska 
språket hörer till de sednare, det innehåller långa, sköna vocaler, och man bör söka att bibe-
hålla dess rang såsom sångspråk. Ibland de bildade Europeiska språken torde kanske endast 
Italienskan och möjligen Spanskan vara mera sångrika. — Consonanternas ljud cunna i 
alla fall i det skönaste som i hvarje annat språk vid sången förädlas och förkortas, hvilket 
ofta är detsamma. Ty genom Consonanternas afkortning förlänges vocalernas klang, och 
tonerna behöfva icke sönderdelas, hvarvid den musikaliska meningen alltid förlorar. Om 
man sjunger ordet:

“och låter consonanterna utfylla så mycken tid, som de t. ex. skulle upptaga, om ordet lång-
samt lästes, så är det omöjligt att tonerna få sin efter takten dem tillkommande längd. Ju mera 
man deremot tränger dem intill vocalen, så att de nästan alls icke borttaga någon tid, ju längre 
kunna tonerna bli, ju mera sammanhängande och behaglig skall sången framstå, 

“Tydligt måste consonanterna frambringas, men de böra vara så korta som möjligt. Of-
vanstående ord sjungas af en öfvad sångare ungefärligen sålunda:”

52 EWA, 339.
53 John Curwen. 1848. Singing for Schools and Congregations. Cambridge: Cambridge Universi-

ty Press, 2013, xii.

54 CUR2, i.
55 CUR3, 9.
56 CUR1, i–ii.
57 “The Late Rev. John Curwen.,” Greenock Advertiser, 29 May 1880, 4.
58 William H. Husk, Esq., Librarian to the Sacred Harmonic Society, “Hullah, John Pyke, 

LL.D.” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450–1880) by 
Eminent Writers, English and Foreign, First ed., Vol. 2: 440. London: Macmillan and Co. 

59 HUL, iv.
60 Mason, Lowell. 1836. Manual of the Boston Academy of Music: for Instruction in the Elements of 

Vocal Music, on the System of Pestalozzi. Boston, MA: Oliver Ditson & Co., 227–229.
61 Stanton, Thomas. 1884. The Woman Question in Europe: a Series of Original Essays. New York, 

N. Y.: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 294.
62 Huy is a municipality of Belgium, in the Walloon Region and Liège Province.
63 Beiblatt Zum Gesetz- Und Verordnungsblatt Für Die Okkupierten Gebiete Belgiens. 1915. Vol. 2. 

Brussels: Druckerei des Gesetz- und Verordnungsblattes, 30.
64 Heugel, Henri. 1859. “Nouvelles Diverses.” Le Ménestrel: Journal De Musique 26 (37): 195. “Il 

vient de paraître, une nouvelle méthode de chant d’ensemble, et, si nous soulignons le mot 
nouvelle, c’est que le plan général de l’ouvrage et les procédés pratiques de l’auteur, Laure 
Collin, nous semblent être d’une incontestable originalité. Il ne s’agit de rien moins que 
d’apprendre à parler la langue universelle de la musique tout en apprenant à la lire. Mlle. 
Collin forme des chanteurs eu faisant des harmonistes. Science et conscience des rapports 
harmoniques des sons et des accords entre eux, telle est en effet la base de sa méthode. Les 
succès obtenus par Collin, soit dans les salles d’asile, soit dans d’autres écoles où, depuis 
plusieurs années, elle apprend à chanter en choeur à de tous jeunes enfants, ces succès, 
disons-nous, valent mieux que tout ce que nous pourrions dire.”

65 Baralle, Alphonse. 1853. “Méthode Musicale Sinthétique.” L’Univers Musical: Journal Et 
Abonnement Musical, 15 November 1853. “Méthode musicale synthétique. Sous ce titre Laure 
Colllin vient d’ouvrir un cours d’enseignement rational et simultané de l’harmonie et de 
l’intonation, pour l’application de sa méthode qui l’année dernière, a été approuvée dans 
les termes les plus flatteurs, par le Conservatoire impérial de musique. Laure Collin est une 
des rares artistes qui ont su comprendre qu’à cette époque où la musique entre forcément 
dans l’éducation, il fallait avant tout simplifier l’étude et rendre sinon attrayants du moins 
supportables les principes arides de l’art à la mode. Pour cela il ne fallait, il est vrai, qu’aban-
donner l’enseignement routinier qui depuis longtemps produit tant de petits prodiges et si 
peu de musiciens; mais pour en arriver là, il fallait une méthode simple et facile qui pût être 
adoptée par les amis de la routine eux-mêmes. Ce tour de force presqu’irréalisable, Laure 
Collin l’a accompli: à peine l’élève connait-il trois accords parfaits majeurs que produit la 
gamme en ut, qu’elle le force à imaginer toutes les combinaisons diverses de ces accords; et 
dès la troisième leçon, l’élève est entraîné presque malgré lui et à son las à devenir actif et 
créateur.”

66 COL, 2.“Les 12 chiffres de ce cadran représentent les douze demi-tons contenus dans la 
gamme, se succédant en leur ordre diatonique et chromatique.

“En outre, l’enchaînement des vibrations par quintes successives y est facile à constater, 
si nous réduisons la quinte suraigüe à l’état de quinte simple, ou intervalle de 7 demi-tons. 
Ainsi, en prenant toujours le FA comme point de départ, et comptant 7 demi-tons en suivant 
l’ordre numérique (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1), j’arrive à la note DO, quinte de FA; de DO j’arriverai 
à SOL en procédant de la même manière (2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 8); SOL me conduit à RÉ (9, 10, 11, 
12, 1, 2, 3); etc, etc; et m’arrêtant à SI, dernière note de la série naturelle, je compléterai un 
ensemble de 7 sons, dont je formerai une gamme, que je pourrai dès lors définir ainsi:

“La gamme est l’énoncé, dans l’intervalle d’une octave, des sons produits par la répétition 
de l’intervalle de quinte ou 7 demi-tons, puisque cet intervalle, répété autant de fois qu’il 
peut l’être sans toucher aux notes altérées, engendre ou produit la série naturelle.”

67 COL, 9. “Il est évident que la progression des quintes ascendantes, prolongée au delà de 
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la dernière note naturelle obtenue, SI, produirait successivement FA dièse, DO dièse, SOL 
dièse, RÉ dièse, LA dièse, etc.

“Ces nouveaux produits, placés sur les chiffres jusqu’alors inoccupés du cercle, viennent 
compléter le tableau des vibrations.

“Chaque chiffre, représentant un son chromatique, devra servir et pour le dièse et pour 
le bémol, car, de même que les instruments tempérés, comme le piano, par exemple, n’ont 
qu’une seule note, commune au dièse et au bémol, nous n’avons, non plus, qu’un seul chiffre 
pour représenter les deux sons.

“Disons donc que chaque son peut être altéré, ou modifié, par le dièse, qui l’élève d’un de-
mi-ton; par le bémol, qui l’abaisse d’un demi-Ion; et rendu à son étal primitif par le bécarre.”

68 The French conservatory model in the nineteenth century was heavy on Solfège; however, 
curiously, the French insisted on rapid fluency in Solfège syllables, which were divorced 
from pitches. The end result was that students were by and large unable to hear cadences or 
sing in keys with more than two sharps or flats. Early twentieth-century American music 
schools followed the French system as late as the 1980s.

69 COL, iii. “Il y a plusieurs années, je publiai une méthode d’enseignement musical, qui fut 
approuvée par le comité du Conservatoire et les membres de l’Institut.…j’ai été appelée à 
l’Ecole Normale des Institutrices de la Seine, et chargée d’instruire des jeunes filles qui, 
vouées elles-mêmes au professorat, se trouvaient plus disposées que des personnes du 
monde à poursuivre des études sérieuses. Aussi, ai-je revu, modifié et complété ma méthode 
en vue de leur instruction, et les résultats obtenus depuis ont été assez satisfaisants pour 
que notre Inspecteur si compétent, M. Vervoitte, ait jugé bon d’appeler, sur mon nouvel 
ouvrage, l’attention bienveillante du jury d’admission de l’Exposition Universelle. Ce livre 
ayant été honoré de la médaille d’argent, je le publie aujourd’hui avec la certitude de rendre 
quelques services dans l’enseignement.”

70 COL, 134. “Je n’entreprendrai pas de signaler ici tous les compositeurs illustres, ni de men-
tionner tous les chefs d’oeuvre que l’art musical offre à notre admiration, mais si l’aperçu 
très succinct que je publie aujourd’hui donnait à mes élèves le désir d’explorer en détail le 
vaste champ que je laisse à parcourir dans l’histoire de la musique, je m’applaudirais de leur 
avoir inspiré le goût de cette étude, et je me ferais un plaisir de la reprendre avec elles.

“Je n’ai plus qu’un mot à dire concernant le choix que j’ai fait du genre choral pour mon 
enseignement; c’était le seul qui pût se prêter à la simplicité élémentaire qui m’était indis-
pensable. 

“J’ai été assez heureuse pour atteindre le but que je me proposais, puisque mes élèves ont 
acquis en peu de temps l’habitude de l’analyse musicale, et une facilité suffisante pour ac-
compagner des chants, très simples, il est vrai, d’une seconde partie, raisonnée et correcte.”

71 “Galerie Musicale: Laurent De Rillé.”  La Chanson  3, no. 10 (July 17, 1880), 1. “Il faut con-
stater avec une joie patriotique le grand mouvement qui s’opère pour enlever aux distrac-
tions dangereuses du cabaret l’ouvrier des villes ou des campagnes. Musées et bibliothèques 
populaires sont multipliées avec une générosité intelligente. Ce mouvement, que les faits 
politiques ont considérablement accéléré, a pris naissance, au lendemain de la révolution 
dé juillet, sous l’impulsion vigoureuse de deux hommes inséperables dans le souvenir 
reconaissant des masses: Béranger et Wilhem. L’un conseillait, l’autre exécutait, et leur œu-
vre commune, l’Orphéon, a reçu du temps la consécration du succès.”

72 Lecomte, L Henry. 1880. “Il faut constater avec une joie patriotique le grand mouvement 
qui s’opère pour enlever aux distractions dangereuses du cabaret l’ouvrier des villes ou des 
campagnes. Musées et bibliothèques populaires se sont multipliées avec une générosité 
intelligente. Ce mouvement, que les faits politiques ont considérablement accéléré, a pris 
naissance, au lendemain de la révolution de juillet, sous l’impulsion vigoureuse de deux 
hommes inséparables dans le souvenir reconnaissant des masses  : Béranger et Wilhem. 
L’un conseillait, l’autre exécutait, et leur œuvre commune, l’Orphéon, a reçu du temps la 
consécration du succès.

“Parmi les continuateurs de Wilhem, Laurent de Rillé mérite une mention particulière. 

Il s’est dévoué corps et âme à cette mission moralisatrice et pas un orphéon de France ne lui 
marchande sa sympathie.

“Laurent de Rillé est né à Orléans, en 1828. Il fit ses études au collège de Tours. Bientôt le 
jeune compositeur voulut un orchestre pour exécuter ses, œuvres ; il fonda sans tarder une 
société d’instrumentistes dont il recruta les éléments parmi ses condisciples. De nombreux 
succès intimes en résultèrent.

“Quand sonna pour lui la vingtième année, Laurent de Rillé vint faire son droit à Paris; 
il associa naturellement dans ses études le code et la musique, et suivit le cours d’harmonie 
professé par Elwart au Conservatoire.

“Passant un jour rue Bellefond, il entendit un groupe d’ouvriers qui chantaient en chœur ; 
il en ressentit une émotion très vive qui détermina sa vocation. Dès la même année (1848) 
il écrivit des chœurs, chantés aussitôt par les quelques sociétés établies à Paris. Sa produc-
tion s’accrut au fur et à mesure que les orphéons se multiplièrent. Elle est aujourd’hui trop 
nombreuse pour qu’il soit possible de l’énumérer ici; nous rappellerons seulement, parmi 
ses œuvres les plus remarquables. Ces titres suffisent pour faire connaître une des faces du 
talent de Laurent de Rillé, la variété. Il réussit en effet le chœur d’action comme le tableau 
rustique, le chant de colère comme le récit plaisant.

“Toutes ses productions décèlent la science des rythmes, l’entente de l’harmonie, un sen-
timent mélodique plein de franchise et de clarté.

“On doit, en outre, à Laurent de Rillé, plusieurs chœurs pour enfants, des messes, des 
morceaux d’orchestre et les œuvres théâtrales, suivantes:…représentée récemment à 
Bruxelles. Ces diverses partitions, opéras-comiques plutôt qu’opérettes, ont obtenu des suc-
cès très enviables.

“Diseur agréable, orateur habile, professeur émérite, Laurent de Rillé fait depuis plu-
sieurs années, à la Sorbonne, un cours d’histoire de la musique.…Enfin, chargé par le gou-
vernement français d’importantes missions artistiques, et membre de nombreux comités 
relatifs à l’instruction publique ou aux progrès industriels, il a conquis vaillamment le grade 
d’officier de la Légion d’honneur et les rubans de divers ordres étrangers.

“Où que se tiennent les réunions orphéoniques, où que se jugent les grands concours de 
musique vocale, Laurent de Rillé préside et décide. Il excelle surtout à prononcer les petites 
allocutions humoristiques, compléments obligés des banquets populaires.

“Le Comité de la statue de Béranger, qui croit avec raison que les orphéons contribueront 
largement à son œuvre de justice, devait attacher une signification particulière à l’adhésion 
de Laurent de Rillé.

“Cette adhésion, la Chanson l’a reçue, entière et chaleureuse, et nous y voulons voir le 
présage du succès de l’appel que le Comité adresse aujourd’hui aux sociétés chorales de 
France.”

73 RIL, 9. “Nous croyons faciliter la tâche des artistes et des instituteurs qui voudraient créer 
des sociétés chorales en transcrivant ici un projet de règlement type, dont nous choisissons 
les articles dans les statuts de diverses réunions orphéoniques. On conçoit que le règlement 
que nous proposons peut subir autant de modifications que l’exigent les circonstances au 
milieu desquelles la société nouvelle prend naissance. RÈGLEMENT: Article 1er . — Le ... (la 
date), à ... (le lieu),- les soussignés se sont réunis pour fonder une société qui prend le nom 
de ... Art. 2. — La Société a pour but l’exécution des chants d’ensemble. Art. 3. — Elle est 
guidée dans ses travaux par un directeur. Art. 4. — Elle est administrée par un comité. Art. 
5. — Toute discussion politique ou religieuse est formellement interdite dans la Société. Art. 
6. — La Société n’exécute de chants politiques que sur l’invitation officielle de l’autorité. Du 
directeur. Art. 7. — Le directeur conduit les répétitions et les exécutions publiques; il con-
voque et préside le comité. Il veille à l’application du règlement. Il peut se faire suppléer par 
le sous-directeur.”

74 RIL, 12. “Le vrai but des sociétés chorales est de donner à leurs membres des habitudes d’or-
dre en leur faisant accepter et pratiquer le principe de la solidarité volontaire, et de répandre 
dans le pays le goût de la musique populaire, les germes de l’instruction musicale.”
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75 RIL, 15. “La discipline intérieure, qui fonde l’ordre matériel; Les études musicales, qui 
préparent les exécutions publiques.”

76 RIL, 22. “de plus, dans un milieu très sonore, les sons se mêlent confusément, les fautes des 
choristes sont moins faciles à saisir et à corriger.”

77 It is interesting to note that in Rillé’s division of voices into categories he mentions “les cas-
trats;” Du Chant Choral was published in 1880, consequently, there must have been at least a 
few castrati still alive.

78 RIL, 25. “Les voix grâves se subdivisent, de l’aigu au grâve, en voix de: Haute-contre, Ténor, 
Ténor grâve, Baryton, Basse chantante, Basse profonde, Contre-basse.”

79 RIL, 38. “La baguette du directeur règle les mouvements rythmiques, comme le diapason 
rectifie l’intonation. Un directeur habile se sert de sa baguette autant qu’il le peut. Quelques 
coups secs et précipités lui suffisent pour donner le signal du commandement ou de l’inter-
ruption du chant, et cela sans paroles, sans avertissements, sans préambules, qui sont pour 
le directeur une fatigue, et une perte de temps pour tout le monde.”

80 COW, 3–4.
81 COW, 19–21, 73–74.
82 COW, 94.
83 COW, 249–257.
84 AVER, 12. “Niet minder dan de uitspraak moet ook de adembehandeling aan de goede zor-

gen van den dirigent worden toevertrouwd. Immers de mooie, klankrijke toon, staat in het 
nauwste verband met de wijze waarop de zanger den adem beheerscht. Hoe vaak ziet men 
niet dat zangers zingen met hoog opgetrokken schouders en lang gerekten hals? Vooral ten-
oren, als zij hoog moeten zingen, maken zich aan dat euvel schuldig. En wat is het gevolg 
daarvan? Het koor detoneert; de glans ontbreekt; de klank wordt heesch; de menschen 
worden vermoeid en een gemelijk, onaangenaam gevoel maakt zich van hen meester. Zij 
haaden zich willen ontspannen door met geestdrift deel te nemen aan de repetities van hun 
koor, en het komt juist andersom uit. Indien de dirigent voor zijn taak berekend is kan hij 
dit kwaad verhelpen, misschien zelfs voorkomen. Maar hoe dikwijls is de dirigent een min 
of meer verdienstelijk pianist, die echter van den zang geen notie heeft!”

85 AVER, 26. “Menschen in vier groote groepen indeelen: 1. Hen, die absoluut géén muzikaal 
gehoor bezitten. 2. Hen, die een absoluut gehoor hebben. 3. Hen, die zich een relatief muz-
ikaal gehoor verworven hebben, en 4. Hen, die een onderscheidend gehoor be zitten.”

86 AVER, 19. “De binnenste randen van de stembanden zullen alsdan slechts trillen, maarde 
hoofdzaak toch is de resonans.”

87 AVER, 20–21. “Ongetwijfeld zingen de mannen meestal met borststem. Dat is het timbre dat 
forsch en krachtig klinkt en overeenkomt met echten mannenaard. Doch de mannenstem 
moet ook in het piano gebruikt kunnen worden en niet alleen in den solozang, maar ook in 
den koorzang.”

88 AVER, 34. “En hiermede komen wij ineens terecht bij de „cheironomie.” Dit Grieksche 
woord beteekent„leiding door beweging van de hand”, dus, zooals wij zouden zeggen, door 
het dirigeren.”

89 AVER, 35. “In enkele landen, o.a. inItalië, slaat men den tweeden tel wel eens naar links. Met 
zulk een uitzonderingsgeval behoeven wij ons hier niet bezig te houden.”

90 AVER, 94. “Voor ieder dirigent zal de opstelling van koor, orchest, solisten en klavier een 
vraagstuk beteekenen, waarvan de oplossing hem veel hoofdbrekens moet kosten. Al-
gemeene voorschriften zijn hier niet van pas. Steeds zullen locale omstandigheden den 
doorslag geven. Heeft men overeen ruim podium te beschikken, dan is het vraagstuk van 
zelf niet zoo moeilijk op te lossen. Meestal is dit echter niet het geval. Doch ook wanneer 
men met de ruimte niet behoeft te woekeren zal de dirigent zich afvragen: moet ik het koor 
vóór het orchest of dit laatste vóór het koor plaatsen; of moet ik het koor om het orchest 
heen groepeeren? Inde eerste twee gevallen heeft men het voordeel, dat de beide groepen ge-
makkelijker haar eenheid zullen kunnen bewaren, terwijl in het laatste geval de koorleden 
dikwijls er over klagen, dat zij hunne medezangers inde andere partijen niet kunnen hoo-

ren. Is het koor zeer groot, dan zal de dirigent wel genoodzaakt zijn, koor om het orchest 
heen te groepeeren; maar dan vermindert ook het gevaar, dat men los van elkaar zal moeten 
zingen.”

91 AVER, 116–117. “In dit werkje heb ik getracht te schetsen aan welke eischen de “ideale” 
koordirigent moet voldoen. Echter wil ik nadrukkelijk er op wijzen dat hij, die zich alle 
gegevens eigen maakt waarop ik heb gewezen, nog niet per se een goed dirigent is; wanneer 
hem namelijk één eigenschap ontbreekt, en dat is talent.…Doch de dirigent, hoe begaafd, 
ja zelfs geniaal ook, moet niet denken dat hij een goed koordirigent kan zijn, zonder dat hij 
doorgedrongen is inde geheimen der zangkunst. Eerst als hij dat wèl is, kan hij uiteen koor 
halen wat er in zit en kan hij de schoonheid van het kunstwerk tot haar volle recht brengen.”

92 Fétis, “Fétis (François-Joseph).” In Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens, Vol. 3, 226–239. 
“Fétis (François-Joseph), né à Mons, en Belgique, le 25 mars 1784.… Destiné à suivre la pro-
fession de son père, il apprit si jeune les principes de la musique, qu’à l’âge de six ans il lisait 
à livre ouvert les solfèges écrits à toutes les clefs.…Les œuvres de ces grands maîtres, alors 
dans tout l’éclat de la nouveauté, l’initièrent dans les secrets d’une harmonie neuve et pi-
quante dont il n’avait point l’idée auparavant.…Ces amis engagèrent le père du jeune Fétis à 
envoyer son fils au Conservatoire de Paris, et celui-ci y entra au mois d’octobre 1800.

“Fétis s’était marié en 1806; il était alors Agé de vingt-deux ans.…Obligé de s’éloigner 
de Paris en 1811, pour se préparer une nouvelle existence, il se retira a la campagne dans le 
département des Ardennes, et y vécut pendant près de trois ans éloigné de toute ressource 
musicale.…En 1810, l’ouvrage où Fétis avait exposé celle théorie nouvelle et complète de 
l’harmonie fut achevé, et l’auteur l’envoya à l’Institut de France, pour qu’il en fut fait un 
rapport; une correspondance assez active eut lieu à ce sujet entre le ministre de l’intérieur, 
le secrétaire de l’Académie des beaux-arts et Fétis, et le résultat de toute cette négociation 
fut que l’Académie, effrayée par tant de nouveautés, et ne voulant pas se compromettre en 
les approuvant ou en les rejetant, décida qu’au public seul appartenait de prononcer avec le 
temps sur leur mérite.

“Pendant son séjour à Douai, Fétis avait repris ses travaux relatifs à la Biographie des musi-
ciens dont il publie aujourd’hui la seconde édition, et qui étaient commencés en 1800…Per-
suadé que le moment était venu pour lui de prendre une position à Paris, Fétis quitta Douai 
pour s’y rendre, dans l’été de 1818.…Dans les leçons qu’il y fit, il n’aborda que quelques-unes 
des questions qui sont l’objet de l’ouvrage qu’il publiera sous le litre de Philosophie de la 
musique/ mais ces questions excitèrent le plus vif intérêt. 

“Vers la fin de 1852, des propositions furent faites à Fétis, de la part du roi Léopold I et du 
gouvernement belge, pour qu’il acceptât les places de maître de chapelle du roi, et de direc-
teur du Conservatoire de Bruxelles; au mois de mars suivant, il signa des contrats relatifs 
à cette nouvelle position, et dans le mois de mai il quitta Paris pour vaquer à ses nouvelles 
fonctions.…Vingt huit années se sont écoulées au moment où cette notice est revue, depuis 
que la direction du Conservatoire de Bruxelles a été confiée à Fétis, et la réputation univer-
selle dont jouit cette institution…la récompense des efforts du directeur, secondé par les 
professeurs d’élite dont il s’est entouré, ou dont il a lui-même formé et développé le talent.”

93 Ellis, Katharine, Robert Wangermée, and Gustave Chouquet. “Fétis family.” Grove Music On-
line. 2001; Accessed 5 Nov. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.09564

94 FET, i. “J’entreprends dans ce petit ouvrage d’enseigner une partie de l’art fort négligée, on 
pourrait mente dire ignorée, Il existe sans doute en Allemagne des écoles où l’onmet en 
pratique quelques uns (les préceptes exposes dans ce livre, mais personne que je sache, n’a 
indiqué jusqu’ici les bases d’une méthode rationelle pour l’enseignement des Choeurs.

  “Ce que je me suis proposé, c’est d’appeler l’attention des chefs d’école, des directeurs 
de musique et des maîtres de chapelle, sur la nécessite de perfectionner l’exécution de la 
musique dans les masses vocales, et de leur indiquer les procédés qui peuvent conduire à ce 
but. Il était nécessaire pour cela de formuler ces procédés d’après une multitude d’observa-
tions délicates, nées d’une sensibilité musicale assez active, dune longue expérience, et de 
beaucoup de réflexions. Je suis loin de croire cet ouvrage aussi bon qu’il faudrait qu’il fut, car 
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la matière est neuve, et l’imperfection est inséparable d’un premier essai; mais, tel qu’il est, 
j’espère qu’il sera utile, et qu’il fera faire, avec le temps,quelques progrès a l’art de rendre les 
inspirations des Compositeurs de génie.”

95 FET, 1. “§1. Le Coloris de l’expression et des nuances, qui ajoute tant de puissance aux effets 
de la musique, a été perfectionné avec beaucoup de soins; depuis trente ans, dans les orches-
tres, et l’on est arrivé de nos jours à des résultats dont on n’aurait pas autrefois présumé la 
possibilité. Pourquoi n’en est-il pas de même à l’égard des chœurs, pourquoi sait-on à peine 
dans nos églises et sur nos théâtres indiquer d’une manière imparfaite quelque différence 
entre le fort et le faible des voix, pourquoi la justesse, la prononciation, le rythmé exact, et 
l’accent, sont-ils si négligés par les directeurs des masses vocales, surtout en France et dans 
la Belgique? Autrefois toutes ces parties de l’art, unies à la beauté des voix, ajoutaient un 
prix inestimable aux belles compositions qu’on entendait dans le chœur de la chapelle pon-
tificale à Rome. Aujourd’hui, la bonne tradition existe encore dans cette chapelle, mais les 
voix de soprano et de contralto ont perdu de leur puissance. L’effet de ces traditions parfaites 
était si beau, que les compositions de Palestrina et des autres grands maîtres ne semblent 
plus être les mêmes lorsqu’elles sont exécutées ailleurs que dans la chapelle pontificale. A 
Berlin, l’Académie de chant d’ensemble, dirigée naguère par Zelter, méritait aussi des éloges 
pour quelques parties de 1’exécution chorale. En France, il n’y a rien de semblable. L’art du 
chant individuel y est cultivé avec plus de succès qu’en Allemagne, mais l’art d’imprimer la 
vie artistique aux masses vocales y est absolument inconnu. 

“§2. C’est cet art nouveau qu’on se propose d’enseigner ici; art qu’il n’est plus permis 
d’ignorer ni de négliger en l’état d’avancement ou 1’exécution générale de la musique 
est parvenue, et qui est digne de toute l’attention des chefs d’institutions musicales, des 
maîtres de chapelle, des directeurs de musique théâtrale et de concert, des grandes écoles 
populaires de chant, et même des écoles primaires, car on ne peut douter que la musique 
vocale ne soit bientôt une partie inséparable de tout système d’enseignement élémentaire 
dans les états civilisés. 

“Les élémens du chant en choeur sont. 1° Le choix et le classement des voix. 2° L’accord et 
1’exercice des voix à l’unisson ou à l’octave. 3°. L’accord et l’exercice des voix dans l’harmonie 
de plusieurs sons. 4°. Les modifications du son dans ses diverses nuances. 5° Les divers ac-
cents des voix. 6°.L’accent dans le rythme. 7°.La prononciation et l’articulation.8°.L’attaque 
simultanée des temps de la mesure. 9°. L’attaque à contretemps. 10°.Le phrasé mélodique. 11°. 
Le phrasé harmonique. 12°. Le phrasé rythmique. 13°.Le sentiment collectif. 14°.L’animation. 

“§3. Je ne mets pas au nombre des éléments du chant en chœur la lecture de la musique, 
parce que ce genre de connaissances appartient à un autre système d’enseignement. Tout 
choriste est supposé connaître la musique, et la lire avec facilité.””

96 This word comes from the Greek bapu, heavy, ponderous—and tovog (Latin tonus), tone. 
Baritone signifies, then, an unwieldy, heavy, ponderous voice, which cannot execute any-
thing light. It is in the same sense that the cry of the elephant is called Barritus [a guttural 
cry that had been borrowed from Germanic warriors].

97 FET, 3–5. “§4. Les voix se divisent en deux espèces principales, à savoir: 1°. Les voix de 
femmes ou d’enfants; 2°Les voix d’hommes non mutilés. 

“§5. Les voix de femmes, d’enfants et d’hommes sont plus ou moins élevées, plus ou moins 
grâves. 

“6° Les voix de femmes ou d’enfants les plus élevées sont désignées par les noms de PRE-
MIER DESSUS, ou SOPRANO. L’étendue de ce genre de voix n’est pas déterminée d’une 
manière absolue. En général, cette étendue est plus bornée dans les enfants que dans les 
femmes particulièrement dans la partie grâve, où les sons ont peu de timbre, à moins qu’on 
n’ait laissé contracter l’habitude vicieuse des sons gutturaux; défaut qui se rencontre fré-
quemment chez les enfants de chœur. Il est beaucoup de voix de DESSUS ou de SOPRANO 
de choristes qui sont renfermées dans les limites d’une douzième, prise du RE grâve 

jusqu’au LA aigu, comme dans cet exemple & w
w

. Il en est qui descendent à UT; il en 

est d’autres qui montent avec facilité à SI, et même à UT; mais l’émission de ces dernières 
notes n’est souvent possible que dans le forte, et avec de pénibles efforts. 

“§7. Les voix moyennes de femmes et d’enfants se désignent par les noms de SECOND 
DESSUS, ou MEZZO SOPRANO. Leur étendue est plus circonscrite que celle des premiers 
dessus elle est souvent renfermée dans une dixième ou une onzième au plus, qui s’étend 

depuis SI jusqu’au b ou MI, comme dans cet exemple & wb
wb wn

. II y a peu de variétés 
dans ce genre de voix. On rencontre quelquefois des premiers dessus défectueux dont on fait 
des seconds, et qui paraissent monter avec plus de facilité; mais la mauvaise qualité de ces 
voix doit les faire exclure du chœur, à moins que les chanteurs n’y soient en gran d nombre. 
Les voix de second dessus des enfants du sèxe masculin ont souvent plus de mordant que 
celles des femmes. Les compositeurs modernes font quelquefois monter le second dessus 
au FA # ou SOL, ces notes ne s’obtiennent que dans le FORTE, et presque toujours elles sont 
dures et criardes. Remarquez que dans tout ce qui précède, comme dans ce qui suit, il s’agit 
des VOIX de CHŒUR, et non des VOIX DE SOLO, qui peuvent être considérées comme des 
exceptions.

“§8. Les voix grâves de femmes et d’enfants sont celles qu’on appelle en Italie CONTRAL-
TO et en France BAS DESSUS. Dans ce dernier pays, elles sont fort rares, et la difficulté 
qu’on éprouvait à les rencontrer les faisait autrefois remplacer par des voix aigues d’homme 
qu’on appelait HAUTES CONTRE. Mais si le but était atteint par cette substitution à l’égard 
de la similitude des sons quant à l’harmonie, il n’en était pas de même pour l’accent, car 
cet accent est grâve dans les voix de femmes et d’enfants, et sinon AIGU, ou moins CLAIR, 
et en dehors des voix d’hommes. De là vient qu’on employait autrefois dans les chapelles 
d’Italie et particulièrement dans la chapelle pontificale à Rome, des EVIRAT1 ou Castrats 
pour le Contralto. Leurs voix pénétrantes avaient plus de mordant que les voix de femmes 
et d’enfants, et plus de gravité que les hautes - contres. On avait fait venir quelques-uns de 
ces chanteurs en France pour le service des chapelles de Louis XIV et de Louis XV; mais au 
théâtre, il n’y eut jamais que des hautes-contre pour le Contralto, et l’effet des chœurs fut 
toujours criard, à cause de cela. 

“Dans quelques églises de France, on croit pouvoir éviter l’inconvénient des hautes contre 
au moyen des enfants de chœur à grosses voix (1);mais en évitant ce défaut, on tombe dans 
un autre non moins considérable, qui est celui de l’accent guttural de cette voix factice. 

“L’étendue du véritable Contralto est celle-ci: 
& w

w
 on voit qu’elle diffère peu du 

MEZZO SOPRANO à l’aigu. La différence de ces voix, dans cette partie de leur étendue, 
consiste moins en effet dans leur faculté de s’élever, que dans le timbre et le volume. Bien 
moins énergique dans le MEZZO SOPRANO que dans le CONTRALTO, le son prend dans 
celui-ci un caractère de basse du système aigu qu’il n’a pas dans l’autre. 

“§9. Les voix d’hommes se divisent dans le chœur en trois espèces principales qui sont: 
le ténor élevé, le ténor bas, et la basse. Celle-ci était divisée aussi en deux variétés dans les 
compositions des maîtres du seizième siècle et de la première partie du dix-septième: la 
première appelée BASSE-TAILLE en France, et BASSO en Italie, était la basse élevée, la pre-
mière basse, qu’on écrivait ordinairement à la clef de FA sur la troisième ligne; l’autre était 
la basse inférieure, que les Français appelaient BASSE-CONTRE et les italiens BARITONO. 
Par une antilogie remarquable, on appelle aujourd’hui BARITONS les voix de basse les plus 
légères et les plus élevées. Au reste, on ne distingue plus maintenant de basses de plusieurs 
espèces dans les chœurs, et ce n’est que dans les rôles d’opéra qu’on en fait des classifications 
différentes. 

“Il y a des nuances d’élévation et de gravité dans les ténors comme dans les des-
sus. Certains pays fournissent abondamment des ténors élevés, d’autres ne produisent 
que des voix plus basses. Les ténors élevés sont ceux qui s’étendent dans l’intervalle  

onzième, de MI à LA V w
w

, et qui font entendre ces notes en sons de poitrine. 
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Le ténor bas, ou second ténor, a son étendue depuis SI jusqu’à FA. 
V w

w
Dans ces 

deux variétés du même genre de voix on rencontre de certaines modifications de la qua-
lité des sons, si ce n’est dans l’étendue. C’est au directeur de musique qu’il appartient 
d’en faire l’examen, et de faire le classement des voix du chœur d’après ses observations.

“L’étendue générale de la basse est communément de près de deux octaves c’est-à-dire, de 

FA à MI; 
? w

w
 quelques voix de cette espèce montent avec facilité au FA 

? w
 

mais ces sortes de voix sont ordinairement d’une qualité légère qui, appartient plus aux 
SOLOS qu’aux chœurs. Il est aussi des basses qui descendent avec un son vigoureusement 

timbré jusqu’au MI bémol 
? wb , et même jusqu’au RE. 

? w
“Ces voix ne montent guère au-dessus du RÉ 

? w
 Ce sont celles qu’on appelle 

BASSES-CONTRE. Leur sonorité est puissante, mais elles sont lourdes. Ces notes graves 
ne se rencontrent pas dans la musique moderne, mais on en trouve des exemples dans les 
ouvrages de Jean Gabrieli, de Schütz, et de quelques autres anciens maîtres. 

“§12. Dans les compositions de musique d’église, les madrigaux et les chansons à six, sept, 
ou huit voix, les maîtres des seizième et dix-septième siècles renfermaient les parties de ces 
voix dans l’étendue d’une octave ou d’une dixième au plus, afin de placer chaque chanteur 
dans le médium de son organe vocal, parce que les sons produits dans ces limites sont plus 
purs, plus égaux et mieux timbrés, que ceux des extrémités inférieures ou supérieures des 
voix. Lorsqu’un directeur de chœur fait exécuter cette ancienne musique, il doit donc faire 
le classement des voix avec beaucoup de soin, et d’une manière toute différente du clas-
sement pour la musique moderne. Aucune des nuances qui se rencontrent dans les voix 
de même espèce ne doit être négligée par lui, afin que chaque chanteur soit placé dans les 
limites exactes des meilleurs sons de sa voix. Pour aider à faire ce classement, je crois devoir 
donner ici le tableau de ces limites telles qu’on les trouve fixées en général dans les produc-
tions du célèbre compositeur Palestine.”

98 FET, 3–6. “Le classement des voix fait dans ces limites offre le grand avantage de placer 
chaque chanteur dans les meilleures notes de son organe, et de tirer le meilleur parti des 
variétés que présente chaque genre de voix. Souvent, dans les compositions de Palestrina et 
des maîtres de son époque, on trouve des morceaux à six ou sept parties où les voix de basse 
ne sont pas employées: c’est le Ténor grâve qui en tient lieu. Dans ce cas, il y a ordinairement 
deux parties de Ténor bas, de même étendue, et deux Ténors élevés ou de CONTRA, aussi 
de même étendue. 

“§13. Dans les compositions à plusieurs chœurs, les voix sont habituellement disposées de 
la même manière dans tous les chœurs ; on y trouve presque toujours un dessus ou Soprano, 
un Contralto, un ténor et une basse. 

“§14. Si les anciens maîtres des écoles d’Italie, de France et d’Allemagne avaient un soin 
scrupuleux de renfermer les voix dans des limites étroites, il n’en a pas été de même dans 
les chœurs écrits par les compositeurs Allemands de l’école moderne, car la partie d’ALTO 
ou de Contralto, écrite à la clef d’UT sur la troisième ligne) est à la fois trop élevée pour des 
voix d’hommes, et trop grâve pour des voix de femmes ou d’enfants. Par exemple, il n’est pas 
rare de trouver à cette partie dans la CRÉATION DU MONDE de Haydn, dans le REQUIEM 
de Mozart, dans des messes de Eybler, et dans quelque que ouvrages de Beethoven, FA grâve

 ? w , et le MI, ou même le FA aigu: ? w w
. Or, il est évidemment impossible que des 

voix de même espèce atteignent ces limites en sons volumineux et bien timbrés. Que si par 
exception, il se trouve un Contralto féminin qui embrasse cette étendue de deux octaves 
en sons énergiques, un chœur ne pourra jamais être composé de voix semblables. Il résulte 
d’une telle manière d’écrire que la combinaison du chœur est embarrassante, et que l’exé-
cution de la musique est fort difficile. Le meilleur moyen qu’on a imaginé est de diviser la 
partie en deux voix pour être exécutée dans le haut par des femmes, et dans le bas, par des 

hommes. Bien qu’il y ait un défaut d’homogénéité dans les sons produits par cette combi-
naison, je ne puis qu’en recommander l’usage aux directeurs de chœurs lorsqu’ils devront 
faire exécuter de la musique composée dans le système dont il s’agit.”

“§15. Les difficultés qui naissent de la partie intermédiaire entre le dessus et le Ténor 
ont été levées avec une grande habilité par Cherubini et un petit nombre de composteurs 
modernes, par l’emploi d’un MEZZO SOPRANO qu’ils ont eu soin de tenir à des distances 
harmonieuses et à peu près égales des deux voix dont cette partie remplit l’intervalle. Mais 
cette manière d’écrire exige une profonde connaissance de l’art qui n’est le partage que de 
peu d’artistes. Rossini, Meyerbeer, et tous les compositeurs d’opéras de l’époque actuelle 
font usage d’une autre méthode plus facile, qui consiste à écrire le chœur pour SOPRANO, 
MEZZO SOPRANO, DEUX TENORS et BASSE, faisant chanter tantôt à l’octave, tantôt à 
l’unisson les parties dont le mouvement les embarrasse, de sorte que le chœur est à peine 
à quatre parties réelles, bien qu’il soit écrit pour cinq voix. Dans ce système il faut réunir 
au premier ténor toutes les voix qui ont de la facilité à faire entendre les notes élevées., et 
réserver les autres pour le deuxième ténor. Ce classement des chanteurs exige beaucoup de 
soins de la part du directeur du chœur.”

99 “Exercises, to be profitable, must be done with the aid of an instrument, and by voices alone; 
it is therefore necessary for the choir director to have a tuning fork in hand to remind the 
singers to the starting point, when they have lowered in the exercises.”

  “Les études pour être profitables, doivent être faites sons le secours d’un instrument, et par 
les voix seules; il est donc nécessaire que le directeur de chœur ait un diapason à la main 
pour rappeler les chanteurs au point de départ, lorsqu’ils ont baissé dans les exercices.”

100 «L’exactitude les proportions dans les diverses parties qui composent le chœur est une des 
conditions les plus importantes pour l’effet de la musique; mais il ne faut pas croire qu’il 
suffit, pour que cette proportion existe, qu’on l’établisse dans le nombre des chanteurs de 
chaque genre de voix; car les qualités vocales les individus peuvent être si dissemblables, 
qu’une partie produise à peine la moitié de l’effet sonore d’une autre, le nombre des chan-
teurs fut-il double. Pour obtenir un résultat satisfaisant il est donc nécessaire que le direc-
teur du chœur après avoir pris connaissance des moyens du chanteur en particulier, fasse 
des essais de comparaison entre les diverses masses vocales, et en régularise les proportions, 
soit par le nombre, soit par la qualité des voix. En général, la qualité vaut mieux que la quan-
tité. S’il n’est pas possible de fortifier une partie trop faible, il faut affaiblir les autres, car, 
encore une fois, l’exactitude des proportions est d’une nécessité absolue. Souvent les chœurs 
bien rendus ont manqué leur effet, parce que certaines parties trop puissantes ne permet-
taient pas d’entendre les autres.

“§17. Il résulte de ce qui vient d’être dit que la proportion des voix dans le chœur s’établit 
moins par le nombre des chanteurs, que par la nature des voix. Cette proportion ne suppose 
pas la nécessité de donner une force égale à toutes les parties: l’intensité doit être en raison 
de l’importance des parties ainsi le premier dessus, où se trouve en général la mélodie, et la 
Basse, qui est le fondement de l’harmonie, sont dans presque tous les chœurs des théâtres, 
un peu plus forts que le Contralto et le Ténor. Par exemple, si le chœur est de cinquante voix, 
d’un timbre à peu près égal, il y aura quatorze premier dessus quatorze basses douze seconds 
dessus, et dix ténors.

“§18. Si le chœur est écrit à la manière moderne pour premier, deuxième dessus, deux té-
nors et basse, et si la masse vocale est de cinquante chanteurs, il faut diminuer le nombre des 
dessus et des basses, et augmenter celui des ténors dans la proportion suivante: 12 premiers 
dessus, 10 seconds ou contraltos, 8 seconds ténors, et 12 basses.

“§19. Si la musique est dans le style fugue, dont toutes les entrées doivent être également 
senties, la force des parties doit être maintenue dans une égalité aussi parfaite qu’il sera 
possible.

“§20. Dans la musique de l’ancienne école Italienne, particulièrement dans celle de Pa-
lestrina et des maîtres Romains, il y a beaucoup de morceaux où il ne se trouve pas de basse, 
c’est le ténor qui en tient lieu. Dans ce cas, cette voix, faisant l’office de la basse ordinaire, 
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doit être un peu fortifiée.
“§21. Lorsque les voix employées dans le chœur sont d’espèces analogues, par exemple, de 

toutes voix de femmes, ou de toutes voix d’hommes, l’expérience a démontré qu’il ne faut 
pas faire dominer une partie aux dépends des autres, et que le meilleur effet possible résulte 
de l’égalité la plus parfaite entre les voix. Les chœurs de femmes seules, ou d’hommes, sont 
souvent écrits à trois parties.

“§22. On voit par ce qui précède que l’intelligence du maître des chœurs doit être sans 
cesse en activité pour varier les proportions des voix, en raison de leur qualité plus ou moins 
sonore, et du genre de musique qu’on se propose d’exécuter. Il n’y a point de règles précises 
à cet égard. 

“On objectera peut-être que ces soins sont minutieux, qu’on s’en dispense d’ordinaire, et 
que le chœur reste invariablement fixé dans tous les théâtres, et dans la plupart des églises; 
je le sais, mais je sais aussi que l’exécution en souffre presque toujours. L’art de tirer des 
masses vocales tout l’effet dont elles sont susceptibles est encore dans l’enfance, surtout en 
France.

“§23. L’accord, dans sa plus rigoureuse acception, est pour les voix, comme pour les ins-
truments, une des conditions les plus nécessaires pour le bon effet en musique. Pour l’obte-
nir, il faut, après avoir disposé les chanteurs du chœur par groupes, en raison de la nature de 
leurs voix, et avoir fixé le diapason, que le directeur du chœur essaie la justesse par l’unisson 
des voix, préalablement à tout exercice.

“§24. “Deux procédés sont utiles pour acquérir cette justesse de l’unisson: le premier 
consiste à faire des études partielles entre les voix de même espèce, d’abord en essayant tous 
les choristes deux à deux, puis trois à trois, quatre à quatre, et ainsi successivement jusqu’à 
ce que toutes les voix de même espèce soient réunies. La plus grande sévérité est nécessaire, 
et le maître ne doit jamais admettre que la justesse absolue, et non la justesse approximative. 

“Les exercices sur lesquels ces études doivent être faites se trouvent dans les éléments de 
tous les solfèges. C’est d’abord la gamme diatonique et chromatique, puis ce sont les inter-
valles d’espèces diverses. Tout cela doit être exécuté lentement dans les premiers jours, et 
ensuite progressivement plus vite. 

“Le deuxième procède consiste à réunir toutes les voix, lorsque les études partielles ont 
produit les résultats qu’on en attendait, sur l’unisson d’une note entonnée par le maître, en 
faisant attaquer cette note d’abord par tous les premiers dessus, puis par tous les seconds, 
ensuite par les ténors, et enfin par les basses, et déterminant toutes les entrées à quatre 
temps de distance, dans un mouvement lent.”

101 FET, 12. “L’unisson de la tonique ne peut guère être pris que dans les tons d’UT et de RÉ, 
dans les autres tons, la différence des voix oblige à les placer à l’octave. L’étude de l’accord 
identique de l’octave doit donc suivre celle de l’unisson. Cette étude pourra se faire sur des 
exercices semblables à celui-ci:”

102 FET, 13. “§26. L’étude de cet exercice ou d’autres semblables, doit être faite d’abord lente-
ment et à demi voix, car une des plus grandes difficultés pour le chœur consiste à chanter 
avec justesse dans le piano. Remarquez que dans une semblable étude, tous les sons doivent 
être égaux en force et qu’on doit en bannir les nuances. Quand en aura obtenu la plus grande 
justesse possible, on chantera fort et vite. Remarquez aussi que pour aider les chanteurs et 
rendre la respiration facile, le meilleur moyen est de faire nommer les notes en chantant. 

“§27. Les exercices d’octaves, où le ténor est à l’octave de la basse, et les voix de dessus à 
l’octave du ténor, offrent plus de difficultés pour la justesse, parce que l’identité s’affaiblit 
dans l’intervalle. Les exemples de cette disposition se présentent quelquefois dans les tons 
de LA, de SI et d’UT. Il est bon d’habituer le chœur à ce genre de difficulté par des exercices 
de l’espèce de celui-ci.””

103 Fétis, 13–14. “§28. Cet exercice du chant en octaves et à demi-voix est un des plus nécessaires 
et des plus difficiles. Il exige de la part du directeur du chœur une oreille très délicate et 
beaucoup de sévérité pour la justesse  : j’entends par là cette justesse absolue par laquelle 
l’identité des notes s’établit entre toutes les voix, identité qui doit être l’objet de l’étude. 

“Quel que soit le degré de perfection où le chœur parvienne par la suite, il sera nécessaire 
que le maître fasse faire dans chaque séance quelques exercices d’octaves, afin d’entretenir 
et de développer le sentiment de la justesse absolue, à laquelle on ne parviendrait pas si l’on 
n’employait que les exercices d’harmonie. Dans l’harmonie il y a une certaine attraction 
qui établit immédiatement une justesse approximative; mais la justesse absolue y est plus 
difficile à apprécier que dans le simple exercice à l’octave.

“§29. Lorsque la préparation des chanteurs par groupes aura été faite de maniéré à pou-
voir réunir tous le chœur, et après que les exercices à l’octave auront assuré la justesse des 
intonations, on procédera à l’accord harmonique. Il est une formule que l’expérience a fait 
considérer comme la meilleure pour donner le sentiment du ton et du mode dans lequel 
est l’exercice ou le morceau qu’on va chanter: il n’est composé que de trois accords dont le 
premier se fait sur la tonique, le deuxième sur la dominante, et le troisième sur la tonique. 
Il est bon que les basses fassent entendre d’abord la première note, qui est la tonique; le 
ténor entre ensuite, à la quinte par exemple, puis le Contralto à la tierce, et enfin le dessus 
à l’octave.”

104 FET, 12. “§30. Les dispositions ne sont pas toujours les mêmes pour mettre les voix dans leur 
medium. En LA, par exemple, majeur ou mineur, la tonique à l’octave basse serait trop grâve 
pour les basses et les ténors, on les place à l’octave supérieure, ce qui oblige à faire quelques 
changements dans la disposition des parties supérieures.”

“Tout morceau de chant doit être précédé dans l’école par l’intonation harmonique du 
ton de ce morceau.”

“Le directeur du chœur fera faire ces exercices d’intonation dans tous les tons. Il ne sera 
point obligé de les écrire, car il suffira qu’après avoir donné le ton aux basses, il dise aux té-
nors, aux Contraltos et aux dessus s’ils doivent prendre la tierce, la quinte, ou l’octave de la 
note donnée: l’habitude de cet exercice sera bientôt prise par le chœur. 

“Tout morceau de chant doit être précédé dans l’école par l’intonation harmonique du 
ton de ce morceau.

“§31. Après avoir enseigné à faire l’intonation harmonique dans tous les tons, le directeur 
du chœur fera commencer les exercices (les successions d’accords dans les systèmes diato-
nique et chromatique, en ayant soin de les faire exécuter dans tous les degrés de force depuis 
le pianissimo jusqu’au forte le plus intense. Tous ceux qui suivent sont classés par ordre 
numérique. Lorsqu’il sera nécessaire de recommencer une succession, le directeur n’aura 
qu’à indiquer le numéro en deux mots.

“Il est nécessaire de laisser un léger intervalle entre chaque succession.”
105 FET, 14. “§32. Les modulations chorales aux tons les moins analogues peuvent être exécutées 

sans beaucoup de difficulté si les mouvements de chaque partie ne présentent que des in-
tervalles diatoniques ou chromatiques, par demi tons ascendants et descendants; mais si 
ces modulations donnent lieu à des intervalles de quinte mineure, de quarte majeure, la 
seconde augmentée, de quinte augmentée, ou de quarte diminuée, alors les intonations 
deviennent difficiles. Elles le sont en général pour les chanteurs, et le deviennent davantage 
dans les chœur, où l’incertitude d’un individu se communique à ceux qui l’entourent. Il 
est donc d’autant plus nécessaire de triompher de ces difficultés par des exercices, que les 
compositeurs de l’époque actuelle mettent peu de soin à leur manière d’écrire pour les voix, 
que le style instrumental à passé dans la musique destinée à celles-ci, et que les intervalles 
dont il est question y sont fréquemment employés. Ces considérations me déterminent à 
présenter ici quelques successions de cette espèce, sur lesquelles on exercera le chœur. 

“Par exemple si l’on veut passer du ton d’UT à celui de LA b en trois accords, la modulation 
sera facile si on la fait comme dans la succession qui suit sous le N° 1, parce que les voix ne 
feront que des mouvements naturels. Mais si la succession est écrite dans comme le numéro 
2, elle sera difficile, à cause de la seconde augmentée de la partie du ténor.”

106 FET, 14. “§33. Il y a une observation de quelque importance à faire sur le mouvement de la 
partie du second dessus de ces deux exemples. Au deuxième temps de la première mesure de 
chacun de ces exemples, le SOL de cette voix devient une note sensible; or, par un peu chant 
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naturel, tous les chanteurs seront entraînés à faire monter cette note à la nouvelle tonique 
(LAb,) de là l’incertitude qui se manifestera dans l’attaque du MIb de la mesure suivante. Le 
chef du chœur doit être attentif à cette difficulté, et la vaincre par des exercices multipliés 
chaque fois qu’elle se présente.”

107 FET 15. “(1) The intervals with difficult intonation are marked with a *. (2) An especially dif-
ficult progression. (3) Another example of this modulation that presents no difficulty other 
than the false diminished octave relation between the soprano and the alto.”

“(1) Les intervalles difficiles d’intonation sont marqués d’une *. (2) Succession fort diffi-
cile. (3) Autre exemple de cette modulation qui ne présente d’autre difficulté que la fausse 
relation d’octave diminuée entre le premier dessus et le second.”

108 FET, 16. “§34. Les intonations les plus difficiles pour les chœurs sont celles où les succes-
sions harmoniques trompent l’attente des chanteurs par des modulations imprévues qu’on 
appelle CADENCES D’INGANNO. Il est donc nécessaire que les directeurs de chœurs exer-
cent leurs élèves sur ces sortes de cadence. J’en donne ici quelques exemples.

“Ce ne sont pas toujours les harmonies les plus recherchées qui causent le plus d’embar-
ras et d’incertitude; quelquefois il suffit d’un simple changement de mode pour faire naître 
la surprise des chanteurs et pour donner lieu à de fausses intonations qui gâtent l’effet du 
morceau. En voici un exemple remarquable tiré de la messe à trois voix (en FA) de M. Cheru-
bini. La modulation a conduit le chœur en FA mineur; elle l’y maintient assez longtemps 
pour imprimer dans l’oreille le sentiment de ce ton; puis, à l’improviste, dans la cadence, le 
mode majeur reparait, et produit une vive sensation de CADENCE D’INGANNO. Voici le 
passage:”

109 FET, 16.”Apres la longue suite du trait en FA mineur, le LA naturel du ténor est une note 
difficile à entonner: il faut de l’exercice pour l’attaquer avec justesse. 

“Les successions que je donne ici pour exemple, sont celles qui peuvent se rencontrer 
le plus souvent dans la musique modulée, particulièrement dans la musique moderne de 
l’école allemande, où la manière d’écrire pour les voix a beaucoup de rapport avec le style 
instrumental.”

110 FET, 18 “§35. Il existe un autre genre de difficulté d’intonation pour les masses vocales dans 
les transitions enharmoniques (1). Ces transitions jettent de l’incertitude dans l’esprit des 
choristes, parce que le ton n’est connu d’eux qu’après la résolution de l’accord transitonique. 
Voici quelques exemples de ce genre de modulations; ils pourront servir à exercer les chan-
teurs, lorsqu’ils auront acquis un certain degré d’habilité dans les autres systèmes de suc-
cessions harmoniques.”

111 FET, 20. “§36. Les modifications du son, qui se font en passant du fort au faible et du faible 
au fort, composent le coloris de la musique. Non seulement elles peignent les diverses situa-
tions de l’âme, dans les morceaux d’une expression déterminée, tels que ceux de la musique 
vocale, où les paroles indiquent le sujet; mais elles s’appliquent, aussi avec une irrésistible 
production d’effet dans la musique instrumentale qui développe en nous je ne sais quel sen-
timent vague de plaisir ou de douleur, de joie ou de tristesse, de calme ou d’agitation.)

“§36 (Bis) Les modifications du son se présentent dans la musique sous ces divers effets: 1º. 
excès du fort. 2°. excès du faible; 3º. demi-fort. 4°. demi-faible; 5°. passage progressif du fort 
au faible; 6°. passage progressif du faible au fort. 

“Tous les musiciens savent que le fort s’appelle forte, le faible ou doux, piano, le pas-
sage du faible au fort, crescendo, celui du fort au faible, decrescendo, ou Diminuendo. Ils 
connaissent aussi les signes par lesquels le compositeur indique ces effets aux exécutants. Je 
n’entrerai donc pas dans l’explication de ces choses, car quiconque est admis à chanter dans 
les chœurs, est censé savoir la musique.

“§37. Singularité remarquable, dans la musique vocale, où le sens des paroles devrait faire 
comprendre la nécessité des nuances, et en indiquer la nature, l’exécution de ces effets est, 
en général, moins sentie par les exécutants, et plus imparfaite, que dans la musique instru-
mentale, bien que la voix ait un incontestable avantage sur les instruments par l’accent.…
Cependant, si les effets du fort et du doux étaient bien rendus dans l’exécution de la mu-

sique vocale, ces effets auraient une puissance supérieure peut-être à ceux de la musique 
instrumentale. Il est temps d’opérer une reforme à cet égard dans les chœurs de nos églises 
et de nos théâtres, et c’est pour hâter l’instant de cette réforme que je me suis décidé à écrire 
ce petit ouvrage, qui est destiné à servir de guide aux directeurs de chœurs, de concert, de 
théâtre, et de chapelle. Je ne doute pas qu’on ne finisse par atteindre le but, au moyen de 
quelques exercices que je vais indiquer.

“Il n’est pas de compositeur de musique de théâtre ou de chapelle qui n’ait remarqué que 
ce n’est qu’à grand peine qu’on obtient des choristes de chanter piano, et que lorsqu’ils y sont 
obligés, l’intonation baisse sensiblement, de sorte qu’au lieu d’en tirer un bon effet, on n’a 
souvent qu’une cacophonie, résultant du peu d’accord qu’il y a entre les voix et les instru-
ments. De longues études faites sans accompagnement et sans autre guide qu’un diapason 
auquel on rappellera de temps en temps les chanteurs, depuis le demi-voix jusqu’au piano 
le plus absolu, d’abord sur de simples voyelles, ensuite avec l’articulation des paroles, feront 
disparaitre tous les défauts des chœurs à cet égard. 

“Dans un pareil exercice, le maître ne doit permettre aucune nuance, aucune inflexion 
suscitée par un désir d’expression individuelle; l’égalité la plus parfaite doit régner sur tous 
les sons, car l’objet de l’étude est le piano absolu.

“Pour que le maître puisse mieux observer dans les premiers temps l’égalité de toutes les 
voix, il sera bon de choisir d’abord des leçons où toutes les parties seront en harmonie de 
note contre note, semblable au modèle suivant.”

112 FET, 21. “J’ai employé dans cet exercice quelques modulations et quelques intonations diffi-
ciles, parce que les chanteurs sont toujours enclins à forcer le son quand ils ont de l’ incerti-
tude sur la résolution harmonique des sons.”

“Après les exercices rythmés de note contre note, dans lesquels on chercher à diminuer 
la force du son en raison du degré d’habilité où les chanteurs seront par venus, on passera à 
l’étude de la musique non rythmée, où la condition serait de conserver une égalité parfaite 
dans le piano le plus absolu. Il est rare sans doute que l’esprit de la composition exige un 
semblable mode d’exécution, mais, enfin, cela peut arriver. D’ailleurs, il ne faut pas oublier 
qu’il s’agit d’une étude, et que le chœur ne parviendra à bien faire partiellement que ce qu’il 
aura étudié d’une manière continue. 

“L’ exemple que je donne ici est basé sur le système de l’ancienne musique du style fugué 
et d’imitation.”

113 FET, 22–23. “§39. Chanter fort, avec la plénitude des sons de la poitrine n’est pas moins rare 
parmi les choristes, que de chanter avec une douceur véritable; car ils ne sont pas moins 
ennemis de la fatigue que leur cause une émission puissante de la voix, que des soins qu’il 
faut prendre pour chanter piano. Presque toujours c’est avec négligence et sans aucune in-
tention de bien rendre la musique qu’ils jettent des sons qui ne sont ni absolument forts, ni 
absolument doux, d’où résultent des effets incertains qui anéantissent la pensée du compos-
iteur. 

“Que si le directeur de musique exige de la force, et finisse par tirer les choristes de 
leur apathie pour un moment, alors ils font entendre des cris qui, ne propagent pas le 
son véritable. Prenant presque toujours les notes en dessous par un effort de poitrine, 
les sons de ces notes n’arrivent point à l’oreille avec pureté; ils sont précédés d’une in-
tonation en dessous, à la quinte, ou à la quarte, ou à la tierce, qui les amènent, tandis 
qu’elles devraient toujours être attaquées. L’effet dont je parte se produit ainsi à l’oreille: 
& &jœ

˙ ˙jœ ˙ ˙jœ ˙ ˙jœ ˙ ˙Au lieu de

“Dans l’étude du chant fort, le directeur du chœur doit veiller à ce que ce mauvais effet 
ne se produise pas, et doit exiger des chanteurs que les sons soient donnés avec franchise et 
amplitude. Le forte absolu et de la plus grande, intensité possible, ne sera obtenu que par 
degrés comme le piano, car l’étude seule peut apprendre aux choristes à donner aux sons 
toute la force dont leur organe vocal est capable.

“§40. CHANTER FORT dans les notes brèves et dans les mouvemens rhythmés avec éner-
gie est plus facile que CHANTER FORT dans les sons soutenus, de là vient que la plupart 
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des choristes ne montrent d’énergie qu’au début des notes, et laissent ensuite tomber le son 
dans les notes tenues et dans les mouvemens lents. L’effet produit est celui-ci: &

w

Íp

“Des études bien faites sont nécessaires pour éviter ce défaut. En général, on ne décide 
pas assez les effets dans la musique; il y règne de l’incertitude. Le directeur du chœur doit 
faire comprendre aux exécutans qu’un effet décidé de forte ou de piano ajoute beaucoup de 
puissance aux compositions.

“L’ étude du forte dans les choeurs doit se faire sur les notes brèves des mouvemens rhyth-
més, parce qu’elle est plus facile: on passera ensuite aux mouvemens lents et aux sons soute-
nus. Je donne ici des exemples de ces deux genres d’études.”

114 FET, 26. “§41. Après les études de piano et de forte uniformes et absolus doivent venir les 
effets nuancés du fort au doux, et du doux au fort. Ces effets sont de quatre espèces princi-
pales, savoir : 1°. le passage subit du forte au piano, 2° celui du piano au forte, 3°. le crescendo 
au passage progressif du piano au forte, 4°. le decrescendo ou passage progressif du forte au 
piano. 

§42. “Les deux premières sortes de nuances sont d’un grand effet, quand elles sont exé-
cutées avec ensemble par de grandes masses de chanteurs. Elles sont plus faciles que le cres-
cendo et que le decrescendo; cependant il est rare que l’effet se fasse avec égalité par toutes 
les voix. Tantôt la basse, tantôt le ténor, tantôt le soprano dominent ou sont trop faibles, 
ou bien, des chanteurs de chacune de ces parties n’unissent pas leurs voix avec les autres. 
Le directeur du chœurs doit donner des soins à cette égalité des masses sans laquelle il n’y 
a pas d’effet possible. Pour s’assurer qu’elle existe, ou plutôt pour l’obtenir, il est nécessaire 
qu’il examine chaque genre de voix séparément, et qu’il leur fasse faire des études partielles, 
puis qu’il les réunisse, et qu’il se montre sévère dans l’exécution, n’admettant jamais comme 
bons que les effets de piano et de forte les plus tranchés rendus avec un ensemble, une ho-
mogénéité de voix irréprochables”

115 FET, 30. “Le crescendo et le decrescendo sont de deux sortes. La première consiste à enfler 
le son depuis le piano le plus absolu jusqu’au degré de force le plus intense, et à faire exacte-
ment le contraire dans le decrescendo, c’est-à-dire, à passer de la plus grande force du son à 
la moindre. La réunion de ces deux effets, quand un chanteur seul les exécute, compose ce 
qu’on nomme LA MISE DE VOIX. Cette mise de voix, une des plus grandes difficultés de l’art 
du chant, ne peut exister dans un chœur, car un chœur n’est jamais formé d’une collection 
de chanteurs habiles mais il est possible d’atteindre par une réunion nombreuse de voix à un 
résultat absolument identique, quant aux progressions du faible au fort et du fort au faible, 
et l’effet produit peut-être d’autant plus sensible, que les choristes peuvent individuellement 
reprendre haleine pendant que la masse vocale soutient le son, sans que l’auditoire ne soit 
averti par son oreille de la supercherie, si le directeur du chœur fait prendre à chacun l’hab-
itude d’en user avec adresse.

“La plus grande difficulté des sons tour à tour enflés et diminués consiste à employer un 
temps égal dans la progression de force et dans la diminution. Des choristes qui se 
connaissent et qui ont l’habitude de chanter ensemble peuvent vaincre cette difficulté et 
produire les plus beaux effets. On sait que le crescendo d’un son se représente par ce signe: 

 le decrescendo, par celui-ci: , et enfin la réunion des deux effets par ce troisième 
. Le chef du chœur doit ranimer incessamment l’attention des chanteurs sur l’exact 

rendu de ces effets.
“Lorsque la note tenue, alternativement enflée et diminuée, est en point d’orgue, la pro-

gression de force et la diminution doivent se faire avec lenteur, et le chœurs doit obtenir 
l’effet de la plus grande force au milieu, comme celui de la plus parfaite douceur, à la fin. Il y 
a, dans un tel effet bien rendu, une puissance qui n’a peut- être jamais été appréciée à sa juste 
valeur, parce que la mise de voix du chœur est presque toujours exécutée avec négligence.

“En général, un effet de son enflé ou diminué ne doit pas être rendu à demi, et doit tou-
jours parvenir ou à la plus grande force, ou à la plus grande douceur, à moins que la note ne 
soit de courte durée; dans ce cas, l’effet ne doit être qu’un simple accent de la voix.”

116 FET, 31. “Exercice sur les sons enflés et diminués. (1) Cet exercice doit être chanté sur une 

seule voyelle. Le Directeur du chœur en fera varier l’étude, tantôt sur une voyelle, tantôt sur 
une autre.”

117 FET, 31. “La deuxième espèce de crescendo et de decrescendo est celle qui se fait sentir dans 
toute la contexture d’une phrase musicale. Ce genre de nuances, quand l’exécution en est 
bonne, est d’un grand effet. L’égalité parfaite de la progression, soit en renforçant, soit en 
diminuant, en est la condition indispensable, car lorsque cette progression se fait par sec-
ousses, ou trop lentement, ou trop rapidement, l’effet s’en trouve affaibli et ne répond pas à 
la pensée du compositeur.”

118 FET, 33–34. “§48. Le mélange des instruments de l’orchestre présente une réunion d’accents 
qui concourent, dans une bonne exécution, au développement d’une multitude d’effets très 
différents; car il n’y a pas de similitude entre les sonorités et les accents naturels du violon, 
de l’alto, du violoncelle, de la contre-basse, des flûtes, du hautbois, de la clarinette, du bas-
son, des trompettes, des cors.

“Outre cela, chaque instrument produit des sons de diverses nature qui forment entre 
eux d’heureuses oppositions; ainsi le violon, l’alto, le violoncelle et la contrebasse ont des 
accents tout différents, suivant que l’archet attaque les cordes près du chevalet ou près de 
la touche, avec mollesse ou énergie, avec un mouvement allongé ou à petits coups, sur les 
cordes à vide ou sur les cordes doigtées, près de la pointe ou près de la hausse, en notes liées 
ou détachées, les cordes pincées produisent aussi des sons très dissemblables de ceux rendus 
par les mêmes cordes lorsqu’elles sont pressées par l’archet. La clarinette offre des variétés 
considérables entre les sons du chalumeau et ceux du clairon; dans la flûte il semble y avoir 
deux instruments, tant il y a de différence entre les sons graves et les sons aigues. Le cor 
à les tons bouchés et les tons ouverts. Tout cela présente autant d’accents particuliers qui 
colorent la musique, réalisent la pensée de l’auteur, et quelquefois y ajoutent.

§49. “Il n’en est pas de même à l’égard des voix dans le chœur; car si l’on excepte les effets 
du piano et du forte, du crescendo et du decrescendo, qu’on obtient à grand peine et par des 
répétitions multipliées, on ne sait pas ce que c’est que l’accent dans les masses vocales, et les 
voix qui les composent semblent n’avoir qu’une sorte de sons.

“Cependant, le staccato lourd ou léger, sec ou moelleux, les sons ouverts ou étouffés, liés 
par une sorte de portamento, ou détachés, seraient aussi des moyens de coloration de la mu-
sique vocale à grandes masses; mais on ne s’en est jamais avisé. Tout est à faire en ce genre, 
et l’on peut affirmer d’avance que le premier directeur du chœur qui parviendra à faire pro-
duire par les chanteurs toutes les modifications dont il vient d’être parlé ouvrira un vaste 
domaine d’effets nouveaux et inconnus.

§50. “En général, les choristes traînent les notes de l’une à l’autre, même dans les traits 
dont le caractère exigerait une attaque vive et légère: c’est un très grand mal. Il est nécessaire 
que les chefs d’écoles vocales d’ensemble et les directeurs de chœurs fassent faire à ce sujet 
des études aux chanteurs, et les exercent sur les divers détaches de la voix.

“Ces détachés sont de plusieurs espèces. Ceux de la première sont secs, courts, vifs, et 
exigent que la vibration de la voix soit arrêtée immédiatement après l’attaque de la note. Les 
paroles sont un auxiliaire indispensable pour la production de cet effet, car elles facilitent 
par leur articulation l’attaque des sons et le staccato qu’on veut leur donner. Dans ce genre 
d’effet, le son doit être plutôt retenu que poussé; il ne s’exécute guère que dans le piano.

“§51. Lorsque dans un staccato semblable, il y a des notes qui doivent être senties avec plus 
de force que d’autres par un accent de rinforzando, elles ne doivent pas perdre pour cela leur 
caractère de détaché. L’exécution de ces notes doit se faire en poussant le son sans effort et 
détachant en même temps, par l’articulation de la parole. Cet effet exige de l’intelligence, 
car il n’est pas sans difficulté.”

119 FET, 59. “§55. L’expérience a démenti que l’effet de la musique s’augmente par une prononci-
ation nette et bien articulée des paroles: le son a plus de vivacité, plus d’éclat par l’impulsion 
qu’il reçoit de faction des lèvres et de la langue. A l’égard de l’expression, on ne peut mettre 
en doute que l’accent imprime aux paroles par les chanteurs n’ajoute beaucoup de force au 
sens des phrases musicales. Cependant bien que les avantages d’une bonne prononciation 
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soient connus et avoués de tout le monde, on ne peut nier que la plupart des artistes négli-
gent cette partie de leur art, et qu’ils ne laissent souvent deviner plutôt qu’entendre le sens 
de ce qu’ils chantent.

“Mais si ce défaut est sensible chez un grand nombre de chanteurs, il est à peu près géné-
ral chez les choristes, surtout lorsqu’ils chantent des paroles françaises, dont l’accent ryth-
mique est beaucoup moins sensible que celui des paroles latines, italiennes et allemandes. 
Les défauts individuels de chacun des chanteurs du chœur s’augmentent par les combinai-
sons de la masse, et de leur mauvaise articulation résulte je ne sais quel chaos de syllabes 
dans lequel l’auditoire ne peut rien saisir de précis.

“§56. Le directeur d’une école de choristes doit donner des soins à cette partie de l’exé-
cution, et faire à ses élèves des exercices, d’abord par groupes peu nombreux, ensuite par 
masses, sur la prononciation franche, nette et vigoureuse des consonnes, pour parvenir, 
suivant l’expression des bonnes écoles, de chant, à BIEN BATTRE LES SYLLABES avec les 
lèvres et avec la langue. Ces exercices doivent être faits d’abord dans un mouvement modéré 
sur les syllabes simples de deux ou de trois lettres qui n’exigent qu’un seul mouvement des 
lèvres ou de la langue, telles que BA, CA, DA, LA, MA, PA, TA, TON, TAN, PAN, etc. On 
pourra se servir de mots composés de syllabes de ce genre, et les disposer à la suite l’un de 
l’autre, sans qu’il ne soit nécessaire que ces mots forment un sens entre eux. Le directeur de 
l’école ou le chef du chœur devront s’assurer de si l’attaque de la syllabe est faite simulta-
nément par tous les choristes, car un peu de retard ou d’anticipation de la part de quelques 
choristes anéantirait l’effet, tandis qu’on obtiendra des résultats d’une grande puissance par 
l’unanimité d’attaque et par l’énergie et l’articulation. Après avoir fait l’exercice dans un 
mouvement modéré, on l’accellerera par degrés.

«§57. Après que le chœur aura acquis l’habitude de prononcer avec facilité les syllabes qui 
se forment par l’action simple des lêvres, de la langue et des dents, le directeur de l’école fera 
faire des exercices sur les syllabes où les éléments simples se combinent par l’assemblage de 
deux consonnes avant une voyelle. Ces syllabes sont plus difficiles à faire entendre distinc-
tement dans le chant que les premières.

“§59. Les syllabes SIFFLANTES de diverses espèces doivent aussi être d’une étude spé-
ciale. Le mécanisme du sifflement s’établit de trois manières dans le chant, comme dans 
le parler. Dans la première il résulte du mouvement de la langue vers les ponts. C’est par ce 
mécanisme qu’on fait entendre toutes les syllabes dont l’sou le z sont les premières conso-
nances. Dans le seconde, l’air est poussé entre les levées au moment où elles se détachent 
l’une de l’autre, comme dans toutes les syllabes où l’Fet le PH précèdent la voyelle. Dans 
la troisième, le son vient de l’arrière bouche, et l’air est poussé entre le langue et le palais.

“§60. Après avoir terminé ces études spéciales, dans lesquelles il faudra surtout chercher 
l’égalité de prononciation et l’unanimité d’attaque, on passera à l’application par l’exécution 
d’un certain nombre de morceaux choisis dans les œuvres des auteurs les plus célèbres, et 
l’on prendra de préférence ceux qui présenteront le plus de difficultés pour la prononciation.

“§61. Dans la musique italienne il faut avoir particulièrement égard à l’accent qui doit être 
plus énergique sur les pénultièmes longues que dans la musique française, et qui doit se rendre 
en enlevant et détachant, pour ainsi dire, cette syllabe de la suivante. Une connaissance pra-
tique de la langue italienne est nécessaire au maître qui veut bien diriger ce genre d’étude.”

FET, 59–62. “§62. L’ancienne musique de l’école allemande, particulièrement les Oratorios 
de Handel, renferment des chœurs ou se trouvent beaucoup de traits d’une exécution difficile, 
et qui exigent de la part des choristes une certaine connaissance de la vocalisation. Il faut 
l’avouer, cette qualité est fort rare chez les chanteurs de cette espèce. De là, vient que les essais 
qu’on a faits en France et dans quelques autres parties de l’Europe, pour rendre cette belle mu-
sique d’une manière convenable, ont été souvent infructueux, et que l’exécution de la fugue du 
Kyrie de la messe de Requiem de Mozart n’est presque jamais satisfaisante. 

“§63. Deux obstacles s’opposent à la bonne exécution des morceaux de ce genre: le premier 
consiste, comme je viens de le dire, dans l’inhabilité des chanteurs, le second, dans l’ignorance 
des directeurs de chœur du caractère réel de ces ouvrages, et dans la mauvaise direction qu’ils 

leur donnent. En France, les mouvements en sont pris avec trop de rapidité, et les chanteurs, 
donnant tout le développement possible à la force de leurs poumons, font presque toujours 
une horrible cacophonie de cette même musique qui, bien rendue, produirait les plus beaux 
effets. 

“§64. Quoiqu’on ne puisse espérer de conduire de simples choristes à une habilité égale à 
celle des virtuoses de chant, il n’est cependant pas impossible d’atteindre le degré nécessaire 
à l’exécution des morceaux que je viens de citer: ce qui le prouve, c’est la perfection relative 
qu’on a quelquefois remarquée dans ces chœurs en Allemagne, en Angleterre, dans l’institu-
tion de musique religieuse, et en dernier lieu dans l’exécution du Messie aux fêtes musicales 
données à Bruxelles en 1834. Je sais que pour atteindre une exécution quelque peu satisfais-
ante, il faut de longues études, mais en mettant un certain ordre dans ces études, on pourra 
hâter les progrès des chanteurs “Les traits qui doivent être vocalisés sur une syllabe, tels que  

celui-ci: & 4

4

œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ Œ

 ne peuvent être étudiés collectivement 
que lorsque le choeur est devenu habile. Dans les premiers temps, le directeur de l’école, 
ou le chef du choeur, doivent faire des études individuelles, et les faire dans un mouvement 
lent, ayant soin de faire articuler chaque note par un mouvement souple du gosier, et de les 
lier l’une l’autre avec égalité. Lorsque ces études partielles seront assez avancées, on réunira 
les choristes par groupes de deux, quatre, sin, huit d’un m me genre de voix; enfin, quand 
tous les premiers et seconds dessus, tenors et basses seront parvenus à une bonne exécution, 
on mettra ensemble les quatre parties.”

121 FET, 49–50. “§68. La phrase est en musique un fragment de la pensée du compositeur, ren-
fermé dans un certain nombre de mesures. Plusieurs phrases complètent cette pensée.

“§69. Il serait impossible de bien rendre ce que le compositeur a imaginé, si les exécutans 
ne saisissaient bien le caractère de sa pensée, or, c’est ce qui n’arrive pas toujours, ou plutôt; 
c’est ce qui a rarement lieu. 

“S’il ne s’agissait que de reconnaître si l’objet du morceau qu’on doit exécuter est triste 
ou gai, calme ou passionné, on ne serait pas longtemps dans l’incertitude, et les chanteurs 
auraient bientôt compris le caractère qu’il conviendrait de donner à leur exécution. Mais la 
musique n’a pas toujours la teinte décidée des situations de l’âme dont il vient d’être parlé. 
Elle peut exprimer les sentiments divers par des multitudes de nuances, souvent même, son 
charme le plus puissant réside dans un certain vague qui laisse inaperçu l’objet réel de la 
composition, bien qu’il y ait une pensée dans sa contexture qui n’échappe pas aux musiciens 
bien organisés.

“§70. “Mais de ce qui se comprend sans peine par un musicien instruit, à la vue d’une 
partition, ou par un auditoire à l’exécution d’un morceau de musique, est énigmatique pour 
le symphoniste ou le choriste qui n’ont sous les yeux que des parties intermédiaires, insi-
gnifiantes par elles mêmes, et qui souvent ne présentent aucune suite à leur esprit. Tout bon 
chef d’orchestre, tout bon directeur de chœur, devraient donc, avant de faire commencer 
l’exécution d’un morceau de musique nouveau, ou du moins inconnu, en analyser l’esprit 
et le caractère, par une allocution adressée à l’orchestre ou au choeur. Rendus attentifs par 
l’instruction sommaire qu’ils auraient reçue, les exécutans ne seraient pas obligés d’at-
tendre que de longs et fatiguans essais leur eussent révélé péniblement la pensée du com-
positeur, et le caractère convenable d’expression, d’accent, de douceur ou de force serait 
donnés d’abord par eux à la musique: on ne verrait pas enfin, ce qui arrive tous les jours, des 
choristes et des musiciens d’orchestre chanter ou jouer leur partie dans de grandes compo-
sitions sans y attacher d’autre sens que celui des notes qui sont sur le papier.

“§71. Saisir le caractère de la pensée d’une composition, et la rendre dans l’exécution 
s’appelle phraser. Le phrasé est de plusieurs espèces. On lui donne, dans inexécution des 
chœurs le nom de Phrasé Mélodique lorsque toutes les parties concourent à l’intérêt et 
ont des rentrées successives, comme la plupart des compositions des maîtres de l’ancienne 
école italienne, allemande et française. Le phrasé mélodique existe dans tout morceau de 
musique par la partie supérieure qui a le chant; à moins que le choeur ne soit que l’ ac-
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compagnement d’une voix principale. Cette sorte de phrasé, pour atteindre le but du plus 
grand développement possible de l’effet de la musique, doit être pour la partie supérieure du 
choeur ce qu’il est pour un chanteur chargé de rendre une mélodie, c’est à dire que l’expres-
sion collective de tous les chanteurs chargés de cette partie doit. être uniforme, inspirée du 
même sentiment, et ne doit former dans son ensemble que l’effet d’une voix puissante dont 
l’expression serait juste et convenable.

“Ainsi dans l’exemple suivant, le phrasé mélodique ne peut être que dans la partie su-
périeure, et tous les efforts du chef de chœur doivent avoir pour objet de rendre ce phrasé 
uniforme entre toutes les voix de cette partie.

“§75. Peut-être dira-t-on que j’exige trop d’un chœurs, en lui demandant une expression 
que les chanteurs renommés n’ont pas toujours, et qui d’ailleurs offre d’immenses difficul-
tés. J’avoue que ces difficultés sont grandes; mais ce n’est pas à dire qu’elles soient insurmon-
tables. Il s’agit ici de la perfection vers laquelle tous les efforts doivent tendre dans les écoles, 
dans les concerts, à l’église, au théâtre, et ce n’est qu’en se proposant un but éloigné, mais 
qu’il n’est pas impossible d’atteindre, qu’on peut espérer de faire quelque chose qui mérite 
le nom d’art..”

122 FET, 78. “L’exécution de la musique peut être exacte sous le rapport de la valeur des temps, 
de la justesse et même des nuances, sans que l’effet en soit complètement satisfaisant, faute 
de L’ANIMATION qui est la vie de l’art. Je ne saurais mieux expliquer ma pensée à cet égard 
qu’en faisant remarquer qu’à l’Opéra de Paris, par exemple, où la musique est bien rendue 
par les choristes, au moins quant à l’exécution positive, l’effet est cependant fort inférieur 
à ce qu’il pourrait être, tandis qu’on a vu des choristes médiocres, au théâtre allemand, en 
1829 et 1830, qui par leur exécution animée, pleine de chaleur et de foi dans l’art, excitait un 
enthousiasme général. C’est que l’art sans amour est impuissant; c’est que l’animation qui 
se fait sentir au cœur de l’artiste se communique comme le fluide électrique; c’est que pour 
émouvoir, il faut être ému, et que pour persuader, il faut croire à ce qu’on dit.

“Je ne connais pas de professeur qui puisse enseigner ce que c’est que l’animation, mais je 
crois à la possibilité de la faire naître en parlant de l’art avec amour à des artistes. Je pense 
donc que le chef d’école ou le directeur de chœurs dignes de leur mission, peuvent déve-
lopper l’instinct de cette animation, s’il en existe quelque trace au sein des choristes. Il y a 
souvent plus de paresse que d’inhabilité; la paresse n’a point de place dans une âme émue; 
soyez donc éloquent en parlant de votre art, vous qui voulez l’enseigner, et vous aurez bien-
tôt inspiré cette animation sans laquelle tous vos efforts seraient infructueux.”

123 L’Etoile Belge. 1871. “Nécrologie,” March 1871. “Les honneurs funèbres militaires devront 
être rendus à la dépouille mortelle de M. François-Joseph Fétis, l’éminent directeur du Con-
servatoire royal du musique de Bruxelles, que les arts et les lettres viennent de perdre. Le 
défunt étant grand-officier de l’ordre de Léopold, une grande partie, la moitié environ, de la 
garnison de la capitale, devra faire partie de l’escorte aux funérailles. 

“La maison royale sera représentée au convoi funèbre de M. Fétis, qui était maître de cha-
pelle de S. M le roi des Belges et le doyen des membres de l’Académie royale des beaux-arts, 
sciences et lettres de Belgique, placée sous le protectorat du Roi.

“Il va sans dire que l’Académie assistera en corps à la cérémonie, de même que tous les 
professeurs, les élèves et anciens élèves et du Conservatoire, en un mot, tout le monde savant 
et artistique du pays.

“M. François-Joseph Fétis était né à Mons, le 25 mars 1784. Il avait, par conséquent 87 ans 
sonnés lorsqu’il est mort”

124 Chouquet, M. Gustave. “Fétis, Francois Joseph,” Grove, Sir George, ed. 1879. A Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, First ed. Vol. 1: 30–31. London: Macmillan and Co.



 

SINGING SOCIETIES

Singing together the greatest choral music of all time is the surest way of 
developing into a community, which is the basis of all musical culture.125

— Edgard Varese

Figure 3.1. Allen & Rowell: The Jubilee Singers from Fisk University in Nashville, 
Boston, 1882. [Source: Courtesy of Tennessee State Library and Archives.] 
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To some extent, many choral ensembles in Europe and North 
America had social revolution as one of its purposes; one protested 
heavy-handed governments; another offered a means to meet potential 
spouses outside the church; and yet another channeled the excessive 
machismo found in coal miners into organized singing competitions. 
Eventually there were scores of these choral societies, which then led to 
regional and statewide festivals; in the end, music was no longer solely 
the province of affluent or educated people. 

In some places, “legitimate” composers were engaged to conduct 
ensembles and compose repertoire for them: Gounod and Wagner 
come to mind. To be sure, however, the revolution that these ensembles 
wrought in the political and civic realms did not extend either to the 
music they sang or what was composed for them. Much of the reper-
toire was created anew, for before 1800 there was hardly any need for 
TTBB pieces; even as many mixed SATB choirs were formed, it was still 
a safe bet that the singers themselves had limited skills and probably no 
vocal training; accordingly, composers of new repertoire for these cho-
ruses had to follow fairly rigid guidelines regarding tessitura, language, 
divisi, and so forth.

As singing societies were formed, then grew—both in numbers of 
participants and numbers of ensembles—they formed an important 
part of 1800s society for the amateurs who turned to them for artistic 
and social gratification. Even though the choral movement started in a 
geographically defined area, it quickly expanded and became one of the 
most important societal and musical institution in Europe, Scandinavia 
and North America. 

I. THE BEGINNING OF SINGING SOCIETIES

Music-making in human society has always been a group activity. No 
other kind of music-making demonstrates this as simply or as fully 

as does choral singing, and no other century in recorded human history 
was so rich in forms of secular choral activity, or so diverse in venues 
and sizes and purposes of choral activity as was the nineteenth. Even 
though many of these forms have survived, in one way or another, into 

The beginnings of African-American music are inextricably inter-
woven with the sale of African persons into slavery that took place 

between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. The loss of family 
ties, along with the rich African social structure in the tribes, led to 
unbearable isolation; for the enslaved persons who lived in complete 
oppression, singing became the only outlet to ameliorate the longing for 
their lost homeland. Music united the enslaved persons, helped them to 
endure the fatigue and monotony of their tasks, and allowed them to 
safely—and covertly—communicate amongst themselves. The lives of 
enslaved persons were restricted in countless ways, including limits to 
literacy and property ownership; music was transmitted orally, and the 
songs were consolation, community-building, and voice of hope during 
slavery—as well as afterwards—during Reconstruction. 

Later in the century, there were professional African-American sing-
ers, including a group of college students, led by their music professor 
and advertised as the Fisk Jubilee Singers. (Figure 3.1) They sang African-
American folk and religious music—including songs by enslaved per-
sons—to white audiences. Partly as a result of the Jubilee Singers and 
their conductor, George L. White, African-American Spirituals were 
formalized into an independent genre of choral music that quickly 
became popular in this country and abroad. African-Americans used 
Spirituals to inform audiences about their suffering, hoping their listen-
ers would become allies in the fight for justice. 

Music as a political tool, however, was hardly restricted to the United 
States. In Scandinavia, students formed choirs that proved so threaten-
ing to the ruling regimes that more than one prince tried to ban them; 
still, the students sang on. Eventually regimes recognized the power of 
these choral groups and wisely chose not to engage them in political 
oneupmanship. In Portugal—despite its smaller geographic size and 
population—there were an astonishing number of all-male choirs. 
These endured while three constitutions were drafted, debated, ratified 
and overthrown; meanwhile King João VI fled Portugal for Brazil, only 
to be replaced a few years later by his own son Pedro IV, whose reign 
lasted less than two months. 
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of the people involved in amateur music societies could be categorized 
as “upper class.” Moreover, many still saw professional musicians as 
being at the top of the servant class rather than social equals; thus, there 
is some irony in the notion that precisely the least specialized perfor-
mance institution throughout the nineteenth century—the amateur 
chorus—was that which considered itself most socially superior, its 
Utopian ideals notwithstanding.

129

These singing societies were so important, in fact, that until the 
beginning of the twentieth century they were increasingly prominent, 
unlike orchestras—both amateur and professional. In her article “The 
New Public and the Reordering of the Musical Establishment: The 
Lower Rhine Music Festivals, 1818-67,” Cecelia Hopkins Porter shows 
how the number of performers participating in those Lower Rhine 
Festivals steadily grew following 1818: from 209 to 789 by 1847. (Figure 
3.2) During this period, the dimensions of choruses swelled to four 
times larger than orchestras. 

Porter goes on to compare the number of singers to instrumentalists 
in the Lower Rhine area of Germany from 1818 to 1867:

130

Figure 3.2. Festival Personnel.
All 

Performers†
Chorus 

Members
Orchestra 
Members

All 
Performers†

Chorus 
Members

Orchestra 
Members

Stage One Stage Two
1818 209 100 95 1825 423 266 147
1819 208 100 100 1826 341 200 130
1820 208 100 100 1827 340 200 130
1821 394 222 158 1828 486 281 193
1822 321 189 123 1829 367 223 135
1823 312 180 120 1830 448 274 163
1824 475 286 178 1832 565 349 205

1818–24 avg. 304 168 (54%) 125 (42%) 1833 429 267 142
1834 482 338 133

1825–34 avg. 430 266 (62%) 153 (136%)
 

Stage Three Stage Four
1835 619 427 179 1851 538 392 136
1836 538 356 172 1853 664 490 160
1837 489 340 141 1854 540 392 135
1838 641 390 169 1855 822 649 165
1839 576 411 155 1856 898 723 164
1840 549 402 134 1857 568 417 137
1841 697 505 182 1858 683 519 153
1842 582 493 170 1860 798 630 160

the twenty-first century, and estimates of numbers of regular choral 
singers in the United States alone may reach into the millions, the nine-
teenth century remains the choral century par excellence.

126
 

Of course, in order for composers to first compose—then to present 
choral/orchestral works with huge forces—there had to be a means 
to create these ensembles; these “singing societies” were a simultane-
ous expression of musical interest by amateurs, and, they were also 
an outcrop of the inexorable growth of nationalism among European 
nation-states. The nineteenth century’s institutions and organizations, 
its rediscoveries and revivals, its compositions and publications, created 
an enduring place for choral song in modern Western society.

The importance of communal singing is also evident in [Johann] 
Forkel’s description of fugue as something that creates a commu-
nity of equal citizens who all work independently and harmoni-
ously towards the common good. It was precisely this aspect of 
choral performance that continued to be handed down in the 
supreme accessibility of the oratorios Handel, and that would 
eventually contribute to the Romantic reception of Bach as a 
model of sacred music. What Forkel could not be fully aware 
of—since he was part of it—was the sea-change in both society 
and its attitude to music in the decades straddling the turn of the 
nineteenth century. As traditional choral institutions declined, 
the amateur chorus rose to be one of the most potent musical 
institutions in Europe and America.

127

In some sense then, the new choral movements, distinct as they 
were from the old ecclesiastical foundations, preserved something of 
the pre-industrial notion of music as integrated into a wider context of 
belief and social practice. Any autonomy music may have had in the cul-
ture of festivals and choral societies was hardly absolute. On the other 
hand, the new choral institutions established music as a leisure activity, 
something separated from the day’s work.

128
 Whatever the variety of 

their backgrounds or the extent of their democratic pretensions, most 
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While until the eighteenth century, choirs mainly belonged to the 
domain of the church, amateur choral singing associations became an 
important element in the development of civil society during the nine-
teenth century. The uplifting and standardization of choral singing was 
connected to the emancipation of the bourgeoisie, and singing groups 
also became social meeting places outside the church, the school, and 
the opera. Self-organized choirs—mainly students and male ensem-
bles—became visible in the public space. In many European countries, 
secular choral life since the Enlightenment had been characterized by 
folk movements, and by student choirs and men’s choruses. Mixed, 
women’s, children’s choirs, as well as other specialized choirs, developed 
in the nineteenth century as a response to the need of numerous collec-
tive singing rituals in modern society.

131

The nineteenth century added a degree of institutionalization to the 
spread of choral festivals with the proliferation of musical societies, 
each with its committees, membership lists, and statutes. By 1815, the 
United States had its Handel and Haydn Society in Boston, with many 
to follow.

132
 Chester L. Alwes provided an extensive list of choral soci-

eties that were founded between 1781–1900 in Europe and the United 
States. A brief summary will suffice for our purposes: (Figure 3.3)

Figure 3.3. Choral Societies in Europe and the United States.
Date Name Location

1781–present Gewandhaus Leipzig

1793–present Sing-Akademie Berlin

1800–present Cincinnati May Festival Cincinnati

1813–1867 Philharmonic Society London

1814–1938 Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde Vienna

1815–present Handel and Haydn Society Boston

1833–1860 Orphéon Paris

1853–present Budapest Philharmonic Budapest

1858–present Singverein Vienna

1873–present Oratorio Society of New York New York

1874–present Mendelssohn Club Philadelphia

1881–present Boston Symphony Orchestra Boston

1882–present Berlin Philharmonic Berlin

Figure 3.2. Festival Personnel.
All 

Performers†
Chorus 

Members
Orchestra 
Members

All 
Performers†

Chorus 
Members

Orchestra 
Members

1843 599 458 132 1861 750 425 135
1844 591 417 167 1862 716 569 139
1845 375* 246* 120* 1863 938 781 146
1846 631 487 131 1864 591 451 131
1847 789 616 164 1865 768 621 139

1835–47 avg. 590 420 (71%) 155 (27%) 1866 888 734 141
1867 538 497 124

1851–67 avg. 701 547 (77%) 144 (21%)
† “All performers” includes chorus, orchestra, vocal and instrumental soloists, and conductors. 
* “ Next to these figures in his listing, Hauchecomrne gives alternate numbers for participants cited 

as “angemeldet:” chorus, 464; orchestra, 174; total, 647. There were no festivals in 1831, 1848, 1849, 
1850, 1852, and 1859.

[Source: Porter, Cecelia Hopkins. 1980. “The New Public and the Reordering of the Musical Establish-
ment: The Lower Rhine Music Festivals, 1818-67.” Nineteenth-Century Music (3): 217.

The Industrial Revolution shaped the new identity of choruses 
and transformed the largely rural, agrarian European economy to one 
dominated by cities and industry. The new factories it spawned altered 
both European commerce and the skylines and environments of the 
new centers of technological innovation. Capitalism created a new class 
of wealthy people, whose success played out in the novelties of leisure 
time, disposable income, and a disposition to charitable acts prompted 
by the increasing gap between the Nouveau riche and those whose labors 
created their wealth. With industrialism came a cultural hegemony that 
lured residents—especially younger ones—to urban areas. The attrac-
tion was both economic and social. 

Where once a religious affiliation might have been the only avenue 
to find a spouse, the city offered other less restrictive opportunities 
to meet like-minded individuals. Many men enjoyed singing and per-
suaded their own friends to give choral singing a try; those friends 
who may not ever have sung might yield to a robust twist of an elbow, 
or better yet, the prospect of finding a young lady with whom he 
could spend time; indeed, more than a few reluctant males who tried 
a choral society discovered that they liked singing, which might not 
be so surprising since that same young man may have never had the 
opportunity to sing outside church or school where familiar stigmas 
existed—even in 1870.
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Bell patented the telephone only in 1876; Thomas Edison invented sound 
recordings in 1877, electricity in 1879, and motion pictures in 1888. The 
point of stating what many will call the obvious is a reminder that people in 
the first half of the nineteenth century—even the wealthy—had few ways 
to spend their leisure time. Accordingly, as the century progressed and 
the Industrial Revolution created such leisure time, the burgeoning middle 
class, along with factory workers looked for ways to relax and socialize. 

A few hours in the English pub or German tavern was always popular; 
however, the temperance movements that sprang up around Europe 
threw rather a wet blanket on that. So, the introduction of amateur 
singing societies was welcomed by the men—and until the second half 
of the century these ensembles weren’t open to women or children—
who toiled in the mines or the steam-powered factories. And, once the 
gender hegemony in Europe and America crumbled, and mixed choirs 
emerged, all sorts of unintended benefits became available for those who 
sang—even those who needed a little persuasion to join in.

II. GERMAN-SPEAKING EUROPE
Germany
The genesis of German amateur choirs can be traced back to the fore-

runners of the bourgeois revolution in Germany in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries. For the first time outside of sacred music, 
groups merged into song associations and singing communities. When 
discussing singing societies in German-speaking Europe, it is important 
to remember that Germany as a political entity did not exist until the 
1870s; the unified Germany we know today is a result of twentieth-cen-
tury wars and international politics. When speaking of “Germany,” there-
fore, we reference the German-speaking principalities and territories as 
they existed in the nineteenth-century. There were too many congresses, 
wars, and treaties, which repeatedly redrew borders, to list herein.

The first notable choral society, the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin, was 
formed by Carl Friedrich Christian Fasch in 1791; it is thought to be the 
world’s oldest mixed choir of its kind. In a letter to the king from 1804, 
Carl Friedrich Zelter described the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin as a “temple 

Figure 3.3. Choral Societies in Europe and the United States.
Date Name Location

1888–present Concertgebouw Orchestra Amsterdam

1898–present Bethlehem Bach Festival Bethlehem, PA

1900–present Philadelphia Orchestra Philadelphia

[Source: Chester L. Alwes, “Choral Music in the Culture of the Nineteenth Century,” in QUAD, 58–59.]

What did such groups sing? In a few cases, a small singing group 
would be called into being by a composer—present in a place for what-
ever reason or for however long, to serve as a kind of live instrument for 
his compositional practice. The most famous instance of this was the 
Frauenchor that Brahms founded in 1859 after his successful concerts in 
Hamburg, had produced something of a Brahms cult, especially among 
young, unmarried women. Directors of small mixed-gender choruses 
were not infrequently musicians with ambitions beyond these small-
step beginnings, so they too would compose works for their groups; 
they also encouraged them to learn one or two ambitious pieces, beyond 
the level of difficulty that characterized the countless collections of 
songs available for home and small groups. Usually, these groups would 
learn Messiah or even the St. Matthew Passion as preparation for a larger 
gathering, a regional festival or commemorative performance.

By the end of the nineteenth century singing societies appeared in 
virtually every European country, as well as the United States, where 
immigrants brought with them a love of singing; far and away the 
nation that provided the first model for these choral societies was 
Germany. In the United States, the number of ensembles was impres-
sive: at one point more than 20 existed; the War Between the States 
caused a hiatus in choral singing, and after its resolution, some of the 
American societies folded. That being said, the entire singing society 
movement was born in Germany; accordingly, being the shoot of what 
became a long-lived and robust amateur music/social movement, as the 
tree grew it cast a long shadow—one that lingers into modern times.

T he panoply of entertainment choices available to twenty-first-century 
readers makes it surprisingly easy to forget that Alexander Graham 
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Regardless of his lofty ideals, Zelter’s state-implemented reforms 
treated the masses as a passive target of musical socialization. While 
arguing that choral singing could bridge the gulf between art and the 
public, the active self-realization enjoyed by members of the Sing-
Akademie remained the preserve of a select few. The other curious 
trend throughout the 1800s is the move away from a largely amateur 
music culture (often mixed with a few professional ringers) towards 
a purely professional one. In addition to being socially exclusive, the 

Figure 3.5. A. The Concert Hall of the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin (before the 
renovation), 1888; B. B. H. Bendix: Lithograph of Carl Friedrich Zelter, after a 
painting by Paul-Joseph Bardou, 1800–1815; C. Meno Haas: Engraving of Carl 
Friedrich Christian Fasch, Berlin, 1797; D. Interior view of the Sing-Akademie zu 
Berlin, Großer Saal, unattributed, c. 1880.

A.

D.

B.

C.

A. [Sources: “Konzertsaal—Alte Bauten in Berlin.” Bilderbuch Berlin.; Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, département Musique, B. Est.ZelterC.F.001; C. Est.Fasch002; D. Sing-Akademie zu Berlin, 
used by permission.]

of virtue for young and old, for the joy of all the inhabitants of Berlin.”
133

 
Zelter, who had nursed his sickly teacher Fasch from the group’s begin-
ning, became his successor, and led the ensemble into the nineteenth 
century. A bricklayer and architect by training, Zeltner had Carl Theodor 
Ottmer build a permanent space, (Figure 3.4) which was finished in early 
1827. In Berlin’s first concert hall, artists such as Niccolò Paganini, Liszt, 
the Schumanns, and Brahms performed. On 11 March 1829, the legend-
ary performance of most of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion took place here; 
the 20-year-old Mendelssohn-Bartholdy conducted the work, which 
inaugurated a broad and wide-ranging Bach renaissance. Zelter believed 
that by providing the cultured elite with a refuge from what he saw as 
the degeneracy of modern social and musical life, it offered a “restor-
ative and strengthening balsam” to “hearten, uplift, engage and nourish” 
morally attuned souls. Figure 3.5 shows an engraving of Zelter along with 
photographs of the interior of Sing-Akademie zu Berlin.

Figure 3.4. The Sing-Akademie zu Berlin was built by Carl Theodor Ottmer, 1825–
1827 and was the first concert hall in Berlin; it served the Sing-Akademie until it 
was badly damaged in World War II. In 1946, it then became the theater of the 
House of Soviet Culture; in 1952, it was renamed the Maxim Gorki Theater. Men-
delssohn conducted his arrangement of the St. Matthew Passion here in 1829.

[Source: Photo by Gerald Zabel, 2010, Architektur-Bildarchiv, no. 13089.]
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Figure 3.7. Liedertafel Neustadt an der Weinstraße (City of Neustadt Liedertafel 
on the Weinstraße River). left: Founded in 1867, members of the Liedertafel pose 
for a formal group photograph in 1873; right: The happy, drink-festival singing 
group of men of the Neustadt Liedertafel enjoying the conviviality of Liedertafel, 
18 October 1874. 

[Source: Liedertafel Neustadt an der Weinstraße, used with permission.]

Although he does not appear in these photographs, Brahms wrote 
music for, and conducted, the Neustadt Liedertafel. These two photos 
depict the nature of Liedertafeln near the end of the nineteenth century: 
the duality makes plain that men came together to sing and perform 
publicly and, equally important, they socialized on a regular basis—
almost certainly following every rehearsal. Neustadt is just one of the 
dozens of TTBB singing societies that allowed men to sing, perform and 
drink. The multitudinous number, size and type of singing societies in 
Germany provided a blueprint for other singers in other nations. In his 
book Music and Society Since 1815, Henry Raynor writes that “It is possi-
ble to link the rise of German choral societies with the political situation 
on the [Klemens von] Metternichian

135
 reaction as well as in the greater 

social freedom that followed the French revolution.”
136

Hermann Wocheslander gives an engaging account of life as a mem-
ber of the Liedertafel Geiselhöring:

Men who were fond of singing (Sangesfreudige)—predominantly 
from the rather privileged strata of the Geiselhöring bourgeoisie—
came together to form a singing association. Their main goal was 

Sing-Akademie seldom performed in public, existing for the exclusive 
edification of its members. 

The organizers of the Lower Rhine Festivals represented the govern-
mental and mercantile backbone of their cities; thus, these vocational 
music administrators had an influence that they otherwise would not 
have enjoyed. In factual terms, during the course of 50 years the statis-
tics regarding the changes in use of amateur soloists went upside down. 
Porter includes this Figure 3.6 to substantiate her conjectures about the 
gradual shift away from amateur singers and towards professionals.

134

Figure 3.6. Vocal Soloists.
Dilettante Professional Total

1818–1824 59 0 59

1825–1834 65 7 72

1835–1847 47 45 92

1851–1867 19 72 91

[Sources: Jahn, Otto. 1867. Gesammelte Aufsätze Über Musik. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel; 
Hauche corne, Wilhelm. 1868. Blätter Der Erinnerung an Die fünfzigjährige Dauer Der Niederrheinischen 
Musikfeste. Cöln: DuMont-Schauberg, 174.]

Two of the most prominent champions of music as a vehicle for 
socialization were Zelter and Hans Georg Nägeli. In part, their influence 
stemmed from the institutions that they founded or directed: in Zelter’s 
case, his directorship of the Sing-Akademie; in Nägeli’s, the founding of 
the Zürcherischen Singinstitut in Zurich in 1805. In keeping with Nägeli’s 
fundamental philosophy, which is discussed in detail below, he built a 
wide-ranging umbrella organization that included an amateur mixed-
voice choir, a male-voice choir, and children’s choirs; he was also elected 
president of the Swiss Musikgesellschaft, which he helped found in 1808. 

In order to better understand the political and social circumstances 
from which Liedertafeln were born, it might be instructive to follow the 
history of one such choir in Germany: the Liedertafel Geiselhöring (a small 
town in Bavaria). Unhappily, no images of the Liedertafel Geiselhöring 
exist; nevertheless, its members would have gathered together to enjoy 
an alcoholic beverage, as shown in Figure 3.7, wherein the Liedertafel 
Neustadt an der Weinstraße can easily pass for the Liedertafel Geiselhöring.
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ies consisting entirely of amateurs.…one, called the Philharmonic 
Society (Liedertafel) meets once a week, and every two months 
gives a concert, designated a grand Liedertafel, to which strangers 
may be invited by the member, and at which the musical feast is 
combined with a very excellent supper. We had the good fortune 
to be present at one such grand Liedertafel Geiselhöring, of which 
we carried away most agreeable impressions. 

There was no formality observed in the way of entrances.…
Everybody seemed to be perfectly at ease, and even we, who were 
strangers, with our English crust of frigidity and prejudice thick 
upon us, soon melted into the genial friendliness and hilarity. 
The entertainment opened with a noble chorus, which at once 
revealed the vocal power of the society, and the skill with which 
it had been trained. Then the supper began; and I am bound to 
say that the viands

138
 were as choice and as various as the music. 

At intervals the music was resumed, the voices of the singers 
alternating with the clinking of glasses and the rattle of plates; an 
ingenious arrangement by means of which the supper was made 
to last as long as the concert. The brilliant array of bottles. and 
delicately-tinted Bohemian glasses, of the most graceful shapes 
and charming colours, down the Tables, imparted a special char-
acter and peculiar interest to the scene.

139

The life and songs of the Liedertafel promoted a fellowship and cama-
raderie that had not existed before. The middle-class professions repre-
sented in typical Liedertafeln included professors, shop-keepers, artists, 
teachers, editors, councilmen, and police officers. These men were 
imbued with a genuine enthusiasm for their common way of life, and 
used German song to further their own national political cause. By the 
time male singing had reached its peak in the 1840s, one of the primary 
purposes of a choir was to demonstrate its meaning for national unity 
and the rising strength of its singers as members of the middle class. Its 
artistic, musical rendition had definitely become secondary. By 1840, 
male singing societies covered almost the entire country. (Figure 3.8)

above all the cultivation of song and music, but they also believed 
that social activities should not be neglected.

In 1863, a club trophy that we still have was purchased, on which 
the following slogan—also set to music for a male choir—is engraved: 
“In the struggle for German courage, for fatherland and good, with 
wine and songs a happy joke, for tender love a loyal heart!” This text, 
which sounds rather “bombastic” in places, reflects, on the one hand 
the strongly nationalistic and patriotic spirit of the time around the 
middle of the nineteenth century; on the other hand, it also rep-
resents a certain effusive romanticism in private life. 

Just a few years after the founding of the association in 
1870/71, the Franco-German War—known as the “Seventy War”—
demanded this German courage from 31 singing brothers, for 
fatherland and property. Six of them, the chronicle reports, 
did not return home. On 13 September 1863, the Liedertafel was 
included in the Bavarian Association of Singers. By 1888, the time 
of the 25th anniversary of the founding, the singing club had 
recovered and welcomed ten foreign clubs as guests. 

In 1933, the political situation shaped by fanatical National 
Socialism did not have a favorable effect on club life, which was 
completely frozen during the ensuing World War II. In addition 
to the men’s choir, there was also a women’s choir, a mixed choir 
and a large children’s choir.

137

 We have a first-person account of a concert in the Liedertafel 
Geiselhöring; oddly, it comes from an Irish newspaper:

One of the most interesting features of social life in Germany 
is that of the musical union. The universal cultivation of music, 
vocal and instrumental, supplies a constant source of intellectual 
enjoyment, and helps materially to promote that open intercourse 
amongst all classes of the people which impress such frankness 
on the German character. Besides several exclusive re-unions 
called Kranzchen (lady’s or coffee circle), there are two large societ-
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Figure 3.8. Early German Male Choral Organizations.

Name Year Name Year Name Year

Frankfurt an der Oder 1815 Leipzig 1815 Thüringen 1818

Magdeburg 1819 Münster 1822 Hamburg 1823

Minden 1824 Bremen 1827 Bielefeld 1831

[Source: Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, Leipzig, 49.]

Four major composers—Schubert, Mendelssohn, Brahms and 
Schumann—contributed works for male voices to the repertoire. 
Schubert’s writing for male voices reflected an understanding of what 
amateur male singers wanted to gain from a composition: the singing of 
a meaningful text in warm harmony. They wanted a song they could sing 
after one hearing during an evening of rehearsal, and one whose message 
they could carry with them. Mendelssohn, however, was unsympathetic 
to the singing societies. He was, nevertheless, drawn into this great move-
ment through the great respect and admiration that all Germans had for 
him. He directed a Liedertafel society for a period, and was the special con-
ductor of the mammoth Sängerfest des Deutsch-flämischen Sängerbundes 
(Singing Festival of the German-Flemish Singing Association; Figure 3.9, 
above & Figure 3.9, lower right) of 1846 in Cologne. 

For this occasion, he composed Festgesang an die Kunstler (Festival 
Ode to Artists; Figure 3.9, lower left) for male voices and 13 brass 
instruments. Schumann, like Mendelssohn, felt that taste had declined 
in the arts in the early nineteenth century and strived hard to change 
the people’s appreciation through his writings in the Neue Zeitschrift 
für Musik. The chief incentive to Schumann’s experiments with choral 
forms was the rise of choral unions, as well as the parallel growth of 
male singing societies in the 1830s and 1840s.

The influence of education on the male chorus movement was evi-
dent from the beginning of the century; students were taught to read 
music from the earliest age. Young students in German universities 
often continued their musical traditions. An early Liedertafel, formed at 
Meigen in 1801, began with seven young men and was conducted by their 
former schoolteacher. No area in German society was left untouched by Fi
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social innovations of a new age in their songs for the male chorus. Here 
was a music that all could sing; here were songs with meaning for all 
classes of German men; here was a valuable and precious tool for the 
organization of the male chorus to use for the responsible betterment 
of all its citizens through the leadership of the middle class; here was 
the cohesive element that was to carry the German nation to a unified 
empire; here was the outward expression of a great people’s deep reli-
gious faith; and finally, here, in the rich and resonant sound of German 
male voices, was the ideal expression of the character of a people.

140

One means of celebrating the democratic spirit that was embodied 
in Liedertafeln was to organize regional choral umbrella organizations; 
from there the next step was to hold regional or national singing fes-
tivals. For one such festival, an 1843 gathering of Saxon male choruses, 
Wagner supplied a large-scale work entitled Das Liebesmahl der Apostel. 
Nowhere was the urge to nationalism stronger than in the German 
male-voice choral movement, which received a great impetus in the first 
place from the liberation of Germany through the so-called Battle of the 
Nations at Leipzig in October 1813. 

The importance of the Liedertafel movement is shown by the fact 
that in 1847 Schumann became conductor of the Liedertafel in Dresden, 
succeeding Ferdinand Hiller, whom he also succeeded as director of 
the Düsseldorf Gesangverein, a mixed-voice choral society in 1850. 
Schumann composed several lovely, but relatively easy Liedertafel part-
songs, as did a multitude of other composers. Goethe would give his 
songs to be composed by Zelter, and many of them were sung by the 
Berlin Liedertafel before they were printed or known elsewhere.

141

Music written for this wide array of German choral institutions 
is as diverse as the institutions themselves; a standard-issue 
Männerchor drinking song and the searing chromatic austerity of 
Liszt’s Via Crucis (1879) are about as compositionally far apart as 
two works from the same century could be. Still, one can point 
to some general similarities across the century and across genres. 
For one thing, creative uses of timbre were arguably as unim-

the sound of male voices. The workers’ class, though not as vocal as other 
social groups in its outward display of unity, was nevertheless an integral 
part of the choral movement and its ideal of a united Germany.

The poets of the early nineteenth century became the prophets of 
a new age of freedom, nationalism, and social change. The composers, 
engrossed in the new world of folksong and living a life that was closer 
to the people, and farther removed from the royal courts, created for 
their people the German male part-song from a unique combination 
of both old and new styles and techniques. These lyric German folk 
melodies of the new romantic era were accompanied by clear and sim-
ple diatonic harmonies from the classical past that fit the poet’s words 
with depth and meaning. Just as the German people sought a unity that 
joined their monarchical traditions with social progress, so did the poets 
and composers seek a union of Teutonic tradition with the national and 

Figure 3.9. left: Felix Mendelssohn, Festgesang an die Künstler, op. 68, for male 
voices, brass and organ; right: Title page, festival book with texts, Deutsch-
flämischen Sängerbundes, Cologne, directed by Mendelssohn, 1846.

[Sources: left: Felix Mendelssohn-Haus, Leipzig. https://sachsen.museum-digital.de/index.
php?t=objekt&oges=28419& navlang=en; right: Institute of Musicology, University of Cologne. 
Signature Rara G795/1]
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of the nineteenth century were mostly designed for secular buildings, 
which were themselves not infrequently planned with the require-
ments of oratorio-type music in mind. At the same time, choral festivals 
encouraged the creation of new large-scale choral works; many festivals 
regularly commissioned composers to write what were called ‘novel-
ties,’ and the oratorio-type works thus created were for a new category 
of singers—largely amateurs and members of the emerging middle 
class—along with a new type of public. Mendelssohn—“Bach’s spiritual 
son,” in Viennese critic Eduard Hanslick’s phrase—ensured himself a 
place beside Handel and Haydn in the pantheon of oratorio compos-
ers with St. Paul, composed for the Cäcilienverein (Cecilia Society) of 
Frankfurt in 1836, and Elijah, the ‘novelty’ that received its premiere at 
the Birmingham Festival of 1846.

144

From Handel to Haydn to Mendelssohn, and other lesser composers, 
these societies converged on a repertoire that was, from the outset, the 
joint creation of German-English musical interactions and cross-fer-
tilizations, at both the institutional and compositional level. Indeed, 
probably the most notable difference between the singing societies and 
choral festivals in England and those in Germany was not the music; 
rather, the absence of alcohol at the former and its overindulgence at 
the latter. In contrast to the teetotaling temperance activists who filled 
the English choral societies, German festivals of local Liedertafeln had 
already by 1844 earned the reputation of being, in the words of the 
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, “drinking bouts with shouting and 
tobacco smoke.”

145

Austria
Until four years ago, we are unaware of any activity by a Liedertafel 
or a male singing association, neither in Vienna nor anywhere else 
in the Austrian states; also, male quartet singing was practiced 
very little and only in isolated cases during that time.

146
 

Thus begins the Jahresbericht Des Män ner gesang-Ve reines in Wien Am 
Schluße Des Vereinsjahres 1847 (Annual Report of the Men’s Singing Club 

portant for choral composition as they were integral to orchestral 
music. There was relatively little innovation in the division and 
grouping of voices; choral music was almost exclusively written 
for mixed chorus, men’s chorus, or women’s chorus.

142

Thus, on the one hand choral music thrived at the juncture of the 
uncultivated human voice and, on the other, the highly cultivated com-
positional skill of counterpoint. “And it is important to note that just 
as composers sought to ‘vocalize’ advanced compositional techniques 
for the chorus, they simultaneously came to increasingly rely on choral 
textures in their instrumental works. Indeed, for a century that is said 
to have jettisoned vocal music in favor of purely abstract instrumental 
music, choral textures retained a remarkably persistent presence.”

143

Schubert’s choral works can also be seen as a link to yet another seg-
ment of German composition, and that is, of course, the Lied. Most of 
Schubert’s choral music shares the same unmistakable lyricism with his 
Lieder, and in terms of both poets and subject matter, many of the texts 
are interchangeable with those of his solo songs. Indeed, this link to solo 
singing is often exploited in the works themselves, particularly the large 
number of part-songs composed for small choruses.

German part-songs were also written for female ensembles by many 
nineteenth-century composers. Some, like those composed by Schubert 
to be performed by the voice students of Anna Fröhlich, were intended 
for informal soirées and concerts by pick-up choirs. Others, like those 
supplied by Brahms for the women’s chorus he conducted in Hamburg 
from 1859 to 1861, were written for formally constituted ensembles that 
enjoyed an existence similar to that of their male-voice counterparts. 
These women’s ensembles, however, were far less numerous than men’s 
ensembles, and they were not organized, as the male groups were, into a 
strong national organization that existed for the purpose of promoting 
their development.

The centuries before the nineteenth had brought to maturity a style 
that had evolved within great ecclesiastical buildings, and for the pur-
poses of the ceremonies held within those buildings. The major works 
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male singing societies of Vienna, Munich, and Cologne are pleasant and 
refined entertainments, with their own musical significance; indeed, as 
this outdoor concert by the Vienna Mannergesang-Verein (Figure 3.10) 
demonstrates, even in chilly late October, quite a crowd gathered to 
enjoy the singing. 

Male choral societies were initially banned in Austria by Prince von 
Metternich, Chancellor of State from 1809 to 1848, because of his political 
fear of such popular movements; nevertheless, the Vienna male choral 
society (Wiener Mannergesang-Verein) was founded in 1843. Based on two 
different impulses that originally pursued divergent intentions and goals, 
the Liedertafel developed in the course of the nineteenth century into a 
significant musical movement, which probably peaked in 1928 with the 
Tenth German Federation of Singers in Vienna. Around 1800, decisive 
impulses came from both northern and southern Germany/Switzerland.

The background to the foundation was the turmoil of the Napoleonic 
Wars and the return of Friedrich Wilhelm III to Berlin. With his 
Liedertafel, Zelter met a need for exclusivity and conviviality by restrict-
ing the number of members to 24, plus a director (the Liedertafel was 
founded at a time when Zelter’s Sing-Akademie had lost the character of 
a private associ a tion). They met once a month for dinner and enjoyed 
“pleasant German melodies.” The mem bers had to be either poets, sing-
ers or composers; anyone who had written or composed a new song 
was presented to the board.…Since the number of members remained 
strictly regulated, and many people unsuccessfully sought admission 
(including Carl Maria von Weber) five expectants were later admitted 
to the society and honorary members were accepted. 

Almost 20 years later, a group of men met in Berlin and decided then 
and there to

set 24 January 1809 as the actual day of the founding [of the 
Liedertafel], and the first celebration was held in the English 
house. Every four weeks, on Tuesday evenings after or before the 
full moon, there was the assembly of the board, which could only 
consist of members of the Sing-Akademie and could not exceed 

in Vienna at the End of the Club Year 1847). Originally a society of men—
who met together on fixed evenings for the practice of vocal music in 
four parts—drinking forming part of the entertainment—Liedertafel arose 
during the political depression caused by Napoleon’s rule in Germany; 
and the first such society, consisting of only 24 members, was founded by 
Zelter in Berlin in 1809. Others soon followed in Frankfurt and Leipzig, 
gradually relaxing the rules as to the number of participants. 

Figure 3.11. An evening performance by the Vienna Mannergesang-Verein, 29 
October 1833. 

[Source: De Agostini/A. Dagli Orti/Granger, NYC—All rights reserved.]

These societies were an immense impetus to men’s part-sing-
ing throughout Germany. Since the establishment of the Männer-
gesangvereine proper (male singing societies), the word Liedertafel has 
come to mean a social gathering of the Verein, that is to say, a gathering 
of invited ladies and gentlemen at which the members perform pieces 
that had been previously learned. They are, in fact, informal concerts, 
where the guests move about, eat, drink, and talk as they please, as 
long they remain silent during the singing. The Liedertafeln of the large 
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At about the same time, they were also founding Liedertafeln in 
Northern Germany, modeled on Zelter’s Sing-Akademie in Berlin; how-
ever, the exclusive component was increasingly dispensed with. The 
spread of the Liedertafel movement in the territory of the Austrian impe-
rial state was much slower than in Germany. It is said that male choirs 
were founded as early as 1809(!); however, in many cases this cannot be 
clearly proven. For everyone, though, the political situation in Austria 
at that time prevented the Liedertafel movement from spreading. The 
strict censorship and control of public life under Chancellor Klemens 
Wenzel Lothar Fürst, acting for the Prince of Metternich, initially pre-
sented almost insurmountable obstacles for founding male choirs; in 
1843, at the latest, however, the Liedertafel movement also made a deci-
sive breakthrough in Austria: It is therefore the first Friday in October, 
October 6th, 1843, the founding day of the Vienna Men’s Choir.

150
 It 

subsequently committed itself to the spread of the Liedertafel movement 
in Austria and, above all, carried out an intensive inventory of the works 
of Schubert. This was followed by founding of larger numbers of choirs 
(Figure 3.11):

Figure 3.11. Austrian Männergesang in the 1800s.

Year City Year City

1842 Academic Liedertafel Innsbruck 1846 Graz

1843 Waldhofen an der Ybbs/Lower Austria 1846 Wiener Neustadt

1844 Steyr 1846 Gmunden

1845 “Frohsinn” Linz 1847 Klagenfurt

1845 Spitz an der Donau 1847 Liedertafel Salzburg

1845 Bad Ischl 1848 Mödling

[Source: Fastl, Christian. 2017. “Männergesang.” Oesterreichisches Musik-Lexikon. January 24, 
2017. https://www.Musik-Lexikon.ac.at/ml/musik_M/Maennergesang.xml]

Most groups were initially unable to get their statutes approved; 
however, during the reign of the young Franz Joseph (restoration), many 
associations ceased their activities, and only with the Association Act of 
1867 was the legal basis created for Liedertafeln. A steady ascent of the 
Liedertafeln movement began during the time of   the Double Monarchy. 

24—later 30; the admission fee was 10 Thalers.
147

…Zelter’s found-
ing [of the Liedertafel] caused a great stir due to the intellectual 
significance of these evening meetings and due to the charm 
of novelty: to be introduced here was a great honor, which only 
happened to outstanding men of science or art. There was great 
competition for inclusion in the Liedertafel, and since the number 
of members was so limited, an applicant often had to wait a long 
time for admission. The value of the new institute was not only a 
musical element; rather there was an important social element in 
the free association of intellectually important, highly educated 
men. For poetry and music, the Liedertafel was the place: Goethe 
wrote songs for it; others also drew inspiration and education 
in the tried-and-true judgments of friends and in confidential 
dealings.

148

The rules of Zelter’s Sing-Akademie were strict, extensive—and worth 
reading:

Let us hear the reports of the old master Zelter himself (in corre-
spondence with Goethe): “Anyone who has composed a new song 
reads or sings it to the Tafel or lets it be sung. If there is applause, 
a box goes around the Table, in which everyone (if he likes the 
song) puts one or more pennies into it, as he likes. The coins are 
then counted; if there is enough [money] in it that a silver med-
al—a good Thaler in value—can be bought, the director, acting 
in the name of the Liedertafel, hands the medal to the prizewin-
ner. The health of the poet or composer is drunk and the beauty 
of the song is discussed. If a member can show 12 silver medals, 
he or she will be entertained once at the expense of the company; 
a wreath is laid on him; he can order whichever wine he wants to 
drink; and he receives a gold medal, 25 Thalers in value. Anyone 
who says something compromising that is offensive to a member 
or the Liedertafel pays a fine. Satirical songs about people are 
prohibited.”149
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Even Prince of Metternich seems to be very well aware of the strength 
that came from the German Liedertafel movement: “Contain this poi-
son from Germany!”151 Given the number of men involved, His Royal 
Highness was right to be concerned:

the German Liedertafeln still had a special meaning insofar as 
they became places of cultivation for German patriotism during a 
shameful time when Germanness was subjugated. The members 
of a Liedertafeln call themselves “Liederbrüder” (Singing broth-
ers); the chairman is called the “Liedervater” (Singing father); the 
conductor is the “Liedermeister” (Singing master); and the vocal 
festivals of the singing groups formed from a large number of 
Liedertafeln—“Liederfeste” (Singing festivals). The singing fed-
erations ultimately united in the last instance in the “Deutsche 
Sängerbünde” (German association of singers), which has about 
50,000 singers, are generally named after provinces, or individual 
cities or personalities. The Deutsche Sängerbünde celebrated major 
singing festivals in Dresden in 1865 and in Munich in 1874.

152

Moreover, there was also a festival in Nuremberg in July 1861, (Figure 
3.12) to which choirs came from Germany, Austria and Switzer land. A 
total of 197 Liedertafeln and 5,046 individual sing ers attended.

153
 The 

nationalism that was so important to the members of Liedertafeln did 
not in any way lessen their commitment to excellence in their singing. 
German physician and biologist Professor Ludwig Bischoff recounted a 
performance that took place in Graz: 

Without being a “Holy Singer,” I want to tell you—although I 
am not even a singer—that the local Liedertafel under Mr. Wein-
brenner has soared this winter to undertakings that deserve 
recognition since, as a rule, the men’s singing clubs cannot be 
expected to stage operas. On the eighth of this month, to its 
third circle of people that meet regularly, the Liedertafel gave the 
complete performance of Weber’s Freischütz. As much as we were Fi
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concerts were Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann, von Weber, Wagner, 
Liszt, Anton Rubinstein, Meyerbeer, Mozart, Beethoven, Berlioz, Spohr 
as well as dozens of lesser composers. A yearly financial report was 
included; trends are shown in this graph: (Figure 3.13)

Figure 3.13. Vienna Liedertafel Year-End Cash On Hand (in 2020 Dollars).
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[Source: Bischoff, Professor Ludwig, ed. 1856. Niederrheinische Musik-Zeitung für Kunstfreunde und 
Künstler. 4 (January): 89.]

The ensemble gave multiple concerts each year. (Figure 3.14)

Figure 3.14. Vienna Liedertafel Number of Concerts per Season.
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The Vienna Liedertafel enjoyed a favorable reputation outside 
Austria. Professor John Ella had this to say: “I now hear of collegians 
at Oxford and Cambridge Universities acquiring some knowledge of 

satisfied by the earlier dramatic performances in the circle, we 
thought it impossible that a group of amateurs would be able to 
perform this opera sufficiently with such a large cast and such 
difficult ensemble pieces.

154

The Vienna Liedertafel still exists today. Fortunately, from its incep-
tion, the members and leadership kept meticulous records; indeed, 
from its first year, annual reports were drafted, approved and published 
for inspection. In its thirteenth year, 1856, this account of the founding 
of the society was circulated:

Dr. August Schmidt has the undeniable merit of having initiated 
and founded a men’s singing society in Vienna. At the beginning 
of October 1843, he managed to gather some supporters of all-
male singing in a private house on the country road, who then 
agreed to come together once a week for the practice of men’s 
songs. Eight members came together on 13 October 1843 with 
rather pessimistic prospects; yet, they still had the courage to 
draft their own society bylaws. Gradually, men from all social 
standings joined this company with desire and love; hence, this 
emerging singing club, which at that time consisted of about 
twenty members, was able on 18 December 1843 (in the concerts 
organized by Dr. Schmidt for the subscribers of the music news-
paper he published) to perform five choruses, which represented 
its first attempt at a public appearance.

155

By the end of 1844—there were more than 198 singing members and 
an additional 175+ auxiliary members; as of September 1865, there were 
233 singing members; plus, there were almost 300 auxiliary members. 
Specific membership figures are not available for every year, but the 
number of members seems to have held steady between 195–230. In July 
1865, the group participated in the Allgemeines deutsches Sängerfest in 
Dresden (General German Singing Festival in Dresden, Figure 8), where 
it presented four concerts. Among the composers represented in 201 
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Liedertafel is assigned a somewhat more modest circle, and it will 
never be allowed to give itself the reputation of immortality, there 
is a certain analogy with the Greek prince of poets in the fact that 
we are still not clear to this day whether our club first saw the 
light of the world. that is, viewed the glow of lamps (gas lighting 
was still a luxury for schoolrooms at that time) in the small audi-
torium of the university, in the casino, or even, as an honorable 
veteran singer once claimed, in a “girl’s school.”

159

Some clarity, however, is provided by Christian Vollrath von Sommerlatt, 
who, in 1836, wrote Adressbuch der Republik Bern für Wissenschaft-, Kunst-, 
Handel- und Gewerbe sammt Beschreibung der Merkwürdigkeiten, öff en-
tlich Anstalten und sonstigen nützlichen Einrichtungen, Hauptstadt Bern 
(Address book of the Republic of Bern for science, art, trade and com-
merce including descriptions of the curiosities, public institutions and 
other useful facilities, capital Bern). In it he writes that “The Liedertafel, 
founded and directed by Mr. Mendel in 1834, has about 20 to 30 mem-
bers. It meets regularly for social singing—once per week—on Monday 
evenings in the casino. Sometimes the two associations, the Liedertafel 
and the academic choir, come together for public performances, and 
choirs in the Münster church during Mr. Mendel’s organ concerts.”

160

Yet, on the very next page, Sommerlatt includes this observation: 
“In addition to the above societies, there is also a male choir in a guild 
house made up of tradesmen and professionals who, since their gath-
ering in the Fall of 1835, under the guidance of an honorary teacher, 
have managed to produce fairly satisfactory performances without his 
assistance.”

161
 It turns out that this second all-male choir was founded 

by a few men from the Liedertafel. Under the direction of the conductor 
Herr Frölich, who wanted to perform larger works, “It was therefore 
proposed that each member should name a number of music-loving 
acquaintances in order to invite them to join. Herr Frölich then issued 
an invitation to the singing friends of Bern to set up a larger male 
choir, which already on the second day showed such a pleasing result 
that the invitation list had 6o signatures. The first rehearsal was held 

musical theory and forming choral societies; should they ever be suf-
ficiently skilled to compete with the University Liedertafel of Vienna, 
it will be a good omen for music in England.”

156
 This same gentleman 

recounts (in another book, Lectures on dramatic music, and musical 
education,) a conversation he had with a fellow train traveler: “Music, 
naturally, was occasionally a subject of discussion, and he informed 
me that he was returning from the Rhine Festival, where the Vienna 
Liedertafel, of which he was a member, had won the prize for singing 
from the Cologne Society.”

157

Plainly there were other Liedertafeln in Austria, all of whom provided 
a medium for men who wanted to sing with a means to do just that, 
while serving their communities by offering entertainment to hundreds 
of listeners. Just the same for Austria’s neighbor Switzerland, where 
many Liedertafeln existed.

Among the many Liedertafeln that existed in Switzerland was the 
Liedertafel in Bern; it received this favorable review of a concert it pre-
sented in London, which appeared in the Illustrated London News in 
1894: “In the evening a concert was given here by the Berner Liedertafel, 
a body of singers possessing a fine volume of tone and considerable 
precision and neatness of style. Led by Dr. Carl Munzinger, the director 
of the Berne Conservatoire, these well-trained Switzers displayed won-
derful dash and vigour in a number of part-songs by German and Swiss 
composers, winning hearty applause from a not very numerous—but 
highly appreciative—audience.”

158

Switzerland
In 1870, the Bern Liedertafel published Denkschrift zur Feier des 50jäh-

rigen Bestandes der Berner Liedertafel (Memorial to Celebrate the 50th 
anniversary of the Berner Liedertafel). The history of the chorus begins 
with a tongue-in-cheek reference to Ancient Greece:

Dark as the birth of the poet of the Iliad is also the origin story 
of the Berner Liedertafel. Seven cities argued over the honor of 
being called the birthplace of Homer, and although the Berner 
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“Furthermore, since the Swiss Singing Festival could not find a home 
anywhere, the Basler Liedertafel invited the first category of singing 
clubs to a singing day as a link between the large, general Swiss festivals. 
The Cäcilienverein (Cäcilien As sociation) Aarau, the Harmonie and the 
Zurich Männerchor, Luzern Liedertafel, the Stadtsängerverein (Federal 
Singers Asso ciation) Winterthur, the Frohsinn St. Gallen and Bern 
Liedertafel were happy to respond to this call, and so on Saturday, 7 June, 
approximately four hundred men gathered in Basel, augmented by the 
local Liedertafel and the male choir to about 600 singers.”

164

In 1842, Nägeli founded the Swiss Singers’ Association (Figure 3.16). 
In terms of importance, it is not to be underestimated, even if the yield 
may have remained modest in terms of compositions. But, even then, 
the quality was above-average and resulted from efforts to serve “an 
all-national music culture for the purpose of human education,” accord-
ing to Nägeli’s model. 

Figure 3.16. G. Werner: Swiss Singers’ Association, lithograph, 1832. 

[Source: Swiss National Museum, LM-45697.]

on Monday, 28 July, in the small casino hall with 54 singers present.” 
Eventually the author declares that, “So, to have a positive foundation, 
we have to assume that July 25, 1845 is the birthday—and the small casi-
no hall the birthplace—of our present ‘Berner Liedertafel.’”

162
 

A list of repertoire shows that the Berner Liedertafel includes all of 
the composers represented in the Vienna Liedertafel, as well as Anton 
Rubinstein, Swedish composer Niels Gade, Josef Rheinberger, George 
Frideric Handel, Luigi Cherubini, Hans Georg Nägeli, Johannes Brahms, 
Joseph Haydn, Max Bruch, and Edvard Grieg; moreover, in cooperation 
with the Cäcilienverein, the group sang both the St. Matthew Passion and 
St. John Passion by J. S. Bach. The number of concerts per season can be 
seen in this graph (Figure 3.15):

Figure 3.15. Berner Liedertafel Number of Concerts per Season.
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[Source: Haendcke, Berthold, ed. 1892. Bibliographie Der Schweizerischen Landeskunde. Vol. 5. Bern: 
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The Swiss really are a singing bunch. In the Bibliography of Swiss 
Regional Studies 1892, the approximately 200 listings of singing festivals 
filled ten pages. That means that for the preceding 92 years, there had 
been 1.9 singing festivals per year in Switzerland alone.

163
 Indeed, in 

June 1846, two representatives of the Berner Liedertafel attended the 
Federal Singing Festival in the city of Schaffhausen; thereafter, the 
Berner Liedertafel was a proud member of the Great Confederation of 
Singers. After the Berner Liedertafel returned from the June 1846 festival, 
the members decided to augment its presence closer to home; initially 
the idea was to create its own municipal singing association; however, 
eventually the group chose to join the Bernischen Gesangbildungsverein 
(Berner Singing Education Association).
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Unlike the Berner Lieder tafel, which published an impressive tome 
on the occasion of its 50th anniversary, the Basler Liedertafel commis-
sioned a new play—Apollo’s Leyer (Apollo’s Lyre)—for its 25th anniversa-
ry. Every second year during the second half of the nineteenth century, 
a National Singing Festival was held. Figure 3.17 shows the development 
of the choral culture during those years: 

Figure 3.17. Growth of Swiss Choral Culture in Festival Attendance.
City Year Participants Choirs

Basel 1852 1,400 40

Basel 1875 3,200 75

Basel 1893 4,600 89

Zürich 1905 8,900 122

[Source: Rothweiler, Werner. Email. 2020. “Basler Liedertafel 1852–1902,” 10 July 2020.]

At the end of the nineteenth century, the Basler Liedertafel had about 
225 active choristers and approximately 1,000 auxiliary members. The 
following image depicts a mobile concert hall that was erected for the 
two singing festivals held in Basel in 1875 and 1893. It was a 408 feet 
long, 105 ft. wide and 75 ft. high wooden structure and it could be erect-
ed in two weeks (Figure 3.18). There were 4,000 seats for the audience 
and room for 3,000 choristers on the stage. This was the high time of 
alpine paintings and drawings, which explains the alpine scene in the 
background.

 There were up  wards of 20 periodicals devoted solely to choral sing-
ing in the German-speaking world, including:

•  Deutscher Sänger-Kalender (German Singer’s Calendar), edited by 
Heinrich Pfeil, published each year starting 1875; 

•  Die Sängerhalle, allgemeine deutsche Gesangvereins-Zeitung für das 
In- und Ausland (The Singing Hall, General German Singing Club 
Newspaper for Home and Abroad), also edited by Heinrich Pfeil, 
and published weekly starting 1862; 

•  Die neue Sängerhalle. Deutsche Gesangvereinszeitung für das In- 
und Ausland (The New Singing Hall, General German Singing 

The music festivals of nineteenth-century Switzerland made ora-
torio performances possible—frequently with hundreds of partici-
pants—as well as orchestral concerts with works by great masters such 
as George Frideric Handel, Joseph Haydn and Ludwig van Beethoven. 
They were given a special splendor by the presence of important 
composers such as Carl Maria von Weber, Louis Spohr and Felix 
Mendelssohn, as well as Richard Wagner, who was based in Zurich 
during his exile in 1849–1858; Wagner conducted numerous opera and 
concert performances.

It is important to remember that there were three distinct ethnic and 
language areas in nineteenth-century Switzerland:

In the Romansh-speaking
165

 area, religious songs formed a large 
portion of the folk repertoire. Their texts were inspired by indig-
enous Romansh and German sources and were sung in German, 
Italian, Latin and Romansh. For religious songs, a strong, 
high metallic vocal quality was prized—especially outdoors. 
Extremely high pitches were chosen for special occasions. This 
vocal timbre has been described as similar to an Eastern Europe 
vocal ensemble.

Most popular songs in the French-speaking area can be traced 
to the French regions of Burgundy, Piedmont, Provence and 
Languedoc and from Spanish Catalonia.…In French-speaking 
Switzerland, vocal music differs from Swiss-German styles in 
many ways. Rhythms tend to be in 4/4 (rather than 3/4) and songs 
are usually performed in alternation between a soloist and a cho-
rus, with melodies sung in unison.

Switzerland’s Italian-speaking regions consist of three valleys 
in the Grisons district and the whole of district Ticino.…Far from 
representing remnants of archaic traditions, the culture of the 
small, remoter valleys in the Alps has been influenced by foreign 
cultural traits, adopted and integrated into local ones; polyvo-
cal singing in thirds, disseminated chiefly via organized alpine 
choirs, is the dominant model throughout the Alpine valley.

166
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Club Newspaper for Home and Abroad), edited by Friedrich 
Conrad Müller, and published weekly starting 1864; 

These periodicals contain oceans of information, including: mem-
bership statistics, calendars with the names of deceased members, 
currency conversion tables, composers represented on programs, 
sales figures for compositions associated with publications, and arti-
cles discussing such topics as alternate music notation, obituaries 
of significant choral figures in the German-speaking world, poetry, 
reports from the large singing associations, and choral compositions. 

Just like other periodicals devoted to choral singing, the Deutsche 
Männer-Gesangs-Zeitung includes compositions that choruses that are 
part of its network may use. Figure 3.19 shows sales statistics from the 
various publishers. 

Figure 3.18. Mobilesängerhalle auf der Schützenmatte (Mobile Concert Hall on 
the Schützenmatte Sports Stadium), Basel, 1890.

[Source: https://www.stadtgaertnerei.bs.ch/dam/jcr:b42cbcda-817a-4bd2-9fbc-161d3c799591/26_
Park_Schuetzenmattpark_SusanneWinkler_StaBS_Saengerhalle1890_NEG_02128.jpg]

Figure 3.19. Sales of Individual Voice Parts Extracted From Booklets.
Full Score  Tenor  Bass Full Score  Tenor  Bass

I. II. I. II. I. II. I. II.

1871 1872

Booklet nos. I. 120 344 329 345 334 Booklet nos. I. 349 782 736 773 725

II. 162 341 338 356 335 II. 360 828 790 825 786

III. 232 561 540 545 544 III. 442 1,064 988 1,045 1,012

IV. 1,157 2,960 2,872 2,938 2,911

1873 1874

Booklet nos. I. 215 603 586 603 570 Booklet nos. I. 215 667 641 664 626

II. 219 614 599 616 576 II. 227 670 639 673 676

III. 244 684 665 686 648 III. 238 671 632 667 642

IV. 299 887 864 880 832 IV. 247 779 733 778 736

2,382 V. 793 2,396 2,330 2,401 2,382

Source: Pfeil, Heinrich, ed. 1875. Deutscher Sänger-Kalender. Leipzig: C. G. Theile, 18.

Choruses could purchase full scores from a particular issue; mean-
while, individual members may purchase single-line parts from the 
same compositions. For example, a Tenor I in a chorus could purchase 
a Tenor I part that contained only the single staff for Tenor I. Each 
issue of the newsletter contained several choral compositions—usually 
TTBB. (Figure 3.20)

Figure 3.20. Rudolph Tschirch: Abschied. (Farewell). 
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The forte and piano and all other nuances 
are indicated by the strength or weakness of 
the stroke

 piano,  mezza forte,  forte, etc.
 crescendo,  decresc.,  Í , 

 ß , etc.

The height of the pitch is denoted by weak, 
vertical strokes that connect with the bold, 
namely the half tone steps by a half as long as 
the whole;

 = C, D, E b or D, E, F

Pauses are empty spaces that are delineat-
ed by vertical lines, whose distance from each 
other indicates their value, e.g., 

   means a two-part duration of a tone 
and a one-part pause, or  

  two parts pause and one part sound
  two parts sound and two parts pause

  an entire measure pause.

The bar designations are limited to the digits 
8, 4, 3, 2, 6 and mean 8–4–3–2–6-part beat.

In the case of figured pieces, the notes 
should be written in one or twice as long time 
measures, so that sixteenths are written as 
eighths, eighths as quarters and quarters as half 
notes. As with notes, triplets are designated by 
writing a 3 above.

The connection of different notes is indicat-
ed by vertical strokes, and separation is indicat 
ed by their omission, e. g.: 

3

3 connected.

separated.

The singing of one and the same tone is de-
noted by connecting the bold strokes with one 
another.

U2
Bar lines are made as with the notes. 
The distance of the tones is indicated by 

the fact that one makes weak cross-strokes, 
from the distance of the notes to be omitted, 
through the vertical strokes, e.g.:

c cor

f
g

If a piece begins with the third or fifth of the 
tonic, it is not necessary but certainly helpful to 
write the fundamental tone underneath, e. g.:

c c
ore

g

In order to show how this note writing looks 
in its practical application, I will depict the scale:

Chorale

Wach auf, mein Herz, und   sin  -  -  -  ge,  dem   Schöpfer  al - - ler 

4

Menschen treu - em Hü  -   ter.

Din  -  ge, dem  Ge - ber  al - ler    Gii  -  ter,  der

O   du  fröhli-che,  o   du   se-li-ge, gna - ben - bringende

4

Weihnachtszeit    Welt ging verlo - ren, Christ ward ge-boren,

freue dich, freue dich, o Christen-heit.

Wake up, my heart, and sing, the creator of all things, the giver of all 
goods, the loyal guardian of man.
   O you happy, o you blessed, gracious Christmas season. World was 
lost, Christ was born, rejoice, rejoice, O Christianity.

At the beginning of a new line, one has to 
make a bar line and mark there the height of 
the last note in the previous line; the correct 

length of matter that much, as long as the 
little vertical dashes that cut them are done 
correctly. The note strokes that come on a 
syllable must be connected by vertical strokes, 
but if one wants to indicate that a tone comes 
on every syllable, then—unless one sets the 
text precisely underneath—one can omit 
these vertical strokes (height strokes).

Figure 3.20. Rudolph Tschirch. Abschied. (Farewell). 
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Tschirch, Rudolph ed. Abschied. (Farewell), Berlin, 1862. [Source: Deutsche Männer-Gesangs-Zeitung 
(German Male Choirs Newspaper), May 1862, Vol. 3, No. 5, 40.] “If you have to part from your loved 
one, goodbye, goodbye, how bitter the tears are, the quiet river, goodbye! O scent-filled beautiful 
world, o silver sparkling star tent! I look up, I hurt so much! Ade!”

Many readers will identify with the griping that erupts from a choir 
when something novel or challenging is introduced. So, it is likely that 
none of us will be surprised by the reaction to this (Figure 3.21):

Figure 3.21. Numbers or Notes? Reply, and a New Notation System

As many people in older and more recent 
times have invented a new notation system, I 
may be allowed to also publish one of my own 
invention, one that will satisfy the claims to be 
made of such a system, and whose only fault is 
that it was not already invented in the time of 
Pope Gregory or Charlemagne.

The actual tone signs (the noteheads) are 
made up of horizontal lines (— —), the length 
of which signifies the duration of the tone, e. g.:

  four-part duration = four quarter notes
  three-part duration = three quarter-notes
  two-part duration = two quarter notes
  one-part duration = one quarter note, etc.
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Figure 3.23. Selected Swiss Cities with Choral Ensembles.

Leipzig Allegretto · Anakreon · Apollo · Arbeiterbil- Goſtenhof · Mozartverein · Musikverein Harmonie

dungsverein · Akademischer Gesangverein Arion · Noris · Orpheus · Sängerchor der Kampfgenoſſen ·

Blüthner’scher Gesangverein · Chorgesangverein · Sängerkreis · Sängerluſt · Singverein.

Erler’scher Verein · Euphonia · Germania · Glocke · Olten (Switzerland), Männerchor.

Härtel’scher Verein · Hellas · Immergrün · Liederhain Prag, Deutschischen Männergesangverein ·

Liederhort · Liederkranz Liedertafel · Lipsia · Gesangverein Flöte · Liedertafel.

Männergesangverein·Merkur · Myrthe · Neuner Salzburg, Liedertafel.

Neunzehner und Taubert’scher Verein · Ossian · Spandau, Eiche·Hofmann’sche Liedertafel · 

Riedel’scher Gesangverein · Sängerbund · Sänger- Tolksdorfer Geſangverein.

halle · Sängerkreis · Sing-Akademie · Tonhalle Stuttgart, Akademie Liederkranz · Arbeiter-

Tonica · Typographia · Union · Universitäts - Bildungsverein · Cäcilia · Concordia · Fortuna
Sängerverein zu St. Pauli · Xenia · Zöllnerverein. Frohsinn · Germania · Janitscharia · Liederkranz 
Linz, (Austria) Frohsinn · Sängerbund. Sängerbund · Sängerklub · Sängerkranz ·

Luzern (Switzerland), Männerchor · Liedertafel. Teutonia.

Munich Akademie Gesangver ein · Bürgersänger- Weimar, Liedertafel · Sängerkranz · Germania ·

zunst · Concordia · Sängerschaft des katholische Harmonie · Sängerbund.

Gesellenvereins · Guttenberg · Liederhort · Lieder- Wien, Männergesangverein · Akademie Gesang-

kranz · Liedertafel Neubavaria Sängerschaft des verein Biedersinn · Liederkranz · Liedgenossen.

Turnvereins · Sängerrunde · Sängerrunde des Winterthur (Switzerland), Männerchor ·

Arbeiter Bildungsvereins · Künstler Sängerverein. Frohsinn.

Nuremberg Cäcilia · Frankonia · Gärtnerverein · Zürich, Harmonie · Cäcilienverein · Männerchor.

Industrie- und Kulturverein · Liederkranz · Lieder- Zweibrücken, Männergesangverein · Sänger-

verein · Männergeſangverein · Männergesangverein bund · Liederkranz · Bürgerlicher · Gesang verein.

[Source: Pfeil, Heinrich, ed. 1875. Deutscher Sänger-Kalender. Leipzig: C. G. Theile, 26–53.]

 
During the nineteenth century, Germany, Austria and Switzerland 

contributed more than their fair share of organizational expertise, 
communicative abilities, singers and festivals to the larger singing 
movement. That so many singing associations are still active in 2020 is a 
testament to both their institutional and financial management; choral 
organizations do not survive 150 years without the ability to attract and 
retain a robust membership. Luckily for us, German record-keeping has 
given us a window into how to successfully build a choral ensemble—
TTBB or SATB. Such a methodical approach to both communal singing 
and music education laid the solid foundation that has made it possible 
for an impressive number of choruses to endure—some for almost two 
centuries.

The 1876 Deutscher Sänger-Kalender included a list of virtually every 
municipality in Germany, Austria and Switzerland that contained sing-
ing societies. (Figure 3.22) Statistics for the major cities are informative: 

Figure 3.22. Selected Cities with Choral Ensembles.

Altona Allgemeine Liedertafel · Liedertafel des klub · Sängerkranz · Saxonia · Stimmgabel ·

Clubs Ungenannt · Quartett Italia · Teutonia. Victoria · Gewerbschüler-Gesangverein.

Augsburg Amicitia · Cäcilia · Concordia · Lieder- Dresden Apollo · Buchdrucker-Gesangverein ·

kranz · Liedertafel · Lyra. Concordia · Eichenkranz · Genasia · Germania ·

Berlin Accordia · Anakreon · Apolonia · Bach’scher Harmonie · Liederhayn · Liederkranz · Lieder-

Gessamlichten-Verein · Brennabor · Ceres · Con- kreis · Liederlust · Liedertafel · Gesangverein · 

cordia · Dannenberg’scher Verein · Deutsche Eiche Lied Hoch! · Luccas · Melodia · Orpheus.

Einigkeit. Fortschritt · Fraternitas · Frohsinn · Ge- Düsseldorf Quartettverein · Concordia.

müthlichkeit · Germania · Gesangfreunde · Immer- Frankfurt am Main Arion · Cäcilienverein · 

froh · Liederkranz · Liedesfreiheit · Lucretia · Lyra- Con cordia · Liederkranz · Harmonia · Liedertafel ·
nia · Melodia · Modestia · Müller’scher Vereine · Liederverein · Kunkel’scher Gesangverein · Sänger-

Otto’scher Verein · Rothe Schleife · Symphonia kranz · Teutonia · Neeb’scher Gesangverein.

Thalia · Treue · Unitas · Victoria · Vorstädtische Graz Almbrüder · Männergesangverein · Akade-

Lieder. · Waldkapelle · Wiegandt’sches Doppel. Hague (Holland), Cäcilia.

Bern Liedertafel · Liederkranz · Frohsinn. Hall (Tyrol), Männergesangverein.

Carlsruhe Gesangverein Badavia · Frohsinn · Halle Handwerkermeister Liedertafel · Männer-

Liederhalle · Liedertafel · Cäcilienverein. chor · Sang und Klang · Liedertafel · Volkslieder-

Cassel Eintracht · Harmonie · Liedertafel · Reiß’ tafel · Vereinigte Männerliedertafel · Schüßler’

scher Gesangverein · Salon · Ouartettverein. sche · Liedertafel · Akademischer Gesangverein.

Chemnitz Arion · Allgemeine Männergesang · Hamburg Kaufmännische Liedertafel · Liedertafel ·

Bürgergesangverein · Cäcilia · Erheiterung Ger- Schillerliedertafel St. Paul Concordia · Ouartett Eu-

mania · Liederhain · Liedertafel · Liederkranz · terpe · Quartett verein von 1830 · Kleine Klaidudi.

Liederkreis · Lyra · Männergesangverein · Sänger- Herisau (Switzerland), Männerchor.

I have always used this type of notation 
when starting a new singing course in order to 
clearly illustrate:

1. uniform sustained sound;
2. height and depth; and
3. the duration of tones.

If this notation that I have invented attracts 
the attention of experts, I would be very pleased 
if they would like to publish any improvements 
or share them with me.

If this notation that I have invented attracts 
the attention of experts, I would be very pleased 

if they would like to publish any improvements 
or share them with me.

Incidentally, I am far from believing that my 
tone designation will displace musical notation, 
as the latter with its curves, points, and dashes 
has become too deeply embedded in the eyes 
and hearts of musicians as I am convinced that 
my notation is a visual medium of tonal ratios 
that offers more than the numbers, especially 
when teaching singing.

Löbau

—H. A. Klos
347
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III. GREAT BRITAIN
England
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, in a short amount of 

time, the British developed a “social and musical ritual” that, in the 
words of William Weber, “proved remarkably appealing and adapt-
able.”

167
 This model brought together large numbers of amateur—as 

well as professional singers—to perform revered older or serious newer 
works with orchestral accompaniment, and for purposes so broadly 
and loosely defined as to be non-exclusive. As the festival format grew 
in popularity, singers from many places gathered with their own small 
or large choruses, then returned to them, sometimes establishing their 
own regional Handel events, which drew on different groups of singers 
or stimulated the creation of new ones. The 1857 Handel Festival in 
the Crystal Palace (Figure 3.23) lasted five days and included not only 
Messiah but Israel in Egypt and also Judas Maccabeus. Sir George Grove 
wrote that the “band was augmented to 460, and the chorus to upwards 
of 2,700 performers.”

168
 

Of particular importance in England was the establishment in 1806 
of the Birmingham Oratorio Choral Society, which supplied singers for 
the triennial festival in Birmingham, and sang in other venues between 
festivals. It became a model for many other English societies, including 
the Norwich Choral Society (1824).

169
 

In England during the nineteenth century, choral singing dominated 
musical life. Lacking a strong native tradition of opera or instrumental 
music, it was choral genres—from the mighty oratorio to the convivial 
glee—that most dominated the composer’s craft. British choral music 
in this period was primarily occasional: music festival, civic ceremony, 
or informal gathering. As some contemporaries candidly acknowledged, 
the activity of collective singing, rather than the presentation of musical 
works, was the predominant concern of such events.

170

A remarkable growth in secular choral societies was due in no small 
measure to the vocal scores that were becoming increasingly available: 
just as in Germany, Breitköpf & Härtel had seen the commercial possi-
bilities of the situation, so in England Alfred Novello put himself in the 

It is no accident that German-speaking Eu rope is discussed first. The 
same artistic thruway that transported Handel—and later—Haydn, 

Mendelssohn and Hans Richter, among others—into England, also took 
with it the growing social phenomenon called Liedertafel. At this time, 
many men worked at least ten hours per day, six days per week; many 
of them were eager to establish friendships with other like-minded men 
that they otherwise might never have met; the singing societies provid-
ed the opportunity to become friends with other amateur singers. The 
possibility that they might also meet a few potential brides didn’t hurt; 
for, as these hard-working men became successful and self-sustaining, 
wedding a woman above his social nexus became a real possibility.

Another reason German musical culture found fertile ground outside 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland is absolutely tied up with the country’s 
societal influences. Before industrialization, most people had neither the 
leisure time (nor the money) to participate in such pastimes; however, 
once the Industrial Revolution arrived, men and women were free to 
engage in a relaxed lifestyle. Without the mechanization that character-
ized every first-world country, there would’ve been no path to the cities 
for rural, agriculturally based men and women. Germany was said to be 
a working-class society; Austrian citizens tended towards a highbrow 
lifestyle; and the Swiss, in addition to the agrarian component of their 
society, also earned a reputation for being better educated—such as 
bankers; still, Swiss choral societies were welcoming and maintained the 
Pestalozzian principles of “the more the merrier” and “Come as you are.”

Yet another reason that German ensemble models were successful 
in English-speaking countries is because English is closest to Germanic 
languages. While there is a large English vocabulary culled from Romance 
languages, English syntax, verb conjugation and tenses are most similar 
to German. So, with upwardly mobile younger men actively looking for 
leisure activities, one friend invites another, who invites another, and so 
forth. Accordingly, once the ball began to roll, one chorus was founded, 
then another, and another; before long, every large city—and many 
smaller ones—had an all-male chorus modeled on the Liedertafeln found 
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
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Figure 3.23. The Great Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace, 1857.

[Source: Illustrated London News, 27 June 1857, 630–31.]
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and bass parts; most parish churches maintained similar all-male choirs, 
making singing in an organized group exceedingly difficult for girls and 
women.

This is not to say that every cathedral choir in the nineteenth century 
sang beautifully: “From all kinds of sources, including the parliamentary 
reports on cathedrals, it is clear that the stipends for the men who sang 
in all cathedral choirs in the nineteenth century were miserably insuffi-
cient and there was almost no provision for pensions to be provided for 
the old and those whose voices had deteriorated. There might well have 
been some excellent voices among the eight or ten lay clerks at Durham 
in the 1850s, but there were almost invariably two or three who had 
grown old and inefficient, or had lost their voices completely and did 
more harm than good.”

173

The German musician Karl Hallé (Figure 3.24, left) moved to 
Manchester in 1848 and, in an attempt to become Anglicized, changed 
his name to Charles Hallé; in 1850, eight years before the founding of 
the orchestra

174
 for which he became well-known, he found so many 

amateurs with fair voices and ears for music, that he founded the “St. 
Cecilia Society,” an imitation of the German Gesangverein. It consisted 
of ladies and gentlemen of the best society, at first about 50 in number. 
Hallé writes that the St. Cecilia Society grew into such a large chorus that 
after 1858 it became the adjunct to the performances of his orchestra.

175
 

John Potter posits that 

The hundred years from the end of the eighteenth century to the 
end of the nineteenth century saw more identifiable changes in 
singing than any earlier comparable period. There are, of course, 
purely vocal reasons for any sort of change—a new generation of 
singers will have new composers to negotiate with, older singers 
retire and new stars rise. But underlying and fuelling [sic] this 
perennial evolution were social and political upheavals, especially 
in Italy and France, that affected the whole of Europe. Women 
singers have historically not had the same opportunities as men, 
but by the end of the eighteenth century there was sufficient 

vanguard of progress by issuing low cost materials for amateur singers. 
In London, the Sacred Harmonic Society did much to increase oppor-
tunities and also to broaden the repertory. The chorus had women to 
sing the treble and alto parts (though they were invited to assist at the 
performances rather than being admitted to full membership of the 
society). The Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace in 1859 was prompted 
by a suggestion from R. K. Bowley, sometime secretary and librarian of 
the Sacred Harmonic Society:

171

An anonymous critic, E. D. R., wrote in the September 1894 The 
Musical Times that, 

It is the fashion to point the critical finger of scorn at our Cantatas 
and Oratorios; to call them “Festival manufacture” (as indeed they 
are, but why to their disadvantage?), and, in general, to attempt to 
discourage the only national school of music we possess. The major-
ity of these productions may be of the nature of occasional music; 
the commonplace of the age, and of little value to the world at large, 
but even then they are useful to us. Chorus-singing is the one thing 
that we do—perhaps better—than any nation in the world. We 
must have something new to sing. Our provincial Festivals, which 
multiply yearly, are the direct cause of a great deal of music being 
written, and, on the whole, adequately performed. It must, there-
fore, be in this direction that any greatness that is to fall to our lot 
will come upon us. We have no instrumental traditions, and but 
little adequate performance of instrumental music. The best of it is 
under foreign direction, and comes from foreign sources.

172

In some ways, the British had a head start when it came to introduc-
ing choral music into the culture. For instance, every major college in 
Cambridge and Oxford, had choirs that sang daily Evensong; Anglican 
cathedrals also had daily Evensong, along with sung Masses. Due to the 
long-standing opprobrium against females singing in church, these reg-
ular choirs consisted of prepubescent boys singing soprano with either 
collegiate young men or professionals singing the alto (falsettists), tenor 
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William Spencer Northhouse. The Institute was started with great 
enthusiasm. Many young working men in the city had great expec-
tations of learning; and the list of members was very numerous.

But a new attraction arose at last; and all resolves about study, 
and purposes of intellectual progress, and interests however 
important, were sacrificed for my new passion. A few young men 
wished to form a Choral Society, and asked me to allow them the 
use of my school-room for rehearsals. I consented readily, and 
became a member of the new society—taking my stand, weekly, 
as a tenor singer in the choruses. My heart and brain were soon on 
flame with the worship of Handel’s grandeur, and with the love of 
his sweetness and tenderness. They made me their secretary; and 
my head went to work to make the music of the Choral Society 
worth hearing in old cathedralled [sic] Lincoln.

I planned, I visited, I wooed, I entreated, till I obtained the aid 
and co-operation of the best musicians and the best singers in 
the ancient city. Like every true reformer, I had to put down the 
authority of the imperfect, and put the authoritative perfect in its 
place. Over the company of raw amateurs—despite some grum-
bling—I succeeded in placing the most perfect “singer at sight,” 
and most thoroughly experienced person in the music of Handel, 
to be found in the whole city, as conductor.

The next step was to obtain funds, that professional men might 
be remunerated, and the society held together by something more 
than mere enthusiasm. I wrote to the nobility, gentry, and clergy 
of the county and the city, and to all members of Parliament for 
Lincolnshire; and was successful in almost every case. I raised an 
income of £200

178
 for the society’s first year.

What mad enthusiasm I felt for music! I often sat up the 
greater part of a night to transact the writing necessary for the 
furtherance of the prosperity of that Choral Society.…The enjoy-
ment—the rapture—I had in listening to the music, was more 
than a reward for whatever time I gave to the society, or interest 
I sacrificed for it.

179

demand from composers and promoters to generate significant 
careers for female sopranos and, increasingly, mezzo-sopranos 
and contraltos. Some learned from established teachers, others 
sprang from nowhere, and many were controversial. Some made 
society marriages and continued their careers in the draw-
ing-room rather than on the stage.

176

Thomas Cooper (Figure 3.24, right) writes in his autobiography of 
the enthusiasm for singing and his importance in the leadership of the 
new choral society:

I soon found myself in a new world at Lincoln; and now, first, may 
be said to have mingled with the real world, and to have begun to 
understand that I really belonged to it. The Mechanics’ Institute 
was being formed in the ancient city just at the time that I settled in 
it. I immediately became a member of the Institute, and was elected 
on its first Committee: our President being Sir Edward Ffrench [sic] 
Bromhead,

177
 and our Secretary the well-known political agent, 

Figure 3.24. left: George Frederic Watts: Sir Charles Hallé (née Karl Halle), oil 
on canvas, c. 1870; right: Henry Anelay: Drawing of Thomas Cooper, engraved 
by Henry Linton, c. 1847.

[Source: left: © National Portrait Gallery, London, NPG 1004; right: Chartist Ancestors, https://
www.chartistancestors.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Thomas-Cooper.png.]
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dreds—if not thousands—of singers. It seems unlikely that Handel ever 
conceived of such numbers, given the difficulties in causing to many 
people to act in rhythm; and, of course, the polyphony could sound 
muddy and indistinct. 

In his article in The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular of July 
1877, Joseph Bennett recalls that

As I write, the triennial celebration of Handel’s genius is taking 
place at the Crystal Palace, and an orchestra numbered by thou-
sands is performing, to an audience counted almost by tens of 
thousands, his finest and most familiar works. We are used even 
to this now, and no more think of making a wonder of it than we 
do of sunrise, which, per se is an occurrence somewhat worthy of 
note and marvel. There is no parallel to this anywhere, so far as 
I know.

184

A description of the Handel Festival outlines the challenges singers 
endure in the face of such enormous orchestras:

The great choruses, “For unto a child born,” “Behold the Lamb of 
God,” and, above all, the stupendous “Hallelujah,” were clothed 
with a sublimity beyond the power of language to describe. The 
solo singing, however, though not inferior excellence, was much 
inferior in effect. The attempt to perform the music of Handel 
in the area of the Crystal Palace, though it has succeeded beyond 
expectation in choral music, has hitherto been less successful in 
solo singing. It seems to be beyond the power of any single voice 
to make its way through so vast an expanse unless it is strained to 
such a degree as to destroy the delicacy, grace, and expression of 
singing. A man must shout, and a woman must scream, in order 
to make themselves heard in such a place.

185

The importance of Messiah can hardly be overstated; it was per-
formed almost every year in London, almost always with gigantic cho-

English parish and village choirs created in this manner provided 
what may have been the earliest opportunities for women to partici-
pate in church choirs. Nicholas Temperley has called attention to the 
following passage from a satirical work of 1727 by Alexander Pope in 
which a fictional parish clerk recounts having tutored both “the young 
men and maidens to tune their voice as if it were a psaltery; and the 
church on the Sunday was filled with these new hallelujahs.”

180
 At the 

cathedral of St Bartholomäus in Frankfurt, Charles Burney (Figure 
3.25, left) found that the choir “was not furnished with singers of 
great talent, but yet there were a number of girls, who, though the ser-
vice was that of the Roman Catholics, were many of them Lutherans 
or Calvinists, that chanted with the priests and canons without the 
organ.”

181
 

In connection with a service he heard at the church of St. Gudule in 
Brussels, Burney opined that he:

was glad to find among the [band of voices] two or three women, 
who, though they did not sing well, yet their being employed, 
proved that female voices might have admission to the church, 
without giving offence or scandal to piety, or even bigotry. If the 
practice were to become general of admitting women to sing the 
soprano part in the cathedrals, it would, in Italy, be a service to 
mankind, and in the rest of Europe render church-music infinite-
ly more pleasing and perfect.

182

 There was also another avenue where women could be certain of 
admittance: the monstrously sized oratorio choruses. “The lives of 
many Englishmen and women, regardless of class, were touched by 
large-scale choral singing in the nineteenth century. As both audience 
members and practitioners (amateur and professional), vast numbers of 
people experienced the striking effect of grand oratorio performances 
via regular concert life and festival culture nationwide.”

183

These ensembles often had upwards of 200 singers and an orches-
tra that was proportionate; Handel festivals would attract many hun-
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Isle of White in 1891. The choir’s performances were reviewed in The 
Queen, The Lady’s Newspaper: 

The South African Native Choir (Figure 3.25) gave a second 
Concert at the Prince’s Hall last Friday, which was very largely 
attended, when the sixteen distinct tribes, again appeared in their 
African costumes and sang a selection of pieces…The band of 
natives is first faintly heard in the remote distance, the ear catch-
ing matches of its chant and the rhythmical sound of footsteps. 
Gradually the band approaches, the song of the natives increasing 
in volume till it is heard at its loudest. Then it gradually dies away 
in the distance till it is heard no more. The chant was sung with 
wonderful precision and command of pianissimo effect, and was 

ruses in equally large halls. Regarding an 1896 performance, London’s 
newspaper The Era wrote, 

There are always audiences to be found when Messiah is per-
formed, and when given by the Royal Choral Society at the Albert 
Hall, with…a band and chorus of one thousand performers…the 
presence of a large assemblage at the Albert Hall was a matter of 
course. Let us first do justice to the excellent choir. The rendering 
of music so familiar to most amateurs is too often apt to be care-
less and coarse, but this is never the case with the members of the 
Royal Choral Society. They have gained their reputation worthily, 
and are not inclined to forfeit the credit they have won.…One of 
the most effective choruses, where all were good, was “For unto 
us,” which the audience tried with some persistence to encore.…
The encore system has grown into a nuisance elsewhere, and in 
oratorio it would be intolerable.

186

And, regarding massed choirs, at least the critics and general public 
recognized the insurmountable difficulties of the soloists; whereas a 
chorus of 2,000 singers can hold its own against an orchestra of 300, 
solo voices hardly have had a chance. Nevertheless, these massed choir 
festivals remained an integral part of the singing culture in England 
during the nineteenth century. As nationalities go, England ranks with 
Germany in participation, as well as cultural awareness; musical educa-
tion was equally important and this exposure to music from the earliest 
ages of children helped perpetuate one of the most vibrant singing soci-
eties that endures to this day.

During a time when racism existed in some European countries, 
late-nineteenth-century England hosted a choir of black South Africans, 
who were part of the British Empire, thus making them subjects of 
Her Majesty the Queen. The choir, drawn from seven different South 
African tribes, toured Britain from 1891 to 1893 to raise funds for a tech-
nical college in their home country. The best known performance was 
before Queen Victoria, at Osborne House—the royal residence on the 

Figure 3.25. Members of the African Choir pose for a group portrait with their 
English choir manager, Walter Letty, and musical director James Balmer, 1891. 

[Source: London Stereoscopic Company/Hulton Archive/Getty Images, with permission.]
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most enthusiastically applauded. In the course of the evening one 
of the Africans in excellently chosen English delivered a speech 
explaining the objects of the visit of the choir. The South African 
Native Choir started with a provincial tour, commencing with 
Southsea and Southampton.

187

In addition to publishing engraved portraits of four choir members, 
the Illustrated London News wrote that “Ten weeks have passed since the 
Kaffrarian Singers landed in England, and they have, by performances 
of genuine merit, gained position as first-class vocalists, stood the test 
of criticism, and are rapidly winning public favour. With remarkable 
intelligence, with sweet voices and weird expressive melody, with inter-
esting looks, graceful manners and deportment, and with a set purpose 
of benefiting their country and their race, they have but to be seen and 
heard to command the sympathy of an English audience.”

188

Wales
 Nineteenth-century Wales was masculine in the extreme. One of 
the main industries was coal mining, an endeavor unsuited to females; 
hence, the formation of male singing societies is hardly surprising. 
Legend has it that men joined, and sang, as a way of clearing coal 
dust from their lungs. That may be true; however, the machismo that 
accompanies such jobs, along with the resulting male choral societ-
ies, was taken to an entirely new level by the creation of great choral 
competitions. Today, adjudged choir festivals are commonplace, but in 
the nineteenth century, competitions were unusual, particularly those 
where a winner was declared.

Gareth Williams writes that, “the determinants for the growth of 
amateur choral singing in Wales from 1860 to World War I include 
the Pro tes tant Non con formity; Eisted  dfodau

189
 (festivals); (Figure 3.26 

above) in dustrialization; as well as accelerated demographic growth, 
which saw the fourfold increase in population during the nineteenth 
century. Because of these factors, amateur choral societies were found-
ed in virtually every industrial township.”

190

Figure 3.26. above: Pierre Eugene Grandsire: The Eisteddfod (traditional Welsh 
festival) in Caernarfon, Wales, drawing after a sketch by Alfred Erny, 1862; below: 
The Welsh Prize Singers, presumably while touring Chicago, unattributed, 1894.

[Sources: above: Erny, Alfred. “Travels in Wales.” Il Giro del mondo (World Tour), Journal of Geography, 
Travel and Costumes X, no. 20 (12 November 1868); below: Amgueddfa Ceredigion Museum, AY1856] 
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Ge rald of Wales wrote that, “When they come together to make 
music, the Welsh sing their traditional songs not in unison, as is done 
elsewhere, but in parts…”

192
 The upshot is that robust singing has been 

a part of the Welsh mindset for centuries; during the second half of 
the nineteenth century, choral singing started to include the wives and 
children of industrial workers—particularly the miners.

Indeed, choral singing was one of the few acceptable outlets for 
women to socialize in public outside the confines of organized religion, 
which in Wales mostly meant Methodism. In 1883 the Welsh Ladies 
Choir was formed by the “spirited conductress”193 Clara Novello Davies. 
Its members—as many as 70 singers—were drawn from her own stu-
dents. The ladies first toured the United States in 1887, then in 1893, 
they won First Prize for a female choir at the Eisteddfod held as part 
of the World’s Exhibition in Chicago. The group was commanded to 
perform for Queen Victoria at Osborne House in 1894, after which it 
became the “‘Royal’ Welsh Ladies Choir;” (Figure 3.27) the women wore 
a bright red flannel skirt, checkered apron and shoulder shawl and a 
white blouse with cherry colored ribbons, black patent shoes with shin-
ing buckles and a traditional high Welsh hat. In 1900, the ladies won a 
prize at the Paris Exposition.194

Figure 3.27. Royal Welsh Ladies Choir before sailing for the Eisteddfod held 
during the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, 1893.

[Sources: ©Amgueddfa Genedlaethol Cymru, ©National Museum of Wales, 67.221.1.] 

Williams claims that singing is the activity that the Welsh have 
always enjoyed and have for which Welsh men and women displayed 
particular prowess during the centuries. Even in challenging economic 
times, as Welsh families might have known near the end of the nine-
teenth century, somehow singing ensembles were able to compete in 
Europe, and even in the united states, as this photo of The Welsh Prize 
Singers (Figure 3.26, below) demonstrates. 

The Eisted  dfodau festivals were enormous affairs that involved thou-
sands of male—and eventually female—singers from urban and rural 
areas alike. There were multiple gatherings each year, and the compe-
tition was stiff, but the prizes were generous. The Cardiff newspaper 
Western Mail wrote frequently of choral singing along with the Eisted -
dfodau; in 1890 it wrote:

BRIDGEND EISTEDDFOD. 
—A Soaking Wet Day. 

—Result Of The Competitions. 
—Winners Of The Great Choral Prize. 

The third annual eisteddfod was held at The Bridgend on 
Monday in a spacious marquee erected in a field just outside the 
town, and as the event was one in which considerable interest was 
taken, thousands of people came in by ordinary and special trains 
from various parts of Glamorganshire.…

CHIEF CHORAL COMPETITION. It was late when the chief 
choral competition was commenced, and nearly nine o’clock when 
it was brought to a close. The first prize was £100 and a gold-mount-
ed baton, and the second prize £25, to choirs of not less than 150 nor 
more than 250, for rendering “Flarwel i ti Gymrn F.d” (Dr. Parry), 
and “Rise up, oh arise” (St. Paul). Six choirs had entered, but only 
five sang, viz.:—First, Dowlais Choral Society, Mr. W. H. Hughes 
conductor; second, Dowlais Harmonic Society, Mr. J. Davies; third, 
Llanelly Parish-hall Choir, Mr W. Bassett…

The eisteddfod was then brought to a close, and the rush of the 
crowd to the station was something to be remembered.191
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of Scotland, the influence of the Oxford Movement, as well as links to 
the Anglican Church, led to the introduction of more traditional ser-
vices; by 1900, surpliced196 choirs and musical services were the norm. 
The Free Church that broke away from the kirk in 1843, during the 
Great Disruption, was more conservative regarding music, and organs 
were not permitted until 1883. Hymns were first introduced in the 
United Presbyterian Church in the 1850s.

That is not to say that northern folk did not look to the South for 
help: “The first Edinburgh Musical Festival of 1815 gave a great impetus 
to music in the Scottish capital. Soloists, band and chorus were import-
ed from across the border, and even the grand organ from Covent 
Garden Theatre was ‘brought down by sea.’” And, “Domenico Corri 
made, in 1807, a new departure, doubtless driven thereto by a shrinking 
subscription list, when he announced that, if the list is well-subscribed 
for, he will open separate classes for ten boys, ten girls, and twenty 
young men, to be regularly and thoroughly taught gratis the singing of 
choruses, to enable him at all times to produce a complete choral con-
cert from the works of Handel.”

197

A 1901 article in The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular notes 
that, “In no part of the British Isles has music made so much progress 
in recent years as in Scotland.…It may be convenient to set forth the 
matter under three heads—like the dearly beloved sermon in Scotland: 
(1) choral and instrumental music, (2) church music, and (3) elementary 
musical education.”

198

In 1815, the Institution of Sacred Music was established to train sing-
ers in order to improve the music in Edinburgh churches; eventually 
the training extended to oratorio choruses as well; and, in a glowing 
review that is redolent of older traditions that exclude females, the 
author quoted a local source as saying, “The improvement of the cho-
rus-singers is remarkable. It is really astonishing to hear so many boys 
and young men, who, but a short time since, were ignorant of the very 
rudiments of music, singing with precision and effect the great chorus-
es of Handel and Haydn.”

199
 More festivals were held in 1819 and 1824, 

the latter patronized by Sir Walter Scott.

The RWLC sang English and Welsh songs as well as classical choral 
music and often wore a version of Welsh costume during part of its per-
formances. Women who wore a version of Welsh “National” Costume 
at special events tended to come from the middle class, unlike some 
Welsh male voice choirs who came from industrial backgrounds.  Some 
of the choir members knitted stockings on stage when not singing and 
sold them to the members of the audience.

The expansion of choral societies to include both males and females 
did not slow the growth of the more traditional all-male choruses. 
Mixed choirs continued, along with TTBB ensembles, until the eco-
nomic downturn that accompanied the First World War caused the 
shuttering of many coal mines, which often provided rehearsal space—
and perhaps even modest funding—for these amateur choral groups.

The repertoire of Welsh male choirs during the nineteenth century 
focused on music that included themes similar to their daily lives: “con-
flict, sacrifice, struggle, and hardship.” Yet, while such high-brow choral 
music as Messiah was the purview of the educated, or upper-middle 
classes in England, the SATB Welsh choirs performed them regularly, 
and with great success, particularly since they were rarely conducted by 
trained professionals.

195
 

Scotland
Unlike England or Wales, where church music was freely practiced 

and had a long historical tradition, in Scotland—the Presbyterian 
church under John Knox—had banned almost every vestige of church 
music other than simple monody. Church fathers frowned on accom-
panied choral music, or unaccompanied choral music with anything 
more than rudimentary harmonies; organs and other instruments were 
altogether proscribed. 

The nineteenth century saw the reintroduction of accompanied 
music into the Church of Scotland. Organs began to be added to 
churches in large numbers and by the end of the century, roughly a 
third of the Church of Scotland, more than 80 per cent of Kirks (Scots 
folk), had both organs and choirs. Similarly, in the Episcopalian Church 
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announcement intimated that ‘the chapel will be splendidly lighted 
with gas.’”

201

During the second half of the nineteenth century, Edinburgh boast-
ed a large assortment of choral societies, including The Choral Union, 
University Musical Society, Amateur Orchestral Society, Mr. Kirkhope’s 
Choir, Mr. Moonie’s Choir, Mr. Millar Craig’s Choir and St. George’s 
United Free Church Musical Association; outside the capital there were 
thriving choral societies in Glasgow, Aberdeen, Perth, and Dundee.

An amusing description of the difficulties that plagued these early 
organizations also sheds light on chorus constituents:

Some of the pioneer difficulties would nowadays cause a smile. 
The choristers as a rule had to sing from single part copies made 
by themselves—in fact, the copying of his part frequently formed 
an essential part in a chorister’s education, but more frequently 
this tedious work was the midnight labour of the hard-worked 
conductor. Again, great difficulty was experienced in getting 
ladies to sing seconds; they regarded the word in too literal a 
sense, and all the fair warblers set their affections upon the 
soprano part. As in England, the alto part was formerly sung by 
men—“four bearded altos,” to use Mendelssohn’s definition; in 
1855, however, it was about equally divided between male and 
female singers; in 1860, the ladies practically had the field all to 
themselves. The ladies of the chorus, even as late as 1850, seem 
to have had some diffidence in singing out. At a performance of 
Samson in Glasgow, they found a leader bold and brave in one 
[John] Wilson, a lay clerk, who led the sopranos with a violin! Two 
years later, [Charles H.] Seligmann, on his appointment to the 
conductorship of the Glasgow Musical Association, found that 
the sopranos were led by William Locke, a tenor singer! 

202

Those who could afford to train their offspring—or themselves—
sought out singing teachers, both Scottish and foreign, to improve their 
musical abilities. The swell of vocal and choral music in Scotland was built 

After the establishment of the Edinburgh Professional Society 
of Musicians in 1819, there quickly followed the Edinburgh Choral 
Society and the Edinburgh Harmonic Association; in 1833, the Glasgow 
Amateur Musical Society performed Haydn’s Creation, which was per-
formed “a year later in the Episcopal Chapel by a body of seventy-eight 
executants,

200
 stated to be the largest Band ever collected together in 

Glasgow. An oratorio, the subject taken from Milton’s Paradise Lost, 
was performed (April 1837) in St. Andrew’s Catholic Chapel, Great Clyde 
Street, by eighty-six performers, of whom sixty were choralists. The 

Figure 3.28. Tonic Sol-Fa System. 
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actual pitches and rhythm. Sir George Grove includes several samples 
of these diagrams, helpfully including the actual notation as a way to 
decipher the alphabetical symbols:

Although choral music had been in disuse for many years before 
1800—having hardly left a remnant of its former existence—in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, both secular and sacred music 
unquestionably formed a part of ordinary education in Scotland; 
indeed, it was just as important in Scotland as it was in Germany, as well 
as other parts of the Continent. Consequently, there can be no doubt 
that the annihilation of the great choral establishments in Scotland, 
along with the exclusion of pipe organs and other instruments from 
religious services, plus the severe simplicity of the style of Psalmody 
introduced by the rigid disciples of Calvin and Knox, had a considerable 
effect in checking the progress of the art.

By 1900, however, choral music was flourishing in Scotland, with a 
blossoming of ensembles of every variety: all-male groups organized like 
the French Orphéon; SATB ensembles attached to social and industrial 
organizations; men and boys choirs in the Episcopal church in Scotland, 
and to a lesser extent, the Reformed Scottish denomination. The intro-
duction of music into public schools was an enormous boon for singing 
and choirs; the children, having been exposed to the pleasure of singing, 
were far more likely to join a choral ensemble of some sort later in their 
lives. As a result, Scotland today enjoys a vocal and choral ensemble 
movement that thrives and is far-reaching.

Ireland
The island of Ireland and its inhabitants have for centuries lived 

with internal strife and external meddling; this resulted in significant 
disorganization in its political and cultural institutions. As late as 
1884, for example, Irish newspapers that commented on music at all 
claimed that, “A people amongst whom all efforts at culture of every 
sort had been for centuries deliberately crushed out by inhuman rul-
ers must in any case have been backward for a long period, as com-
pared with other peoples, in sustained activity regarding intellectual 

in part on the work of teachers, who created a class of pupils cum singers 
who built and populated choral societies. There were two sight-singing 
systems promoted by the French teacher Guillaume-Louis Bocquillon,

203
 

(known as “Wilhem”),
204

 and the German Joseph Mainzer. Both of their 
systems proved to be extremely popular in the United Kingdom; “many 
thousands of people attended classes in towns throughout the country and 
learned that competence in music was indeed possible.”

205

Given that London was capital of the entire United King dom, it is not 
surprising that the re pertoire sung by Scot tish choral societies was more or 
less the same: part songs, arranged folk music, TTBB “laborer” songs, and 
oratorios, including Mes  siah, of course. Another “driving force in the selec-
tion of repertoire was the music performed at English music festivals.”

206
 

This influence continued until the twentieth century, although it would be 
a mistake to assume there was no local talent; nevertheless, the mainstream 
oratorios made up the bulk of festival performances.

Mainzer was largely responsible for the introduction of music edu-
cation into elementary schools. His book, Singing for the Million! was 
written in a style obviously meant to teach young children and is not 
dissimilar to musical exercises found in modern times. John Curwen 
invented and introduced a system called “Tonic Sol-Fa” (Figure 3.28) 
into musical education and choir singing. Curwen was important 
enough to warrant an extensive entry in the Grove A Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, which writes that,

Its leading principle is that of “key relationship” (expressed by the 
word “Tonic”), and it enforces this by the use of the ancient sound 
names do, re mi, etc. as visible, as well as oral, symbols. These 
names are first put before a class of beginners in the form of a 
printed picture of a scale, called a “Modulator.” For simplicity’s 
sake they are spelt English-wise, and si is called te in order to avoid 
having two symbols with the same first letter.

207

To our modern eyes, these symbols look like gibberish; however, this 
“Modulator” is not nearly as confusing as the symbols used to notate 
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fonder day by day of his Vaterland, until the spirit of healthy patri-
otism is developed in him to the highest pitch.

In Ireland, on the contrary, there are but very few musical soci-
eties, most of which find it hard enough to maintain a struggling 
existence. The sustenance given by the Irish public even to occa-
sional musical performances is often of a most attenuated char-
acter. The English have numerous publications and societies for 
music. There are no musical periodicals [in Ireland]. The amount of 
musical knowledge and activity among us is almost infinitesimal.

211

Still, from the beginning of the nineteenth century, there was a 
remarkable acceleration throughout Europe towards improved musical 
literacy. It seems, however, that Ireland was left behind, because its 
educational infrastructure was inadequate. Joseph Ryan claims in his 
dissertation “Nationalism and Music in Ireland” that “In 1851, of 204 
schools examined only six were teaching music; in 1870, of 6,332 schools 
visited 688 were including music.”

212
 That being said, colleges and uni-

versities in Ireland were able to found and sustain choral ensembles into 
the twentieth century, although many remained all-male. (Figure 3.29)

work.”
208

 It is not for us to judge the merit of this assertion; rather, we 
draw conclusions based on documented facts, such as those enumer-
ated by the Irish composer and educator John Francis Larchet, who 
asserts in The Voice of Ireland:

A dispassionate analysis of the present position of music in 
Dublin is rather discouraging. It possesses no concert hall, good 
or bad, and no permanent orchestra which could be called a sym-
phony orchestra. Except for occasional visits from some of the 
English orchestras, there has been no performance of any impor-
tance or educative value in Dublin for ten years. This means that 
most of the people have no knowledge of Strauss, Brahms, and 
the great volume of modern orchestral music. Few are acquainted 
with any important works of later date than Wagner’s Ring of the 
Nibelungen. Little interest is taken in chamber music or choral 
music; a large percentage of music lovers in Dublin have never 
heard a string quartet. Solo instrumental recitals, or classical 
song recitals, are few and far between, and are only attended by a 
small circle of enthusiasts, or by those personally interested in the 
artist. In such circumstances, it is inevitable that Dublin should 
contribute nothing to the support or progress of music. The Feis 
Ceoil

209
 and similar institutions cannot really be called music 

festivals, as they are purely of a competitive nature, intended only 
for the education of students.

210

Perhaps because of such gaps in public education, in 1884 the Dublin 
Week ly Nation made these harsh observations about choral music:

We have scarcely an institution among us to take the place of the 
“Orphéon” which is to be found even in out-of-the-way French vil-
lages, or of the “Liedertafel,” which allows the German to indulge 
in the inevitable smoke and glass of lager, but betimes compels 
him also to lay aside his pipe and mug and join in some hearty 
choral piece, with words attached which help to make him grow 

Figure 3.29. A. H. Poole Studio: Choir from De La Salle College, Waterford, 
Ireland, photograph, 1905. 

[Source: National Library of Ireland, Poole Photographic Collection, POOLEWP 1467.]
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unlike those of the Choral Society, was entirely secular. The Northern 
Whig gave the concert a long review and welcomed the new society, 
which reflected the newspaper’s more radical politics:

The first public concert Society took place, last evening, and we 
bid them the plenitude of that success which generous exertion 
public spirit should always receive. They are a new incorporation; 
and, unlike the sulky “aristocracy” of the Anacreontic confeder-
acy—whose exclusiveness denies the admission of the public to 
their concerts and confines it to their own cliques, parasites, and 
favourites—they freely open their doors, that all who desire accept 
their invitation may have the opportunity of enjoying whatever the 
resources of the Society can present. That their good offices have 
been reciprocated, the respectable and crowded assemblage last 
evening the best proof; and a much larger meeting would have been 
assembled, but that the Committee very properly limited the issue 
of tickets, compatibly with the size of the building.

216

Within two years, the Royal Choral Institute presented Messiah for 
the first time in 1851. As part of its advertisement campaign, the Institute 
wrote, “The Royal Choral Institute has been formed for the Public 
Performance of the highest class of Choral Music, both Sacred and 
Secular. It is also hoped through its medium to establish in this country 
a large body of Choristers, composed chiefly of the working classes, capa-
ble of performing the best classical works, the performance of which is 
at present exclusively confined to private societies.”

217
 This performance 

must have been successful, because on 21 February 1852, Haydn’s Creation 
was performed with full orchestra and a chorus of 200 singers.

Curiously, there were frequent visits to Ireland by Orphéon and 
Liedertafeln from around Europe. This notice appeared in the Cork Daily 
Herald in March 1860: “You must look out for a friendly invasion of the 
Crystal Palace by three thousand French choristers, who will make a 
descent bodily on the coast of Kent early in spring. They form part of a 
guild which musters 13,000 strong in France and Belgium, and who are 

On the other hand, Ryan claims that “Too many musical societies 
were established, all seeking the support of a small constituency, which 
provides a primary reason for the high rate of attrition suffered by such 
bodies.”

213
 The Irish composer Frederick May echoes this sentiment: 

“One outstanding disadvantage from which we suffer is the multiplicity 
of our musical institutions which dissipate our resources in a way we 
cannot afford.”

214
 This interpretation has the ring of truth for several 

reasons: within the space of 70 years during the nineteenth century, 
there were ten choral societies in Dublin alone. (Figure 3.30).

Figure 3.30. Dublin Musical Societies (from 1680 to 1880).

Year Name Year Name

1810 Sons of Handel 1813 Dublin Glee Club

1826 Philharmonic Society 1834 Antient Concerts (dissolved 1863)

1836 Dublin Choral Society 1837 Dublin University Choral Society

1841 Sacred Harmonic Society 1845 Amateur Harmonic Club

1846 Dublin Madrigal Society 1852 Royal Choral Institute

1865 The Strollers (dissolved 1903) 1876 Dublin Musical Society (dissolved 1902)

[Sources: Grattan Flood, Will. H. 1905. “Dublin Musical Societies (from 1680 to 1880).” Library Ireland: Irish 
History, Genealogy and Culture. https://www.libraryireland.com/IrishMusic/AppendixC.php.]

Meanwhile, as early as 1839, the Belfast Choral Society was presenting 
public concerts; however, it was never strong enough to perform com-
plete oratorios or other major choral/orchestral works. The society was 
forced to merge with the Anacreontic Society,

215
 which was primarily an 

instrumental enterprise; eventually the pairing soured and the choral 
society seceded. Membership in the new society was open to women, and, 
on Friday May 10, the choral society gave its second concert. Until this 
point, clergy had considerable influence on the organization; indeed, up 
until May 1840, performances took place in a sacred space.

In December 1848, though, a new choral group called the Harmonists’ 
Society held its first meeting. The new society put on its first public 
concert in the Music Hall on Monday, 19 February 1849. The program, 
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On the Mornings of Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 
will be performed in the Broad Aisle of the Cathedral, A Grand 
Selection of Sacred Music.

The orchestra will consist of nearly 300 players. The Choral 
Department will be on a magnificent scale, and every exertion 
has been made to secure the assistance of the most Effective 
Performers in the Kingdom. The repertoire for three morning 
concerts include: selections from Judas Maccabeus and Joshua; 
complete Messiah (with Mozart’s accompaniments); selections 
from The Creation and Jephtha; and, finally, selections from 
Solomon and Israel in Egypt.”

224

Not to be outdone, the city of Dublin mounted its “First Grand 
Musical Festival,” held during the last week of August 1831, which 
included Niccolò Paganini, one of the most well-known—and costly—
solo performers in all of Europe. Examining the costs and income for 
this is informative, given that such affairs took place throughout the 
1800s, and even into modern times. (Figure 3.31)

Figure 3.31. Dublin Musical Festival Report.

RECEIPTS £ s. d.

Amount of Cash lodged in Messrs.’ Latouche and Co.’s Bank, includ-
ing the advance on Guarantee Fund, Donations, and the general Re-
ceipt of the Festival, 7,292 8 2

EXPENDITURESEXPENDITURES ££ s.s. d.d.

Principal Singers, 997 10 0
Signor Paganini, (Solo Performer,) 682 0 0
Instrumental Band, 1,419 18 0
Choral Performers, 931 9 0
Sir George Smart, for Conducting, 157 10 0
Ferdinand Ries—Copyright of his Oratorio, supplying full Instru-
mental Parts, and Conducting, 157 10 0
Theatre, as a Musical Hall, 586 5 0
Organ, 76 14 0
Printing, Stationery, and Advertising, 630 18 10
Salaries, 108 2 3

enrolled in the Orphéon corporation of amateurs, formed of every class 
in society, but mostly artisans.”

218
 So enthralled were the Irish populace 

with the entire Orphéon movement, that in June 1860, this post was 
made: “The society is said, on good authority, to count in its ranks no 
less than 30,000 amateurs.…Its various branches are spread over the 
provinces of France, and its members are, with very few exceptions, 
labourers, artisans, or shopkeepers, of one description or another.”

219

Of course, there were choirs in the larger Catholic and Protestant 
parishes; the cathedrals would have had choral ensembles of the highest 
caliber, based on the models in England. And there were frequent large-
scale performances, such as this performance that occurred—remark-
ably—in 1818: “The Musical Gentlemen who have undertaken to bring 
two Oratorios of Sacred Music, at the Theatre, this week, are Carrying 
on their plans on a spirited scale, regardless the heavy expence [sic] 
which must be incurred by such a system. Their Orchestra will be full 
and complete, and consist of the best Performers to be procured by any 
exertion; and the Vocal list will be very strong and very effective.…The 
Choruses will be the most powerful and best regulated, perhaps, ever 
heard on any similar occasion in Dublin.”

220
 

Two days later the same publication, Saunders’s News-Letter, includ-
ed a review of the concert: “The Oratorio last night, at the Theatre was 
very numerously attended. The lower Boxes and Pit were filled, as was 
almost every part of the house. And the whole performance, consist-
ing of a very delightful and judicious selection of Sacred Music, gave 
extreme gratification. We have never heard more applause bestowed 
upon Musical Entertainment than upon this Oratorio.…an exceeding-
ly well-selected body of Chorus Singers, and the efforts of all were very 
happily and successfully directed to the enjoyment of the audience.”

221

Reconciling competing depictions of musical life in any country 
is frustrating when primary sources disagree; to wit: while Charles 
Acton, music critic for the The Irish Times, wrote in the Catholic mag-
azine Envoy that nineteenth-century Irish music was in the “valley of 
contempt,”

222
 a four-day “Grand Musical Festival,” was advertised for 

September 1829, in the town of Chester: 
223
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competitiveness, appealed to coal miners who were accustomed to chal-
lenges between shifts in the mines. So, it was easy to plant new choral 
groups throughout Great Britain.

Of course, the tradition of large oratorio choruses had been part of 
British life for many decades; but the Liedertafel was a different beast: 
it purposefully recruited men who might not have ordinarily partici-
pated in a massed chorus to perform Messiah, for instance. Whereas 
the oratorio choruses could number 1,000+, the average Liedertafel 
would’ve normally totaled less than 100. In such an ensemble, it’s much 
easier to meet new friends who enjoy similar activities and who share 
political, religious and social beliefs. And, once these ensembles were 
established and successful, it was a small matter to export the concept 
into the New World.

In Wales, choral societies proliferated like houses on fire. The innate 
masculinity and competitiveness of working class males proved that 
these choruses could flourish—both musically and socially. Vocal music 
education in the public schools came later in the century, though the 
choral ensembles weren’t affected; the men in the mines were deter-
mined to sing and drink every week; plus, they wanted to slap down 
other TTBB choruses in the frequent Eisteddfod festivals/competitions 
that were held at least yearly throughout the country. Like the Irish, 
when a Welshman came to the New World, he brought with him a con-
ception of—and fire for—choral singing; and, once the seeds were sown, 
new philosophical and practical models of choral ensembles, which were 
called Liedertafel in the United States, fell on rich soil. The “make it hap-
pen” Welsh attitude spread out in the expanding country, where they 
drank their ale, rehearsed their songs and contributed mightily to the 
burgeoning American choral movement.

Ireland had a surprisingly robust choral movement during the nine-
teenth century. Even though there weren’t enough trained teachers or 
conductors, the Irish themselves overcame these minor difficulties to 
create their own movement. At a time when most amateur choruses in 
Europe and the United States refused women membership, in Ireland, 
SATB mixed choruses came into being well before the end of the cen-

Figure 3.31. Dublin Musical Festival Report.
Rotundo, for three Balls—Lighting, Refreshments, Fancy Ball Sup-
per, &c. &c., and Quadrille Band 481 19 10
Miscellaneous Expences, 428 15 1

Repayment of Guarantee Fund, 5 0 0

SUBTOTAL 6,677 2 0

Amount of Unpaid Claims, 196 17 0

SUBTOTAL 6,873 19 0

Distribution, 300 0 0

SUBTOTAL 7,173 19 0

Actual Balances, 118 9 2

GRAND TOTAL 7,292 8 2

[Source: Dublin Morning Register. 1831. “Dublin Musical Festival,” 16 November 1831, 1.]

In 1831, one British pound was worth $104 in 2020 US Dollars; 
so, the Dublin Musical Festival started with $758,368 in its bank 
account; Paganini, an international celebrity on par with Franz Liszt, 
was paid $70,928 for a single performance; whereas the instrumen-
talists received $201,498, and the chorus was only paid $132,202. 
Interestingly, Ferdinand Ries, one of Beethoven’s finer students, was 
only paid $22,294 for the rights to the oratorio, The Triumph of Faith, 
he wrote for the festival, and for providing instrumental parts that he 
copied out by hand. 

In the end, festival organizers donated $42,600, from the initial 
$758,368, to the Mendicity [sic] Association and the Sick and Indigent 
Roomkeepers’ Society; when all was said and done, festival organizers 
ended up $42,600 in the red.

Scotsmen and women welcomed the chance to sing literature that 
was banned in their puritanical churches; indeed, they were glad just 

to have a chance to sing music that was more interesting than simple 
melodies—music with piano accompaniment and complex harmonies. 
By the end of the century, almost every church had commissioned an 
organ to be built, and the austere proscription on part-singing had been 
lifted. Welshmen quickly adopted the movement, which, with its nascent 
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and Rachel. Although his oratorios were significant at the time, 
they had little influence on the genre’s further development in 
France, as new approaches paralleled characteristics found in 
opera instead. Indeed, the French oratorio evolved throughout 
the rest of the century as a dramatic genre with considerable 
variation in concept and design, as illustrated by such diverse 
genre categorizations as églogue biblique (a Biblical pastoral 
poem), trilogie sacrée (Sacred trilogy), mystère (Mystery play), and 
drame sacré (Sacred drama).

Sacred genres other than oratorios were slow to develop in the 
first half of the century due to the suppression of religious insti-
tutions and the general dechristianization of the society in the 
1790s. After the Concordat, however, important changes began to 
take place, as once again there was a need to train church musi-
cians and to compose music for the church.

225

Napoleon wasted no time in establishing large-scale music ensem-
bles to be ready for his 1804 coronation. Giovanni Paisiello wrote both 
a setting of the Mass and a Te Deum for the occasion; there were two 
orchestras with four choruses, numerous military bands playing heroic 
marches, and more than three hundred musicians—not including a 
400-voice choir. Louis Constant Wairy wrote in his 1895 Recollections of 
the Private Life of Napoleon, that

I have never heard before or since such imposing music: it was 
the composition of Messieurs [Giovanni] Paisiello, [John Holland] 
Rose, and Le Sueur, precentors of their Majesties; and the orches-
tra and choruses comprised the finest musicians of Paris. M. 
Lais, first singer to his Majesty, M. Kreutzer, and M. Baillot, first 
violinists of the same rank, had gathered the finest talent that 
the imperial chapel, the opera, and the grand lyric theaters’ pos-
sessed, either as instrumental players or male and female singers. 
Innumerable military bands, under the direction of M. Le Sueur, 
executed heroic marches, one of which, ordered by the Emperor 

tury. The 1845–1849 potato famine, which decimated the land and its 
inhabitants, caused some choral societies to fold; the tens of thousands 
of Irish men and women who immigrated to the United States took with 
them their national choral traditions, which ultimately helped the singing 
societies in America to open their ranks to women. 

IV. FRANCE

The progenitors of the French Revolution set about to rid France of its 
two upper Estates—clergy and nobility; however, that purge proved 

inadequate. The revolutionaries also banned religious services—which 
in eighteenth-century France—for all intents and purposes, meant the 
Mass, with a smattering of the Huguenot service thrown in for good 
measure. The Catholic church did not offer regular folk the chance to 
sing—that was left to monks and priests; nevertheless, the banning of 
organized religion and the confiscation of churches more or less killed 
off what choral singing existed. Choral activity was drawn along many 
societal lines, most notably Catholic and Protestant, aristocratic and 
working class; particular repertories became associated with different 
groups whose motivations varied from religious devotion to self-im-
provement to the advancement of the nation’s identity.

When Napoleon Bonaparte came to power, he saw the utility of reli-
gious devotion for the masses; accordingly, in 1801, he signed an agree-
ment with Pope Pius VII called a “Concordat;” it reinstated the official 
diplomatic and formal relationship that allowed for the reintroduction 
of regular worship in France. As Clair Rowden points out in her chapter 
“Choral Music and Music-Making in France,” 

The revival of sacred music that began in 1801 came about 
in various ways. French composer Jean-François Le Sueur’s 
appointment as director of the Tuileries Chapel in 1804 pro-
vided him an opportunity to write a considerable amount of 
sacred music—masses, motets, cantatas, and oratorios—the 
latter including four on the subjects of Old Testament women: 
Ruth et Boaz, Ruth et Noémi (both written before 1811), Debbora, 
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ral singing was founded by Alexandre Choron in 1820, the Ecole Royale 
et Spéciale de Chant, which became the Institution Royale de Musique 
Religieuse, but it fell victim to the 1830 revolution.

229

The equivalent of the German Liedertafel in France was the Orphéon. 
As in Germany, once the Orphéon took hold in French society, the 
ensembles flourished. Choruses were founded throughout the coun-
try, and competitions and Orphéonic festivals became fixtures. Unlike 
Germany, though, women found a place in choirs created purely for 
female voices; choral singing rapidly developed into a strong societal 
pillar—one that was robust until the advent of the First World War.

It developed through the work of Guillaume Louis Bocquillon 
Wilhem, a teacher of singing in schools. In 1833, he founded a choral 
society in Paris for the benefit of his students, which developed rapidly 
into a national movement known as L’Orphéon, and by 1900 there were 
more than 2,000 societies in the country.

230
 (Figure 3.32)

Figure 3.32. Association of Orphéons & Sociétés Chorales du Paris.

Name Rehearsal Days Location
Alliance Chorale Wed/Sat, 9pm Passage du Commerce., M. Jean, insti-

tuteur.

Allorbroges (choral suisse) Tues/Fri, 9pm Rue d’Argenteuil, 19.

Alsaçienne Thur/Sun, 9pm Rue Baillét, 2, brasserie alsacienne.

Arts et Métier Wed/Fri, 9pm Rue du Temple, 157, Café Jacques Molay.

Aubervilliers Wed/Sat, 9pm Mairie d’Aubervilliers.

Bagnolet Wed/Sat, 9pm École communale.

Boulogne-sur-Seine Tues/Wed/Fri, 9pm École communale des garçons

Choral de Belleville Tues/Thur/Sat, 9pm Rue des Amandiers-Popinc., 98.

Choral de Choisy-le-Roi Wed/Fri, 9pm Mairie de Choisy

Choral de Montmartre Mon/Wed/Fri, 9pm Grande rue de Batignolles, 6.

Éolienne Tues/Fri, 9pm Place d’Austerlitz.

Enfants de la Seine Mon/Thur, 9pm Rué de la Verrerie, 10.

Ensemble Tues/Fri, 9pm Rué du Temple, 79.

Espérance Tues/Sat, 9pm Rue du Bac, salon de Mars.

Fils d’Apollon Tues/Fri, 9pm Grande rue de Passy, école mut.

Gaulois Tues/Sat, 9pm Rue du Grand-Chantier, 16.

from M. Le Sueur for the army of Boulogne, is still to-day, accord-
ing to the judgment of connoisseurs, worthy to stand in the first 
rank of the most beautiful and most imposing musical composi-
tions. As for me, this music affected me to such an extent that I 
became pale and trembling, and convulsive tremors ran through 
all my body while listening to it.

226

Intended to replace organized religion, especially Catholicism, the 
Cult of Reason was France’s first established state-sponsored atheistic 
religion, meant to supersede Catholicism during the French Revolution. 
After holding sway for barely a year, in 1794 it was officially replaced 
by the rival Cult of the Supreme Being, promoted by Maximilien 
Robespierre. Both cults were officially banned in 1801 by Napoleon 
Bonaparte with his Law on Cults of 18 Germinal, Year X.

227

In suppressing the maîtrises,
228

 académies and guilds, the Revolution 
caused more of an upheaval in traditional musical life than when it sol-
emnly replaced the king and his court music. Far from giving priority to 
the musical education of the less privileged classes, it created a highly 
elitist and monopolistic institution in the Paris Conservatoire, while 
confirming strong support for the Opéra. With no sacred music worthy 
of the name, the provinces, apart from some large cities, experienced a 
long period of musical deprivation in the nineteenth century, for which 
military bands and Orphéon male-voice choral societies provided only 
limited compensation.

The Revolutionary authorities were asked to respond to a universally 
acknowledged education, as many people saw France as being behind 
the times—in comparison with neighboring countries. The musical 
school of the National Guard, which had been directed by Bernard 
Sarrette, was transformed into the Institut National de Musique in 1793; 
it later became the Conservatoire, which Sarrette continued to direct 
from 1796 to 1816. The institution nearly disappeared at the time of the 
Restoration because of its Revolutionary origins, but eventually found 
stability, despite frequent criticism that it did not provide enough good 
voices for the national opera houses. An institution specializing in cho-
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Figure 3.32. Association of Orphéons & Sociétés Chorales du Paris.

Name Rehearsal Days Location
Glaneurs Tues/Sat, 9pm Rue du Grand-Chantier

Gentilly Tues/Sat, 9pm Mairie.

Liedertafel Wed/Sat, 9pm Boulevard Sébastopol, café des Halles.

Nanterre Wed/Sat, 9pm Place du Rond-Point de Nanterre.

Neuilly Tues/Fri, 9pm Route de Neuilly, 185.

Odéon Tues/Fri, 9pm Rue Racine, 8.

Pantin Tues/Fri, 9pm École communale.

Rosny-Sous-Bois Tues/Fri, 9pm A la mairie.

Suresnes Tues/Fri, 9pm Mairie.

Teutonia Tues/Fri, 9pm Rue du Temple, 79, café des Nations.

Union Belge Sun/Mon, 9pm Chaussée des Martyrs, 10.

Union Chorale Thur/Sat, 9pm Rue Gambet, 16.

Villejuif Wed/Sat, 9pm Mairie.

[Source: Collignon, A. 1866. “Association Des Orphéons, Sociétés Chorales, et Instrumentales.” Al-
manach Musical: Pour…: Ephémérides Musicales, Biographies Des Célébrités De La Musique, Histoire 
Musicale De L’année, Anecdotes, Etc., Etc., 13 (December), 18.]

Sophie-Anne Leterrier notes that “The Orphéonic repertoire was 
divided into two types of compositions. The first consisted of transcrip-
tions, reductions, or adaptations of theater music for male choirs. Here 
the original music was ‘reduced’ but the text remained the same. The 
second part was made up of scènes chorales written (both text and music) 
specifically for the choir.…The lyrics for these compositions were usual-
ly descriptive, and rarely inspired—in a poetic sense.”
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By the 1850s, the Orphéon movement was a fixture in Parisian life, 
engaging the efforts of some of the capital’s most active composers. 
Following the first “grande réunion des orphéonistes de France” in 1859, 
which brought together some 6,000 voices representing more than 
200 Orphéon and sociétés chorales from all over France, a Franco-British 
massed meeting took place in London (1860); 3,000 French singers 
traveled to the Crystal Palace specifically for the occasion. A second 
joint festival planned for 1861 turned out to be an all-French affair held 
in Paris, with 8,000 Orphéonistes taking part in six days of competi-

Figure 3.33. above. Gran Festival des Orphenistes de France du Palais de Industrie 
(Grand Festival of the Orphéonistes at the Palace of Industry), 1863. below. Scene de 
Fraternisation entre les Orphéonistes et les l’Ontaires Anglais (Caricature of a scene 
of fraternization between the Orpeonistes and the English Singers). London, 1860. 

[Source: Vaudin, J. F., Almanach Des orphéons Et Des sociétés Instrumentales…1ère année. Paris: Pagnerre, 
Libraire-Éditeur, 16. Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Littérature et art, V-25478, 37–38.] 
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Orphonists, your mission is serious and requires that you choose 
with great care the choruses in which you must sing—because 
they have echoes even in the main;—for often they replace the 
hymn and prayer in the soul of the people. New finds of the 
glories of the fatherland, you may be the future singers of the 
universal religion!

The Orphéon has two modes of existence, two modes of action. 
It has its public and private celebrations, its outdoor victories and 
its intimate joys. It sings his sweetest choirs and his most dreamy 
melodies as a family, around the hearth, in the city or in the vil-
lage, of which he is the lyrical soul and the whole art. After the 
cordial and unpretentious little party, comes the superb, brilliant, 
grandiose festival, thousands of voices and echoes, with its sound 
enthusiasms, with its international propaganda.

The singing competitions are the rebirth of the popular spirit. 
This spirit had need of fresh air, healthy gaiety, frank happiness, 
for so long that it remained buried in the brutality of the pleasures 
of the tavern. Today it pours out, it explodes, it sings, it laughs, it 
prays, it does good, it loves the beautiful with the Orphéon. There 
is more than the intrinsic value of a medal, more than the lure of 
an honorary award, that mobilizes singing societies, that pushes 
them from one latitude to another and agglomerates [gathers] 
them in competitions. There is the superior and eminently social 
attraction of an intellectual exchange, the all-powerful charm of 
a community of studies and hopes. 

We learn to know each other, to appreciate each other, in these 
peaceful struggles; the ranks merge, the sympathies are guessed, 
the friendships are concluded between two patriotic songs, the 
intimate associations of work and gaiety are devoted in these 
choices of choral art. A kinship of ideas, beliefs, and memories 
is established between singers, which can only strengthen the 
national and societal bond. We had the same sources of harmony, 
we vibrated under the same inspiration, we will one day find our-
selves in the same civic religion.

235

tions and concerts. The Orphéon de Paris, now split into Left Bank and 
Right Bank divisions (the latter conducted by the young, dynamic Jules 
Pasdeloup until 1873), and also participated in the Expositions universelles 
held in Paris in 1867 and 1878.

232
 (Figure 3.33)

Choral singing had been largely cultivated in Germany and 
Switzerland, and Liedertafeln had existed for some years before the 
French established similar institutions. As Goethe had assisted Zelter 
in founding the first Liedertafel in 1808, so ten years later the poet and 
songwriter Pierre Jean de Béranger materially contributed to the success 
of the Orphéon, by nominating Wilhem to be a teacher of singing in the 
Ecoles d’enseignement mutuel,

233
 within Paris, when music was made one 

of the subjects of study in October 1818. It was not, however, till 1835 
that the Conseil municipal of Paris voted for the adoption of singing 
in all the communal schools. Three years later it was adopted in the 
universities; thus, the whole youth of France had the opportunity to 
cultivate an ear for music.

The working-classes in Paris and the departments next came under 
consideration, and at the suggestion of Wilhem; under his superinten-
dence, evening classes were opened in 1835 in the Rue Montgolfier by 
Hubert, who afterwards became conductor of the Paris Orphéon. The 
success of this attempt encouraged the formation of similar classes in 
different quarters of Paris, all directed by followers of Wilhem’s method. 
These classes were all for male voices only; hence, the Orphéon had at its 
disposal hundreds of tenors and basses, who could be used to reinforce 
the choirs of the Écoles communales for choral singing on a grand scale. 
The interest in performances of this kind increased rapidly, and soon, 
through the exertions of M. Delaporte and others, “contests” and festivals 
were established, to which choral unions flocked from all parts of France.

Influenced doubtless by the growing importance of these gather-
ings, when the corporation of Paris resolved to place at the head of the 
Orphéon a composer of the first rank, capable of managing the institu-
tion on sound musical principles; their choice fell on Charles Gounod, 
who became conductor in 1852, and under whom the society prospered 
immensely.

234
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Canada, proved how strong leadership could make music flourish in a 
small village community; the York [Toronto] Band (1824); Philharmonic 
Society of Saint John, N[ew] B[runswick] (1824); and Ottawa Choral 
Society.

238
 When the West was opened to colonization, the speed of 

musical development was telescoped, and societies were formed in the 
earliest years of many settlements.

239

In his study of the oratorio and singing societies, A History of the 
Oratorio: the Oratorio in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Howard 
E. Smither writes about choral organizations in Canada:

Toronto was the earliest and the most active Canadian city of 
the nineteenth century in the performance of oratorios.…The 
earliest-known choral societies in the city—the Toronto Choral 
Society (founded 1845), (Figure 3.34) the Philharmonic Society 
(1846), and the Toronto Vocal and Musical So ciety (1851–1853)—are 
not known to have performed complete oratorios, but the Sacred 
Harmonic Choir gave Messiah in December 1857. 

Figure 3.34. Dr. F. H. Torrington’s final performance conducting Toronto Cho-
ral Society in the oratorios Messiah and Elijah: Massey Hall, Toronto, 1912. 

[Source: Collection Archives for Art and History, Berlin; ©akg-images / WHA / World History Archive, 
used with permission.]

This is the earliest documented performance of a complete 
oratorio in Upper Canada; the conductor, John Carter, is said 

Following the decade-long Revolution, ordinary French citizens were 
filled with relief and longed for a new social order that would be free 

of the gross inequalities that had previously ruled their lives. The introduc-
tion of the Liedertafel into France, which the French promptly renamed 
Orphéon, grew with great alacrity. The image that comes to my mind is 
that of a spring goat leaping and prancing, filled with joy simply to be alive. 

The Orphéon movement achieved a life of its own. There were more 
than one dozen Orphéon festivals before 1900, and they were all sizable; 
one gathering, for instance, took place in the Normandy region of north-
ern France. It was held in 1898, had 180 societies and 7,000 participants. 
Other TTBB, as well as SATB ensembles, grew steadily as the century 
progressed; moreover, singing was introduced into public schools and 
post-secondary education. Just when the populace needed an organized 
means to create new social bonds, express happiness at having thrown 
off tyranny, and celebrate such achievements as the unveiling of the 
Eiffel Tower in 1889, singing societies provided them all. 

V. NORTH AMERICA
Canada
Music in Canada has paralleled the basic European style periods from 

the Baroque to the Classical, Ro mantic and Con tem porary. The at tempt 
to transplant Old World patterns into a sparsely populated country with 
widely separated settlements was never quite successful, however. The 
system of patronage and the professional resources for grand opera, 
symphony orchestras and other sophisticated manifestations of music 
were wanting; European-trained Canadian, as well as immigrant musi-
cians, were cut off from new developments in composition; sadly, music 
in 1800s Canada stagnated.

As a rule, until the mid-nineteenth century, only the larger Anglican 
and Catholic churches could afford organs and skilled musicians; 
elsewhere a bass fiddle, serpent or bassoon might “give out” the hymn 
tune.…Among the earliest musical societies were the New Union Singing 
Society (1809) of Halifax; the Québec Harmonic Society (1820);

236
 the 

singers and band of the Children of Peace (1814)
237

 at Sharon, Upper 
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to have directed an earlier performance in Quebec. Messiah was 
repeated in Toronto in June 1858, the same month in which a 
rival group, the Metropolitan Choral Society, led by the Reverend 
G. Onions, gave Judas Maccabaeus, with a chorus of 160 voices 
and an orchestra of 40 players. The Musical Union, founded in 
1861 by John Carter, included in its repertoire The Creation, Judas 
Maccabaeus, and Messiah. The Philharmonic Society’s most mon-
umental effort was the Toronto Festival of 1886. The impetus of 
the Festival gave rise to a continuing Festival Chorus as well as to 
the building of a new concert hall, which opened in 1894, with a 
performance of Messiah. 

Montreal’s history of oratorio performance does not go back 
as far as Toronto’s, but it becomes significant in the 1860s and 
1870s with the founding of the Montreal’s Mendelssohn Choir, 
the Montreal Oratorio Society, and the Amateur Musical Union 
(1868). Of these, the Mendelssohn Choir, of more than 100 voices, 
was the most significant for the quality of its performances and 
its longevity—it disbanded in 1894. 

Of even more importance for oratorio, however, was the 
Philharmonic Society of Montreal (1877–99), which grew out 
of the three-day Montreal Musical Festival of 1877, in which 
Messiah was performed. Under Guillaume Couture, from 1880 
to 1899, the society performed Mendelssohn’s Elijah (in 1884) and 
St. Paul (1886), Schumann’s Paradise and the Peri (1885), Haydn’s 
Seasons, and Beethoven’s Mount of Olives (1893), among other 
major choral works.
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By the 1900 most Canadian cities had sizable choral societies, which 
were the principal performing organizations (Figure 3.35):

Figure 3.35. Singing Societies in Canada.

Sacred Harmonic Choir, Toronto (complete performance of Messiah, 1857)

Philharmonic Society of Montreal (1875–99)

New Westminster Choral Union in British Columbia (presented Messiah and 
Elijah during the 1880s

Figure 3.35. Singing Societies in Canada.

Toronto Mendelssohn Choir (1894)

Bach–Elgar Choir (1905)
[Source: Morey, Carl, Gordon E. Smith, Elaine Keillor, and Rob Bowman. “Canada.” Grove Music On-
line. 2001; Accessed 14 Feb. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.04707.]

 Canada also received many German immigrants, who brought 
with them the choral traditions of their homeland; however, Canada 
was more lenient about allowing women to sing in parish churches 
and community ensembles. The cathedrals and parishes were part of 
the Church of England, and cathedral policy was males only; thus, boys 
provided the soprano line, unlike in Germany where boys with the 
appropriate tessitura also sang alto, with the occasional cambiata (boy 
going through puberty).
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Ultimately, Canada and the United States shared many of the same 
choral ensemble characteristics and methods before the Revolution of 
1776. Excepting French Quebec, the British subjects who held fast with 
England—even in defeat—took with themselves their material posses-
sions, families, as well as the same enthusiasm for singing—and the 
same models for choral ensembles—as had been developed and tested 
in the thirteen colonies; they also took some of the British methods. 
The larger parish churches and amateur civic choruses maintained an 
appreciation for the canon of major oratorios—particularly the works of 
Handel. The choral culture, buttressed by robust music education in the 
public and private schools, bears witness to the men and women who 
founded, directed, underwrote, and participated in nineteenth-century 
singing societies.

With typical British understatement, an author in the Toronto 
Saturday Night wrote at the century’s end that, “One of the most dif-
ficult problems with which choir masters and choral conductors on a 
larger scale have to wrestle is how to keep up the quality of a chorus 
from year to year without creating ill-feeling on the part of choristers 
who may be rejected after examination, and older choir members who 
may be discarded because of their worn-out voices. The task is, at best, 
an ungrateful one, but the choirmaster who shrinks from the ordeal of 
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ate, every Spiritual, dance and work-song were transmitted orally 
from generation to generation. Most black African cultures did 
not preserve their heritages in written records; accordingly, the 
historical record of enslaved populations in African communities 
in the Americas is also far from complete. With a few exceptions, 
the names and stories of these millions have been lost.
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Samuel A. Floyd writes that

African stories come out of a quite distinctive oral tradition, and 
their allusions are central to their telling and requisite to their 
full understanding. Unfortunately, the stories that have come 
down to most of us have come by way of printed anthologies. The 
material is thus transmitted through the written word—and an 
edited one at that; the purposes of such editing was (1) to make 
the stories’ difficult features easy to understand and (2) to elimi-
nate features that are not readily understandable by individuals 
from outside the storytellers’ culture. But storytelling is a perfor-
mance art, and much is lost in both the transcription of the oral 
tale and the subsequent editing of that transcription.

In traditional African society we find a complex, flexible, 
dynamic religious and aesthetic system based on intricate moral 
and artistic beliefs and practices, all governed by societal struc-
tures and procedures. The religious system included ideas that we 
recognize as both monotheistic and polytheistic, with the former 
subsuming the latter. It was a system that, instead of opposing 
good and evil, recognized a single power capable of both. It was 
this system, with its moral and aesthetic supports, that would 
most fundamentally determine the emergence and course of 
African-American music.
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Yet, communal singing could be heard on the Southern plantations, 
where enslaved Africans used singing to maintain their social ties and 
enhance their worship services. (Figure 3.36)

facing it is certain to reap disaster in the end.” And, “If we look among 
the gentlemen of the Hallé Choir, we see several heads already well cov-
ered by nature’s powder, some quite white, to whom it must be a trouble 
to sing, without vying anything of the quality of their efforts.”
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United States
AFRICAN-AMERICAN PERSONS

Between 1400 and 1850, close to twelve million African men, women 
and children were captured and shipped to the New World, with the 
largest number being taken to Brazil and the Caribbean. The trade 
reached its zenith between 1700 and 1820, when 6.5 million African per-
sons were forcibly relocated from their homes to plantations; indeed, 
the Atlantic trade in enslaved persons represents the largest forced 
migration in the history of humankind. Perhaps surprisingly, only 6% 
came directly to what is now the United States. This population brought 
its own musical traditions; the musically inclined used both native 
and colonial instruments to accompany communal songs; and, since 
enslaved people were forbidden to speak their native languages, English 
eventually found its way into the enslaved persons’ songs.

In his book Lift Every Voice: The History of African American Music, 
Burton Peretti points out that

Evidence of African-American music in the 13 British colonies 
indicates that this music shared some features of African music 
in the West Indies, but also displayed some important differenc-
es: colonial African-Americans were influenced somewhat by the 
music and culture of Native Americans; in the South, plantations 
worked by enslaved persons often abutted the territory of indig-
enous people. Little is known of Native American influences on 
African-American music before 1800, but similarities between 
the music of the two groups probably initiated the cross-fertiliza-
tion that became more evident in later years.

One thing is clear: African-American music sprang from sung 
improvisation; since a tiny fraction of enslaved persons were liter-
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“The traffic in human beings across the Atlantic cut off enslaved 
Africans from much of their old way of life. The evidence of music in 
communities of enslaved persons in the New World, though, is a major 
indication that African culture and values could survive and adapt to 
enormous hardship.”

246
 This is no small feat, especially when one 

considers that Africans who were sold into slavery in North America 
would face the deeply shocking realization that they were now prop-
erty—chattel, to be precise—relegating them to the status of livestock.

Not only did they have to adjust as rapidly as possible to the English 
language; enslaved persons were captured up and down the African 
coast, from tribes with disparate customs and languages. As a result, 
it was entirely possible that a young man or woman auctioned in the 
Charleston Slave Market would be totally surrounded by unintelligible 
languages and foreign customs. Once new enslaved persons adjusted 
to these unbearable conditions, they could create a culture with their 
neighbors, even if a melting pot never quite materialized. 

Figure 3.36. African-American Enslaved Persons Singing on a Southern Plantation, 
hand-colored woodcut based on the eyewitness description of Mary Livermore, 
a Boston schoolteacher, 1850s.

[Source: Livermore, Mary Ashton Rice. 1897. The Story of My Life. Hartford, 185.]

In 1819, John Fanning Watson (Figure 3.37, right), a black Northern 
minister, criticized integrated camp meetings in which black musical 
practices were absorbed into the white church world, and his comments 
pointed toward a long-term pattern of cultural interdependence: 

In the blacks’ quarter, the colored people get together and sing for 
hours together, short scraps of disjointed affirmations, pledges, or 
prayers, lengthened out with long repetition choruses. These are 
all sung in the merry chorus-manner of the southern harvest field 
or husking frolic method, of the slave blacks.

245

Between 1650 and 1750, the idea that African peoples formed a uni-
fied racial unit flourished in Europe; plantation slavery and its cultures 
shaped race ideology, trade economies, and social practices on both 
sides of the Atlantic. This construction of African identity was fur-
ther entrenched in North America as black people founded churches, 
schools, and fraternal institutions during the decades surrounding 
1800, many including the term “African” in their designations. 

Figure 3.37. left: Rembrandt Peale: The Most Rev. Richard Allen, Bishop of the 
First African Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States, engraved by John 
Boyd, 1823; right: Charles Balthazar Julien Févret de Saint-Mémin: Engraving 
of John Fanning Watson, 1800.

[Sources: left: Library Company of Philadelphia, P.2006.29; right: National Portrait Gallery, Smith-
sonian Institution; gift of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mellon, S/NPG.74.39.15.32.]
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Allen consciously set about to collect hymns that would have a special 
appeal to the members of his congregation—hymns that undoubtedly 
were long-time favorites of black Americans.

The 1816 founding of the African Methodist Episcopal Church in 
Phil adelphia formally established a black religious tradition in the 
United States that would continue to develop within the institutional 
and structural systems of the larger society. The publication in 1801 
of A Collection of Spiritual Songs and Hymns, by Allen affirms that the 
desire to engage in musical practices of their own making was part of 
the reason for the establishment of separate denominations. Following 
the tradition of printed metrical Psalters of the New England compilers, 
Allen’s hymnal contains songs by Isaac Watts and others whose forms 
encourage antiphonal responses among participants.

249

By 1830, slavery had been practically eradicated in the North. An 
emergent black middle-class chose education as the route to what they 
hoped would be first-class citizenship and respectability. From these 
people came the early concert artists, the music teachers and the com-
posers—whose music was printed by established publishing houses. The 
blacks left the white churches as early as the 1770s; this led to congre-
gations where they could worship as they pleased and sing the kind of 
music that they wanted. It is impossible to overestimate the importance 
of the Negro Church in the history of Black-American music. Like the 
Catholic Church of pre-Reformation Europe, the Negro Church was 
at once a religious temple, a social center, a school, a preserver of cul-
ture and tradition and, above all, a patron of the arts. It is no accident 
that the large majority of the nation’s revered black leaders have been 
churchmen and that many celebrated black musicians began their 
careers in the church.
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Contemporary sources say that the black Methodists were noted 
for their singing and exuberance in worship. The novelty of the 1801 
publication of Allen’s hymnal arises from the enterprising young minis-
ter’s publishing his own hymnal instead of using the official Methodist 
hymnal—which was forbidden. Allen’s hymnal must have been well-re-
ceived, for within the same year a second edition appeared, A Collection 

Geneva Smitherman writes in Kalamu Ya Salaam’s article “It Didn’t 
Jes Grew: The Social and Aesthetic Significance of African American 
Music” that 

The enslaved person’s application of his or her intuitive knowl-
edge of West African rules to English helped bridge the commu-
nications gap between the enslaved person and master. However, 
the enslaved persons also had the problem of communicating 
with each other. It was the practice of enslaved persons to mix up 
Africans from different tribes, so in any community of enslaved 
persons there would be various tribal languages such as Ibo, 
Yoruba, Hausa. Even though these African language systems 
shared general structural commonalties, still they differed in 
vocabulary. Thus the same English-African language mixture 
that was used between the enslaved person and master had also 
to be used between enslaved slave and enslaved slave.

247

Any attempt at survival and adaptation meant relying on many ele-
ments of African culture in American slave societies.…Music was central 
to whatever social life and free time that masters permitted enslaved 
persons to enjoy….The polyrhythmic sophistication of African music 
and dance persisted; call and response remained the standard organiz-
ing principle for musical performance. The intimate tie between music 
and spirituality remained strong. Due to the trauma of slavery, though, 
African music was almost never transplanted whole to America.

248

White owners of enslaved persons were so caught up in their own 
church/denominational conflicts that they more or less ignored black 
people when they fled white churches. Into that void stepped Richard 
Allen, (Figure 3.37, left) a highly intelligent and articulate man who 
was the founder of the African Methodist Episcopal Church; that he 
could do so is remarkable enough: even more startling is the fact that 
the future Bishop of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, and the 
complier of hymnals, was not formally trained in theology. The first 
hymnal designed expressly for all-black congregations was seismic: 
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The first concerts were presented in small towns. Surprise, curiosity, 
and some hostility were the responses by audiences to these young black 
singers who did not perform in the traditional “minstrel fashion.” One 
early concert in Cincinnati brought in $50, which was promptly donated 
to victims of the notorious 1871 fire in Chicago. When the group reached 
Columbus, the next city on the schedule, the students were physically and 
emotionally drained. Mr. White, in a gesture of hope and encouragement, 
named them “The Jubilee Singers,” (Figure 3.38, below) a Biblical reference 
to the year of Jubilee in the Book of Leviticus. Continued perseverance and 

of Hymns & Spiritual Songs, from Various Authors, this time identify-
ing the compiler as “The Rev. Richard Allen, Minister of the African 
Methodist Episcopal Church.” The title page indicates that the hymnal 
could be purchased either at the printer’s shop or at 150 Spruce Street, 
Allen’s home address. Fortunately, there is an extant copy of each edi-
tion, thus making it possible for scholars to examine this landmark in 
the history of American hymnody and to assess its value.
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Enslaved persons were commonly forbidden to play drums, because in 
Africa, drummers could use their instruments to communicate over long 
distances. By banning drums, masters prevented enslaved persons who 
lived on isolated plantations from planning rebellions with other enslaved 
persons living on a different plantation. Despite this restriction, enslaved 
persons always had one instrument with them: their voice. One of the 
common features across all of America was the fact that enslaved persons 
sang; and as new generations grew up and African languages faded away, 
new songs by enslaved persons were increasingly created in English. 

Enslaved persons sang for many reasons. A song might be used as a 
lullaby, a way to get through a hard day’s work, a sad complaint, or a tune 
sung simply for pleasure. Sometimes, this pleasure involved making fun 
of owners; an observer in Maryland noted in 1774 that when they had 
a break from working, enslaved persons amused themselves with “‘very 
[funny] music indeed,’ making up songs that portrayed their white mas-
ters ‘in a very satirical manner.’”

252
 Eventually African religious music 

merged with European gospels and hymns. From this mixture, a large, 
varied, and mostly anonymously written body of songs developed. Songs 
once sung to ancestor spirits or African gods were now sung to Jesus or 
Moses; such songs eventually became known as spirituals.

Remarkably, in 1866, freed enslaved persons founded Fisk University 
in Nash ville (Figure 3.38, above)—the first American university to offer 
a liberal arts education to “young men and women irrespective of co lor.” 
Five years later the school was in dire financial straits; so, George L. 
White, treasurer and mu sic professor, created a nine-member choral 
ensemble of students; he then took it on tour in 1871 to raise funds for 
the uni ver sity.

Figure 3.38. above: “Fisk University College and Jubilee 
Hall;” below: Jubilee Singers, Fisk University, 1873.

[Source: The Illustrated London News, 8 September 1873, 232.]
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ed bondwomen rendered that dear old song with a power and 
pathos never surpassed.

• At times the notes roll out with a cadence and deep-toned melody 
of accordant bells; again they fall into the low-voiced sweetness 
of sighing winds.

The Jubilee Singers wisely avoided the Deep South, where, no mat-
ter their talent or showmanship, they would have imperiled their own 
personal safety. It seems that even one corner of the State of Illinois was 
still poisoned with bigotry in 1881: hotels in the capitol city of Springfield 
refused to accommodate them. An outraged local citizen, H. G. Reeves, 
angrily wrote to the editor of the Bloomington Daily Leader that

When President Garfield learned through the press dispatches that 
the Jubilee Singers had been refused admission to the hotels of 
Springfield on account of their color, he expressed great indignation 
and asked Gen. C. B. Fisk to telegraph to them and say that when 
they come to Washington, if the hotels are closed they will find the 
White House ready to receive them with a hearty welcome.
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The model—change attitudes one concert hall at a time—served them 
well. They are credited with the early popularization of the Negro spiritu-
al tradition among white and Northern audiences in the late nineteenth 
century; they earned more than $350,000 ($6,850,221 in 2020 dollars) for 
Fisk University. In one sense, the Jubilee Singers made the first major 
step towards creating an artistic and musical legacy that has survived 
more than 150 years. One can argue that their success was one impetus 
for the Civil Rights movement of the 1950–60s; a contribution made 
for their descendants that significantly impacted mainstream American 
music, while simultaneously celebrating their freedom and their futures. 

WHITE PERSONS

The popularity of the singing-school movement during the first 
decades of the nineteenth century fueled a growing enthusiasm for 

beautiful voices began to change attitudes among the predominantly white 
audiences; eventually skepticism was replaced with standing ovations and 
critical praise in reviews. Gradually, they earned enough money to cover 
expenses and send the remainder back to Fisk. In 1872, they sang at the 
World Peace Festival in Boston; President Ulysses S. Grant then invited 
them to perform at the White House.

In 1873, the group grew to eleven members and toured Europe 
for the first time. Funds raised that year were used to construct the 
school’s first permanent building, Jubilee Hall, which is now designated 
a National Historic Landmark. The Victorian Gothic building contains 
a large portrait of the first group of singers, commissioned by Queen 
Victoria while they were in England in 1873; it was her gift to Fisk. In 
1888, the group also toured Australia, where they made a deep and 
lasting impression. The published music criticisms around the nation 
included these, reprinted in the Burra Record:
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• Their songs all belong to real, not imitation Negro minstrelsy.
• They excel in trueness of intonation, exactness of blending, and 

expressive rendering.
• Success is too colourless a word to adequately describe the advent 

of the Jubilee Singers.
• There was never singing more intensely dramatic than this, for 

there was never singing more sincere.
• Perfection of performance, casting a halo of irresistible charm 

round; the simplest and purest material. This is the musical les-
son for us of the Fisk Jubilee Singers.

• With a full recollection of the three finest choirs in Europe…the 
Fisk Singers may take their place beside them. They produce an 
almost magical result. The more any one knows of music the 
more will he find their music luminously suggestive.

• Their wonderful skill was put to the severest test when they 
attempted Home Sweet Home, before auditors who had heard 
these same household words from the lips of Jenny Lind and 
[British opera singer Euphrosyne] Parepa; yet these emancipat-
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German organizations that enabled the immigrants to gather socially 
while ensuring that various aspects of German life would be known 
across the United States. There were singing societies, athletic clubs, 
mutual insurance societies, and, in harbor cities (such as Philadelphia 
and New York), there were charitable agencies that were founded to 
assist new immigrants.

Everywhere Germans settled, singing societies were formed. In 
the 1840s, the numerous societies had united in the national Nord-
Amerikanischer Sängerbund (North American Singers’ Association) in 
Cincinnati. The Indianapolis Mæn ner chor is an organization that was 
founded by German immigrants in 1854. Adolph Scherrer designed the 
group’s Mænnerchor Hall. (Figure 3.40) Similar clubs were founded in 
other cities in the United States. 

choral singing throughout the Northeast; by 1815, more than 25 singing 
societies had been established. Christmas night of that year became a 
watershed for American choral music, when the Handel and Haydn 
Society gave its premiere concert in Boston’s Stone Chapel for an esti-
mated 1,000 listeners. The evening also marked a major shift in how 
choral music was approached and experienced. Rather than assembling 
as a choir to enhance worship, the singers gathered specifically to pre-
pare and present a chosen repertoire conducted by a professional musi-
cian in a concert setting. 

German immigrants in the United States brought such singing 
societies with them. In Texas during the 1800s and early 1900s, sing-
ing societies provided folk, religious, and classical music for family, 
church, and community gatherings. These societies often participated 
in singing festivals known as Sängerfests, which gave German Texans an 
opportunity to share a love of music while also providing fellowship as 
well as a forum for community and political involvement. Most German 
immigrants who came to this country were literate, and they worked 
hard to preserve their culture through German schools, newspapers, 
sports clubs, agricultural cooperatives, and literary/arts organizations.
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The goal of choral singing now became the edification of the singer 
and the listener, with the focus on the composer and the music. German 
Americans were particularly eager to sing, and they produced their own 
festivals, like this one in New York, or the opening of the new concert 
hall for the Liederkranz Singing Society Of St. Louis. (Figure 3.39)

The majority of nineteenth-century societies were exclusively male: 
already known in Germany, the immigrants followed the model they 
knew. By the end of the century, there were more mixed ensembles, but 
breaking down that door did take quite a while. All-male ensembles con-
tinued to exist well into the twentieth century, but the model became 
harder to justify once the women’s suffrage movement succeeded.

As Germans settled in the United States, they tended to live in close 
proximity to each other, which encouraged the continuation of their 
German lifestyles. In his free time, the German immigrant preferred 
to be with his fellow countrymen. This resulted in a large number of 

Figure 3.39. A: Carl Gustav von Iwonski: Germania Gesangverein, Neu Braunfels, 
photograph of a lithograph made from a drawing, 1857; B: Alfred R. Waud: 
Reception of the German Singing Societies at the City Hall Park, 15 July 1865; C: 
W. A. Rogers: The Gymnasium of the Centralturnverein in New York; D: Quint & 
Lox: New Hall of the Liederkranz Singing Society Of St. Louis, Inaugurated De-
cember 1881, engraving.

 

C.

A.

D.

B.

[Sources: above-left: UTSA Special Collections, by permission; above-right: Harper’s Weekly: A Jour-
nal of Civilization, 5 August 1865, 484; lower-left: 20 September 1890, 733; lower-right: Liederkranz 
Club of St. Louis, used with permission.]
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patron, John P. Frenzel, began to distance themselves from the new 
Deutches Haus (German House) constructed by the Socialer Turnverein 
(Social gymnastics club). This split was emphasized by the construction 
of Mænnerchor Hall in 1907.
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Historian Ann Ostendorf sums up the choral world in America:

By the 1820s, singing societies influenced by German Romanticism, 
such as the Boston Handel and Haydn Society (Figure 3.41), 
believed that some styles of singing were more pious than others. 
Such institutionally supported sacred music competed with the 
music culture enlivened by the Second Great Awakening. These 
styles necessitated accessible and individual expressiveness as part 
of revivalist religiosity. A lack of musical literacy in the rural areas 
of the revivals led to call-and-response song patterns and singing 
“marked by spontaneity, immediacy, emotionality, and the use of 
well-known tunes.” This trend remained true among black urban 
congregations as well, in which the act of vocalizing could inspire 
worshipers even more than a song’s lyrics. A central message of 
this sacred music style invoked the fundamental appeal of the 
Great Awakening ideology: God’s grace was available to all.
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German immigrants were not the only group of immigrants that 
promoted singing: The North American Swiss Singing Alliance was 
formed in the late 1800s specifically to meet the needs of the growing 
Swiss-born population in the United States—especially in the Midwest. 
These original Swiss settlers wanted to keep alive the musical traditions 
brought from their homeland. Originally known as the Swiss American 
Singing Alliance, this organization served several Swiss choirs; the first 
Sängerfest was held in 1897 in Cleveland.

Jacqueline Cogdell Djedje writes of African American music: 

on the one hand very little disappears, but also nothing remains 
the same. During the early American republic, music made by 
black Americans could be decidedly African, but it could also be 

Figure 3.40. Mænnerchor Building, 102 West Michigan St., Indianapolis, Adolf 
Scherrer, architect, 1906. A combination of German and American stylistic de-
tailing, it was a musical and social club for the German-American community 
of Indianapolis. A. Photograph of exterior; B. Section through parlor, library 
and billiard room; C. Interior photograph of dining room; D. Detail of stairway. 

A. B.

C. D.

[Source: Library of Congress. https://www.loc.gov/item/in0148/.]

The Cleveland Mænnerchor was founded in 1867 from the consol-
idation of the Heights Mænnerchor (Heights Male Chorus) and the 
Schwaebischer
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 Saengerbund; the Heights Mænnerchor was formed 

in 1873. The Indianapolis Mænnerchor emerged from a circle of young 
men who were part of a wave of immigration who followed the failed 
European revolutions of 1848. From its formal organization in June 
1854 and its first performance in May 1855, the Mænnerchor provided a 
cultural focus for the “48ers” that was as important as the “sound mind 
and body” activities of the Turners.
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 After the American Civil War, the 

Mænnerchor emerged as one of the most significant German organiza-
tions in Indianapolis. By 1900, the apparent cohesiveness of the German 
community began to fragment when the Mænnerchor, and its main 
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tions, the rise of cities, and an increase in immigration changed 
the sounds and sites of music in America forever. European 
virtuosos, such as Ole Bull and Jenny Lind, toured even into the 
American hinterlands. As the middle class family withdrew into a 
private sphere, they simultaneously domesticated music making. 
The parlor piano, the sheet music industry, and the greater access 
to touring performers reinforced each other; mass commercial 
sound styles grew. The rise of widely and cheaply available popu-
lar music in all its various forms shaped composers’ and publish-
ers’ choices. Blackface minstrels developed as a significant part of 
this phenomenon. Initially occupying the raucous space desired 
by white working class men, blackface minstrels entered the 
domestic sphere as well. The broadly participatory public music 
making so normal in the young nation had increasingly been over-
shadowed by professional commercial activities.

Yet this commercialization only went so far. Attempts to 
repress the earthy, bawdy, vernacular, oral music cultures consid-
ered unbecoming to a legitimate nation only partially succeeded. 
In the 1830s, when the city of New Orleans introduced a formal 
parade to officially conclude the carnival season, they hoped to 
structure and control the chaotic parading accompanied by bois-
terous song and dance. Instead, citizens continued to march in 
rich confusion, up and down the streets, wildly shouting, singing, 
laughing, drumming, fiddling, fifeing…as they wend their reck-
less way…laughing loudly at threatened punishment. Though 
much about the sounds, sites, performers, and performances had 
changed, much still remained the same. An exuberant humanity 
pulsated with playful, personal, and public music making.
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A product of the singing schools, for example, was the formation 
of music clubs. Organizations such as the Stoughton Musical Society, 
developed by 1786, did much to stimulate interest in choral singing. 
Competitions between organizations were held, which encouraged 
improvements in quality.

distinctive from anything heard on that continent. The factors 
that shaped the nature of the African-derived music in early 
America largely depended upon a music maker’s exposure to 
the sounds of the diverse American populace. West and Central 
Africans made music as varied as the Europeans amongst whom 
those enslaved persons would eventually live in America. They 
carried their local musical expectations to their new homes across 
the Atlantic, where they accessed multi-continental repertoires. 
They and their descendants built upon musical heritages both 
deep and broad.
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The decade of the 1840s saw a marked shift in American music. 
By mid-century, music had become a commodity. The broader 
forces of the market revolution had thoroughly altered American 
music. Industrial development spurred by transportation innova-

Figure 3.41. A. “Performance photograph of the Handel and Haydn Society 
(founded A.D. 1815),” 1893; B. “H+H at the Beethoven Centennial Celebration,” 
1870; C. “Rehearsal in Potter Hall,” 1903; D. “Boston Music Hall at its opening in 
1852. The scene is said to show a performance by H+H,” 1852.

D.C.
A. B.

[Source: Images courtesy of the Handel and Haydn Society Archives.]



Figure 3.42. Scene from the World’s Peace Jubilee and International Musical Festival at Boston,   Johann Strauss the Younger, conductor, unattributed, wood engraving, 1872.

[Source: “The World’s Peace Jubilee at Boston.” The Graphic. 20 July 1872, 48.]  
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In the nineteenth century, conventions and fairs were held, and 
they helped promote choral singing in America. Patrick Sarsfield 
Gilmore, through his Peace Jubilees, promoted gigantic mass 
performances by choirs of 10,000! (Figure 3.42) These festivals 
involved enormous bands and orchestras; indeed, a structure was 
built to house an audience of 50,000. Villages and towns through-
out New England filled their quotas of singers, and each had a 
local leader who had been instructed in the tempos, so that every-
one was well prepared when they met together to perform. These 
extravaganzas outdid even the notoriously grandiose Handel fes-
tivals in England: “In 1869, there were more than 10,000 choris-
ters and 1,000 instrumentalists, including 100 firemen dressed in 
bright red playing anvils in [Giuseppe] Verdi’s Anvil Chorus (Figure 
3.43), and the 1872 festival had a chorus of 20,000 and an orchestra 
of 2,000.”
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Happily, entertaining and illustrative descriptions of the 1869 event 
were offered in the Bloomington Weekly Leader: 

•  A general view from the balcony is quite beyond description. 
Nothing like it was ever witnessed on this continent. The 
view embraces about 3½ acres of faces. 

•  The chorus comprised 10,000 voices and the orchestra 1,100 
instruments, which, combined with the swelling notes of the 
organ, completely filled the building, the vocalization by cho-
rus has become as distinct and clear in enunciation as if only 
given by a church choir, excepting that in volume it exceeded 
everything ever before heard.

•   The “Coronation March” was well received, and the “Anvil 
Chorus” was given by the whole force with one hundred anvils 
and artillery accompaniment, creating intense enthusiasm in 
the audience, who demanded a repetition, which was given.
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The Philadelphia Inquirer captured the effects of the “Anvil Chorus:”
264

 

The Coliseum was fully lighted last night, presenting a bril-
liant appearance. During the evening, the rehearsal of the Anvil 
Chorus, with one hundred anvils, was conducted by Mr. Gilmore. 
The performers exhibited marked proficiency, and the anvils and 
hammers clinked merrily, though not heavily, and the novel effect 
produced was much admired and frequently applauded by the 
impromptu audience which gathered near the stage.

In the days when international news was not an instantaneous busi-
ness, news of the upcoming 1872 Festival made it all the way to Australia:

Grand Musical Festival.—Mr. P. S. Gilmore, who is now in 
London, is actively at work in forwarding the mission on which 
he has been dispatched from Boston. This is to inaugurate a 
Peace Jubilee by the grandest musical gathering yet witnessed. It 
is designed to hold the International Musical Festival in Boston. 
It is to open June 17, 1872, and will close July 4. A coliseum is to 
be erected to seat 100,000 persons, and therein will rise a cho-
rus of 20,000 voices, accompanied by 2,000 instruments. Mr. 
Gilmore reviews with pride his Peace Jubilee of 1869, which did 
much for music in America. The festival now in prospect is on a 
far grander scale, as it ought to be, the one being rather a Peace 
Jubilee for North America, while the other will be a Peace Jubilee 
for the world.
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On the final day of the 1872 event, The Boston Daily Globe opined that 

For three weeks our city has been in a feverish dream; a dream 
in which all the visions were happy, but in which, nevertheless, 
the pulse beat more rapidly, the blood flowed more swiftly than 
in perfect health. Each afternoon thousands of our people have 
passed hours in a delirium of musical enthusiasm, carried beyond 
and above themselves by the vast flood of melody poured out by 
the immense chorus and huge orchestra at the Coliseum. These 



Figure 3.43.  Wood engraving, from a sketch by A. Berghaus, of one hundred Boston firemen rehears-
ing for the “Anvil Chorus” from Verdi’s opera il Trovatore, at Chickering’s Hall, from

a contemporary American newspaper, 1869.

[Source: ©Granger Historical Archive, 0087160.]
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From the 1840s onward, the number of congregations using profession-
al singers increased rapidly. By the 1880s, churches in other growing 
urban areas emulated this trend seen in New York; and, by the 1890s, 
many large churches in cities such as Atlanta, San Francisco, St. Louis, 
and Chicago had professional quartets. Of course, in order for the qual-
ity of such semi-professional choirs to improve, it was first necessary to 
hire professional choirmasters to conduct them.

The literature on nineteenth-century American choral music and 
singing is vast. In addition to the numerous Männerchor, there were 
also larger SATB oratorio societies; these include the Handel Society of 
Dartmouth, which is the oldest “town/gown” ensemble in the nation, 
the Mendelssohn Club, the Gounod and New Haven Oratorio Societies, 
the Handel and Haydn Society, and the New York Oratorio Society

Not surprisingly, given that Canada was a member of Great Britain, the 
musical life north of the border was modeled on England. Large oratorio 

societies existed in the largest cities; in smaller town and villages, choral 
singing was largely confined to churches—and among those, the Church of 
England. Among the earliest societies were Halifax’s “New Union Singing 
Society” (1809) and Québec’s “Harmonic Society” (1820). Most middle-class 
Canadian families owned a harmonium or piano; standard education includ-
ed at least the rudiments of music; accordingly, communal singing was wide-
spread, and as the century advanced, so did the growth of choral ensembles 
of every configuration, size, audience and purpose. 

It is important to keep in mind that before the Revolution of 1776, 
the colonists, and future rebels, were British subjects; thus, the types 
of choral societies they had known in England were brought with them 
to America. During the Revolution, most Liedertafeln were compelled to 
suspend rehearsals; after all, the same men who sang heartily were also 
fighting heartily—against their oppressive government back in the Old 
World. 

After General Charles Cornwallis surrendered his army to General 
Washington in 1781, the former colonists became bona fide citizens; by 
and large, the most adventurous of them headed West—with no concep-

concerts have been the point toward which our metropolitan life 
has climbed each day, and in which it has gloriously culminated. 

The Jubilee is over, but the good results which may lie expected 
to flow from it are boundless. The increase of the popular love for 
music, the higher standard in the art which has been introduced 
among us by the foreign bands, and the social intercourse among 
musicians from all parts of our own land and from other shores, 
are the most important of these; but Bostonians also hope for some 
other advantages which, without the Jubilee, would loom very far 
in the distance. They think that possibly New York journalists 
may learn from the condemnation which they have received from 
those of other cities to tell the truth in future; they hope that the 
Metropolitan Company may be enabled to increase their rolling 
stock, if they cannot raise the salaries of those whom they employ. 
They even find it in their hearts to believe that somewhere in the 
dim future they may have another season of enjoyment to which 
the present, grand as it has been, will seem small and poor.
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 Clearly, choral music began primarily because it was needed in reli-
gious ceremonies. In essence, the history of American choral music can 
be traced through the expansion of musical settings of liturgical words 
into the secular arena. The twentieth century saw a profound growth 
of choral singing. America was founded on the need, and search for, 
freedom in both religious and secular arenas. The church continued to 
evolve in society, and, therefore its music—which had always been an 
important element—also evolved. The same may be said for the secular 
side of society, in which music is a vital component. The confluence of 
the two main forces (sacred/secular) will continue to be a major factor 
in the development of choral music in the twenty first century, but the 
swing away from significant sacred choral music probably will increase 
just as it did in the twentieth century.

Just as today, most every church had a mixed choir. By mid-centu-
ry, lucrative churches, largely in New York, commissioned large pipe 
organs, and also hired four professional singers to act as section leaders. 
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the influx of citizens, settlers and immigrants. Taken together, Canada 
and the United States proved to be particularly fertile for choral singing, 
the results of which can today still be seen in many parts of both nations.

VI. ITALY & THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
 Italy
On 31 October 1886, composer, pianist and writer about music 

Baldassarre Gamucci, who founded the Società corale del Carmine in 1849, 
rose from his seat in the Regio Istituto musicale di Firenze, of which he was 
director and founder, walked to the front of the auditorium, and began: 

Whenever I think back to the many choral schools in similar soci-
eties, which flourish in the major nations of the civilized world, and 
they give them so much beauty and decorousness; and seeing how 
in Italy, in general, such institutions so praiseworthy of art and 
civilization have all the appearance of exotic plants, which here do 
not find suitable ground to thrive, a sense of despair invades my 
soul; instead, we [Italians] possess in music many elements that 
other nations do not have. For this reason, these associations are 
indigenous plants, which here could, and, indeed, should—more 
than anywhere else—have a prosperous and lush life. 

Choral singing is considered very important by all pedagog-
ical writers. This subject [choral singing] is compulsory in the 
elementary schools of all German states, of England, Austria, 
France, Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Netherlands, Portugal and in 
the Russian “complementary” schools.
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 It is also compulsory in 

urban primary schools in Sweden and Norway, Scandinavia and 
the United States of America. Only in Italy—painful to say—this 
subject is not part of the mandatory curriculum contained in the 
elementary school program.
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Gamucci goes on to quote the writer on music Leto Puliti, who, in 
1870, recounted his travels in Germany to a similar audience in the 
Academy. Puliti claims that Germans are “calm and affable;” that fami-

tion of where they were going or how long it would take to get there. 
Whereas in Europe, one can travel to another nation in a few hours; in 
1800s America one could travel almost an entire day and remain within 
the confines of a single state. The sheer vastness of the growing nation 
meant that its inhabitants yearned for the society of others. The country 
was still largely agrarian, but as the decades passed, industrialization cre-
ated leisure time for many people; as a result, the pool from which the 
singing societies could recruit increased. 

The War Between the States laid waste to the civilization that had 
been built; still, the resumption of the growth of choral ensembles took 
only a few years following 1865. Before President Lincoln’s 1 January 1863 
Emancipation Proclamation, African-American enslaved persons in the 
Deep South could only sing, play and dance on the plantations. Yet, not 
one decade later, in 1871, the nation’s first all-Black choir was touring the 
United States—and eventually Europe—to raise funds for the nation’s 
first all-Black university. 

For the grandparents and parents of these singers, such a thing must 
have seemed beyond miraculous. After all, the scars left by the overseer’s 
lash were still visible, along with the permanent memories of the shame-
ful and immoral acts perpetrated on them by whites. We have Africans 
to thank for an entire genre of music, along with the introduction of 
African percussion instruments and the call-and-respond musical form. 
No sane person would ever suggest that these contributions to Western 
music justify the institution of slavery; still, if anything positive has come 
from that indefensible period of our nation’s history, African American 
innovation in Christian-centered sacred music—Spirituals, shouts, lined-
hymns, and anthems—is it.

The nation’s population surged, and as immigrants and citizens moved 
Westward, singing societies were founded in cities with sufficient popula-
tion and affluence to support them. There were Männerchor in the North 
and Midwest; oratorio choruses in the Northeast; competitions similar 
to those in Wales took place among steel mill workers in the Midwest; 
and, gradually, music education became part of public school curriculum; 
plus, the number and variety of choral ensembles grew in proportion to 
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started to grow in the first years of the 1800s, and one of the leading 
supporters for unification was, curiously, Giuseppe Verdi. He became 
the de facto composer of music aimed at promoting Italian unification; 
with the movement came the first organized effort to create choral 
ensembles similar to those in Germany and England, and to compose a 
body of repertoire for them. Perhaps because of the growing—and com-
pletely novel—Italian nationalism, the musical intelligentsia, including 
such men as Puliti and Gamucci, held an underlying and disturbing 
belief about choral music—as practiced elsewhere, and as practiced in 
Italy. Gamucci wrote that “I fear that in terms of education and musi-
cal taste, there is a danger that we will go to the end of the European 
queue—we who were once first in the world.”
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In Florence, Gamucci bemoaned the lack of sopranos and tenors; 
indeed, anyone in Florence organizing church choirs was likely forced 
to ask neighboring cities for singers—an almost mortal humiliation for 
any self-respecting Florentine. And, in a refrain that will be quickly rec-
ognized, “as new singers do not arise, or very rarely, and due to their not 
so healthy age, most of those who now remain are close to becoming 
powerless to sing; thus, we will be obliged to renounce the performance 
of choral music in general—and, church music, in particular.”
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In 1875, L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia (Stefano Tempia Choral 
Academy) was founded. It was the first musical organization in Piedmont 
and remains the oldest choral society in Italy. A historical reference for 
music education and the dissemination of the a cappella and symphonic 
choir repertoire, from the beginning, the Academy was known—and 
honored for—its frequent collaborations with prestigious conductors. 
The academy was also appreciated for presenting major cultural events, 
including the first performance in Italy of Handel’s Judas Maccabeus 
(1885) and the premiere  in Turin of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 (1888).
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The 4 April 1881 edition of the Gazzetta Piemontese contains a review 
of a concert by L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia:

The concert given on Sunday by L’Accademia Corale Stefano 
Tempia was one of the most remarkable in its not very brief 

lies are patriarchal; and the elderly and teachers are respected. Outside 
the home, he says, “you will not find the streets cluttered with idle 
and turbulent brats.” Puliti also claims that “drunkenness has almost 
disappeared…as have blasphemy and foul language.” Indeed, Puliti was 
so convinced of the importance of choral singing in the public elemen-
tary schools that during his term as a Councilor of the [Florentine] 
Municipality “the teaching of choral singing was introduced and made 
mandatory…[and] Puliti himself formulated the curriculum.”
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According to Gamucci, the implementation of the choral music 
curriculum in the elementary schools went well, but was hindered by 
a lack of formal training for the teachers. Then, in October 1879, the 
Municipal Council revoked its 1871 decree that established choral music 
education in elementary schools. Apparently, an economic disaster 
ravaged the municipality when the Italian capital was moved to Rome, 
which meant that those “called to lead our municipal administration 
believed that they would be entitled to remove from the budget any 
expenditure that was not recognized as absolutely necessary.”
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In his chapter from Nineteenth-Century Choral Music entitled “A Tale 
of Survival: Choral Music in Italy,” Francesco Izzo writes of the struggles 
faced by the small portion of the populace that wanted to create popular 
choral singing in nineteenth-century Italy. He quotes the composer/
critic Raimondo Boucheron, who wrote a detailed review of Gaetano 
Donizetti’s Ave Maria and Miserere, published with great prominence in 
the 28 January 1844 issue of the Gazzetta musicale di Milano—an emerg-
ing and authoritative music journal published by Ricordi of Milan. 

Since the entire Italian musical marketplace was slanted towards 
opera, there was virtually no financial incentive for composers or pub-
lishers to issue choral music that would have almost no chance of being 
purchased—or performed. By and large, the renaissance of sacred music 
that eventually occurred in Italy after 1850 was limited to the polyphon-
ic stilo antico, as practiced by the Papal chapel choir in Rome. 

The Italy we know today did not exist in the nineteenth century until 
after 1861. Competing city-states, along with the Republic of Florence 
and the Vatican, each ruled one of several, distinct regions. Nationalism 
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an announcement that displays great bravura, given the exceedingly 
brief lead time: “The city of Turin will open, on 5 and 6 June, the first 
international music competition in Italy. This will consist of bringing 
together as many wind ensembles, brass bands, and Italian and foreign 
choral societies as possible to Turin at the same time.”
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Baldassarre Gamucci concluded by espousing the rewards of 
Orphéonic societies:

These societies, as is well known, are made up of a very large 
number of singers; and it is an undeniable fact that the chorus 
acquires greater significance—and produces a better effect—the 
larger the number of those who comprise it; and the effects of the 
piano and pianissimo are stupendous, and truly enchanting when 
they come from a very large chorus. Anyone who has heard the 
great works performed by some of the Orphéonic societies in the 
major cities of Europe can confirm this assertion of mine.

[concert] series. The program was chosen very carefully, and 
included music of various styles; the performance showed that 
the Academy—thanks to the care of its zealous director, Maestro 
Giulio Roberti, and the commitment of all the worthy members—
is on a path of real progress. Several of the pieces were for solo 
voices, and the difficulty of attacks and intonation was overcome 
very well; in others, there was a variety of color and blend that 
theretofore had not yet been achieved.

In recent days, I have seen a very beautiful program/exhor-
tation notice posted on the corners of the streets for the estab-
lishment [in Florence] of a large Orphéon Choral Society, such as 
those in Germany, France, England, etc. I will not speak the name 
of the organization, because I do not want to advertise anything 
that does not deserve attention: namely, the assertion that said 
society would be the first in Italy. This is absolutely Marchian 
[unforgivable], because if it is correct that the Italian Orphéonic 
Societies have not hitherto developed in proportion to what they 
have elsewhere, it is no less true that there are a fair number of 
such institutions that were held in Rome, in Florence, in Milan.
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Il Teatro Illustrato listed the choral societies as of 1886 (Figure 3.44):

Figure 3.44. List of Italian Orphéonic Choral Societies. 

Corale del Teatro Filarmonico di Verona Corale Orfeonica di Bologna

Corale Euridice di Bologna Corale G. Monaco di Livorno

Corale del Teatro Municipale di Modena Corale G. Verdi di Monza

Schola cantorum S. Cecilia di Chieri Corale Euridice di Sampierdarena

Schola cantorum S. Dalmazzo di Torino Corale Pescatori di Monza

Corale Vincenzo Bellini di Ferrara Corale G. Verdi di Cornigliano Ligure

Ferrara—Voci di una Città Coro Bassano

Società Corale Gioacchino Rossini Maserà di Padova

[Source: Il Teatro Illustrato, 1 September 1886, 3.]

Furthermore, as proof of a robust amateur choral society network 
and movement, on 16 January 1881, the City of Turin (Figure 3.45) made 

Figure 3.45. Giovanni Assale: Group portrait of the musicians of the Società Cho-
rale Niçoise Congress in uniform, Turin, June 1902.

[Source: ©Archivi Alinari, Firenze, Fratelli Alinari Museum Collections, Florence, FBQ-F-004282-0000.] 
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The difficult circumstances that Spain was going through 
during the nineteenth century, as well as its delayed economic 
development (with respect to other European countries), meant 
that social and cultural development was not on par with the 
rest of Europe. The first choral societies in Spain were founded in 
Barcelona around 1850, by Josep Anselm Clavé; these were designed 
to offer an alternative leisure activity that was viewed as more 
“moral,” and that did not require musical instruction. This was 
not the case for Juan Tolosa [b. 1818], who, at that time, also created 
diverse choral initiatives in Barcelona; although the social aspect 
was important, Tolosa was more interested in greater artistry and 
musical education. Since its origins, the Spanish choral movement 
shows two fundamental tendencies—as it did in Europe. On the 
one hand, was Clavé, a charismatic personality linked to the trade 
union movement; he only wanted the working classes to sing to 
create an alternative to other types of unhealthy leisure activities. 
The Tolosa brothers, on the other hand—especially Juan—adopt-
ed the French model of Orphéonism, in which the social aspect 
was important but not a priority.…The first choral societies and 
Orphéons spread very quickly through Catalonia and other Spanish 
regions during the second half of the nineteenth century. A more 
remarkable development was experienced in those places that had 
an industrial fabric sufficiently evolved to accommodate the two 
social classes in which the choral movement developed mainly: 
the bourgeoisie and the working classes. It should be noted that 
the primarily agricultural territories were left out of this choral 
movement, so it is right to say that the Orphéonistic phenomenon 
took root and evolved because of industrialization.
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One example of a successful Orféon that grew out of the industrial-
ized world was the Euterpe Choral Society, founded by Clavé. (Figure 
3.46) The same societal and cultural forces that created an atmosphere 
that was conducive to the creation of choral singing societies in 
Germany, France, the United States and Great Britain, made possible 

These [societies] exist because the municipalities of those cit-
ies have cleverly made the teaching of choral singing compulsory 
in elementary schools. The schoolboy becomes attached, to say 
the least, to those songs he learned in school, and he never forgets 
them. When he is an adult, he has more and more love for music, 
which he has already learned to know and appreciate; and he 
wishes to join other companions to cultivate it and continue in 
those sweet habits that remind him of the most beautiful days of 
life. Here, then, is the only way to achieve the desired aim. Once 
this teaching is compulsory in primary schools, choral associa-
tions, I believe, will arise as if by magic.
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Spain
 Writing of the beginnings of choral societies in Spain, Nuria Sofía 

Fernández-Herranz notes that 

The choral movement in Spain arose during the second half of 
the nineteenth century in a country with quite different circum-
stances than the rest of Europe. The economic, social and politi-
cal situation in the nineteenth century was very complicated and 
unstable. Political, economic and social problems impoverished 
the country, with the worst part of this situation falling on the 
most disadvantaged classes. The industrialization process was 
quite slow compared to other countries and, in addition, very 
uneven. Much of the industrial activity focused on the north of 
Spain, and attracted a large amount of labor to the urban centers 
that generated, as had happened in the rest of Europe, a new 
social group that needed recreational and entertainment spaces. 
Popular associations called Mutual Relief Societies, Athenaeum 
or Recreation Circle, which followed bourgeois models, began to 
emerge in order to meet the demands of culture and leisure of 
the working classes. Within these associative organizations, the 
choral groups that were born in Spain in many cases adopted the 
French name of Orphéon (Orféon).
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similar ensembles in Spain, and, in particular, Catalonia and the Basque 
region. “As it is to be supposed, when speaking of choral song, choral 
manifestation or choral sociability, we refer to the movement of choral 
entities arising from civil society.”
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Of course, these ensembles were directly tied to education—both 
in public schools and in choral societies. As Carmen de las Cuevas 
Hevia notes, “The new ruling class was particularly concerned 
with popular education; they wanted to be able to enjoy the cul-
ture previously reserved for the moneyed classes or socially dis-
tinguished, and share it with large masses of workers who swelled 
the population in areas of industrial and economic development, 
as was happening elsewhere in Europe at this time.”
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The social aspect was paramount. In cities such as San Sebastian, 
other musical groups included wind and brass bands; often these groups 
also functioned as dining clubs. Just as in Wales, municipalities held 
festivals and competitions around major holidays such as Carnival, reli-
gious Holy Days and the tamborrada
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 and candelaria.
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Like the rest of Europe, women were forbidden to sing in Catholic 
churches; boys sang the treble parts in the cathedral and larger parish 
choirs. Indeed, “In Spain, women first began to be part of the Orphéons 
as members during the last decade of the nineteenth century, occa-
sionally participating in concerts organized by the Orphéons. The first 
Orfeón that included a women’s section permanently, forming a mixed 
choir, is the Orfeó Catalá in 1896, followed by the Orfeón Zaragozano in 
1900, the Orfeón Pamplonés and the Choral Society of Bilbao in 1906, the 
Orfeón Donostiarra in 1909 and the Ovetense in 1917.”
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The Universal Exposition in 1888, held in Barcelona caused a cultural 
“upheaval,” because it was possible to hear choirs from other countries; 
many of these ensembles cultivated a completely different way of sing-
ing that was completely unknown in Catalonia: fine-tuning, natural, 
clear sound, balance, and fusion of voices. This revelation made the mis-
alignment between Catalan groups evident when compared to the art of 

Figure 3.46. above: Photo of the Societat Coreal Euterpe, with its director and 
founder Josep Anselm Clavé, 1860; below: Chrome print by Josep Anselm Clavé, 
from the Evaristo Juncosa Chocolate Collection.

[Source: above: Federació dels Cors Clavé; below: Hombres célebres [Material gráfico], by Anón-
imo español s. XX, BDH Hispanic Digital Library, series A, no. 2, http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.
vm?id=0000052893.]
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Portugal
Researching nineteenth-century Portuguese music raises several 

challenges: first, its politics were tumultuous—with three different 
constitutions and monarchs that came on and off the throne, that led 
to an instability that precluded the founding of enduring musical insti-
tutions; second, what musicological research exists for the nineteenth 
century is limited and largely unavailable online; and third, there was no 
music education in the public schools until much later in the century. 
That particular deficiency created a paucity of educational leaders who 
could guide music into the public school curricula. Graça Mota speaks 
to this lacunae in “Music Education in Portugal—A History Full of 
Contradictions:”

Music education in Portugal is the result of a winding path in 
which a permanent ambiguity prevails, which can begin to be 
understood from a brief historical perspective.

The first Royal Conservatory (later the National Conservatory) 
was established in Lisbon in 1835 by Portuguese writer Almeida 
Garrett. For at least 80 years it was the only place where music edu-

choral singing that was being developed in other countries. Ultimately, 
this discovery gave some people the desire to create something similar 
in Catalonia. In 1891, Lluís Millet and Amadeu Vives created the Orfeó 
Català to achieve the common dream of extolling Catalan music using 
a model choir that sang Clavé in a new way, revealing the true beauty 
of the music—a choir that sublimated our traditional songs with the 
exuberant ways of cultured art and that became a mixed choir capable 
of singing the great choral music composed by geniuses.
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The choral movement in Spain, and, in particular, the Basque region 
and Cata lonia, included ensembles in more cities and small towns than 
can be properly addressed here. They all, however, shared the charac-
teristics of the Orphéons in France and the singing clubs of Germany. 
Jaume Carbonell Guberna points out that “Generally, the works which 
have attempted to cover the choral history of all Spanish territory 
have revealed the impossibility of such a goal, due to the chronological 
misalignments and difficulty in mapping out a cohesive time period to 
assign to the practice in the various regions.”
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A few other ensembles include: Orfeón Donostiarra (San Sebastian), 
founded in 1896 by its conductors Norberto Luzuriaga and Miguel 
Oñate. It was composed exclusively of male voices until 1906, when it 
was enlarged to a mixed chorus of 220, including children’s voices; Coros 
Clavé of Barcelona, founded by Clavé, a choral society of great impor-
tance in the education of Catalonian working classes; Sociedad Coral 
(Bilbao), founded in 1886 under the name of Orfeón Bilbaino, and con-
sisting then of only male voices; and the Orféon Mondragón, shown in 
this photograph (Figure 3.47) giving its inaugural performance in 1896.

While the general belief is that Spain in the nineteenth century had 
limited choral music, among the populace there was a robust movement 
that, like most community-based amateur choruses in the modern United 
States, served a dual purpose. Just as music education was inaugurated 
into public schools, parents of those children—and eventually the grown 
children themselves—sought a venue where they could join together to 
indulge their shared love for singing while expanding their social commu-
nity to eat, drink and celebrate with like-minded new friends.

Figure 3.47. First performance of the Orfeón in Mondragón, 7 July 1896.

[Source: Sada, Javier María. 2009. 110 Años y Allí También Estuvo el Orfeón: 110 Años Comprometido 
Con Su Ciudad. (110 Years and There Was Also the Orfeón: 110 Years Committed to its City.) Mon-
dragón: Orféon Donostiarra.]
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was founded on 29 October 1880, with 60 choristers and the name 
“Sociedade Orfeon Académico de Coimbra,” under the direction of 
the artistic temperament of law student João Arroyo. The group 
made its first public concert on December 7 of the same year, at the 
Teatro Académico Príncipe Real, [where it had been rehearsing] in 
Coimbra, on the occasion of the commemorating three hundred 
years following the death of poet [Luís Vaz de] Camões.
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The republican spirit that presided over these celebrations—to 
which names such as Teófilo Braga

287
 and Antero de Quental

288
 

were associated—was imbued with a whole cult that offered the 
newly created Orfeon the opportunity to project itself. Concerned 
with bringing contemporary authors to the public, João Arroyo, 
with an innovative vision, performed the music of Wagner 
[Marcha da Tannhäuser] for the first time in Portugal.

In the program of academic festivities for the 1881 inauguration of 
the Camões monument, on 5 May, there was a river ride to the Lapa dos 
Poetas. The boats left from the Portagem wharf and, in honor of the 
Queen and all the ladies who helped in the academic bazaars, a second 
boat left “leading the choral society of the academic Orphéon, singing 
the hymn of her Majesty the Queen and popular Portuguese songs.” On 
May 6, the “great concert of the choral society, academic Orphéon” took 
place and, that night, in the illuminated courtyard of the University, 
the “choral society of the academic orphéon, and an orchestra of one 
hundred to one hundred and twenty members, performed music by 
Portuguese composers, popular songs from Minho and Douro, patriotic 
hymns, etc.”
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 Figure 3.48 shows the rapidity with which Portuguese 

students and workers created Orfeão.

Figure 3.48. History of Portuguese Orfeão.

Name Year Name Name 

Orfeon Académico de Coimbra 1880 Orfeão de Leiria 1886

Orfeó Catalã-Palau de Musica Catalã 1905 Orfeão Universitário do Porto 1912

Orfeon Povoense 1915 Orfeão da Feira 1916

Orfeão de Águeda 1916 Orfeão de Gondomar 1917

cation took place in a systematic way, and effectively produced the 
most relevant musicians, performers and composers of the time.

Beginning in 1878, choral singing was then introduced in ele-
mentary schools and from a document written in 1909 we can 
read that ‘music can serve to mark the unity of a people in the 
acts of public life; and, if the people are a democracy based on the 
principle of equality, the most adapted form to express their feel-
ings will be Canto Coral. These words, written a year before the 
end of the monarchy and the beginning of the First Portuguese 
Republic, and some 20 years before the installation of a dictator-
ship that would last 48 years, still have the flavor of the spirit of 
the French Revolution and its Marseillaise.
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Indeed, the Marseillaise is not the only French idea that found its way 
into nineteenth-century Portuguese debate: despite the fact that vari-
ous intellectuals appealed for the inclusion of music into the school cur-
riculum—and proposed the French model, according to the practice of 
Wilhem—the application thereof was sporadic and ephemeral; the gov-
erning authorities naturally prioritized reading, writing and arithmetic. 
Because of the emergence of Republican ideals beginning in 1880, and 
the influence that the positivist ideals had on those same authorities, 
music education was finally in the hands of trained educators and put 
into practice in the school curriculum.

A second French institution found its way into Portuguese life: 
the Orphéon. In his dissertation “The Orfeon Ac a démico de Coimbra 
since 1880: Determining Causes, Objectives and Evolution” (O Orfeão 
Académico de Coimbra desde 1880: Causas Determinantes, Objectivos 
E Evolução), Virgílio Alberto Valente Caseiro describes the founding of 
the first all-male choir in Portugal, including the political factors that 
affected its beginning and early years:

The Orfeon Académico de Coimbra is the oldest active choir in 
Portugal and one of the oldest in Europe.…More than one hundred 
years old, the Orfeon Académico de Coimbra springs youthfulness. It 
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The Portuguese, like all southern Europeans, possess talent and a 
passion for music; only to their own, however, and least of all to 
the music of the North, especially Germans, and even to that far 
less than their closest neighbors. So it is almost only the melody 
that they love: and, above all, the light, somewhat superficial mel-
ody that dangles joy and sadness. 

On the whole, the musician is disrespected here in this coun-
try; no one cares about him, no one treats him or shows him even 
the most common courtesy, except when you need him, and then 
to what extent you need him. Those who invite him today, flat-
ter him today, so that they can maintain his company, no longer 
acknowledge him as soon as he has done what is wanted.
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The year 1834 marks the beginning of the definitive decline of most 
chapels, as they were deprived of the tithes that until then had sus-
tained them. The Holy See of Lisbon itself had an irregular functioning 
throughout the nineteenth century. In 1872, there were fourteen can-
tor chaplains, five of which were vacant and four occupied by clerics 
performing other functions, leaving only five chaplains to ensure the 
musical component of all liturgical celebrations.”
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The same German who authored the critical article in Allgemeine 
Musikalische Zeitung also wrote disparagingly of sacred music: “Music in 
churches is often performed in Portugal: but not church music; because 
what that means is completely unworthy of the church.”
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 To be fair, 

however, the proliferation of secular music into the Roman Catholic 
Church was widespread throughout Europe, and hardly limited to 
Portugal: “The appraisals of historians about the best-known works of 
our music—in that immense repertoire—have been generally negative, 
insisting especially on the similarity of this music with the Italian work-
ing-class style at the time. However, the Italian style has been common 
to the great majority of European religious music since the second half 
of the eighteenth century, including the works of the great composers, 
so the Italian component alone cannot be seen as synonymous with lack 
of quality.”
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Figure 3.48. History of Portuguese Orfeão.

Name Year Name Name 

Orfeão de Viseu 1919 Orfeão Madeirense 1919

Orfeão Tomaz Alcaide 1920 Orfeão de Abrantes 1921

Orfeão Académico Porto 1922 Orfeão de Braga 1923

Orfeão da Madalena 1927 Orfeão da Covilhã 1929

[Source: O Orfeão Académico de Coimbra desde 1880: Causas Determinantes, Objectivos E Evolução. 
Repositório Universidade Nova De Lisboa. Dissertation, Universidade de Coimbra, 259.

The great impulse that the choral and Orféon movement had in 
Europe, throughout the nineteenth century and the beginning of the 
twentieth century, is based on the premise that singing has a strong edu-
cational component that is made possible by its relationship with the text. 
It is impossible not to see the socio-political implications that the great 
choir festivals rep resented when brought together on the national level 
on dates of particular significance. For that reason, these choral societies 
were banned in strongly conservative countries. The relationship estab-
lished between the Orféon movement and politics is perfectly evident, 
expressing itself—in the early days—according to republican ideals.

In his paper entitled “Para Uma Nova História Da Música Portuguesa” 
(Towards a New History of Portuguese Music), José Bettencourt da 
Câmara, of the Universidade de Évora, writes this lament: “In some other 
European countries, musicology—the knowledge of one’s own musical 
heritage—has undoubtedly found more favorable conditions for flour-
ishing than in the corner of Europe from which we write.…It seems par-
ticularly obvious to us that musicology in Portugal lags behind—in the 
complete absence of theoretical concern that we see in the lean literary 
production devoted to the history of Portuguese music until today.”
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da Câmara is not exaggerating: the most recent textbook was pub-
lished in 2014, Vozes ao alto (Voices Aloft). Before it there was only 
História da música portuguesa (History of Portuguese Music), published 
in 1959. Interestingly, História da música portuguesa quotes from the 
June 1816 issue of Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, which published 
a lengthy article wherein the author speaks rather harshly about 
Portuguese musical culture:
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Yet, all was not lost: In November 1836, a General Conservatory of 
Dramatic Art was created in Lisbon—a public teaching establishment 
designed in the image of the Conservatoire National de Musique et de 
Déclamation that had been founded in Paris in 1795. The Conservatory of 
Music at Casa Pia, created in 1835, was integrated as a School of Music in 
the new General Conservatory, alongside the schools of theater, dance, 
mimes and special gymnastics; the new institution opened in 1837.

These were already premonitory signs of the catastrophe that World 
War I would become. Then, as today, many artists, intellectuals and 
businessmen founded and animated cultural associations and musical 
societies that translated their recognition and their consequent com-
mitment to the role of culture in peace and in the union between peo-
ples. The Orphéon Portuense society would have been one of these cases. 
Founded in 1881 as an orphonic society with amateurs who met month-
ly in musical soirees and choral rehearsals and with public performanc-
es, it inaugurated a repertoire mostly made up of works by Beethoven, 
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Weber and Schumann, to only consider the 
first three decades of its existence. We can thus say that the identity 
matrix of this society was the voice of a community (the Gemeinschaft 
of the Germans or the Philadelfia of the Greeks) simultaneously portu-
ense and cosmopolitan, expressed through the activity of its choirs. In 
a country and a Europe in economic, financial, and political crisis, a 
patriotism—not political in stricto sensu, but in the cultural innovation 
of this artistic society erupted.

The central questions that have been driving my research are, 
first, what motivated amateurs, businessmen, and music profes-
sionals to found a “musical instruction society” in 1881 in Oporto 
and, second, what led them to form it as a choral society. The 
hypothesis that emerges is that the European context of that 
period—together with others indicated below—would have been 
reflected in professional and amateur musicians’ training and on 
the choral performance practices of the first period (1881–1909) of 

The other mention of choral music concerns music education, which 
is, of course, a critical component of choral singing. After 1835, the musi-
cal and vocal training of choirboys in the diocese of Évora tapered off, 
until churches that could afford music hired professionals to provide it 
for each occasion.
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The creation of a choral tradition was carried out by the Municipal 
Chamber of Porto when it opened a popular school for singing under 
the direction of Jacopo Carli in 1855, and later, in 1863, with another 
institution of the same kind directed by Carlos Dubini. The fact that 
music had become an essential component of bourgeois education, 
coupled with the lack of good schools, gave rise to the proliferation of 
private teachers whose quality of teaching was quite dubious. Only in 
1884 did an institution emerge that would constitute a new milestone 
in the teaching of music in Lisbon, the Academia dos Amadores de Música 
(Academy of Musical Amateurs).”
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Fortunately, there came a welcome piece of news in 1835:
By the decree of 5 May 1835, a Music Conservatory was created, 
attached to the Casa Pia

297
which further emphasized the charita-

ble aspects of that institution, stating that “within the aforemen-
tioned Conservatory there will be a College of twelve to twenty 
poor students. We are therefore closer to the philanthropic model 
of the Italian conservatories of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries than to the type of secular musical school that had been 
initiated with the creation of the Paris Conservator.
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Like the country’s internal politics, the Conservatory had its own 
troubles: there were multiple directors, some of whom openly tried to 
discontinue state funding in order to close the school. “Despite having 
remained the only official music school throughout the nineteenth cen-
tury in our country, the Conservatory does not seem to have been able 
to give most of the musicians who attended it a solid musical education, 
both from a practical and theoretical point of view, forcing many of our 
instrumentalists to attempt to complete their training abroad.”299
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Figure 3.48. Choral Programs of Portuguese Ensembles.

Data Local Composer Titles Performers

Weber, Carl 
Maria von

Die Freischütz, op. 77, “Was 
gleicht wohl auf Erden”

Arroyo, João Flores sobre um tumulo

Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus 
from “Andante” from Sonata 
for Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Moreira de 
Sá, Bernardo

Rataplan

1884
6 March

Crystal Palace,  
Gil Vicente  
Hall

Delibes, Léo Les Nymphes du bois Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus SA

Arroyo, João Morena

Portuguese  
Orphéon 
Chorus 

Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

Ne m’oubliez pas, (arr. from 
“Larghetto” from Symphony 
n.º 2, op. 36, by José Barbosa 
de Castro)

Mendelssohn, 
Felix

Sur la terre étrangere Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus

Moreira de 
Sá, Bernardo

Tyroleza Portuguese  
Orphéon 
Chorus

1885
23 December ?

Mendelssohn, 
Felix

Le Chant de l’alouette Portuguese  
Orphéon 
Chorus

MacFarren, 
George

The last wild rose

1887
18 February ? Spohr, Louis Chant de Guerre

Portuguese  
Orphéon 
Chorus

Wagner, Richard Tannhäuser, WMV 70, 
“Beglükt darf nun dich” 

1897
15 May

Commercial 
Hall of 
Grémio, Porto

Faure, Jean- 
Baptiste

Crucifix Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus SA

1906
12 January

Costa, Luiz Barcarola (arr. para Coro com 
letra de Almeida Garrett)

Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus SA

the  Sociedade Orpheon Portuense’s musical activity, in particular 
on the training of professional musicians.300

The observations about the makeup of these male ensembles and the 
repertoire that they sang before 1900 is highlighted in Figure 3.49.

Figure 3.49. Choral Programs of Portuguese Ensembles.

Data Local Composer Titles Performers

1882
4 March

Portuguese 
Assembly

Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus 
from “Andante” from Sonata 
for Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus 
TTBB

Mendelssohn, 
Felix

Loreley, Op. 98

1882
29 April

Theater of  
S. João

Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus 
from “Andante” from Sonata 
for Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus 
TTBB

 
Mendelssohn Loreley, Op. 98, Winzer Choir

Moreira de
Sá, Bernardo

Rataplan

1882
2 Sept.

Rio Leça Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

Jésus Ouvrier (arr. for Chorus 
from “Andante” from Sonata 
for Piano, op. 57, by Arnound)

Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus 
TTBB

Grétry, André La Garde Passe

Mendelssohn, 
Felix

Loreley, Op. 98, Winzer-Chor

Ma forêt

Schubert, Franz Rosamunde, Jägerchor, D. 797

Winterreise, “Der Linden-
baum,” Op. 89, n.º 5

1883
26 April

Theater of S. 
João

Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

König Stephan, op. 117 Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus 
TTBB

Weber, Carl 
Maria von

Die Freischütz, op. 77, “Was  
gleicht wohl auf Erden”

1883
29 May

Crystal Palace,  
Gil Vicente  
Hall

Beethoven, 
Ludwig van

König Stephan, op. 117 Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus 
TTBB
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working urban masses and even the petty bourgeoisie with its “ordinary 
culture,” considered unglamorous by the elites.

This new urban social practice helped to create the modern citizen, 
characterized by the participation of individuals in the public life of their 
chosen communities; moreover, the movement was also legitimized by 
the ideals of modernity, namely with the inscription in a musical or cul-
tural tradition, with the dispersal of convictions such as the timelessness 
of musical art (universalism), the transformational power of artistic expe-
rience (idealism), and the hope or possibility (utopianism) of formulation 
of a new society (valuing the new). The phenomenon was initially carried 
out by elites with advanced degrees and cosmopolitan profiles who want-
ed to reject monarchical-Christianity and construct a political movement 
that would transform the current social and political structures.

As a political project of transformation of Portuguese society, the 
Orféonic songs were therefore addressed to this “other,” hoping to disci-
pline and elevate it in its values. The Orfeão was proposed as a means of 
transforming and uniting urban society that, according to some intellec-
tuals, was in danger of disintegrating with the growing proletarianiza-
tion of its members, resulting from industrialization and the exponential 
increase in commerce. This proposal reflects the marginalization of the 
urban worker and the delegitimization of his ordinary practices by “mod-
ern” cosmopolitan intellectuals, whose discourses were widely echoed 
in different contexts of communication. In this context, the “common 
worker” was infantilized and declassified in the broad sense of the term. 
At the end of the nineteenth century, for example, in response to the 
right to Sunday rest won by the clerks in 1898, the writer of the Oporto 
newspaper Jornal da Tarde, edited by Sampaio Bruno, expressed his con-
cern as to how these workers might, in his view, occupy this leisure time.

The growth of the Orfeão movement in Portugal was swift and 
far-reaching. For instance, the photo of the Orfeon Académico de Coimbra 
taken in 1880 (Figure 3.50) shows a respectable chorus that, by 1900, was 
planting singing societies throughout the country. Portuguese Orfeão 
were more open-minded than other choral ensembles in Europe and 
the United States; whereas women were not allowed to sing in public, 

Figure 3.48. Choral Programs of Portuguese Ensembles.

Data Local Composer Titles Performers

Moreira de Sa, 
Fernando

Cançäo (arr. para Coro com 
letra de Augusto Casanova 
Pinto)

Coro 
Orpheon 
Portuense

Adam, Adolphe Cantique de Noël

Maia, Ernesto Estrela (arr. para Coro com 
letra de João de Deus)

Portuguese 
Orphéon 
Chorus SA

[Source: PES, 107–112.

In Portugal at the end of the nineteenth century, ensembles were 
established that performed publicly at civic events. These groups were 
called “orfeões,” a new term in the Portuguese language whose spell-
ing—“orphéon” and “orfeón”—originated in French or Spanish. The term 
referred to groups that were organized to rehearse and present a cappel-
la repertoire. As a larger association, the orfeão developed initiatives that 
impacted the local community and promoted activities for members. 
Moreover, the emergence of singing was put into context when workers 
won labor rights; the consequent access of “aristocratic pleasures” and 
the consumption of “cultural goods” created a new social and economic 
class—comprised of working men and women.

The designation Orphéon alludes to the god Orpheus, who, accord-
ing to Greek mythology, brought the new religion to Athens and 
transformed the Thracians under the power of song and the lyre. The 
metaphor summarized the past expectations placed on these organi-
zations. In fact, an argument in favor of the Orfeão that was spread in 
the Portuguese press in the first decades of the twentieth century was 
related to the supposedly “decent” behavior displayed in it, that is, the 
purging and sublimation of traits considered by its promoters to be 
anarchic or even savage. The surrender to chorus singing as an element 
of morigeration

301
 and transformation of the popular was due to a 

notion of culture and society that we find synthesized, among others, 
in Matthew Arnold’s 1869 texts entitled Culture and Anarchy. Indeed, 
this study reinforces Dick Hebdige’s assumption that the “other” of 
modernity was not only the exotic Oriental or non-Western but also the 
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the years leading up to 1861 (the chorus’s theme of exiles singing about 
their homeland, and its lines such as “O mia patria, si bella e perduta,” 
(“O my country, so lovely and so lost”) were thought to have resonated 
with many Italians). There were city-states that acted independently of 
each other and not infrequently tried to take what was not theirs. The 
Risorgimento, of which Verdi became both a political and artistic leader, 
led to the creation of the Kingdom of Italy in 1861; only then did people 
who lived on the Italian peninsula first think of themselves as Italians.

Opera occupied so much of the collective Italian musical identity that 
some citizens were happy to be passive observers of music rather than 
active participants. Roman Catholic parishes and cathedrals offered no 
means for ordinary folk to sing, and the professional operatic chorus 
remained virtually the only way for amateurs to hear choral ensembles 
perform. Still, the desire to sing with other amateurs contributed to the 
forward motion that the Orphéon/Orféon/Orfeão movement needed to 
ultimately succeed. 

Spain, and particularly Catalonia (in Northwest Spain), had a robust 
choral movement early in the nineteenth century. French Orphéon became 
Spanish Orféon became Portuguese Orfeão, and many such choral ensem-
bles were founded; during the second half of the century, singing societies 
were formed that welcomed females, leading to the creation of SATB 
choruses that could tackle larger, concert-hall works, while simultaneously 
remaining in touch with Spain’s rich legacy of folk music. 

Despite multiple political upheavals during the nineteenth century, 
musicians and like-minded individuals laid the groundwork for an expan-
sive national music program. Beginning in the 1830s, with the founding of 
a national music conservatory, then later in the 1880s with the establish-
ment of Orfeon Académico de Coimbra and Orfeão de Leiria, the principals 
laid a thoughtful, stable foundation upon which leading performers, music 
educators and theorists could renovate—or innovate—to create a nation-
wide music program well-suited to every age, skill level and goals. Because 
of these measures, twenty-first century Portugal boasts a music prepara-
tion program that is the equal of any country—unlike the embarrassing 
nineteenth-century music conservatories that failed their graduates. 

there were SA and SSAA choruses in Portugal much earlier than in its 
European neighbors. Moreover, choirs created solely for children in 
Portugal were more advanced. As the movement grew, it became a social 
and political movement that helped the early decades of the twentieth 
century coalesce into a democracy; whereas in the early decades of the 
1800s the political system in Portugal was one upheaval after another, 
the twentieth century was a slow, long march towards true democracy. 
Singing societies surely celebrated such a miraculous event with their 
brother and sister ensembles; and the governance of Portuguese Orfeão 
proved to be a excellent model for political life in a country finding its 
way—into modernity.

L ike many European countries, Italy went through a nationalization 
movement—not the first attempt, but the first successful one—

known as the Risorgimento (Rising Again). The chorus of the Hebrew 
enslaved persons (known as “Va, pensiero”) from the third act of the 
opera Nabucco was intended to be an anthem for Italian patriots who 
were seeking to unify their country and free it from foreign control in 

Figure 3.50. Orfeon Académico de Coimbra, founded in October, 1880.

[Source: Boletim do Arquivo da Universidade de Coimbra, Vol XI/XII, 1989/1992. Coimbra: Arquivo da 
Universidade de Coimbra, 317–318.]
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In the end, driven amateurs built what the professionals either would 
not—or could not: a network of vocal ensembles that first served men of 
college age, which then spread to children and youth, and ultimately to 
mixed SATB singing societies of every age. Accordingly, as the desire grew 
to sing publicly with a group of other like-minded people, the number of 
ensembles likewise grew—exponentially in the first two decades of twen-
tieth-century Portugal. Thanks to the work of “dilettantes” on the Iberian 
peninsula, both Spain and Portugal marched in step with their neighbors 
to create a society where choral singing is now both practiced and revered.

VII. LOW COUNTRIES
Netherlands
Male choral singing in the Netherlands302 has an old and rich tra-

dition. And although in recent years there has been a decrease in the 
number of singers, due to the emergence of other pastimes, there is 
still a large number of men who find relaxation through singing. Some 
by virtue of their faith, others purely for the love of the art of sing-
ing. As we have seen, in 1808, Hans Georg Nägeli founded a singing 
institute with the aim of “educating the people” by advancing music 
through singing; in 1810, he attached a men’s choir to this course. 
Following suit, similar ensembles were also formed in Belgium and 
the Netherlands in which men, seated around the table under the 
guidance of the choirmaster sang songs, while enjoying a glass of beer. 
It should be noted that the atmosphere and conviviality at that time 
outshone the artistic quality.

Koninklijk Haarlems Man nenkoor Zang en Vriendschap (Royal Haarlems 
Male Choir Singing and Friendship) was founded on 20 February 1830 
by the musical blacksmith J. E. Schmitz, who gave the choir the motto: 
“Our collective goal is to increase singing through friendship.”

303
 An 

even older male choir in Mook, North Limburg, has since been discov-
ered: the Brotherhood of the Sanghers was founded in 1743; this choir is 
therefore the oldest known men’s choir in the Netherlands.

In 1829, A. C. G. Vermeulen founded the Maatschappij tot bevorde-
ring der Toonkunst (Society for the Promotion of Music), which, in 1924 

had 37 independent local ensembles in 37 cities, with a total of 8,000 
members. All ensembles had local choral societies—and the Amsterdam 
Toonkunstkoor, with 600 voices and directed by Wilhelm Mengelberg—
was famous.

304
 

The Liedertafel
305

 is undoubtedly one of the most talked about musi-
cal phenomena of the nineteenth century. These men’s singing associ-
ations made an important contribution to the revival of Dutch musical 
life. In addition, the numerous Apollo, Amphion and Orpheus societies 
regularly performed in a distinctly nationalistic setting. Between 1853 
and 1913, 25 multi-day Dutch National Singers’ Festivals were held.…
Insofar as literature has concerned itself with the origins of nine-
teenth-century choral societies in the Netherlands, all the sources agree 
that the Liedertafels were imported from Germany.

306

The rate at which choral societies were being founded in the nine-
teenth century makes it possible to distinguish two generations; 
the first lasted from 1825 to 1865 and reached its peak in the years 
1846 to 1850. Connections can be made with other expressions of 
a cautiously burgeoning cultural self-consciousness in this period; 
for example, the launching of De Gids in 1827 or the Society for 
the Furtherance of Music in 1829. The liberalizing climate of 1848, 
and the sense of new possibilities to assemble and form associa-
tions doubtless also played a role. In 1830, F. C. Kist founded the 
Liedertafel ‘Cæcelia’ in The Hague. The governing board of Cæcelia 
bore a striking resemblance to the local branch of the Society for 
the Furtherance of Music established the year before. At first, the 
Society was interested and involved in the formation of Liedertafels, 
although its members saw male choral societies chiefly as an inter-
mediate step towards a higher musical art. Caught between the 
unbridgeable barriers of class difference, and the cutting edges of 
musical trends that struck more refined ears as harsh, the Music 
Society showed little enthusiasm for male choirs after 1850.

“Song and Friendship” was established in Haarlem in 1830 by 
men who described themselves as “tradesmen and suchlike and 
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singing societies were founded. Between 1845 and 1915, annual Dutch-
German singing contests were held alternately in Cleves and Arnhem. 
German contestants generally came from the Lower Rhine, but interest 
started to wane following 1852. A sharp rise in the number of Dutch 
choirs followed, and the Netherlands organized its own singing con-
tests. The Dutch singing societies were, however, already less German 
by the mid-nineteenth century. Contestants were required to perform 
at least part of the repertoire in Dutch; composers were invited to 
compose new Liedertafel-style songs in Dutch. Just like many cities in 
nineteenth-century Netherlands, Breda launched its own Dutch—not 
German—Mannenkoor in 1867. (Figure 3.51)

Figure 3.51. Photograph of Breda’s Mannenkoor, Amsterdam, 1867.

[Source: Koninklijke Zangvereniging Breda’s Mannenkoor: 100 jaar koninklijk 1905–2005, KB|National 
Library of the Netherlands.] 

The Dutch Liedertafeln were not exclusively immigrant organiza-
tions; there were also numerous non-German singers, including Dutch 
contestants and immigrants from other countries. In Utrecht, the 
Liedertafel Aurora was established in 1845 by the Dutchman F. C. Kist, 
which had approximately 500 members; one in five was German. An 
analysis of the membership lists shows that the singing societies were 
all-male, but open to German immigrants from various religious and 

those belonging to the respectable middle class.” It is worth not-
ing that many of the founding members of “Song and Friendship” 
also played in the band of the local militia. Around the mid-cen-
tury, many a local orchestra or brass band gave birth to a (male) 
choral section. What is striking is the interwovenness of these 
various expressions of sociability. It is clear that the social back-
ground of the male choral society movement is to be found in “the 
broad social middle.” Whenever tradesmen are mentioned, they 
are always independent managers or small businessmen.

The arrival of the second generation of male choirs, which last-
ed from about 1865 until 1915, and peaked in the years 1895–1900, 
is characterized by the collapse of the social exclusivity of the 
extant Liedertafels, and by the creation of many new male singing 
groups among the lower social echelons. Countless choral societ-
ies were established for working men, many with names like “Art 
for the People,” “Art After Work,” or the “Workingman’s Fine Art 
Society.” Here connections can be drawn between industrializa-
tion, urbanization, and social differentiation. The “new middle 
class” and skilled workers felt an increasing need to take an active 
part in cultural life. As far as male choral societies are concerned, 
no direct links can be found with pillarisation.307 There were 
hardly any choirs whose names or goals indicated a religious or 
social preference, which cannot be said of the new and equally 
numerous mixed singing groups. An exception needs to be made 
for the Catholic church choirs, which are left out of consideration 
here because of their liturgical function. The reorganization of 
the venerable Confréries van Sint Cæcelia led ultimately to the 
establishment of secular male choirs that stood formally outside 
the church.308

The first Liedertafeln in the Netherlands were led by Germans, used 
German study materials, and sang only German songs. The Liedertafeln 
differed from the older singing societies in the way its members sang 
seated at long-tables. In the period from 1827 to 1915, some 500 of these 
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African people to perform onstage did not result in a collapse of civiliza-
tion. The Dutch provided a courageous moral compass for all of Europe 
and Scandinavia, and—eventually—North America.

Fear of annexation, or more precisely, fear of being suspected of 
supporting annexation, cleansed the Liedertafeln in the Netherlands of 
a good portion of their German roots and attitudes after the middle of 
the nineteenth century. Between 1845 and 1852 there were yearly singing 
contests in which German singing societies from the western part of 
Germany and Dutch societies took part; after 1853, the Dutch-based sing-
ing societies set up their own contests. The organizers wanted the sing-
ing societies to play a role in enforcing a Dutch national identity, like the 
German societies did for the German identity. If the Dutch-based singing 
societies were to play this role they could no longer sing in German.

The singing societies in the Netherlands, which worked with German 
conductors, and sang only a German repertoire, became less German 
when German nationalism developed more strongly; the Dutch singing 
societies did not want to be associated with German nationality and 
annexations. In the period described here, organizations mostly became 
less German, rather than more German.

310

The incontrovertible proof of the existence of nationality was, of 
course, one’s mother tongue. Works written by Dutch compos-
ers with Dutch texts expressed a certain national character; but 
when the vocal parts were in a foreign tongue, how could there 
be any question of Dutch national character? Half-hearted com-
promises lacked any character at all; and, according to Caspers, 
the composers were not the only ones to blame: “Many a Dutch 
composer has sought refuge from the lack of recognition so often 
encountered here at home by setting German words to music, in 
order to find buyers and performers for his works in Germany.” 
It must be added that many a Dutch composer sold most of his 
German lyrics in the Netherlands. 

One could say that just when the national objectives—the 
singing of Dutch songs by Dutch composers—seemed finally to be 

regional backgrounds. Members included rich Catholic shopkeepers 
and their assistants; plus, there were Lutheran, Calvinist, and Jewish 
members from almost all strata of society. 

If the Liedertafeln shaped a German-Dutch identity—as it had shaped 
a German-American identity—this was an identity that, in the first 
place, did not clearly distinguish the Germans from other groups; sec-
ondly, it was not an all-inclusive identity. Singing societies managed to 
include some parts of the German immigrant community, but by no 
means all.

309
 The membership of Jewish singers is somewhat surprising 

since Jews were commonly banned from non-Jewish social clubs in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. 

Long before the modern era, when the citizens of Amsterdam enjoyed 
the most expansive laws regarding personal identity, Dutch society 
already held a view of other races that was welcoming, non-judgmental 
and without any trace of bigotry. Inviting the “Bosch negerzangkoor van 
Gansé met Meester Jveraar” (“Bosch black choir with Master Jveraar”), 
(Figure 3.52) was exceedingly forward-looking: it showed that allowing 

Figure 3.52. Julius Eduard Muller: Boschnegerzangkoor van Gansé met Meester 
Jveraar (Bosch black choir with Master Jveraar), 1880.

[Source: Collectie Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, Amsterdam, TM-60008916.]
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mostly at the level of culture and was interested most of all in the 
history of the fatherland.

311

Belgium
Jan Dewilde writes in “The Choir Scene in Flemish Belgium in the First 

Half of the Nineteenth Century: The Vlamsch-Duitsch Zangerverbond,” 
that,

The choir as an autonomous music organization, independent 
of musical performances at courts, churches or operas, is a 
phenomenon that developed in our area in the first half of the 
nineteenth century. The earliest evidence of such choirs dates 
back to the period of Dutch government (1815–1830). One of 
the first choirs documented was allegedly founded in 1817 in 
Kortrijk (Courtrai) by the composer and music teacher Pieter 
Vanderghinste, inspired by the contagious enthusiasm of a com-
pany of itinerant singers from Vienna. This makes it immediately 
clear that the choir scene from the German-speaking regions, 
with their Sing-Akademien, Gesang-Vereine, and Liedertafeln, was 
a source of inspiration for the budding Flemish choir scene, such 
as the Bergedorfer Liedertafel, modeled after the German. (Figure 
3.53) However, at the crossroads of Germanic and Romance cul-
tures there was also a considerable influence from the French 
“Orphéon” movement showing a manifest pedagogical and social 
dimension. Both the German and the French choir models would 
be emulated in Flanders. 

Choirs were established even in the army, although they were 
initially not accessible for the lower ranks. Children’s choirs existed 
only in the framework of schools, although we can assume that 
children sang together with adults in the Flemish choirs.

Societies ambitious enough to tackle oratorios could not 
do without women’s voices. On 2 December 1837, the Société 
d’Harmonie d’Anvers organized a performance of Joseph Haydn’s 
Les Quatre Saisons with “200 male and female voices, and an 

achieved, the social differentiation in the choral world demanded 
a new outlet and found it in a different musical form and con-
tent. Social differentiation undoubtedly contributed to the drive 
toward sophistication and avant guardism on the part of the older 
choirs with respect to the newcomers. The very name Liedertafel 
gradually fell into disrepute; thenceforth, the choirs would be 
known as “male choral societies.” Although support for the arts is 
a major topic in the records of the choral societies, in actual prac-
tice, purely aesthetic considerations played only a secondary role. 
The most important goal was active participation in the making 
of music, as had been the case for the original Liedertafeln. Since 
the artistic ambitions of the new male choirs were less clearly 
defined, the (boards and directors of the) older and more estab-
lished choirs, united in the Dutch Alliance of Vocalists, suddenly 
emerged as pioneers and pedagogues.

The insistent double marker of both “Dutch” and “National” 
appears designed to call attention to the specifically patriotic 
character of the Dutch National Song Festivals that were held 
from 1853 to 1913. These songfests, in which the Liedertafeln 
sang together in public, were indeed heralded as gatherings 
of national brotherhood, and “Those in whom Dutch blood” 
was often heard.…The German influence on musical life in the 
Netherlands in the first half of the nineteenth century was per-
vasive. According to Eduard Reeser, “one ought not underestimate 
the degree to which German musical taste has infiltrated our 
popular consciousness by means of the Liedertafeln.”

Although these somewhat reductionist tendencies in German 
historiography raise many questions, let us begin with the ques-
tion of the Netherlands. It was not just the idea of male choral 
singing that had been imported in from Germany, but also a large 
repertoire of German songs. The world of male choral singing in 
the Netherlands in the nineteenth century was also affected by 
nationalism, but nationalism cannot be separated from a broader 
movement in the top intellectual circles that found expression 
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Apart from M. Roucourt’s Royal School of Music, M. Mees’ 
Méloplast, M. Lecamus’ Music Academy in Brussels…and M. Van 
Syngel ‘s music theory school in Ghent, music was not taught else-
where than in churches, which, obviously, are no longer as well 
organized as before the French Revolution. 

Regarding ensemble music, there were in the major centers 
a few musical institutions of some importance; but in terms of 
execution, they were far from the superior results we now have. 
There were not enough traditional musicians to even allow the 
performance of larger lyrical works. 

Choral singing was unknown, and orchestras in the secondary 
cities were mediocre. There was practically no music in teaching, 
and it was difficult—we have experienced this ourselves—to find 
a talented musician who would be able to teach solid and rational 
instruction. 

Music theory, the basis of all regular and fruitful teaching, was 
quite neglected, and musical instruction was so poor that it took 
years of study to even learn how to read the simplest piece.

313

Notwithstanding those disparaging remarks, Gregoir then continues 
with a narrative about the founding of choral ensembles that paints 
quite a rosier picture than the years before 1830:

François Marneffe, an amateur, and painter of history, who died 
in 1878, created the first choral exercises in Brussels in 1820. In 
Ghent, it is the company St. Cecilia, which in 1829 made the first 
attempts at singing without instruments, but the performance 
was usually harsh and without any definite nuances. Already in 
1823, Mr. Emilius Nelis, a teacher and organist, set up a choral 
ensemble in Zèle, a large village in eastern Flanders. In Antwerp, 
it was not until 1839 that choir singing without instruments 
appeared. The Orpheus Society of Antwerp created a group of 
singing men, founded and directed by Benoit Isenbaert. This 
ensemble gave several beautiful concerts. 

equal number of instrumentalists.” And the Société d’Orphée 
(Antwerp, 1837) first adopted women into its choir for a perfor-
mance of Gioacchino Rossini’s Stabat Mater in 1843. It was these 
women who later, under the guidance of the governor’s daughter 
Constance Teichmann, set up the women’s choir Les Dames de la 
Charité. Their cooperation enabled the Société d’Orphée to com-
bine forty-three female voices, fifty male voices, and an orchestra 
with sixty members.

312

Another point of view was espoused in 1879: writer, composer and 
pianist, Edouard Georges Jacques Gregoir wrote in L’art Musical en 
Belgique Sous les Règnes de Léopold I & Léopold II [Musical art in Belgium 
during the reigns of Léopold I & Léopold II] that,

Before 1830, teaching music to regular people was rare, and the 
execution of large works was not the best. 

Figure 3.53. Bergedtofer Liedertafel (a men’s choir from Brussels) celebrating in its 
club house, photograph, 1898. 

[Source: Collectie Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, A msterdam, TM-60008916.]
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financial incentives and train tickets at no cost for trips to competitions 
and festivals.

Choral music was in a much better position in 1861, when the 
French composer Augustin Thys authored Les sociétés chorales en 
Belgique (Choral Societies in Belgium); it is a comprehensive survey of 
Belgian choral life that includes detailed descriptions of the type and 
number of ensembles in operation, competitions and festivals. He also 
notes that 

As early as 1817, a few attempts at choral singing for male voic-
es without the accompaniment of instruments took place in 
Belgium. In Kortrijk a music teacher, the late M. P. Vanderghinste, 
Sr., had a series of such choirs perform. According to the infor-
mation we have from this artist, a group of German singers was 
first to experiment with the new style.…In Zele, a large village in 
East Flanders, a teacher, Mr. Emmanuel Nélis, founded in 1823 
a small singing choir, which evolved into a choral society, some 
eight years after its first dissolution, in 1826. Some men’s choirs 
appeared in 1829 on the programs of the harmony concerts of the 
old St. Cecilia Society in Ghent.

However, it was not until after 1830 that increased efforts were 
made to introduce the culture of choral singing into Belgium by 
societies of amateurs. Brussels and Ghent were the first cities 
to see these successful attempts. Brussels’s former Lyric United, 
directed by Mr. Lintermans from 1832 to 1844, then dissolved 
around 1847, paved the way to series of choral societies in the capi-
tal. In 1832, Ghent saw the birth of its first two singing groups: the 
former Grétry Society, dissolved after a decade of existence, and 
the former Choirs Society.

Then, in 1839, the Société des Concerts du Peuple (Folk’s Concerts 
Society) and the Société Gombert were created in Brussels. The 
Choral Society of Music Lovers and the former Polyhymnia 
Society in Ghent; the choral section of the Orpheus Society in 
Antwerp; the Orpheus, in Liege; the Orpheus Choir Society 

The first singing contest in Belgium took place in Berlaere in 
1834, and was organized by the Ste-Cecile company. The competi-
tion included prizes for choir performance and prizes for singing 
with accompaniment. Three ensembles answered the call: Zèle, 
Audeghem and Appels.…The first major singing competition in 
Belgium was organized in 1841 by the ensemble André-Ernest-
Modeste Grétry, in Brussels, which attracted ten ensembles from 
the cities and twelve from the municipalities. The Concordia and 
the Liedertafel of Aachen took part in it, and the latter won the 
first prize. The royal family attended this impressive musical cel-
ebration. Forty-four ensembles took part in the song competition 
organized in 1853 by the Orphée de Liége society, including seven 
from Germany.

 From 1832 to 1848, a large number of choral societies were 
created in Brussels, Ghent, Dendermonde, Leuven, Namur, Mons, 
Verviers, Tournai, Antwerp, Liège, Mechelen, Bruges, etc.

Since 1840, a multitude of companies have sprouted all over the 
country, and competitions, even abroad, revealed the superior quality 
performance of choral singing in general.…The Germans were first to 
improve their various musical education systems. Art owes these emi-
nent men the best aesthetic works in this area, and the solid founda-
tions on which the teaching of choir singing is based today.
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It is impossible to speak of nineteenth-century music without refer-
encing François-Joseph Fétis, who, as director of the Conservatoire royal 
de Bruxelles and music director of the king, had been ordered by the 
authorities to create a comprehensive plan that would codify music life. 
Education—music education in this case—was highly regarded; choirs 
fulfilled an important social and philanthropic role. Such music societ-
ies traditionally produced concerts to raise money for the poor, the sick, 
and victims of natural disasters. Finally, the young Belgian state wanted 
its own cultural identity. In a move that was both anti-French and anti-
Dutch, music was an eminently suitable medium to make Belgium more 
Belgian. Accordingly, choirs were supported by the government with 
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Figure 3.54. Singing Societies in Belgium from 1838–1841.

Name Year Name Year
Société d’Orphée (Antwerp) 1839 Orpheus (Liége) 1839

Society of Choirs of the Orphée (Liége) 1839 Bruges Choir Society 1839

St. Cecilia (Thourout) 1839 Choral Society (Thames) 1839

Denderzonen (Ninove) 1839 Choirs of Beaumont 1839

Musical Society (Boussu) 1839 Amateur Choristers (Alost) 1840

Grétry Society (Brussels) 1840 les Echos Namurois (Namur) 1840

Friends Gathered (Waereghem) 1840 Old Singing Society (Meuleslede) 1840

Choral Society of the Grande Harmonie 1841 Roland de Lattre Society (Mons) 1841

Euterpe Society (Ghent) 1841 Amateurs-Choristes (Tournay) 1841

Society of Choirs (Ypres) 1841 Weber Company (Lessines) 1841

Gautier (Soignies) 1841 Concorde (Lokeren) 1841

Apollo (Hamme) 1841 Amateurs Choristes (Wervicq) 1841

Apollo (Hamme) 1841 Choirs of St. Cecilia (Eecloo) 1841

Fontainistes (Dickelvenne) 1841 St. Cecilia (Hingene) 1841

[Source: THYS, 8.]

In 1841, the Ministry of the Interior judged the choral societies large 
enough to warrant a census, in order to draw up a statistical table indicat-
ing all the ensembles of this kind founded in the country.
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 (Figure 3.55)

Figure 3.55. Belgium Choral Societies by Province and Locality.

Province Locality Choral Societies

Number Participants
Antwerp Antwerp 11 445

" Mechelen 3 51
" Turnhout 2 45

Brabant Brussels 19 520
" Leuven 15 484
" Nivelles 8 166

Western Flanders Bruges 2 91
" Kortrijk 4 108
" Furnes 2 53
" Ostende 2 76
" Ypres 3 80

in Liege; the Bruges Choir Society; the Choirs in Tongeren; 
Ste-Cécile in Thourout; the Society of Choirs in Thames; the 
Denderzonen in Ninove; the Choirs in Beaumont; the Musical 
Society in Boussu;—in 1840, the Amateurs-Choristes in Aalst; 
the Chorists (which became the Société Grétry the following 
year) in Brussels; les Echos Namurois, in Namur; the Gathered 
Friends in Waereghem; the old Singing Society in Meuleslede;—in 
1841 the first nucleus of the Choir Section of the Great Harmony 
of Brussels; the Société Roland de Lattre in Mons; the Society 
of Euterpe in Ghent; the Amateurs-Choristes in Tournay; the 
Society of Choirs in Ypres; the Weber Company in Lessines; 
Gautier in Soignies; the Concorde in Lokeren; Apollo to Hamme; 
Competition in the same Apollo in Hamme; Competition in the 
same town; the Amateurs Choristes in Wervicq; the Choirs of 
Ste-Cécile in Eecloo; the Fontainistes in Dickelvenne.

But most of the aforementioned localities were preceded, in 
terms of choral singing, by a few rural municipalities in East 
Flanders. Actually, from 1834 several villages around Dendermonde 
created singing circles on their own. This is how the Society of 
Ste-Cécile de Berlaere, the Society of Felicity of Appeals, that of 
Audeghem and the Zangminnaren van Sinte-Cecilia de Zele got 
together that same year. The Waesmunster Union and the True 
Friends of Vracene began their first exercises in 1838; the Société 
Paraphone in Opdorp, Ste-Cécile in Hingene, the Union in Puers 
(Calfort), the circles of St-Gilles-lez-Termonde, Liezele, l’Aerde-
gem, Haeltert, Gyseghem, Buggenbout, Grimbergen, Opwyck, 
etc., in 1839. (Figure 3.54):

Figure 3.54. Singing Societies in Belgium from 1838–1841.

Name Year Name Year
Society of St. Cecilia de Berlaere 1834 Westminster Union (Vracene) 1838

Society of Happiness of Calls (Audeghem) 1834 True Friends (Vracene) 1838

Zangminnaren van Sinte-Cecilia de Zele 1834 Société Paraphone (Opdorp) 1839

Society of Concerts of the People (Brussels) 1839 Gombert Society (Brussels) 1839

Music Choir Society (Ghent) 1839 Polymnia Society (Ghent) 1839
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The foundation of the Vlaemsch-Duitsch Zangverbond [Flemish-
Dutch Singer Group] in 1845 by Van Duyse and the Van Maldeghem 
brothers fit in with the wave of Germanophilia sustained already 
in the early 1830s by a good many Flemish cultural activists and 
lovers of the mother tongue. These Germanophile feelings were 
enhanced by the special interest in the young Belgian state and 
in the Flemish language movement mustered by the liberal and 
national German unification movement. For the champions of a 
unified German state, language was the most important unifying 
factor; for them the language border was also the natural border 
of a future German state. The conviction that “language is the 
whole people” thus lived in both the Flemish Movement and in 
the German unification movement.

The immediate cause for the foundation of the Vlaemsch-
Duitsch Zangverbond was the participation of the Cologne choir 
(with 48 singers) in the competition that the Société royale des 
Mélomanes (founded in 1838) organized on 7 July 1844 in Ghent. 
Despite the fact that it had been active for only two years, the 
Männer-Gesang-Verein won the contest, and was held up as an 
example of perfection for the Flemish choirs. Furthermore, the 
people of Ghent were impressed not only by the German choir’s 
performance of works by Conradin Kreutzer, Franz Derckum, 
and Ferdinand Ries, but also by its generosity: in keeping with 
their motto, they organized a benefit concert for the poor, and 
they donated their prize money of 200 Belgian francs as well.

Contact with German choirs of superior quality and with 
works by composers such as Mendelssohn, Heinrich August 
Marschner, and [Johann Christian Friedrich] Schneider was 
doubtless very stimulating, as were the mutual contacts among 
Flemish choirs. Most often the choirs consisted of peers (e.g., 
workers from the same branch of industry, university students, 
students of art schools, former students of a conservatory, mem-
bers of a German colony, Flemish activists, philanthropists, or 
members of a chamber of rhetoric); but these social and cultural 

Figure 3.55. Belgium Choral Societies by Province and Locality.

Province Locality Choral Societies

Number Participants
Eastern Flanders Aalst 6 137

" Oudenaarde 6 156
" Eeklo 6 160
" Ghent 31 1022
" St. Nicolas 7 153

Hainaut Ath 6 179
" Charleroi 10 228
" Mons 25 680
" Soignies 6 142
" Thuin 9 271
" Tournai 14 355

Liège Huy 3 58
" Liège 10 291
" Verviers 8 204
" Waremme 2 39

Limbourg Hasselt 1 23
" Tongeren 2 44

Namur Dinant 1 22
" Namur 16 386
" Philippeville 6 93

[Source: THYS, 8.]

Dewilde further points out that the young Flemish choral movement 
involved not only composers and conductors (most often united in one 
and the same person), but also men of letters, who not only provided 
texts but also served as board members, organizers and/or propagan-
dists. These writers and taalminnaars (language lovers) pleaded for the 
use of the people’s language as a cultural and administrative language 
within the Flemish sub-nation. An important “musical” point of con-
tention was the demand to use a Dutch text for the composition of the 
cantata for the Prix de Rome. The poet Prudens Van Duyse formulated 
this demand in 1846, which was rejected by the Minister of the Interior.
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successful festivals—minus the competitive adjudication found in Wales. 
In any event, Belgium carried its network of singing societies forward 
into the twentieth century, giving almost every citizen who wanted it an 
opportunity to participate in some sort of choral ensemble.

VIII. FINLAND

Perhaps more than anywhere else in Europe, the countries collective-
ly known as Scandinavia used amateur choral societies to further 

their political agenda. For instance, in Finland, choral singing played 
a significant role in Finn ish history; it was also part of cultural and 
social change: Choral singing acted as an instrument to make policy 
regarding both spoken and written language, not to mention patriotic 
propaganda. During the period of oppression,318 choral festivals were 
banned because a popular national event was perceived as a threat by 
the ruling regime.319

The history of choral music in Fin land begins with the music of 
the Cath olic Church. Po ly phonic choral music was sung in Medieval 
Finland, and, of course, it was necessary to conduct it—at least by a 
singer who was responsible for the music; thus, the first Finnish choral 
conductors were un pretentious singers who simply demonstrated the 
music’s basic pulse. Choir members were school boys, teenagers at the 
time; it was common for choral works to be performed as “call and 
response,” between a lead singer and the chorus. 

During the nineteenth century, the political forces in Scandinavia 
turned Finland into a chess piece, “owned” first by Sweden, then the 
Russian Grand Duchy; finally it won its own true independence. A 
strong nationalistic movement grew during 1800s, and choral singing 
was part of the drive towards an independent Finland—self-ruled for 
the first time in centuries. Still, the Finnish language language could 
be spoken openly, but it was not the prestige language: rather, it was 
the language of the uncivilized peasants. In such an atmosphere, the 
national cultural program that students wanted to instill in Finnish 
students was launched with its motto: “We are not Swedes, we do not 
want Russians to come, let us be Finns!”320

boundaries were crossed at the choir festivals, where everyone 
met and made music together.316 

Augustin Thys makes this important observation about choral music 
in Belgium as expressed in its tradition of festivals:

In Belgium, the name “festival” designates an undetermined num-
ber of musical societies getting together perform songs or instru-
mental music. This is the equivalent of the Musik- or the German’s 
Liederfeste. They are the opposite of competitions as all the partic-
ipating associations, the most humble and the brightest alike, are 
treated absolutely equally. The absence of competition, if it does 
not overexcite public curiosity, does not create among the per-
formers the contests’ unfortunate rivalry. As such, these festivals 
are very much appreciated among true friends of art, and among 
those who play music not to seek glory but as the noblest means of 
relaxation ever given to the human race. They see it as a powerful 
tool given to civilization, a recreation superior to any other—that 
can elevate the mind of the masses above brutal passions.317

Britain was not the only country into which Germany exported its musi-
cal tastes. In 1800s Netherlands, organizers who wanted to launch 

all-male singing societies took the name Liedertafel, and with it the culture 
of “Sing now, drink later” that was implicit in the word itself. The Dutch 
built a network of choral ensembles that spread around the country; 
Liedertafeln sprang up in most major cities, like Amsterdam, Rotterdam 
and The Hague; and building upon those successes, later in the century, 
mixed ensembles were formed. The Reformed church in the Netherlands 
was more forgiving than Calvinist Scotland; consequently, there was more 
opportunity for women to sing in church, and eventually, in public. 

The camaraderie that existed among the populace made for fertile 
planting of singing societies; as elsewhere in Europe and North America, 
TTBB ensembles appeared first; after 1850 (or thereabouts), ensembles 
sprang up for SATB. Like France, there were frequent and remarkably 
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the Ylioppilaskunnan Laulajat (Student Union Singers) and the Suomen 
Laulu (Finnish Choir). With conscious and intensive effort, Klemetti 
raised the prestige of choral singing to an art form. His leadership style 
was characterized by a clear understanding of the proper way to sing, 
as well as a extremely careful rehearsal style that improved the clarity 
of the work. Klemetti’s leadership style was idiosyncratic: his arms were 
firmly attached to the sides of his body while his hand gestures were 
small and close to his expressive face. 

The first singing ensembles for the working classes were established in 
factory towns during the 1860s and 1880s, when Finnish music life began 
to experience a strong boom. Manufacturers and progressive bourgeoisie 
wanted to come up with sensible and useful leisure activities for uproot-
ed workers, and music groups were seen as a way to do this. The city of 
Tampere was a pioneer: in 1871, there were already seven choirs, most of 
them working class; instrumental orchestras also began to appear there 
at the same time. The YMCA had been developing in the United States, 
and the Finnish admired what they learned about it; the organization, 
which is built along vaguely Christian principles, proved an ideal organi-
zation to found and host an SATB volunteer choir. (Figure 3.56)

The first professional choir was established in Helsinki as early as 
1869, and more were founded in the following decades. These choirs 
and orchestras were thus mainly the achievements of the manufactur-
ers, and their purpose was to educate the workforce and keep it away 
from evil paths—not to create its own culture.
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Just ten years after the founding of the Liedertafel in Northern Ger-
ma ny in 1808 and the Liederkreis in Switzerland, and five years after the 
beginning of the establishment of male quartet singing in Uppsala, Finnish 
lawyer and collector of folk music Johan Josef Pippingsköld founded the 
first Finnish male choir in Turku, which started as a double quartet. The 
newly formed Sångsällskapet held its first public singing concert in 1819; 
in addition to public singing concerts, the choir soon established itself as 
a regular performer at both public and private celebrations.

Late in the nineteenth century, these amateur choirs were founded: 
Muntra Musikanter (Merry Musicians) was founded by Gustaf [“Gösta” 

The Censorship Decree of 1850 was finally repealed in 1860, as 
a result of which the situation on the language front began to 
change. In the 1860s, there were no problems with the language 
of the choral works, because few songs could be performed in 
Finnish. Some of Akademiska Sång föreningenin’s (Academic Male 
Voice Choir) members resigned from the choir and in 1876 they 
founded the Finnish Song Society. Taavi Hahl was the first lead-
er of the Finnish ensemble; unfortunately, the choir didn’t turn 
out to be a good one, and in 1880 some choir members joined 
Akademiska Sångföreningenin. The language dispute was called 
the “Squat of Dissent,” and it was fueled by the poem “Rise, Hurry, 
Finnish Language” by August Ahlqvist-Oksanen.321

A great pioneer was the German conductor Fredrik Pacius, who was 
appointed in the mid-1830s to the faculty of the University of Helsinki. 
Pacius achieved many things: he created the oratorio tradition in 
Finland, founded the first student choir, and composed the first Finnish 
opera. At the same time, Pacius provided a model for combining the roles 
of composer and choir director. He led a wide range of students’ musical 
societies, but the decline of TTBB choirs was also influenced by the fact 
that after starting to lead academic choral ensembles, Pacius consciously 
ignored his predecessor Carl Robert Ehrström’s favorite songs. 

Pacius studied with Louis Spohr, who was a leading figure in the 
music of the German city of Kassel. The example given by his teacher 
inspired Pacius, who was only 25 years old when he came to Helsinki. 
As his first act, Pacius took over the organization of the music society 
of Helsinki. The orchestra consisted of military musicians and a small 
group of professional musicians and enthusiasts. The work to be pre-
sented was The Last Judgment, an oratorio by Spohr. In 1837, under the 
direction of Pacius, Messiah was performed for the first time in Finland. 

Perhaps the most prominent figure in Finnish choral music, however, 
is Heikki Klemetti. Like Pacius, Klemetti’s interests ranged from prac-
tical choral research to the study of Medieval music to the architecture 
of church buildings. Klemetti did most of his work as the director of 
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throughout Finland. In the late nineteenth century, choirs were estab-
lished in almost every village; furthermore, almost every profession and 
club had its own choir. (Due to social structures, most of these choirs 
were almost invariably male.) While they promoted their repertoire, 
based mainly on the Liedertafel and Liederkreis traditions—and on pop-
ular poetry—a change began in student choirs; there had been dissat-
isfaction for a long time among the student ensembles because of the 
paucity of Finnish-language songs in the repertoire. 

The nineteenth century was a significant period in the history of 
Finnish choral singing, and “Finnishness” can be said to have been built 
on a foundation of choral music that has been of great importance to 
culture and society as a whole. Choral singing was part of the govern-
mental language policy and was accompanied by other social policy 
goals; in addition, choral singing was one of the few activities that was 
allowed to be freely practiced. Like many European countries, as well 
as the United States, choral festivals were important. In some festivals, 
Wales, for example, there was a competitive component; other coun-
tries, however, were happy enough to simply meet like-minded singers 
and share with them their love of choral singing. In Finland, the song 
festival organized by the Folk Education Society was an important 
national event for all Finnish choirs and orchestras. In the nineteenth 
century, these celebrations were attended by music organizations from 
both the working population and the bourgeoisie. (Figure 3.57)

Ongoing disputes in the thinning ranks of Akademiska Sång-
föreningen—and especially the scarcity of Finnish-language repertoire—
led to Finnish-speaking singers founding their own student choirs in 
the 1880s. The threat of “Russification” over shadowing the 1890s led to 
increasing interest among singers; the size and number of male choirs 
thus increased. Singing made it possible to protest against oppression, 
and a kind of singing revolution began to emerge.
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In the mid-nineteenth century, choral singing was not the exclusive 
prerogative of students; indeed, choral singing became a unifying factor 
between the different social circles and became a key pastime among 
differing professions. The most significant of the craftsman choirs was 

Maximilian Sohlström, 1849–1925] in 1878. Ylioppilaskunnan Laulajat 
(Student Union Singers) is Finland’s oldest Finnish-language choir. 
Suomen Laulu (Finnish Choir) was founded by Klemetti in 1899; it began 
as a male choir and expanded into a mixed choir in 1907.

Wars have generally had a negative effect on the functioning of choirs, 
so it was in the 1850s, when the Crimean War virtually put an end to 
Akademiska Sångföreningen from 1853 to 1856. After the peace was made, 
the need arose to build a clubhouse for the student union for students 
at the University of Helsinki; thus, the new director of the choir, Gustaf 
Cederhvarf, who was elected in 1857, assembled a triple quartet in the 
spring of 1858—the Tolvan or “Twelve”—to raise money for a clubhouse. 
The first national tour was repeated twice between 1861–1869, and earned 
almost $120,000 (in today’s money); this impressive sum became the 
down payment with which the university built the student clubhouse. 

During their concert tours, the Tolvan not only financed the con-
struction of the dormitory, but also made quartet singing known 

Figure 3.56. Daniel Nyblin: Mixed choir of the Young Men’s Christian Association 
in Helsinki, 1898–1899.

[Sources: Finnish Heritage Agency—Musketti, HK19430903:236]
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On 17 June 1881, a group of singers and musicians, more than three 
hundred, gathered in the Finnish town of Jyväskylä. The majority 
of the singers formed their own choirs in Jyväskylä: the women’s, 
men’s and mixed choir of the seminary and the Jyväskylä Singing 
Society. In fact, only one choir arrived from elsewhere—the Male 
Choir of the Turku Locksmith School. A total of 22 musicians 
came to the song festival, 14 from Jyväskylä, seven from Helsinki 
and one from Jämsä.

The first day was spent on joint exercises under the direction 
of Erik Hagfors in the seminary building. During the rehearsals, 
Hagfors is said to have shouted at an individual singer, “Wrong, 
wrong! It has to be A flat. When the matter was checked, Hagfors 
was found to be correct. During the second day of the festival 
singers, the inauguration of the celebrations in Harju were held in 
the cool park of the seminary buildings, on the site of the present 
Lunch Park. The park was lined with birch trees planted by sem-
inary students. After the orchestra played the Pori

325
 march, the 

joint choirs sang Ludwig van Beethoven’s hymn An die Enden der 
Welt, (The End of the World) followed by performances by male, 
female and mixed choirs. The third day was devoted to singing 
competitions. At the end of the celebration, the choirs and bands 
performed Our Country, and the song and hymn God is Our Castle 
under Hagfors’ direction.
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Choral activities for women do not have as old a singing tradition as 
male choirs, partially because the public school system only admitted 
boys; plus, the members of the trade unions were also men. The first 
secular women’s choirs were formed for private events and did not 
develop into permanent ensembles. Such performances can be traced 
from 1794, when a large audience gathered in the Turku Academy 
House on Fridays during Lent to listen to a group of eight women per-
formed the Pergolesi Stabat Mater. Music played a significant role in 
social events at home; in addition to string quartets, TTBB quartets, and 
piano performances, new programming was needed.

the Male Choir of the Helsinki Craftsman Association, which began its 
activities in the 1850s; it was considered by many to be the best male 
choir in the city at the time. 

In addition to the educational society, i.e. the reading society, founded 
at the Finlayson Cotton Mill in 1861, in early 1862 there was a Singing 
Society in Tampere, headed by Wahlberg. The singing society was said 
to teach “the score of a piece without charging anything, open to those 
who just have a tendency to do so.”

324
 Around 1865, there was also a sing-

ing association of bourgeoisie, or merchants, in the city, but its activities 
stalled. Finland’s association of singing societies grew quickly—and, with 
the help of its neighbors—helped to create singing festivals:

Figure 3.57. K. E. Ståhlberg: Song Festival in Helsinki. The song festival organized by 
the Folk Education Society was an important national event for all Finnish choirs 
and orchestras. In the nineteenth century, these celebrations were attended by 
music organizations from both the working population and the bourgeoisie, 1895.

[Sources: Finnish Heritage Agency, 797585.]
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ral circuit, also confirmed the choir’s high musical ambition. Composer 
Heikki Klemetti and art historian Emil Nervander also expressed appre-
ciative words about the choir.”

327
 

Youth clubs were introduced in the 1880s. Their purpose was to 
promote education and recreation for young people. Music held a 
necessary position, because many youth clubs were first to utilize 
choral activities. The choir of the Kauhava Youth Club, founded in 
1881, was led by cantor Jaakko Passinen, who later became a cantor of 
Isokyrö and head of the singing group of the Youth Club of Isokyrö. 
Singing groups often led to the establishment of actual youth clubs. 
The choirs of youth clubs quickly became a kind of flagship for their 
locality, and the Nivala Youth Society, founded in 1895, immediately 
created a choir, which performed in the early years of the Nivala Youth 
Society.

In the history of Finnish choral singing, the second half of the nine-
teenth century formed a significant period. The changes that took place 
in the field of choral singing were of tremendous cultural and social 
significance. Choir singing became part of Finland’s language policy; 
ensemble singing was also part of social policy goals, as it was one of 
the few activities that were allowed to be freely practiced during Finnish 
autonomy. From the nineteenth century, the term “Choral Singing 
Revolution” was used, as the choral singing groups, which were closest 
to academic circles, now spread into all walks of life—from Swedish-
speaking to Finnish-speaking circles, and from urban to rural areas.

After the middle of the nineteenth century, a rapid industrial rev-
olution took place in Finland as a result of its liberal economic poli-
cies. Construction of railways and road improvements began. When 
the sawmill industry was expanded, the value of forests rose sharply; 
wood became Finland’s most important export. Industrialization gave 
birth to a new class of factory workers in society. As a result, choirs 
and orchestras were formed in connection with trade unions and work 
associations. The first choirs and orchestras of the working class were 
launched in factory towns and areas with considerable industrial sta-
bility. Gradually, working class choirs were also established in other 

Thérèse Hahl was an avid promoter of Finnish choral singing; she 
also founded the first Finnish student choir, Finnish Nuija; she was also 
the first director of the women’s choir Vårföreningen (Our Association, 
Figure 3.58), founded in 1864 by seven young women who defied 
society’s norms by performing in public, and singing with men in the 
Akademien; Hahl remained its director throughout its 38 years of exis-
tence. All of the ladies in the choir had already sung in an oratorio choir 
conducted by Fredrik Pacius. 

Figure 3.58. Finland’s first women’s choir, Vårförening (Our Association), found-
ed on 20 March 1864.

[Source: Helsinki City Museum, N203293.]

Vår Föreningen organized the first public concert (soirée) in May 1867 
at Brunnshuset. “The conductor and composer Fredrik Pacius left some 
testimonies regarding the choir’s level, which he said was high. Zachris 
Topelius and Carl Johan Moring, important figures in the Helsinki cho-
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joined many other people in the streets of Christiania (now Oslo) 
and in the main market place in defiance of the authorities.

328

During the first half of the nineteenth century, there was neither 
academy of music nor conservatory in Norway; the Musikkonservatoriet i 
Oslo (Conservatory of Music in Oslo) was established by Ludvig Mathias 
Lindeman and his son Peter Brynie Lindeman in 1883 in Oslo and was 
named the Organistskolen (Organist School); it was later renamed the 
Oslo Conservatory of Music; the only music education available to the 
general public was provided by the bands in military services. From 
the 1840s, there was a steady increase in the number of professional 
musicians and musical organizations, along with a great increase in the 
founding of male choirs—first among students, then artisans, clerks and 
laborers. Every notable Norwegian composer of the period wrote for 
male choir. Later in the century mixed choirs also flourished and there 
were large choral festivals; nationalist ideology permeated the choral 
movement and its music, adding force to the country’s slow struggle 
towards freedom.
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The nineteenth century was a period of intense collaboration 
between authors and composers, to the benefit of the already popular 
musical societies, and, especially the male groups that were mainly 
famous from the 1840s. A second group of conductors and composers 
continued this practice until the beginning of the twentieth century. 
The fame of choral societies and choral festivals led to the first cho-
ral competitions, beginning in the 1850s. In 1878, the choral society 
made its first student participation outside Scandinavia, which took 
Norwegian music and lyrics to Paris.

During the second decade of the nineteenth century two critical 
events occurred: the founding of Norway’s first university in 1811, and 
the ratification of the country’s first constitution in 1814. The cession of 
Norway from Denmark to Sweden created a strong nationalist cultural 
motivation (Norskhetsbegerstring). This tradition became the joint work of 
composers, conductors, singing teachers and choral music publishers—all 
of whom worked together to build a choral tradition. Nägeli believed 

cities, including Turku (1887) and Oulu (1889); at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, professional musicians established their own union, 
the Association of Finnish Musicians.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, choral singing also 
spread to clubs of craftsmen, merchants, writers, shoemakers and busi-
ness assistants—even sports teams. Free fire brigades maintained by 
the cities were among the first labor organizations to form choirs, thus 
setting an example for others. Like student ensembles, the first choirs 
founded in the nineteenth century were mostly male, as was also the 
case for choirs founded by various professions and associations. When 
the choirs of youth clubs, sobriety clubs, and numerous other associa-
tions and clubs are added to the above, one can only contemplate the 
“Singing Revolution” that manifested itself in Finland in the late 1800s. 
One could not even think of a village without a choir, and no associa-
tion or professional following was without a choir. In short, choirs were 
a critical part of the Finnish cultural landscape.

IX. SCANDINAVIA
Norway
In Norway, as Harald Herresthal notes, 

Students wielded choral singing as a weapon in the fight for 
freedom. Once Swe den forfeited Fin land to Russia, Sweden was 
granted Nor way as compensation; it was also a re ward for partic-
ipating in the wars against Napoleon and Denmark. Before that 
time, however, Norway had managed to acquire one of Europe’s 
most liberal constitutions. In 1824, when the students wanted to 
celebrate the constitution’s tenth anniversary (May 17), King Carl 
Johan perceived this to be a celebration of the royal election of 
the Danish Prince Frederick. Fearing Norwegian nationalism, the 
king instituted a ban on students singing national songs in public 
places on My 17, and used all means available to silence them. The 
Norwegian students, in turn, suddenly realized the power their 
singing had; on the same day five years later (17 May 1829), they 
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The interest in choral singing that had been stirred up by student 
gatherings such as those in the Swedish city of Up psala in 1843, and 
Copenhagen in 1845, set the stage for the creation of numerous new 
choirs in Norway. Three such ensembles were founded in quick succes-
sion by the noted Nor wegian choral conductor Johan Di d erik Behrens: 
the Den norske Studenter sang  forening (Norwegian Student Choral 
Society) in 1845, Handelsstandens Sangforening (Trade Union Choral 
Society) in 1847, and Håndverkersangforeningen (Craftmen’s Guild 
Choral Society) in 1848.
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 Behrens enjoyed a special reputation for hav-

ing published compilations of Norwegian composers; more than 500 
songs in his volumes of Samling af flerstemmige mandssange (Collections 
of Part Songs for Males Voices.) When Conradi left the capital in 1848, 
Behrens also took over the worker’s choir for a period. Between 1848 
and 1853, Conradi traveled to several cities in Eastern Norway, where he 
taught singing and founded several choirs.

From the end of the eighteenth century, women had sung various 
pieces in loosely organized mixed choirs—and eventually women’s 
choirs; the first permanently organized choir originated as part of the 
capital’s working society. Kristiania Arbeidersamfunds Kvindesangforening 
(Oslo Labor Party Choir) was established in 1870 at the initiative of 
Andreas Johnsson and Erik Hoff, who was also the choir’s first conduc-
tor. In the early years the proceeds from the concerts went to charitable 
causes.

In 1895, women received their first academic choir, Kvindelige 
Studenters Sangforening (Female Students’ Singing Association). The 
organizers were three medical students: Elise Holmboe, Kristine Munch 
and Gusta Louise Isachsen, who had been inspired by their male col-
leagues’ anniversary concert. The choir was founded fifty years after 
the men’s, but only thirteen years after the first woman was allowed to 
take a bachelor’s degree. In the early years, the recruitment base was 
limited, and there was also a great lack of repertoire for women’s choirs. 
Kvindelige Studenters Sangforening is considered the world’s oldest aca-
demic women’s choir. Men’s choir conferences gathered singers from 
different parts of the country and from various walks of life. They also 

that large choirs, not quartets, were necessary for the ideal development 
of men’s song. The ideal was large amalgamations, such as those that 
finally manifested themselves in the mass choirs at song festivals. While 
the European democratic choral movement influenced Norway, it was 
France in particular whose beliefs and ideals cast the longest shadow.
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Norway’s first permanently organized choir, the Freemason’s Singing 
Association, was founded in 1842, but had limited public appeal. The 
musician Johan Gottfried Conradi took the initiative and founded a 
singing association for academics and craftsmen, but it was short-lived. 
The first permanent public choir is therefore considered to be the Den 
norske Studenter sangforening (Norwegian Student Choral Society). 
(Figure 3.59) An important motivation for founding the ensemble was 
that the choir, through its repertoire, should express national and 
Scandinavian ideas; the choir’s first conductor, Halfdan Kjerulf, provid-
ed ample opportunity to do so. 

Figure 3.59. Johan Jørgen Broch Wickstrøm: Den norske Studenter sangforening 
(Norwegian Student Choral Society), 1862.

[Source: Norwegian National Library.]
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Denmark
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were two kingdoms 

in Scandinavia: One was Sweden and Denmark; Iceland, Greenland, and 
the Faroe Islands belonged to the twin kingdom of Denmark–Norway, 
and Finland belonged to Sweden. “In the 1830s and 40s, music was 
brought into the public debate about the importance of culture for the 
realization of new political ideas. This debate contributed enormously 
to the search for national identity and was fostered by the strong ten-
sion between Denmark and the neighboring German states; the aspira-
tion to Nordic unity and the emergence of a liberal political movement 
that in 1849 created a free constitution and the abolition of the absolute 
monarchy without a bloody revolution. Nationalism as an ideology was 
combined with the Romantic aesthetic of music as the language of feel-
ings capable of reflecting a poetic idea.”334

Prof. Inge Adriansen writes knowingly about how vocal music can act 
both favorably and unfavorably on the construction of a national identity:

As the new nation states flourished during the nineteenth centu-
ry, popular common song and folksongs should have proved to be 
an extremely effective means of supporting the development of a 
particular national identity for the people; these common songs 
and folksongs played a greater role in national revival and self-un-
derstanding in Denmark than in many other countries.

Like other national symbols, the folksongs of the fatherland 
have also been stretched, turned and rotated and used for oppos-
ing purposes. Folksongs were used as powerful and engaging 
symbols of Danish community; still, patriotic songs cannot be 
judged solely on the back of lyrical qualities, and although they 
may have been written based on personal experiences, this cannot 
be traced directly. A true national anthem must be able to be sung 
by anyone, and it is essential that the song’s “I” always appears as 
identical to the community’s “We.” Patriotic songs of this kind are 
a unique means of group identification and agitation, because the 
singing can be devoted to a particular space. Rhyme and rhythm, 

attracted the country’s elite, who did not necessarily participate as sing-
ers; these conferences became important venues for ideas and poetry. 
The conferences yielded several publications in literature, including 
Heinrik Ibsen’s poem På Sangertog (On the Singer’s Train) after the 
singer’s conference in Bergen in 1859 and Hil Sangen from the confer-
ence in the same city in 1863.

The singer’s conferences contributed greatly to the fact that the 
choir movement began to spread in earnest into the villages from the 
cities and beyond during the 1860s. In addition to directing choirs, both 
Behrens and Conradi served as vocal music educators. While Conradi 
wanted singing to be available to everyone—not just for the elite and 
not just for men—Behrens was more oriented towards male choirs and 
singers who were recruited from the civil servants and the wealthy.

Many of the local choirs were run by teachers and religious leaders, 
who had both public education and revival as motivation. The choirs 
initially took root in Western Norway and Møre og Romsdal. Now it 
was no longer just about male choirs, but also about mixed choirs for 
youth and adults. The first choir associated with a trade union, the 
Sangfor Socialistenes ening (Socialist Song Association), was founded in 
Kristiania (Oslo) in 1885. It quickly became clear that the recruitment 
foundation from the Social Democratic Association was limited, and 
to remedy this, in 1890 the choir converted to the Unions Singing 
Association and joined other workers’ choirs in the capital.
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Women could participate actively as singers when large-scale com-
positions from oratorio literature were performed. In the Philharmonic 
Company (founded in 1846 in Oslo), songs for mixed choirs had an 
important place in the program. Norway’s oldest women’s choir, the 
Christiana Workers’ Community Women’s Choral Society (known today 
as the Oslo Ladies’ Choir), was founded as early as 1870. Nationalist ide-
ology permeated the choral movement and its music, adding force to 
the country’s slow struggle towards freedom. Through the community 
created by choral singing, it became possible to increase the belief that 
Norway’s inhabitants—despite differences in class and residence—were 
Norwegians: children of the same mother.

333
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ship of Jonas Otto Lindblad, while the Danish choir sang unison folk-
songs. A few weeks after the poor performance in Dyrehaven, an initia-
tive was taken to form a Danish student singing association to restore 
the lost honor. Thirty-three singers attended the first rehearsal, and by 
1840, 64 new singers were listed on the roll; the group appeared for the 
first time publicly in Dyrehaven. The first actual concert was held in the 
Hotel d’Angleterre’s banquet hall later that same year.

Since its establishment in 1839, the Studenter-Sang  foreningen (Student-
Song Association) has been responsible for some of the best male cho-
ruses in Denmark. The Studenter-Sang  foreningen was established after 
inspiration from the student choir in Lund (Sweden), and from the 
beginning it had the attention of the foremost Danish composers and 
poets. Thus, one can hardly name a Danish composer from the 1800s 
or 1900s who had not at some point been in contact with the choir, or 
written works directly for the performance of the association.336

Later in the nineteenth century, even small towns could—and did—
found and support en sembles comprised of both men and women. The 
seaside town of Kolding, with a mid dling population, was among the 
first of the smaller towns to create a singing society. (Figure 3.60)

Unlike their municipal ensembles, the political undertones of the 
student singing societies were impossible to miss:

Behind these ideas, there was the dream of a united Nordic peo-
ple, a concept that was expressed even more strongly in 1843, when 
students from Copenhagen and Lund went to Uppsala. These stu-
dents envisioned a future Nordic association that could promote 
common national interests.…In that same year, the Skandinavisk 
Samfund (Scandinavian Society) was founded in Copenhagen 
with the aim of promoting social and literary relations between 
the Scandinavian nations, but it was such a clear political move 
that the Danish King Christian VIII prohibited it.

The students in Norway were initially skeptical of the political 
idea that the Nordic countries should form a political associa-
tion, since they considered Scandinavism to be an attack on the 

along with the notion of being part of the community, help to cre-
ate security in the singing, as well as merging the consciousness 
into a unity that appears as truth. 

With the rise of the Danish sense of identity in the early nine-
teenth century, a need for patriotic songs arose. Until now, the 
repertoire for communal songs throughout the eighteenth cen-
tury had consisted largely of hymns and songs of a narrative or 
lyrical nature. There was no need for other singable lyrics in the 
public space, as no significant songs were sung except in churches, 
schools and Copenhagen clubs. On 2 April 1801, the Battle of the 
Nest elicited many patriotic expressions, and the first approaches 
to the creation of actual homeland songs were also seen as lyrical. 
Numerous occasional poems were written, especially evocative 
war songs based on the current battle, as well as tributes to the 
“lifelong peace.” 

In the poems, notions of a patriotic community involving all 
the inhabitants of the whole state were expressed; some of the 
texts were also translated into German. The songs were used at 
memorial ceremonies or performed as solo songs from the the-
ater scene in patriotic performances; they could also be heard on 
the streets for a short time. In the songs, two conceptual worlds 
met: the princely allegiance emerging alongside the new civic 
virtue that was aimed at creating the best possible society for all 
citizens. The meeting between the two worlds was not without 
problems, though, and none of the numerous patriotic tributes to 
the king and the general state, which flourished in 1801, became 
sustainable patriotic songs.335

In the 1820s, a mixed choir was formed as part of the University of 
Copenhagen Student Union. All willing students could attend; however, 
the mu sical quality quickly declined. On a tour with the city of Lund’s 
Studenter-Sang fo reningen (Stu dent-Song Association) to Dyrehaven in 
1839, the quality of the Danish choir attracted embarrassing attention. 
The Swedish choir performed four-part choir singing under the leader-
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Allegri’s Miserere; 3,000 people attended, but the concert was a failure: 
The music was not understood by the audience. This was one of the rea-
sons why Rung founded Cæciliaforeningen (Cecilia Society) a few years 
later, in 1851, with the purpose of performing ancient Italian music. The 
Cæciliaforeningen had a repertoire that stretched from the great choral 
works of the Renaissance to Rung’s own time. Founded in Germany by 
Abbé Félicité Robert de Lamennais, Cecilianism was a reform move-
ment that, in the first half of the nineteenth century, worked for a 
church music whose inspiration was to be sought in the Renaissance 
vocal polyphony. 

Around the middle of the nineteenth century, choral ensembles, both 
in Danish singing associations and in the German Liedertafeln, came to 
play a major role, and in the late 1800s, popular folk singing took hold 
in the Danish-minded part of the population. Perhaps the abolition of 
the city musician privileges in 1858 also meant that the interest among 
the bourgeoisie to practice music grew. In Aabenraa at this time, an 
orchestra and two singing associations were set up.
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Copenhagen experienced strong population growth in the second half 
of the nineteenth century. Thousands of provincial residents moved to the 
capital to find work and to begin a new life. As part of this development, 
an association way of life emerged that sought to integrate the migrants 
into urban life in a positive way. In these associations, the rift between 
the provincial popular culture that most often drew the migrants—and 
the more formal urban culture—could create a strong contrast. The labor 
movement was organized into political parties and trade unions after 
1850. Also, workers formed their own organizations in sports and culture; 
an example is the working-class choir. As trade unions came together in 
the Cooperative Trade Unions, the singing associations came together in 
the Cooperative Copenhagen Workers’ Choir. 

Inge Adriansen concludes her discussion about “Using Songs in 
Nation-building” by stating that “A general feature of communal songs 
is that they almost always have a theme taken from one of the four main 
areas: National sentiment, religion, politics and eroticism. A song that 
monitors one of these areas and, at the same time, is almost unremark-

freedom in the Norwegian Constitution that granted Norway 
to Sweden. However, Norway still had strong cultural ties to 
Denmark, and the students in Christiania (Oslo) had nothing 
against fraternization in a cultural sense. Thus, they attended 
the 1845 gathering in Copenhagen, and from that experience their 
support of Scandinavism, as well as their desire for fraternization 
grew as did cohabitation between nations.337

Henrik Rung traveled to Italy by way of Vienna to study in 1837. 
During his stay there, he copied a number of great Renaissance works; 
after his return to Denmark, he performed Palestrina’s Stabat Mater in 
Musikforeningen (Musical Society) in 1841. Founded in 1836 with the pur-
pose of extending and improving the understanding of classical music, 
Niels W. Gade became its conductor in 1850, and under his management, 
a number of masterpieces of choral music were given their first perfor-
mances in Denmark, among them Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in 1875. 

In 1842, Rung arranged an ancient music concert in the Cathedral of 
Our Lady in Copenhagen. The program included, among other works, 

Figure 3.60. Ukendt: Kolding Sangforening med fremmede gæster. (Kolding Sing-
ing Association with Foreign Guests), 1878. 

[Source: Kolding Stadsarkiv, No. B50512.] 
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that expressed itself in the systematic theme of the student choir. 
It included young students’ expectations of study, as well as older, 
bourgeois academics’ sentimental youthful memories.

One can see a number of extra-musical reasons for the later 
major impact of student singing in society. The student singers 
were inspired by an idealistic conception of music, based on the 
academic educational ideal. Towards the end of the nineteenth 
century, this was paired with an idea of superiority—characteris-
tic of the turn of the Great Swedish century. According to Rudolf 
Kjellén—conservative politician, chief ideologue and himself a 
student singer—“Students, Singers and Swedes were the nation-
alist Kjellén’s ‘invincible triad,’ composed after the ‘natural selec-
tion.’ It was through and through ‘men of the same spirit,’ some-
thing that elevated the patriotic qualities of the singing. The ‘two 
temples’ that one served were the motherland and the song—the 
‘holiest to exist, next to God’s own.’”
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Jacob Axel Josephson—one of the central figures in the 
so-called Uppsala Circuit—became director of music in Uppsala 
in 1849; after several trips abroad, (including studies in Leipzig) 
he came into contact with the “strict” sacred composition tech-
nique. In the same year, he founded the Filharmoniska sällskapet 
(Philharmonic Society), from which the chamber choir Lilla säll-
skapet (Little Society—six gentlemen, six women) was formed. In 
1854, he became the leader of the newly founded all-male choir 
Sång sällskapet Orphei Drängar (Figure 3.61); he lectured in music 
history at the university, and also became the city’s cathedral 
organist in 1864.

Until the 1840s, the public position of student singing was 
strengthened in both the cities of Uppsala and Lund; the high-
light came with the Scandinavian student meetings of the 1840s. 
In this context, Lund students led meetings with Copenhagen 
students, and through Otto Lindblad’s choral compositions; 
from this time, the Trappmarschen (Staircase March) originated 
in Uppsala. It became tradition to end all public concerts in the 

ably capable of associating with one or more of the others, will have a 
great impact and a great deal of viability.” 

When the participants of the Constitutional Party in 1873 sang the 
final sentence, standing on the Hermitage slope under Dannebrog with 
a view of the zoo’s newly sprouted beech trees, they could experience 
a near-natural unity of fatherland, flag, national day, national gov-
ernment—and the Lord himself, who has always assisted his Danish 
people:

But then there is song in the forest, high waves the red flag; 
then there is a God above, advocating for the cause of Denmark.

339

So it was in Denmark that the creation of amateur choruses for men, 
women, students, workers, and immigrants helped to fashion the state 
of Denmark into an autonomous republic. While many of these choral 
ensembles did not see 1900, a few, such as the Studenter-Sangforeningen 
and the YMCA chorus, were organizationally strong enough and main-
tained a wide enough appeal to last well into the twentieth century.

Sweden
The encyclopedia Musiken i Sverige (Music in Sweden) writes:

During the nineteenth century in Sweden, a cappella singing 
was almost completely synonymous with the student choirs in 
Uppsala and Lund. What came to be the backbone of the men’s 
choir a cappella movement for one hundred years to come was 
created there during the relatively limited period from the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century until the 1850s.

The actual student song repertoire ranged from the heroically 
patriotic to the idyllic-lyrical spring song, and from romantic 
natural mysticism to Bacchanalian drinking songs. All in all, 
this corresponds to the function of the student choir: patriotic 
marches, spring songs, serenades and celebrations. All this can be 
said to fall back on a student romantic movement from the 1840s 
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Carolina Hall by having the choir slowly march down the echoing 
stairwell singing Haeffner’s Lejonriddarne (Lion Knights).

Student radicalism culminated in 1848. The naively cheerful 
declarations of the student’s light-hearted mission were particu-
larly underlined by the poet Johan Nybom, who in 1848 provided 
the lyrics to Gunnar Wennerberg’s Så säga Sveriges studenter, 
Trum-marsch (So Say Sweden’s Students, Drum-march) and Stå stark 
du ljusets riddarvakt (Stand Strong, You Guardian Knight of Light). 
During the first half of the nineteenth century, a series of student 
songs were also written, painting the student life in rosy colors. 
The genre’s veritable highlight came with Prince Gustaf’s Sjung 
om stu dentens lyckliga dag (Sing of the Student’s Joyous Day), where 
the cheerful and bright perception of student life that dominated 
the middle of the century was expressed.
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In his book Vi sjunger aldrig på sista versen—den svenska kyrkokörens 
historia, (We never sing the last verse—the history of the Swedish church 
choir), Ragnar Håkanson writes that he believes Johann Christian 
Hæffner was “the father of the male choir movement” in Sweden. 

With his German origin, Hæffner must have been inspired by the 
male societies—Liedertafel—that had been formed in Germany at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. In the Liedertafel, singing 
in harmony, often inspired by patriotic gestures of that time, was 
combined with the consumption of beer or other strong drinks.”

Not that the student singing groups were all beer and horse-
play. In 1842, Carl Johan Oscar Laurin wrote the first statutes of 
the Allmänna sången (The Public Singing Society) in Uppsala, 
where one can read that the intention was to form a “long-last-
ing” student choir that focused on the ‘Swedish National Songs, 
[as well as] the celebration of the precious memories of each 
Swedish citizen…’ According to the statutes, membership cost 
16 skilling banco. If you failed in rehearsal, you were fined eight 
skilling banco. Similar punishments would be handed out if 

Figure 3.61. above. Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar, (Swedish male voice choir) 
on tour in Paris, 1867; below. Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar, with conductor 
Hugo Alfvén, 1900. 

[Sources: “OD:s Historia.” n.d. Orphei Drängar. Accessed 2 August 2020. https://od.se/ods-historia/.]
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Sångsällskapet (Song Society) also appeared. The choirs often had 
more than 100 singers—both men and women. In these choirs, 
SATB, TTBB or SSAA music were sung, according to the require-
ments set by the repertoire.

343

In addition to student and municipal choral societies, the [Swedish] 
choral movement spread to trade associations, where it had three pur-
poses: “The choir should spread the association’s message and thus 
interest more [people] in the association; the choir will also increase 
the level of well-being at the association’s meetings; and, last but not 
least, it should contribute to the cultural refinement of the workers.”

344
 

(Figure 3.62)

The Typographic Association Choir (1846) is usually listed as the 
first choir of the labor movement; thus, it is probably also the 
first popular movement-affiliated choir. The typographic asso-
ciation was a professional association, i.e. not a trade union, in 
the classical sense. The purpose of the association was to care 
for “the lower-paid workers.” Bohman describes the typogra-
phers as a “manual labor worker’s aristocracy.” The first wage 
revision sponsored by the association happened almost 30 years 
after its founding. Caring for the workers is already mentioned 
as early as the second paragraph of the first statutes; association 
members did so by devoting themselves to cultural activities, 
including reading and singing. It is not explicitly stated that 
singing meant choral singing, but it is stated in §10 that it con-
cerned singing practice, which should mean that choirs were 
formed. The Annual Report from 1869 confirms how important 
the choir was considered, as it is listed as one of the necessary 
prerequisites for the formation of the association. In the 80-year 
report you can read: “…the chorus [was] the center, around 
which the whole association revolved […], the Typographic 
Association’s singing choir eventually worked up to become the 
foremost worker singing choir in the country.”

one was negligent with the association’s sheet music; however, 
it turned out that neither the fees nor the penalties were ever 
claimed by the association.” 

The hard work paid off: in 1867, the Uppsala choir traveled 
to the World Exhibition in Paris. “This trip has been described 
as style-making and ‘the beginning of a new era for the student 
choral movement.” With 99 Swedish men’s choir singers, mainly 
from Uppsala, the choir from Uppsala and Lund took home the 
first prize, prix d ‘excellence unique in a choral competition orga-
nized by the Paris Exposition. The journey home after this win is 
reminiscent of the victory celebration when the sports heroes of 
our time return to the homeland.”
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The Swedish men’s choir had its heyday until the First World War. 
The mixed chorus, with greater tonal range and greater variation of 
the tone color, became more common around the turn of the century. 
Håkanson continues with a discussion of the other several types of cho-
ral ensembles:

Following the example of Germany, more or less closed musical 
societies are formed in almost every Swedish city throughout the 
nineteenth century. Their main purpose was to gather amateurs 
to perform both instrumental music and choral singing. Under 
some knowledgeable and enthusiastic musician—perhaps a mil-
itary musician or organist in the church—one would practice 
larger works for choir and orchestra. The musical societies are 
exclusively an urban phenomenon. Members were recruited from 
high society—to which more and more people from a growing 
urban middle class, a bourgeoisie—gained access. These included 
merchants, manufacturers, lawyers, civil servants and doctors. 

The names of these associations could be Musikaliska sällska-
pet (Musical Society), Harmoniska sällskapet (Harmonic Society) 
or Filharmoniska sällskapet (Philharmonic Society). Names 
like Musikaliska övningssällskapet (Musical Practice Society) or 
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The statutes also stipulated that the singing practice should be 
done by a paid choral conductor. Furthermore, it is stated that the 
typographic association would promote sobriety; for this, choral 
singing was considered to be an effective means.
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There were also choirs dedicated to promoting the virtues of sobri-
ety. In a country where drinking was part and parcel of daily life—even 
among children—alcoholism was a gigantic public health problem. A 
statement from 1829 declares that each Swede consumed 46 liters of 
spirits per individual annually. In 1837, the Swedish sober society was 
formed; it had 95,000 members within ten years. There were also “reviv-
al choirs,” whose aim was to promote the State church, although these 
ensembles were viewed suspiciously by the Orthodox: 

After all, the choral ensembles have, since the beginning of the 
century, represented an activity held in the salons of the society 
and in the student world—worlds that for many of the revival 
movements’ environments represented something foreign. 

Hans Bernskiöld mentions in his dissertation “Sing by Heart Sing” 
(1986) that choir singers might hear that it was sinful to sing in group; 
plus, “the devil smiles when each music director is hired.” In Västra 
Ämtervik in Värmland, the choir was canceled because it was considered 
prideful to sing in groups. In Norrköping, the first choir in the Evangelical 
Mission was disdainfully called the “theater company.” In Bethlehem 
Church in Gothenburg, board decisions were required for the choir to 
perform. The choral anthem in many places was considered to “supplant” 
the sung Psalm [during church services]. Performing more complicated 
compositions, e.g. by J. S. Bach, was unthinkable, since that was consid-
ered “high church.” Choral concerts were not permitted in many congre-
gations. Even the designation “Concert” was considered presumptuous; 
rather, the choir could then organize “singing events” instead.
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The main difference between the choral movement in Scandinavia 
and in Europe is the growth of student choirs. There were men’s choral 

Figure 3.62. Daniel Nyblin: Swedish Friends of Work Singers, 1891.

 [Source: Helsinki City Museum, N253263]
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At the time, some students hoped to create a common Scandinavian 
identity that superseded the national identities of the four countries: 
Norway, Finland, Denmark and Sweden; for whatever reason, however, 
that goal was never realized. There were also arguments about languag-
es, for during the 1800s Danes spoke German, not Danish, and Finns 
spoke Russian, not Finnish. Since competitions for new choral literature 
were sometimes taken hostage by the competing demands, organizers 
insisted that the lyrics represent the physical location of the country—
not a royal decree.

Scandinavians are a hearty lot; to make one’s way to a rehearsal after 
a long work day requires enough fortitude to face biting cold and blinding 
snowstorms. So, one hundred years before African-Americans sang spiri-
tuals in public protest of the white hegemony, students in the four Nordic 
countries also sang traditional folksongs—sometimes in unison, some-
times in parts—to make their grievances heard, and also to contribute to 
the widespread dissatisfaction of their political lives. Even though a few 
decades were needed, all four countries eventually became self-governing; 
and, there is still a thriving choral tradition in all four of them.

X. SUMMATION

Stepping back considerably, it is easy to grasp what a large geographic 
area this chapter comprises. Mainstream Europe and Great Britain 

were long-established with stable populations and economies; the 
United States and Canada, as well as the four Scandinavian countries, 
on the other hand, experienced rapid growth and political upheavals, 
with uneven societal effects. Notwithstanding that superficial difference, 
however, one can easily surmise that the first thread that was eventually 
woven into what became a large and polychromatic tapestry was spun 
in Germany.

In Great Britain, the all-male singing societies retained the name 
Liedertafel, whereas in France they became Orphéon, which morphed 
into the Spanish Orféon, and the Portuguese Orfeão; German immi-
grants brought their Liedertafel with them to the New World, where 

ensembles, to be sure; however, the preponderance of collegiate singing 
ensembles added a layer of civic pride and protest that did not exist 
either in the United Kingdom or mainland Europe. In many respects, 
though, it was this tradition that made the greatest impact in the United 
States; for, although there was a robust choral movement for male 
workers—a nd eventually women—twenty-first century America has 
but a few male working class singing groups. 

On the other hand, the style and technique of choral singing that 
dominates most colleges and universities is a direct outgrowth of the 
Scandinavian tradition, because in 1901, the Norwegian conductor F. 
Melius Christiansen was recruited by St. Olaf College to join its faculty. 
For the next 30 years, Christiansen led the St. Olaf Choir, striving for 
perfect intonation, warmth of blend, crisp diction and lilting phrasing. 
Christiansen, along with his sons Olaf (who succeeded him at St. Olaf) 
and Paul (who built the choral tradition at Concordia College), estab-
lished a standard for choral performance that still exists today—both in 
the United States and around the globe.

One factor common to all the Scandinavian countries is the involve-
ment and leadership of university students. In each nation, students 

established choral ensembles that had multiple purposes. The singing was 
important, of course, and unlike Europe and North America, Scandinavian 
SATB groups were prevalent even before 1850. Just as important, per-
haps, was their bald political agenda. In the nineteenth-century, Finland 
and Norway were ruled by monarchs who traded them to other mon-
archs after uprisings or for some other political advantage.

As a result, restless, dissatisfied university students banded together 
and practiced civil disobedience; initially, the kings ignored them, not 
believing they could possibly imperil their reign. But, as decades passed 
and the movement grew, the royals became more and more apprehen-
sive; as a preventive measure, they banned these singing societies from 
giving public performances on certain national holidays, along with any 
event where their presence—and performance—might foment rebellion. 
Being college students, of course, they frequently defied such bans.
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Ireland—and eventually almost every other country—commissioned 
arrangements of traditional folk songs for their own choirs to perform. 
Still, it’s important to remember that the earliest TTBB choirs sang 
monophonic melodies. While not every choral society was lucky enough 
to have music with lyrics by Goethe, as happened in Berlin, it was com-
mon enough for a chorus to supply texts to the composers of new pieces 
they commissioned. 

It is easy enough to contrast the timbre of a nineteenth-century oboe 
to a modern one, since period instruments exist and fine copies are eas-
ily available; that being said, it’s impossible to know with any certainty 
how a nineteenth-century choral ensemble—TTBB, SATB, SSAA, or uni-
son—actually sounded. Numerous nineteenth-century written sources 
state, for instance, that vibrato was anathema to vocal and instrumental 
performance; sound recordings from the early twentieth century support 
that claim; and, we all know that choirs that sing without vibrato have 
better intonation and produce a more pleasant, blended sound. 

That being said, I myself wonder if 50 Welsh miners, recently from 
the pub, would demonstrate such vocal restraint, or just let her rip; in 
the end, amateur singers sing as they are taught. When everything is said 
and done, all any of us can do is to read the contemporaneous sources, 
then use their observations to make a good-faith attempt to recreate 
Romantic music as the composer expected to hear it. No one can ask 
more.

many changed the name to Mænnerchor. Whatever the name, singing 
societies—for any combination of voice parts—flowed North and West 
from Germany along the trade and immigration routes. And, of course, 
there were singing societies in Eastern Europe, Russia, South America 
and Australia/New Zealand.

Choirs were formed for many reasons. In Austria, the first Liedertafel 
was founded so that men could gather together to make music and 
perform for each other; initially public concerts were eschewed in favor 
of more elitist private affairs. The Swedish choir Orphei Drängars was 
created because of a cholera epidemic; the city of Uppsala was isolated 
due to the risk of infection, so some students gathered in a party room 
on the public square to alleviate their boredom with song and music—
and presumably—beer. Extreme competitiveness, brought on by acute 
masculinity and a desire to be with their fellows, led to the creation of 
singing societies in Wales; mine owners underwrote these choral organi-
zations with an unspoken objective to limit drunkenness and womaniz-
ing; not surprisingly, they failed at both. In the United States, to reduce 
their homesickness, establish friendships and look for potential brides, 
German immigrants recreated singing societies from the old country. 

The concept of all-male choirs—with their various names, organization-
al structures, and repertoire—migrated from Germany and Austria to Great 
Britain, then found its way to the remainder of Europe and Scandinavia. 
In the second half of the nineteenth century, men destined for the New 
World boarded seafaring vessels, taking with them their memories of a 
Liedertafel or Orphéon (and possibly with copies of music they’d already 
sung); once these men—single or married—reached their destination, they 
undoubtedly met other men with similar ethnic backgrounds, languages 
and dreams; and, once a critical mass of singers was identified, it was only 
a matter of time before a new singing society was formed.

New repertoire was composed regularly by such luminaries as 
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann, Wagner, and even Liszt—to name 
but a few; lesser-known composers, though, created even more rep-
ertoire: challenging yet not overly demanding, with repeated sections, 
and restricted tessituras; furthermore, conductors in Switzerland and 
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dovrebbero più che altrove aver vita florida e rigogliosa.
  “Il canto corale è ritenuto di grande importanza da tutti gli scrittori di pedagogia. Quest’in-
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cos, económicos y sociales empobrecen al país, recayendo la peor parte de esta situación sobre 
las clases más desfavorecidas. El proceso de industrialización fue bastante lento en compara-
ción con otros países y, además, muy desigual. Gran parte de la actividad industrial se centró 
en el norte de España y atrajo gran cantidad de mano de obra a los núcleos urbanos que gen-
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279  Cuevas Hevia, Carmen de las. “Choral Societies and Nationalist Mobilization in the Basque 
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última década del siglo XIX interviniendo ocasionalmente en los conciertos organizados por 
los orfeones. El primer orfeón que integra una sección de mujeres de forma estable, forman-
do un coro mixto, es el Orfeó Catalá en 1896, seguido por el Orfeón Zaragozano en 1900, el 
Orfeón Pamplonés y la Sociedad Coral de Bilbao en 1906, el Orfeón Donostiarra en 1909 y el 
Ovetense en 1917.”
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284  Guberna, Jaume Carbonell I. 2003. “Generalmente, los trabajos que se han realizado con la 
voluntad de abarcar la historia coral de todo el territorio español han puesto en evidencia la 
inviabilidad del propósito, por el desajuste cronológico y la dificultad a la hora de aventurar 
una periodización viable.”

285  “Canto Coral” must have been a deeply unpopular curriculum. In her dissertation, entitled 
“The Discipline of Choral Singing During the Second Republic: Contribution to the History 
of Music Education in Portugal,” Maria José Conde Artiaga Barreiros writes that “When we 
hear testimonies from the generations who had Canto Coral, derogatory remarks immediate-
ly appear, which, being decontextualized, sparse and dispersed, have not contributed to the 
necessary clarity and understanding of the discipline’s life in the first half of the 20th century. 
The inevitable association with the Portuguese youth is mentioned as if the Canto Coral had 
always existed under its dependence.” Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 1999. http://hdl.handle.
net/10362/11927. “A disciplina de canto coral no Estado Novo: contributo para a História da 
Educação Musical em Portugal.” 

  “Quando se ouvem testemunhos das gerações que tiveram Canto Coral, surgem de imedia-
to observações depreciativas que, por serem descontextualizadas, parcas e dispersas, nao tem 
contribuido para a necessária clareza e compreensão da vida da disciplina na primeira metade 
do seculo XX. A associação inevitável à Mocidade Portuguesa é mencionada como se o Canto 
Coral sempre tivesse existido sob a sua dependência.”

286  Luís Vaz de Camões is considered Portugal’s and the Portuguese language’s greatest poet. His 
mastery of verse has been compared to that of Shakespeare, Vondel, Homer, Virgil and Dan-
te. He wrote a considerable amount of lyrical poetry and drama but is best remembered for 
his epic work Os Lusíadas (The Lusiads). His collection of poetry The Parnasum of Luís de 
Camões was lost in his lifetime. The influence of his masterpiece Os Lusíadas is so profound 
that Portuguese is sometimes called the “language of Camões.”

287  Joaquim Teófilo Fernandes Braga was a Portuguese writer, playwright, politician and the lead-
er of the Republican Provisional Government after the overthrow of King Manuel II, as well as 
the second elected President of the First Portuguese Republic, after the resignation of Presi-
dent Manuel de Arriaga.

288  Antero Tarquínio de Quental was a Portuguese poet, philosopher, and writer whose works 
became a milestone in the Portuguese language alongside those of Camões, Bocage, and Fer-
nando Pessoa.

289  da Silva, Carlos Guardado. 1983. Boletim Do Arquivo Da Universidade De Coimbra. Vol. XI & XII. 
Coimbra: Arquivo da Universidade de Coimbra. “No programa dos festejos académicos para a 
inauguração do monumento a Camões, em 1881, constava a 5 de maio, um passeio fluvial até à 
Lapa dos Poetas. Os barcos largavam do cais da Portagem e, em homenagem à Rainha e a todas 
as damas que auxiliaram os bazares académicos, partia uma segunda embarcação ‘conduzindo 
a sociedade choral do orphéon académico, cantando o hymno de sua Magestade a Rainha e 
canções populares portuguezas.’

  “No dia 6 de Maio, teria lugar o ‘grande concerto da sociedade choral, orphéon académico’ 
e, nessa noite, no pátio da Universidade iluminado a ‘sociedade choral do orphéon académico, 

e uma orchestra de cem a cento e vinte executantes, executarão músicas de compositores por-
tugueses, canções populares do Minho e Douro, hymnos patrióticos, etc.’”

290  da Câmara, José Bettencourt. 2006. “Para uma Nova História da Música Portuguesa” Universi-
dade de Brotéria—Associação Cultural e Científica. July 2006. http://hdl.handle.net/10174/2611. 
“Nalguns outros países europeus a musicologia, o conhecimento do seu próprio património 
musical, encontraram, sem dúvida, mais favoráveis condições de florescimento do que no re-
canto da Europa em que escrevemos.… Parece-nos particularmente evidente o atraso da musi-
cologia em Portugal na completa ausência de preocupação teórica que constatamos na magra 
produção literária até hoje consagrada à história da música portuguesa,” 8.

291  “Musik in Portugal.” (1816, June 26). Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, pp. 429–433. “Die Por-
tugiesen besitzen, wie alle Südeuropäer, Talent und Neigung zur Musik; nur aber zu ihrer 
eigenen, und am wenigsten zu der, des Nordländers, namentlich des Deutschen, ja zu dies-
er viel leicht noch weniger, als ihre nächsten Nachbarn. Musik soll sie bloß leicht aufregen, 
angenehm reizen, vergnüglich unterhalten; so will es ihre Natur, ihre Gewohnheit, und ihr 
fast gänzlicher Mangel an eigentlicher Bildung für diese Kunst. So ist es denn fast einzig die 
Melodie, die sie lieben: und vor allem die leichte, mit Freude und Trauer tändelnde etwas 
oberflächliche Melodie. 

  “Im Ganzen wird der Musiker hier zu Lande gering geachtet; Niemand bekümmert sich um 
ihn, Niemand gehet mit ihm um und erzeigt ihm auch nur die gewöhnlichsten Höflichkeiten, 
ausser wenn man ihn braucht, und in wiefern man ihn braucht. Dieselben, die ihn heute ein-
laden, ihm heute schmeicheln, damit er ihre Gesellschaft unterhalte, kennen ihn nicht mehr, 
sobald er jenes getan hat. ”

292  BRA, 139. “O ano de 1834 marca de facto o inicio da decadência definitiva da maioria das 
capelas, uma vez privadas dos dízimos que até ali as tinham sustentado....A própria Sé de Lis-
boa teve um funcionamento irregular ao longo de todo o século XIX. Em 1872 o quadro dos 
capelães cantores tinha catorze lugares, dos quais cinco estavam vagos e quatro ocupados por 
clérigos que desempenhavam outras funções, restando por isso apenas cinco capelães para as-
segurarem a componente musical de todas as celebrações litúrgicas.”

293  “Musik in Portugal,” 433. “Musik in den Kirchen wird in Portugal oft aufgeführt: nicht aber 
Kirchenmusik; denn was so heisst, ist der Kirche ganz unwürdig.”

294  BRA, 142. “As apreciações dos historiadores da nossa música sobre as obras mais conhecidas 
desse imenso repertório têm sido de um modo geral negativas, insistindo especialmente na 
semelhança dessa música com o estilo operário italiano da época. No entanto o estilo italiano 
é como a grande maioria da música religiosa europeia desde a segunda metade do século XVIII, 
incluindo as obras dos grandes compositores, pelo que a componente italianizaste só por se 
não pode ser encarada como sinónimo de falta de qualidade.”

295  BRA, 139. “Do mesmo modo que sucedeu com a música religiosa, o ano de 1834 marca o início 
de uma nova época no nível do ensino, essencialmente caracterizada pela perda do papel da 
Igreja e pela extinção do Seminário da Patriarcal em favor de uma instituição mais moderna, 
decalcada no modelo francês posterior à Revolução de 1789”

296  BRA, 144. “criação de uma tradição coral levados a cabo pela Câmara Municipal do Porto ao 
abrir em 1855 uma escola popular de canto sob a direcção de Jacopo Carli, e mais tarde, em 
1863, outra instituição do mesmo género dirigida por Carlos Dubini. No entanto, o facto 
da música se ter transformado numa componente essen cial da educação burguesa, aliado à 
carência de boas escolas, deu aso à proliferação de professores privados cuja qualidade de en-
sino era bastante duvidosa. Apenas em 1884 surge uma instituição que irá constituir um novo 
marco no ensino da música em Lisboa, a Academia dos Amadores de Música.”

297  Founded as Real Casa Pia de Lisboa in 1780, Casa Pia is an organization of the Portuguese State 
whose mission is to promote the rights and protection of children and young people.

298 BRA, 148. “Por decreto de 5 de Maio de 1835 foi criado um Conservatório de Musica, ligado à 
Casa Pia. Este diploma vinca ainda bastante bem os aspectos caritati vos daquela instituição, 
declarando que «dentro do referido Conservatório haverá um Collegio de doze até vinte Es-
tudantes pobres. Estamos por tanto mais próximos do modelo filantrópico dos conservatórios 
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italianos dos séculos XVII e XVIII do que do tipo de escola musical laica que havia sido iniciado 
com a criação do Conservatório de Paris.”

299 Banca, 145. “Apesar de se ter mantido ao longo do século XIX como a única escola oficial de 
ensino da música existente no nosso pais, o Conservatório não parece ter conse guido dar à 
maioria dos músicos que o frequentaram uma sólida formação musical, tanto do ponto de 
vista prático como teórico, forçando muitos dos nossos instrumentistas a tentarem completar 
a sua preparação no estrangeiro.”

300 de Araújo, Henrique Luís Gomes. 2015. “O Periodo Coral (1881–1909) Da Sociedade Orpheon 
Portuense (1881–2008): Tede Araújo, Henrique Luís Gomes. 2015.“O Periodo Coral (1881–1909) 
Da Sociedade Orphéon Portuense (1881–2008): Textos e Contextos.” In PES, 101–103. “Eram já 
sinais premonitórios da catástrofe que viria a ser a il Grande Guerra Mundial. Então, tal como 
hoje, muitos artistas, intelectuais e empresários fundaram e animaram associações culturais e 
sociedades musicais que traduziam o seu reconhecimento e o seu consequente comprometi-
mento com o  papel da cultura na paz e na união entre os povos. A sociedade Orphéon Portuense 
teria sido um desses casos. Constituída em 1881 como sociedade orfeônico com amadores que se 
reuniam mensalmente em saraus musicais e ensaios corais e com actuações públicas, inaugurou 
um repertório maioritariamente constituído por obras de Ludwig van  Beethoven, Felix Men-
delssohn, Franz Schubert, Carl Maria von Weber e Robert Schumann, para só considerarmos as 
três primeiras décadas da sua existência. Podemos assim dizer que a matriz identitária desta 
sociedade era a voz de uma comunidade (a gemeinschaft dos alemães ou a philadelfia dos gregos) 
simultaneamente portuense e cosmopolita, expressa através da actividade dos seus coros. Num 
pais e numa Europa em crise económica, financeira e política,  irrompia um patriotismo–não 
politico in strictu sensu mas na inovação cultural desta sociedade artística.

   “As questões centrais que têm vindo a interpelar a minha investigação são, em primeiro lugar, 
o que motivou amadores, empresários e profissionais de música a fundarem em 1881 no Porto 
uma “sociedade de instrução musical” e, em segundo lugar, o que os levou a forma-la com a so-
ciedade coral. A hipótese que delas emerge e a de que o contexto europeu daquele período—
coalescente com outros a seguir indicados— ter-se-ia repercutido na formação dos músicos 
profissionais e amadores e nas praticas de execução corais do primeiro período (1881–1909) da 
actividade musical da sociedade Orphéon Portuense em particular.”

301 Morigeration: servility; acquiescence; obedience.
302  Maassen, Hein. Email to Author. 2020. RE: Scan from YSoft SafeQ, June 20, 2020. “The book 

Een muziekgeschiedenis der Nederlanden (A musical history of the Low Countries), edited by 
Louis Peter Grijp and Ignace Bossuyt (2001), states that the history of Dutch nineteenth-cen-
tury male choirs is not yet researched.” Consequently, I must rely on fewer sources more than 
is perhaps normally desirable. 

303  “Het doel van ons gezamenlijk pogen, is zang door vriendschap te verhogen.”
304 Willem Pijper, The Hague, “Toonkunst,” Eaglefield-Hull, A., ed. 1924. A Dictionary of Modern 

Music and Musicians, 496. London: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd. 
305  Reeser, Eduard. 1950. Een Eeuw Nederlandse Muziek. Met 99 Afbeeldingen En 189 Muziekvoor-

beelden (A Century of Dutch Music. With 99 Images And 189 Music Previews). Amsterdam: N. 
V. E,. Querido’s Uitgeversmaatschappij. Interestingly, Reeser states that “The original name 
Liedertafel came in the course of the nineteenth century to be increasingly associated with 
social functions in the Netherlands. To place greater emphasis on their artistic pretensions, 
many Liedertafels changed their names to ‘male choral societies.’”

306 Vos, Josef. “National Art and Local Sociability: Dutch Male Choral Societies in the Nineteenth 
Century.” In LOJ, 111.

307  Pillarisation is the politico-denominational segregation of a society, or the separation of a 
society into groups by religion and associated political beliefs. These societies were “vertically” 
divided into two or more groups known as pillars. The best-known examples of this have 
historically occurred in the Netherlands and Belgium.

308 Vos, 113–114.
309  Schrover, Marlou. “No More than a Keg of Beer: The Coherence of German Immigrant Com-

munities.” In Paths of Integration: Migrants in Western Europe (1880–2004), edited by Lucassen 
Leo, Feldman David, and Oltmer Jochen, 222-38. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 
2006. Accessed June 20, 2020. doi:10.2307/j.ctt45kdns.14.

310  Schrover, Marlou. 2006. ‘Whenever a dozen Germans meet...’German organisations in the 
Netherlands in the nineteenth century. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 32 (5), 847–
864. 32. 10.1080/13691830600704370.

311 Vos, 122–123.
312  Dewilde, Jan. “The Choir Scene in Flemish Belgium in the First Half of the Nineteenth Centu-

ry. The Vlamsch-Duitsch Zangerverbond.” In. LOJ, 130–132.
313  Gregoir, Edouard Georges Jacques. 1879. L’art Musical En Belgique Sous Les Régnes De 

Léopold I & Léopold II. Bruxelles, Paris, Londres: Schott Frères. “Avant 1830, l’enseignement 
de la musique pour le peuple n’était guère prospère, et l’exécution des grandes œuvres laissait 
beaucoup à désirer. 

  “A part l’école royale de musique de M. Roucourt, le Méloplaste de M. Mees , l‘Académie de 
musique de M — Lecamus à Bruxelles…et le cours de solfège de M. Van Syngel à Gand, il n’y 
avait pas d’autre enseignement qu’aux maîtrises d’églises, lesquelles, il s’en faut, ne sont plus 
aussi bien organisées qu’avant la Révolution française. 

  “Pour la musique d’ensemble on comptait dans les grands centres, quelques institutions 
musicales d’une certaine importance; mais sous le rapport de l’exécution, on était loin de la 
supériorité qu’on obtient de nos jours. Les musiciens de tradition manquaient pour rendre 
convenablement les grandes oeuvres lyriques. 

  “Le chant choral était inconnu, et les orchestres dans les villes secondaires étaient fort 
médiocres. La musique dans l’enseignement était pour-ainsi-dire nul, et il était difficile,—nous 
en avons fait l’expérience nous même,—de se procurer un musicien de talent apte à donner 
une instruction solide et rationnelle. 

  “Le solfège, base de tout enseignement régulier et fructueux, était fort négligé, et l’ins-
truction musicale si incomplète, qu’il fallait des années d’études, pour arriver à déchiffrer le 
moindre morceau.”

314  Gregoir, 110–112. “M. François Marneffe, amateur, et peintre d’histoire, décédé en 1878, créa les 
premiers exercices du chant en choeur à Bruxelles en 1820. A Gand, c’est la société Ste. Cécile 
qui, en 1829, fit les premiers essais de chant sans accompagnement, mais l’exécution en général 
était rude et sans nuances déterminées. En 1823, déjà M. E. Nelis, instituteur et organiste, in-
stitua un cercle choral à Zèle, gros village de la Flandre orientale. A Anvers, ce n’est qu’en 1839 
que le chant en choeur sans accompagnement fit son apparition. 

  “La société d’Orphée, d’Anvers, forma une section de chant d’hommes. M. Benoit Isenbaert, 
amateur distingué, en fut le fondateur et directeur. Cette société donna plusieurs beaux con-
certs. 

  “Le premier concours de chant en Belgique eut lieu à Berlaere, en 1834, et fut organisé par 
la société Ste-Cécile. Le concours portait des prix pour l’exécution chorale et des prix pour des 
morceaux à une voix avec accompagnement. Trois sociétés répondirent à l’appel, ce furent 
celle de Zèle, Audeghem et Appels.…Le premier grand concours de chant en Belgique fut or-
ganisé en 1841, par la société Grétry, à Bruxelles, qui attira dix sociétés des villes et douze des 
communes. La Concordia et la Liedertafel d’Aix-la-Chapelle, y prirent part. La dernière obtint 
le premier prix. La famille royale assista à cette fête musicale imposante. Au concours de chant 
organisé, en 1853, par la société d’Orphée de Liège, quarante quatre cercles, dont sept de l’Alle-
magne, figurèrent.

  “De 1832 à 1848, grand nombre de sociétés chorales se forment à Bruxelles, à Gand, a Ter-
monde, à Louvain, à Namur, à Mons, à Verviers, à Tournai, à Anvers, à Liège, à Malines, à 
Bruges, etc.

  “Depuis 1840, une foule de sociétés se sont établies dans toutes les directions du pays, et 
dans les concours, même à l’étranger, on a pu juger de la supériorité d’exécution du chant 
choral en général.…Les Allemands ont les premiers perfectionné les divers systèmes de l’ensei-
gnement musical; c’est à ces hommes éminents que l’art est redevable des meilleurs ouvrages 
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esthétiques sur cette branche, et des bases solides sur lesquels l’enseignement du chant en 
choeur est fondé aujourd’hui.”

315  THYS, 6. “Dès l’année 1817 quelques essais de chant choral pour voix d’hommes et sans accom-
pagnement d’instruments eurent lieu en Belgique. A Courtrai un professeur de musique, feu M. 
P. Vandergbinste père, fit exécuter une série de petits choeurs de ce genre. D’après les renseigne-
ments que nous tenons de cet artiste, une troupe de chanteurs allemands donna lieu à ces pre-
miers tâtonnements.…A Zele, gros bourg de la Flandre orientale, un instituteur, M. Emmanuel 
Nélis, érigea en 1823 un petit cercle chantant, qui se maintint jusqu’en 1826, pour se constituer 
définitivement en société chorale une huitaine d’années après sa première dissolution. Sur les 
programmes des concerts d’harmonie de l’ancienne société de Ste-Cécile à Gand on vit appa-
raître quelques choeurs d’hommes en 1829

  “Cependant ce n’est guère qu’après 1830 que des efforts multipliés furent faits pour l’introduc-
tion en Belgique de la culture du chant choral, par des sociétés d’amateurs. Bruxelles et Gand 
sont les villes qui les premières ont vu couronner de succès ces tentatives. L’ancienne Réunion 
Lyrique de Bruxelles…dirigée par M. Lintermans de 1832 à 1844 et dissoute vers 1847, ouvrit la 
série des sociétés chorales de la capitale. En 1832 Gand vit naître ses deux premiers cercles chan-
tants: l’ancienne Société Grétry…dissoute après une existence décennale, et l’ancienne Société 
de Choeurs.

  “Termonde eut sa Société de Chœurs dès 1834–1835…[et] En 1836 la Société de Chant de 
Verviers se constituait. Tournay vit s’ériger en 1837 sa Société Odéonnienne…et Gand trouva 
un nouveau cercle chantant dans la Société Nourrit. En 1838 on vit s’établir sept réunions 
chorales, savoir: à Gand celle d’Orphée et la Société Musicale; à Liége la Société de Choeurs. à 
Malines la Réunion Lyrique; à Ixelles-lez Bruxelles la Société Vocale; à Termonde les sociétés 
Mélophile-Solo et l’Union.

  “Ensuite furent créées, en 1839, la Société des Concerts du Peuple et la Société Gombert, 
à Bruxelles; la Société chorale des Mélomanes et l’ancienne Société de Polymnie, à Gand; la 
section chorale de la Société d’Orphée à Anvers; l’Orphée, à Liége; la Société de Choeurs de 
l’Orphée, à Liége; la Société de Choeurs de Bruges; les Choeurs à Tongres; Ste-Cécile à Thou-
rout; la Société de Choeurs à Tamise; les Denderzonen à Ninove; les Choeurs à Beaumont; la 
Société Musicale à Boussu;—en 1840, les Amateurs-Choristes à Alost; les Choristes (devenus 
l’année suivante la Société Grétry) à Bruxelles; les Echos Namurois, à Namur; les Amis réunis 
à Waereghem; l’ancienne Société de Chant à Meuleslede;—en 1841 le premier noyau de la 
Section de chœurs de la Grande Harmonie de Bruxelles; la Société Roland de Lattre à Mons; 
la Société d’Euterpe à Gand; les Amateurs-Choristes à Tournay; la Société de Chœurs à Ypres; 
la Société Weber à Lessines; Gautier à Soignies; la Concorde à Lokeren; Apollon à Hamme; la 
Concurrence dans le même Apollon à Hamme; la Concurrence dans le même bourg; les Ama-
teurs Choristes à Wervicq; les Chœurs de Ste - Cécile à Eecloo; les Fontainistes à Dickelvenne.

   “Mais la plupart des localités susmentionnées furent devancées, en matière de chant cho-
ral, par quelques communes rurales de la Flandre orientale; en effet, dès 1834 plusieurs villages 
des environs de Termonde étaient dotés de cercles chantants dus à leur propre initiative. C’est 
ainsi que la Société de Ste-Cécile de Berlaere vit se réunir en ladite année, et à l ‘ occasion d’une 
fête organisée par elle, la Société de la Félicité d’Appels, celle d’Audeghem et les Zangminnaren 
van Sinte-Cécilia de Zele. L’Union de Waesmunster et les Vrais Amis de Vracene commencèrent 
leurs premiers exercices en 1838; la Société Paraphone à Opdorp, Ste-Cécile à Hingene, l’Union 
à Puers (Calfort), les cercles de St-Gilles-lez-Termonde, Liezele, l’aerdegem, Haeltert, Gyseghem, 
Buggenbout, Grimbergen, Opwyck, etc., en 1839.

  “En 1841 le ministère de l’intérieur jugea les sociétés chorales suffisamment importantes pour en 
faire opérer le recensement, dans le but de dresser un tableau statistique indiquant tous les cercles 
de ce genre fondés dans le pays.”

316 Dewilde, 134.
317  Thys, 164. “Sous le nom de festival on désigne en Belgique une fête où un nombre indéterminé 

de sociétés musicales sont réunies pour exécuter des morceaux de chant ou de musique ins-
trumentale. C’est l’équivalent des Musik- ou Liederfeste des Allemands; c’est le contraire des 

concours, toutes les associations participantes, les plus humbles comme les plus brillantes, y 
é tant traitées sur le pied d’une égalité parfaite. L’absence de concurrence, si elle ne surexcite 
pas la curiosité publique, n’éveille pas non plus parmi les exécutants celle fâcheuse rivalité que 
le concours provoque. A ce titre les festivals sont dignes de la sympathie des véritables amis de 
l’art, de ceux qui voient dans la pratique de la musique, non pas un moyen de gloriole, mais un 
des plus nobles délassements auxquels puissent se livrer les hommes, un levier puissant mis au 
service de la civilisation, une récréation supérieure à toute autre et capable d’élever la pensée 
des masses au-dessus des passions brutales.”

318 The policy of Russification of Finland (period of oppression) was a governmental policy of 
the Russian Empire aimed at limiting the special status of the Grand Duchy of Finland and 
possibly the termination of its political autonomy and cultural uniqueness in 1899–1905. The 
two Russification campaigns evoked widespread Finnish resistance, starting with petitions 
and escalating to strikes, passive resistance (including draft resistance) and eventually active 
resistance.

319 PAJ, 15. “Kuorolaulu on ollut mukana Suomen historian merkittävissä tapauksissa. Kuorolaulu 
on myös ollut osa kulttuurisia ja yhteiskunnallisia muutoksia: se on toiminut niin kielipoli-
tiikan kuin isänmaallisen propagandan välineenä. Sortokauden aikana laulujuhlat kiellettiin, 
koska vahva kansallinen tapahtuma koettiin uhkana. Jatkosodan aikana taas moni löysi lau-
lunlahjansa rintamalla, ja asemieskuoroista tuli suosittuja.”

320 PAJ, 16. “Ruotsalaisia emme ole, venäläisiksi emme halua tulla, olkaamme siis suomalaisia!”
321 PAJ, 21–22. “Kieliriitojen ‘toinen näytös’ liittyi ‘Maamme’ laulun esityskieleen. Vielä 1860-lu-

vulla ongelmia laulun kielen suhteen ei ollut, koska vain harvasta laulusta oli käytettävissä 
suomenkielinen käännos. Vuonna 1871 ilmestyi Taavi Hahlin toimittama Ylioppilaslauluja-ko-
koelman ensimmäinen vihko, jossa lähes kaikkiin lauluihin oli liitetty myös suomenkieliset 
sanat, ja esityskieleen liittyvän riidan ainekset olivat valmiit. Osa Akademiska Sångföreninge-
nin seyn omaaneista erosi kuorosta ja perusti 1876 suomenkielisen lauluyhdistyksen Suoma-
lainen Nuija, jonka tehtävänä oli esittää ainoastaan suomenkielisiä lauluja. Suomalaisen Nui-
jan ensimmäisenä johtajana toimi Taavi Hahl. Kuorosta ei kuitenkaan tullut pitkäaikaista, sillä 
jo sillä jo vuonna 1880 kuoron jäsenet liittyivät takaisin Akademiska Sångföreningenin, mikä 
hetkellisesti rauhoitti kielikysymystä. Kieliriitaa kutsuttiin ‘eripuraisuuden kyykäärmeeksi’, ja 
sitä ruokki myös August Ahlqvist-Oksasen runo “Nouse, riennä, Suomen kieli”, jota laulettiin 
Itävallan kansallishymnin ‘Gott erhalte Franz der Kaiser’ sävelmällä.”

322  Tolvanen, Heta. 2013. “Katsottu siel ei miehen mieleen, punnittiin vain lauluaan.” (Looking 
at it was not in the man’s mind, only his singing was weighed.) Bachelor’s thesis, University 
of Helsinki. http://hdl.handle.net/10138/153868 “Ensimmäiset työväen laulu- ja soittokunnat 
syntyivät tehdaskaupunkeihin 1860–1880-luvuilla, samaan aikaan kun Suomen musiikkielämä 
alkoi elää voimakasta nousukautta. Tehtailijat ja edistykselliset porvarit halusivat keksiä juu-
riltaan riuhtaistuille työläisille järkevää ja hyödyllistä vapaa-ajantekemistä, ja musiikkiryhmät 
nähtiin keinona tähän. Tampere oli edelläkävijä: vuonna 1871 kaupungissa oli jo 7 laulukuntaa, 
joista suurin osa työväenkuoroja, ja samoihin aikoihin sinne alkoi ilmaantua myös soitinor-
kestereita. Helsinkiin ensimmäinen ammattikuntakuoro saatiin jo vuonna 1869, ja seuraavina 
vuosikymmeninä niitä syntyi lisää. 

  “Nämä kuorot ja soittokunnat olivat siis lähinnä tehtailijoiden aikaansaannoksia, ja niiden 
tarkoituksena oli työväen sivistäminen ja pitäminen poissa pahoilta teiltä, ei oman kulttuurin 
luominen.”

323  Gestrin, Tryggve. “Suomalainen Mieskuorolaulu 200 Vuotta: 1819-1918. (Finnish Male Choirs 
200 Years: 1819– 1918).” Kangasala Male Singers. Accessed April 23, 2020. https://www.kangas-
alanmieslaulajat.fi/@Bin/253028/ SuomalainenMieskuorolaulu200vuotta_Historiikki_Lyhyt.
pdf. 

324 PAJ, 27. “weisun nuottia ilman mitään maksamatta, joilla vaan on siihen taipumus”
325 A city and municipality on the west coast of Finland.
326  PAJ, 35. “Kesäkuun 17. päivänä 1881 kokoontui Jyväskylään lähes kolmeen sataan nouseva 

laulajien ja soittajien joukko. Pääosan laulajista muodostivat Jyväskylän omat kuorot: semi-
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naarin nais-, mies- ja sekakuoro sekä Jyväskylän Lauluseura. Muualta saapui itse asiassa vain 
yksi kuoro, tirehtööri C. G. Waseniuksen johtama Turun lukkariurkurikoulun mieskuoro. 
Soittajia tuli laulujuhlille yhteensä 22, joista 14 oli Gustav Kockin johtamasta Jyväskylän soit-
tokunnasta, seitsemän Helsingistä ja yksi Jämsästä. Juhlalaulajaisten musiikkiohjelman olivat 
suunnitelleet A. Borenius ja Rikhard Faltin. Kuorojen yhteisesitysten johtajana toimi lehtori 
Hagfors.

  ”Enismmäinen päivä kului yhteisharjoituksiin, jotka pidettiin Hagforsin johdolla semi-
naarirakennuksessa. Hagforsin kerrotaan kesken harjoitusten huutaneen eräälle soittajalle: 
“Väärin, väärin! Sen pitää olla as.” Kun asia tarkistettiin, todettiin Hagforsin olleen oikeassa. 
Juhlalaulajaisten toisen päivän tapahtumiin sisältyivät juhlien avajaiset Harjulla sekä varsi-
nainen päätilaisuus, joka pidettiin seminaarirakennusten ja Jyväsjärven välisessä puistossa, 
nykyisen Lounaspuiston paikalla. Puistoa reunustivat seminaarilaisten istuttamat koivut. 
Soittokunnan kajautettua Porilaisten marssin lauloivat yhteiskuorot Ludwig van Beethove-
nin hymnin “Maailman ääriin soikoon,” jonka jälkeen seurasivat mies-, nais-ja sekakuorojen 
esitykset. Juhlan alkuosa sisälsi isänmaallisia lauluja sekä suomalaisia, virolaisia ja unkarilaisia 
kansanlauluja. Niiden väliin oli sijoitettu kunnallisneuvos Agathon Meurmanin juhlapuhe, 
jota seurasi hengellisten laulujen ohjelma. Juhlan päätteeksi kuorot ja soittokunnat esittivät 
Hagforsin johdolla “Maamme” laulun ja virren “Jumala ompi linnamme. Harjulla sekä var-
sinainen päätilaisuus, joka pidettiin seminaarirakennusten ja Jyväsjärven välisessä puistossa, 
nykyisen Lounaspuiston paikalla.”

327 Sofia Strömgård, “Har Du Någonsin Hört Talas Om Finlands Första Damkör? (Have You Ever 
Heard of Finland’s First Women’s Choir?),” Finlands svenska sång-och musikförbund, 21 Decem-
ber 2020, https://www.fssmf.fi/sv/start/article-131830-76088-har-du-nagonsin-hort-talas-om-
finlands-forsta-damkor. “Dirigenten och kompositören Fredrik Pacius efterlämnade några 
vittnesmål gällande körens nivå, som enligt honom var hög. Även Zachris Topelius och Carl 
Johan Moring, viktiga personer i körkretsarna i Helsingfors, bekräftade körens höga musika-
liska ambitionsnivå. Kompositören Heikki Klemetti och konsthistorikern Emil Nervander har 
också yttrat uppskattande ord om kören.”

328  Herresthal, Harald. “The Nordic World. Scandinavia and Finland.” In GRAZ, 772.
329  Vollsnes, Arvid O., Reidar Sevåg, and Jan-Petter Blom. “Norway.” Grove Music Online. 2001; 

Accessed 23 Apr. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.20101
330 Kyland, Anne Jorunn. “Song in the Service of Politics and the Building of Norway.” In LOJ, 33.
331  Herresthal, 780.
332  “Korbevegelsen (Choral Movement).” Korbevegelsen—Lokalhistoriewiki.no. Accessed April 

24, 2020. https://lokalhistoriewiki.no/wiki/Korbevegelsen.
333 Kyland, 59.
334 Jensen, Niels Martin, Louis K. Christensen, and Svend Nielsen. “Denmark.” Grove Music On-

line. 2001; Accessed 26 Apr. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.07563
335 Adriansen, Inge. 2016. Brug af sange i nationsopbygningen. (Using Songs in Nation-Building). 

Herning: videncenterforsang.dk, 27–28. “I takt med opblomstringen af de nye nationalstater i 
løbet af 1800-tallet skulle folkelig fællessang og fædrelandssange vise sig at blive et yderst virk-
somt middel til at understøtte udviklingen af en særlig nattonal identitet hos befolkningerne, 
og de har spillet en større rolle for den nationale vækkelse og selvforståelse i Danmark end i 
mange andre lande.

“Som de andre nationale symboler er også fædrelandssangene blevet strakt, vendt og drejat 
og brugt til modsatrettede formål. De har været brugt som livskraftige og medrivende sym-
boler på dansk fællesskab, men fædrelandssange kan—i lighed med salmer—ikke bedømmes 
alene ud fra lyriske kvaliteter, og selvom de kan være skrevet ud fra personlige oplevelser, må 
dette ikke kunne spores direkte. En ægte, national fællessang skal kunne synges af hvem som 
helst, og det er afgørende, at sangens “jeg” altid fremtræder som identisk med fællesskabets 
“vi”. Fædrelandssange af denne art er enestående midler til gruppeidentifikation og agitation, 
fordi den syngende kan hensættes til et særligt rum. Rim og rytme og forestillingen om at være 
en del af fællesskabet er med til at skabe tryghed i den syngende og smelter i bevidstheden 

sammen til en enhed, der fremstår som en sandhed.
“Med fremvæksten af dansk identitetsfølelse i begyndelsen af 1800-tallet opstod et behov for 

fædrelandssange. Hidtil havde repertoiret for fællessang gennem 1700-tallet stort set kun be-
stået af salmer og viser af fortællende eller lyrisk art. Der var i det offentlige rum ikke behov for 
anden sangbar lyrik, da der ikke blev sunget fællessange af betydning bortset fra i kirker, skoler 
og københavnske klubber. I 1801, hvor Slaget på Reden den 2. april fremkaldte mange patriotiske 
udtryk, så man imidlertid de første tilløb til tilblivelsen af egentlige fædrelandssange også af 
lyrisk art. Der blev skrevet talrige lejlighedsdigte, især opildnende krigssange udsprunget af den 
aktuelle kamp, men også hyldester til den “livsalige Fred.” I digtene blev der udtrykt forestillinger 
om et patriotisk fællesskab mellem helstatens indbyggere, og nogle af teksterne blev også oversat 
til tysk. Sangene anvendtes ved mindehøjtideligheder eller blev fremført som solosange fra tea-
terscenen i patriotiske forestillinger, og de kunne for en kort tid også høres på gaden. I sangene 
mødtes to begrebsverdener, idet fyrstetroskaben fremstod side om side med den nye borgerdyd, 
der sigtede på at skabe det bedst mulige samfund for alle borgere. Mødet mellem de to verdener 
var ikke uproblematisk, og ingen af de talrige patriotiske hyldester til kongen og helstaten, der 
blomstrede frem i 1801, blev til holdbare fædrelandssange.”

336 “Stor nodesamling fra Studenter-Sangforeningen.” (Large Music Collection from the Stu-
dent-Vocal Association). Det Kongelige Bibliotek (The Royal Library). Accessed June 18, 2020. 
http://www5.kb.dk/da/nb/nyheder/mta/breve2010/1007ssf.html. “Studenter-Sangforeningen 
har siden dens etablering i 1839 stået for noget af de ypperste inden for mandskor i Danmark. 
Koret blev til efter inspiration af studenterkoret i Lund, og allerede fra begyndelsen havde det 
de fremmeste danske komponisters og digteres bevågenhed. Man kan således dårligt nævne en 
dansk komponist fra 1800- eller 1900-tallet, der ikke på et eller andet tidspunkt har været i kon-
takt med koret eller skrevet værker direkte til opførelse af sangforeningen.”

337 Herresthal, 370.
338  Adriansen, Inge, Elsemarie Dam-Jensen, and Lennart S. Madsen, eds. 2011. “Musikliv i Sønder-

jylland” (Musical Life in Southern Jutland). Sønderjylland A-Å. Aabenraa: Historisk Samfund 
for Sønderjylland. “Omkring midten af 1800-tallet kom korsangen, både i danske sang-
foreninger og tyske Liedertafeln til at spille en stor rolle, og i slutningen af 1800-tallet fik den 
folkelige fællessang tag i den dansksindede del af befolkningen. Måske betød ophævelsen af 
stadsmusikvantprivilegierne i 1858 også, at interessen blandt borgerskabet for at dyrke musik 
voksede. I Aabenraa blev der på dette tidspunkt oprettet et harmoniorkester og to sang-
foreninger.”

339  Adriansen, 50. “Et generelt træk ved fællessange er, at de næsten altid har et tema hentet fra et 
af de fire hovedområder: Nationalfølelse, religion, politik og erotik. En sang, der besynger et af 
disse områder og samtidig næsten umærkeligt formår at associere til et eller flere af de øvrige, 
vil have stor gennemslagskraft og levedygtighed.

  “Da deltagerne i grundlovsfesten i 1873 sang slutstrofen, stående på Eremitagesletten under 
Dannebrog med udblik til Dyrehavens nyudsprungene bøgetræer, kunne de opleve en næsten 
naturgroet enhed af fædreland, flag, nationaldag, folkestyre—og Vorherre selv, der altid har 
stået sit danske folk bi:

  “Men end er der sang i skoven, / højt bølger det røde flag; / end er der en Gud foroven, / der råder 
for Danmarks sag.”

340 Rudolf Kjellén, Sångarfärden till Paris 1900: På Sångkörens Uppdrag Skildrad [Singing Journey 
to Paris 1900: The Choir’s Mission Described] (Göteborg: Wettergren & Kerber, 1901). In Leif 
Jonsson, Ljusets Riddarvakt: 1800-Talets Studentsång Utövad Som Offentlig Samhällskonst 
[Guardians of Enlightenment: Nineteenth-Century Student Songs as a Form of “Public Art” in 
Swedish Society] (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitet, 1990), 369. “Studenter, Sångare och Svenskar 
var nationalisten Kjelléns ‘oslagbara treklang,’ sammansatt efter det ‘naturliga urvalet.’ Det var 
alltigenom ‘män av samma anda,’ något som ytterligare höjde sångens patriotiska kvaliteter. 
De ‘tvänne tempel’ som man tjänade var fosterlandet och sången—de ‘heligaste som finnas 
näst Guds eget.’”

341  Jonsson, Leif, Ann-Marie Nilsson, and Greger Andersson, eds. 1994. Musiken i Sverige. Vol. 3: 
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“Den nationella identiteten 1810–1920.” Stockholm: Fischer, 272–75. “Körsången a cappella 
var under denna period nästan fullkomligt syno nym med studentsången i Uppsala och Lund. 
Vad som för hundra år framöver kom att utgöra stommen i manskörsången a cappella tillkom 
här under den relativt begränsade perioden från början av 1800-talet och fram till och med 
1850-talet.

  “Den egentliga studentsångrepertoaren sträckte sig från det heroiskt patriotiska området 
till den idyllisktlyriska vårsången och från romantisk naturmystik till backanaliskt-humor-
istisk dryckesvisa. Sammantaget korresponderar detta med studentsångens funktioner: pa-
triotisk marsch, vårsång, serenad och fest. Allt detta kan sägas falla tillbaka på en studentro-
mantisk våg från 1840-talet som yttrade sig i en systema tisk tematisering av studentsången. 
Den inbegrep såväl unga studenters förväntningar på studentlivet som äldre, förborgerligade 
akademi kers sentimentala ungdomsminnen.

  “Man kan se en rad utommusikaliska orsaker till studentsångens senare stora genomslag i 
samhället. Studentsångarna var besjälade av en idealistisk musikupp fattning, grundad på det 
akademiska bildningsidealet. Detta parades mot 1800-talets slut med en överlägsenhetstan-
ke, karaktäristisk för det storsvenska sekel skiftet. Enligt Rudolf Kjellén—konservativ politiker 
och chefsideolog och själv studentsångare—rörde det sig om en oslagbar »treklang» av stu-
denter, sångare och svenskar. De »tvänne tempel» som de tjänade var de »heligaste som finnas 
näst Guds eget: fosterlandets och sångens».

  “Jacob Axel Josephson—en av de centrala gestalterna i den s.k. Uppsalakretsen—blev efter 
flera utlandsresor, då han också i Rom kom i kontakt med den »stränga» sakrala komposi-
tionstekniken, och efter studier i Leipzig (för Gade och Hauptmann), direktor musices i Up-
psala år 1849. Samma år grundade han Filharmoniska sällskapet, ur vilket kammarkören Lilla 
sällskapet (6 herrar, 6 da mer) utkristalliserade sig. 1854 blev han ledare för det nygrundades 
sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar. Han föreläste också i musikhistoria vid universitetet och blev 
dessutom 1864 även stadens domkyrkoorganist.

  “Fram till 1840-talet stärktes studentsångens offentliga ställning både i Uppsala och Lund. 
Höjdpunkten kom med de studentskandinavis tiska mötena på 1840-talet. Härvidlag gick Lun-
dastudenterna i brä schen genom en rad möten med Köpenhamns studenter och genom Otto 
Lindblads körtonsättningar. Från denna tid härstammar också »Trapp-marschen» i Uppsala. 
Det blev tradition att avsluta alla offentli ga konserter i Carolinasalen med att kören långsamt 
tågade nedför det ekande trapphuset till Haeffners Lejonriddarne. 

  “Studentradikalismen kulminerade år 1848. De naivt glada deklara tionerna om studentens 
ljusbringande mission underströks särskilt ge nom poeten Johan Nybom, som år 1848 svarade 
för lyriken till Gunnar Wennerbergs Så säga Sveriges studenter, Trum-marsch och Stå stark 
du ljusets riddarvakt. Under 1800-talets första hälft skrevs också en rad studentsånger som 
utmålade själva studentlivet i rosenröda färger. Genrens veritabla höjdpunkt kom med prins 
Gustafs Sjung om stu dentens lyckliga dag, där den glada och ljusa stu dentuppfattning som 
behärskade seklets mitt kom till uttryck.”

342  Håkanson, Ragnar. 2020. Vi som aldrig sjunger på sista versen. Den svenska kyrkokörens his-
toria. Wessmans Musikförlag AB, Visby. “Med sitt tyska ursprung hade han säkert inspire-
rats av de manliga sällskap som i 1800-talets början hade bildats i Tyskland under begreppet 
Liedertafel. På liedertafeln kombinerades stämsång, ofta inspirerade av patriotiska rörelser i 
tiden, med intagandet av öl eller andra starka drycker.

  “C. J. O. Laurin skriver 1842 de första stadgarna för Allmänna sången i Uppsala där man 
kan läsa att avsikten är att man skall få en »varaktig« studentsång med fokus på de »Svenska 
National-Sångerna, [samt] firandet af de för hvarje Svensk medborgare dyrbara Fosterländs-
ka Minnen…«. Enligt stadgarna kostade medlemskap 16 skilling banco. Om man uteblev 
från körövning fick man böta 8 skillingar banco. Liknande straff skulle utmätas om man var 
oaktsam om föreningens noter. Det visade sig dock att varken några avgifter eller straffavgifter 
någonsin krävdes in av föreningen.

  “Denna resa har beskrivits som stilbildande och »inledningen på en ny tideräkning för 
studentsången«. Med 99 svenska manskörssångare, huvudsakligen från Uppsala tog den från 

Uppsala och Lund sammansatta kören hem första pris, »prix d’excellence unique« i en av Pa-
risutställningen anordnad körtävling. Hemresan efter denna seger påminner om segeryran 
när vår tids idrottshjältar återvänder till fosterlandet.”

343 Håkanson. “Efter förebild från Tyskland bildas i så gott som varje svensk stad under hela 
1800-talet mer eller mindre slutna musikaliska sällskap. Deras huvudsakliga syfte var att 
samla amatörer för att musicera både instrumentalt och med körsång. Under någon kunnig 
och entusiastisk musiker, kanske regementsmusiker eller organist i kyrkan skulle man öva in 
större verk för kör och orkester. De musikaliska sällskapen är uteslutande en urban företeelse. 
Medlemmarna rekryterades inom societeten, en societet som allt fler från en växande urban 
medelklass, ett borgerskap, fick tillträde till.

  “Namnen på dessa sammanslutningar kunde vara »Musikaliska sällskapet«, »Harmoniska 
sällskapet« eller »Filharmoniska sällskapet«. Namn som »Musikaliska övningssällskapet« el-
ler »Sångsällskapet« förekom också. Sällskapens körer hade ofta över 100 sångare, både män 
och kvinnor. I dessa körer sjöngs blandad kör, manskör eller damkör, alltefter de krav som 
repertoaren ställde.”

344 Håkanson. “Kören skall sprida föreningens budskap och därmed intressera fler för föreningen. 
Kören skall dessutom öka trevnaden vid föreningens möten och sist men inte minst bidra till 
kulturellt förädlande hos arbetarna”

345   Håkanson. “Typografiska föreningens kör från 1846 brukar anges som arbetarrörelsens första 
kör. Därmed är den förmodligen också den första folkrörelseanknutna kören. Typografiska 
föreningen var en yrkesförening, alltså inte en fackförening i klassisk mening. Föreningens 
syfte var att måna om »de lägre ställda arbetarna«. Bohman beskriver typograferna som en 
»hantverksmässig arbetararistokrati«. Den första lönerörelse som föreningen driver sker 
nästan 30 år efter grundandet. Omsorgen om arbetarna skulle utövas genom att man ägnade 
sig åt kulturell verksamhet där läsning och sång nämns redan i den andra paragrafen i de förs-
ta stadgarna. Det står inte uttryckligen att sång betydde körsång, men det framkommer i § 10 
att det rörde sig om övning i sång, vilket torde betyda att man bildade en kör. Årsberättelsen 
från 1869 bekräftar hur viktig sångkören ansågs, då den räknas upp som en av de nödvändiga 
förutsättningarna för föreningens bildande. I 80-årsskriften kan man läsa:

   “…sångkören [var] det centrum, kring vilket hela föreningen rörde sig […] arbetade 
sig Typografiska föreningens sångkör så småningom upp till att bliva den förnämsta ar-
betaresångkören i landet. 

  “Stadgarna stipulerade också att sångövningen skulle skötas av en avlönad sånglärare. Vi-
dare stadgas att typografiska föreningen skulle verka för nykterhet. För detta ansågs körsång 
vara ett verksamt medel.”

346 Håkanson. “Körsången representerade ju dessutom sedan seklets början en verksamhet i so-
cietetens salonger och inom studentvärlden, världar som för många av väckelserörelsernas mil-
jöer representerade något främmande. Hans Bernskiöld nämner i sin avhandling »Sjung av hjär-
tat sjung« (1986) att körsångare kunde få höra att det var syndigt att sjunga i stämmor och »för 
varje musikdirektör som anställts ler djävulen«. I Västra Ämtervik i Värmland lades kören ner på 
grund av att det ansågs högmodigt att sjunga i stämmor. I Norrköping kallades den första kören 
i missionsförsamlingen lite föraktfullt för »teatersällskapet«. I Betlehemskyrkan i Göteborg krä-
vdes styrelsebeslut för att kören skulle få uppträda. Körsången ansåg på många håll »uttränga« 
psalmsången. Att sjunga mer komplicerade körsatser t.ex. av J.S. Bach var otänkbart, det ansågs 
för »högkyrkligt«. Körkonserter var i flera församlingar inte accepterat. Beteckningen »Konsert« 
ansågs förmäten. Kören kunde då istället arrangera »sångtillställningar«.”

347  Pfeil, Hienrich, ed. 1863. “Ziffern Oder Noten?” Die Sängerhalle, allgemeine deutsche Gesangv-
ereins-Zeitung für das In- und Ausland, 67–68. “Ziffern oder Noten? Erwiderung, und ein neues 
Notensystem. “so langen, als die ganzen; z. B.;
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 = c, d, es, oder d, e, f.
“Pausen sind leere Stellen, welche 

durch senkrechte Striche, deren Entfer-
nung von einander ihre Geltung angiebt, 
begrenzt werden, z. B.: 

  bedeutet eine zweitheilige 
Dauer eines Tones und eine einteilige 
Pause, oder  

  zwei Theile Pause und 
einen Theil Ton,

 zwei Theile Ton und zwei 
Theile Pause,

  eine ganze Taktpause.
“Die Taktbezeichnungen beschränken 

sich bloß auf die Ziffern 8, 4, 3, 2, 6 u. und 
bedeuten 8= 4= 3= 2= 6theiligen Takt.

“Bei figurierten Stücken schreibt man 
die Noten in noch einoder auch zweimal 
so langem Zeitmaße, so daß Sechszehn-
tel als Achtel, diese als Viertel und diese 
als Zweiviertelsnoten u. geschrieben 
werden. Triolen bezeichnet man, wie bei 
den Noten, durch eine darüber beschrie-
bene 3.

“Die Verbindung verschiedener Töne 
wird durch die schlechten Striche, das 
Abstoßen aber durch Weglassung der-
selben angedeutet, z. B so langen, als die 
ganzen; z. B.;

“Das absetzen eines und desselben Tones 
bezeichnet man dadurch, daß man die wa-
gerechten Striche mit einander verbindet, z. B.

U2
“Taktstriche werden wie bei den Noten 

gemacht. 
“Die Entfernung der Töne deutet man 

dadurch an, daß man schwache Querstriche, 
von der Entfernung der auszulassenden Ton-
stufen, durch die senkrechten Striche macht, 
z. B.:

c coder

f
g

“Nicht nöthig, aber doch erleichternd ist es, 
wenn ein Stück mit der Terz oder Quinte des 
Hauptaccords beginnt, den Grundton darunt-
er zu schreiben, z. B.:

c coder

e
g

“Um zu zeigen, wie sich diese Noteten-
schrift in ihrer praktischen Anwendung 
ausnimmt, will ich die Tonleiter und zwei 
Gesänge herschreiben.

Chorale

Wach auf, mein Herz, und   sin  -  -  -  ge,  dem   Schöpfer  al - - ler 

4

Menschen treu - em Hü  -   ter.

Din  -  ge, dem  Ge - ber  al - ler    Gii  -  ter,  der

O   du  fröhli-che,  o   du   se-li-ge, gna - ben - bringende

4

Weihnachtszeit    Welt ging verlo - ren, Christ ward ge-boren,

freue dich, freue dich, o Christen-heit.

Wake up, my heart, and sing, the creator of all things, the giver of all 
goods, the loyal guardian of man.
   O you happy, o you blessed, gracious Christmas season. World was 
lost, Christ was born, rejoice, rejoice, O Christianity.

“Beim Anfang einer neuen Zeile muß man ein-
en Taktstrich machen und an diesem die Höhe 
der letzten Note in der vorigen Zeile markiren’; 
auch kommt nicht so sehr viel auf die richtige 
Länge der wagerechten Strichelchen richtig 
gemacht sind. Die Tonstriche, welche auf eine 

Silbe kommen, müssen durch das genaue 
Untersetzen des Wertes, noch andeuten, 

daß auf jede Silbe ein Ton komme, so kann man 
auch diese senkrechten Striche (Höhenstriche) 
weglassen.

“Ein besonderer Vorzug der von mir angege-
benen Tonbezeichnung, den weder Ziffern noch 
Noten besitzen, besteht darin, daß man gar 
keine Verfetzungszeichen braucht, indem jede 

Tonentfernung durch die senkrechten Striche 
(Höhenstriche) auf’s Anschaulichste angege-
ben wird.
“Ich habe diese Art der Tonbezeichnung beim 

Beginn eines neuen Gesangcursus immer ang-
ewandt, 

1. zum das gleichmäßige Forttönen,
2. die Höhe und Tiefe und
3.  die Dauer der Tone anschaulich zu machen.

“Sollte diese von mir erfundene Notenschrift 
die Aufmerksamkeit Sachkundiger auf sich zei-
hen, so würde es mich sehr freuen, wenn diese 
etwaige Verbesserungen veröffentlichen oder 
mir mittheilen wollten.

“Uebrigens bin ich weit entfernt zu glauben, 
daß die von mir angegebene Tonbezeichnung 
die Notenschrift verdrängen werde, denn die 
letztere hat sich mit ihren Ringen, Punkten und 
Strichen in die Augen und Herzen der Musiker 

allzufest eingelebt, als daß sie durch irgend et-
was daraus entfernt werden könnte; aber deß 
bin ich überzeugt, daß meine Notenschrift ein, 
mehr als die Ziffern bietendes Anschauungsmit-
tel der Tonverhältnisse, namentlich beim Gesa-
ngunterrichte ist.

Löbau
 —H. A. Klose.”
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Hearts are close to hearing each other, When the voices have fraternized.
348

—Pierre-Jean de Béranger to Louis Bocquillon, known
as Wilhem or Bocquillon-Wilhem, 1863

Figure 4.1. Christian Wilhelm Allers: Probe im Marine-Offiziers-Gesangsverein 
„Heulboje“ (Rehearsal of the Naval Officers Pop Singing Group). Halftone-photo 
engraving after a drawing, from the series: Unsere Marine (Our Navy), 1891. (Bre-
slau: C. T. Wiskott, 1891). [Source: Berlin, Sammlung Archiv für Kunst und Ges-
chichte. © akg-images / WHA / World History Archive, used with permission.]
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societal norms by performing in public and occasionally joining the 
men in the Finnish Akademien to perform SATB works. Hahl and 
her compatriots were the exception, though; men still dominated the 
movement. Nevertheless, Hahl and her singing sisters smashed through 
the gender barrier decades before other countries had female or mixed 
SATB singing societies

In Sweden, disgruntled students fomented a singing movement that 
rapidly spread to the rest of Scandinavia. These associations proved 
so politically threatening that unnerved monarchs banned them from 
singing in public; they sang anyway. Theirs was just one part of a larger 
political movement that inexorably led to the creation of democratic 
republics throughout Europe. Not every singing society was so overtly 
political: many existed purely for the benefit and pleasure of factory 
workers and manual laborers. Emphasizing the social aspect of choral 
singing, rehearsals routinely decamped to the nearest tavern, where 
friendships were formed and revelry enhanced by the copious con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages. 

Whatever their impetus or extra-musical activities, the rapid growth 
of the choral singing movement led to the creation of singing festivals 
and competitions, where dozens of ensembles and thousands of singers 
gathered for conviviality and the exchange of ideas. Competition could 
be fierce, but—with the possible exception of Welsh miners—usually 
managed to remain friendly. These congresses published reports full 
of helpful statistics and lists of repertoire that give modern readers 
a detailed view of how choral singing was organized as well as how 
the entire movement, known by such names as Singverein, Liedertafel, 
Männerchor or Orphéon, affected society.

By the end of the 1800s, the makeup of amateur choruses was no 
longer limited to men; as odd as it might seem, in a a hyper-masculine 
society such as Wales, women and children had their own Liedertafeln. 
In every corner of Europe and the United States, once women had 
the freedom to sing in public, the strictures against singing in church 
also began to fall. It was a time when Catholic cathedrals generally 
maintained choirs with boy trebles, and in Great Britain, the church 

There is a monstrous amount of information in this book. One hun-
dred years is a long time, and continental Europe and North America 

are vast territories. Now, let us attempt to stitch all the dissimilar threads 
we discussed individually into one comprehensible panorama.

In twenty-first century American culture, singing, whether solo or 
ensemble, is considered unfashionable by many; in some quarters of 
society men who sing are stigmatized, often labeled effeminate and 
subjected to homophobic slurs. Europeans might be more accepting and 
less judgmental, but there is no denying the fact that singing is a great 
deal less popular in Western societies today than it was in the 1800s. 

Germany, where the entire community choral movement originat-
ed, proved to be especially fertile ground for the many choral societies 
that were planted by industrious men. Most every village and small 
town had its own singing group, which were known generally as 
Männergesangverein; and, as the name suggests, these were limited to 
adult males. Given the political upheavals that took place throughout 
Europe—monarchies overthrown, constitutions ratified then discard-
ed, dictators crowned then exiled—it is not surprising that many sing-
ing societies held political views. 

Just as today, there were sharp differences in social and political 
values between major metropolitan areas and smaller rural towns; the 
Männergesangvereine in more populous cities such as Berlin, Leipzig and 
Frankfurt leaned left in their views, while smaller choruses were gener-
ally pro-monarchy and favored retaining the social status quo.

The creation of community singing societies sometimes had unex-
pected ramifications. In Italy, for instance, opera had for so long 
dominated public musical culture that providing ordinary people the 
opportunity to sing in community ensembles caused a major societal 
shift. And, just like their German counterparts, Italian singing societies 
frequently had political views that were in keeping with the widespread 
political movement—the Risorgimento or “Rising Again”—meant to cre-
ate a unified Italian state.

In Finland, Thérèse Hahl formed the first female choir in 1864 and 
called it Vår Föreningen (Our Association); those seven women defied 
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The grandfathers of choral methods, Hans Georg Nägeli, Michael 
Traugott Pfeiffer and Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi invented the tem-
plate upon which many other treatises were created. Although hardly 
remembered today, Pestalozzi, in particular, espoused educational 
philosophies—rejecting corporal punishment, avoiding rote memori-
zation and too much bookishness—that were ahead of their time and 
which greatly influenced Pfeiffer, and then Nägeli. Pestalozzi’s insights 
were foundational in establishing principles of music education that 
are still used today. Their combined contributions to the body of music 
educational literature, combined with their forward thinking regarding 
the well being of children and adolescents in general, make them wor-
thy of remembrance.

The authors included were also selected to represent as much of 
Europe and the United States as possible. Some geographical regions 
had fewer choices: Carl Abraham Mankell, for instance, was the lone 
Scandinavian, and Laure Eiffel Collin the only female author found. 
On the surface, some choices might seem odd: Laurent de Rillé hardly 
includes any choral exercises whatsoever in his method; due to the 
unprecedented expansion of the Orphéonic movement in France, he 
focused instead on the mechanics of launching a community-based 
organization. The detailed instructions in his treatise might seem 
self-evident to twenty-first choral professionals; however, in nine-
teenth-century France, a group of men who wanted to establish an 
Orphéon in Toulouse, for example, needed a manual that outlined the 
steps required to do so. 

Andreas Rützel’s treatise impresses by his imagination, which com-
pelled him to compose novel, clever musical exercises; there is much for a 
modern choral conductor—or pedagogue—to learn from his approach-
es. Many of us look for interesting vocal warmups that improve our 
singers’ sight-reading ability as well as their vocal production. In many 
ways, his three-volume compendium, authored while instructing boys 
in a Catholic Latin school in the provincial German town of Kitzingen, 
is among the most remarkable of all such works. Rützel covers an array 
of topics, presenting inventive ways of overcoming vocal and educa-

of England also kept professional men and boys choirs in the collegiate 
chapels of such universities as Oxford and Cambridge.

Yet, perhaps the most far-reaching ramification of the entire ama-
teur singing movement was the introduction of music education into 
public school curricula. Vocal music, which was always taught along-
side note reading and rhythmic exercises, planted in those youngsters 
the seeds of music appreciation that sustained the community choral 
movement; the simultaneous creation of future audiences for orches-
tras and other performing ensembles was an added benefit. The rapidly 
burgeoning community singing movement, as well as the introduction 
of singing and music education into public schools, meant there was 
an immediate need for pedagogical materials; consequently, an entire 
genre—choral methods and singing treatises—was born.

In 1791, when the first TTBB choir was formed in Berlin, there were 
no such books because no need existed. Initially, the compositional 
process was situational: conductors wrote what was needed for their 
singers. For instance, when Hans Nägeli started the Zürcherischen 
Singinstituts in 1805, he created the need for a comprehensive musical 
primer that also contained TTBB repertoire; so, Nägeli and Pffeifer 
invented just such a volume. Composers, conductors and educators 
produced these books as the need arose; and as new amateur choruses 
were founded, a viable market was created.

Not every method discussed herein is written for choruses: some are 
meant for individual instruction. These were selected to represent geo-
graphical areas other than German- and French-speaking Europe, and 
to include as much of the century as possible. Since many choral pro-
fessionals also have a public school music education background, a few 
instructional treatises are included—if only to review their pedagogical 
approaches and learn from their vocal exercises. Exposure to how Laure 
Eiffel Collin, for instance, taught her pupils the fundamentals of music 
literacy—while simultaneously training them to sing in a healthful 
manner—could be instructive to the hundreds of undergraduate vocal 
music education, and graduate choral conducting majors, enrolled in 
collegiate choral programs throughout the United States.
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focusing their eyes on small letters, so his workbooks for students have 
outsized alphabetical and numerical characters and his illustrations 
are clear and unambiguous. His eldest son, William, was a celebrated 
pianist who traveled to Europe and was the first American pupil of 
Liszt; furthermore, Mason’s younger son, Henry, was a co-founder of 
the piano manufacturing company Mason & Hamlin. While some of 
his drawings look cartoonish to modern eyes, with their exaggerated 
proportions, we must remember that Mason and his counterparts 
worldwide had few, if any, models upon which to base their work. 

The prize for disseminating the gospel of choral singing to the larg-
est number of people must surely go to Joseph Mainzer. His primary 
treatise—Singing for the Million—was not so-named for nothing. After 
abandoning his priestly robes for the podium, Mainzer made his way 
around Europe, eventually settling in Great Britain. He considered 
music to be a “national property,” and the basis of his method was 
“fixed do” solfege, which he himself proved could be successful; and, in 
both England and Scotland, he regularly hosted eager crowds of sing-
ing novitiates that frequently numbered in the thousands. More than 
any other single individual, Mainzer introduced choral singing to more 
people than anyone else with his populist singing publications and 
mass singing classes.

Notwithstanding the previous seven paragraphs, the granddaddy of 
all nineteenth-century choral pedagogues was undoubtedly François-
Joseph Fétis, whose Traité du chant en choeur is a masterpiece of meth-
odology. It is a shame that this seminal work is virtually unknown 
today; the graded exercises alone will transform a mediocre choir into 
an excellent one. Alas, since Fétis composes with tenor clef, the Traité 
is of little use to modern conductors and singers in its original format; 
accordingly, since his work is unavailable in English or with modern 
clefs, including most of the Traité in this volume seemed both right and 
proper. (His choral exercises in Grand Staff with piano reduction are 
available online.)

 An upswell of populism in the nineteenth century led to the cre-
ation of choral ensembles by a trio of visionary German musicians who 

tional challenges; his vast knowledge of vocal pedagogy was built on 
the empirical evidence gathered during his nearly forty-year tenure in 
the classroom. Finally, simply having the wherewithal to publish such 
an expansive multiple-volume opus—with limited readership and little 
chance of recovering costs—is truly astounding.

In England, the Reverend John Curwen and John Pyke Hullah 
created teaching materials with intricately drawn illustrations that 
were suitable for children as well as the adults who wanted to better 
themselves by learning the fundamentals of music literacy. Playing an 
instrument or being able to sing was fashionable in Victorian London; 
their combined efforts, which were in every way considerable, were 
welcomed by school teachers, choral conductors and church musicians. 
That Curwen’s adaptation of Sarah Anna Glover’s pioneering handsigns 
became the basis for the groundbreaking elementary music pedagogical 
work of twentieth-century Hungarian composer Zoltan Kodály testifies 
to the ongoing legacy of both Curwen and Hullah.

Another Brit who made a considerable mark was Vincent Novello. 
Before he founded the great publishing house that bears his name, he 
studied singing and was a professional chorister. In 1811, he produced 
an arrangement of two folio volumes of a Selection of Sacred Music as 
performed at the Royal Portuguese Chapel. Novello displayed much judg-
ment, taste, learning, and industry in this work; furthermore, he himself 
paid for the expenses of engraving and printing the volumes. This pub-
lishing experiment laid the foundation of the great publishing house of 
Novello & Co.349 One of Novello’s more significant contributions to the 
choral singing movement in Great Britain was the mass popularization 
of printed choral octavos, which brought down cost, making choral 
singing affordable to the men and women who longed to sing in public.

Lowell Mason was to American public school music education what 
Nägeli, Pfeiffer and Pestalozzi were to German-speaking Europe. Boston 
Public Schools invented the position of Superintendent of Music for 
Mason, and his many pedagogical works evidence both his work ethic 
as well as his lasting influence on future generations of music educators. 
Mason recognized that young children can sometimes have difficulty 
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could be used in rehearsals and performances to teach fundamentals 
of musicianship, the physiology of singing and perhaps a few pieces for 
early public performances. Once vocal music became part of the public/
private school curriculum, even more composers and authors contribut-
ed to the body of choral methodology that was being built. Based on the 
evidence contained in this volume, it is safe to conclude that virtually 
every community-based symphonic or LGTBQ chorus—as well as many 
others—along with modern choral method texts and music instruction 
books, have their genesis in the first decades of the 1800s.

More than anything else, the history of choral singing in the nine-
teenth century is about expansion: from country to country, Old World 
to New; from saloons and taverns to rehearsal rooms and performance 
spaces; from privileged élites and churchmen to rural farmers with 
hands calloused from the threshing of wheat and urban working stiffs 
covered with machinist grease; from males to females and old to young; 
from concert halls to public school classrooms; and from one century 
to the next. Choral singing was the medium that freed the minds and 
worldviews of millions of men, women and children. It was not the 
means to an end; rather, the means—communal choral singing—quite 
literally created its own end: musical literacy, improved education, 
political gains, sheer enjoyment and personal satisfaction for every 
singer, everywhere.

believed that singing could enhance the lives of ordinary men. Once 
the first seed was planted in Berlin, the movement grew like kudzu—
extending branches throughout the German-speaking world, then on 
to England, France, the remainder of Europe, Scandinavia and North 
America.   

Choral singing in the nineteenth century stretches across geograph-
ical boundaries; it is indifferent to political ideologies, age, gender, 
nationality, social standing, economic status and educational back-
ground. If we take anything away from this historical survey, it is this: 
choral singing is beneficial to almost everyone. It is not dead; rather, it 
is eclipsed by the torrential onslaught of digital information we receive 
nonstop via computers, televisions, game consoles and phones. 

Let us not imagine that establishing singing societies in the back-
woods of Germany was easy; the people who built the edifice that we 
still revere worked exceedingly hard to invent and disseminate what 
we today take for granted. The future of choral music in the Western 
World is unknown, of course; still, there is reason to be hopeful. There 
are robust national and international choral organizations that provide 
services and professional frameworks to aid conductors, educators and 
administrative personnel alike. Choral music education is a fixture 
in public (and private) schools—from kindergarten through graduate 
school; and a lively network of community choruses of astonishing 
diversity and mission offers amateur singers opportunities to perform 
virtually every type of choral music—from choruses taken from the 
plays of Sophocles to unaccompanied pieces by lesser known Romantic 
composers to experimental works by persons who are not yet born. 
Considering the state of our world, the women and men discussed in 
this book would surely be pleased with us—their musical offspring.

P lainly there is an inextricable link between singing societies and 
choral treatises. Before the first choral ensembles were formed in the 

1780-90s, the need for choral treatises, or methods, or music instruction 
primers—the name is unimportant—did not exist. The founders of com-
munity singing societies relied on the authors to produce a volume that 
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ENDNOTES

348  Pierre Béranger to Louis Bocquillon, known as Wilhem or Bocquillon-Wilhem. Almanach 
des orphéons et des sociétés Instrumentales…1re année, 1863. Paris: Pagnerre, Libraire-Éditeur, 
16–17. [Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Littérature et art, V-25478.] 
“Les cœurs sont bien près de s’entendre, Quand les voix ont fraternise.”

349 Robin Humphrey Legge, “Novello, Alfred,” in Dictionary of National Biography, ed. Sidney 
Lee, George Smith, and Leslie Stephen (London: Smith, Elder & Co, 1890), pp. 241-243.
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A

Abschied  233, 234
Charles Acton [1914–1999]  264, 380
African-American  198, 280–282, 284, 303
African Methodist Episcopal Church  284, 

285–286
August Ahlqvist-Oksanen [1826–1889]  345
Durante di Alighiero degli Alighieri, known 

as Dante [1265–1321]  385
Akademiska Sångföreningen  347–348
Allegemeines deutsches Sängerfest  224
Rev. Richard Allen [1760–1831]   284, 286
Allmänna sången (The Public Singing Soci-

ety)  366, 394
Amsterdam Toonkunstkoor  328
Antwerp  335, 340
Anvil Chorus  298–299
João Arroyo [1861–1930]  316, 322
Austria  236

B

Johann Sebastian Bach [1685–1750]  47, 103, 
200, 204, 206, 228, 236, 279, 362, 
370, 382

Basel  229. 231, 378
Ludwig van Beethoven [1770–1827]  28, 123, 

225, 230, 266, 278, 306, 320–322, 
350, 383, 409

Johan Diderik Behrens [1820–1890]  
356–357

Belfast Choral Society  262
Belgium  90, 115, 168–169, 179, 263, 327, 

334–335, 338–340, 343–344, 388
Alexander Graham Bell  [1847–1922]  208, 

384
Pierre-Jean de Béranger [1780–1857] 276, 

410
Bergedtofer Liedertafel  335
Hector Berlioz [1803–1869]  51, 112, 115, 169, 

225, 378
Bern  226–228, 236, 378, 408, 411
Berne Conservatoire  226
Birmingham  35, 217, 239

Johann Jakob Bodmer [1698–1783]  30
Napoléon Bonaparte [1769–1821]  268, 270
Boston Music Academy  85. See also Lowell 

Mason.
Boston Superintendent of Public School 

Music  85. See also Lowell Mason.
Raimondo Boucheron [1800–1876]  305
Johannes Brahms [1833–1897]  204, 206, 

209, 212, 216, 228, 260, 411
Breitkopf & Härtel  208, 239, 409, 411
Clive Brown [b. 1946]  409
Max Bruch [1838–1920]  228
Brussels  41, 114, 165, 169, 179, 246, 335, 340
Hans von Bülow [1830–1894]  412
Charles Burney [1726–1814]  407

C

Cäcilienverein  217, 228–229, 236–237, 378
Camões  316, 385–386
Canada  276–279, 302–303, 372, 381–382
John Carter [1832–1916] 278
Gustaf Cederhvarf  [1834–1894] 347
Eugène-Jean-Antoine Chanat [18??–1888]  

55–57, 59
 Guide musical de l’instituteur, 

ou Recueil de Solfèges, Exercices, 
choeurs Messes, Motets etc. (Musical 
Guide for the Teacher, or Collection 
of Solfèges, Exercises, Choir Masses)

Charleston Slave Market  283
Luigi Cherubini [1760–1842] 138, 228
Children of Peace  277, 381
Frédéric François Chopin [1810–1849] 378
Choral Societies  47, 100, 171, 199–200, 

203–204, 209, 217, 219, 226, 
238–239, 250, 254, 257–258, 262, 
267–268, 270, 277–278, 302, 
307–310, 312, 317, 328–329, 333, 340, 
344, 354, 368, 380, 388, 409

Alexandre-Étienne Choron [1771–1834] 271
Christiana  357 See also Oslo.
F. Melius Christiansen [1871–1955]  371, 413 

Olaf Christiansen  [1901–1984]
Paul Christiansen [1914–1997]
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Freemason’s Singing Association  355
Franz Joseph Frölich [1793–1880]  227, 377

Vollständige Theoretisch-pracktische 
Musikschule [Complete Theoreti-
cal-Practical Music School]

Chancellor Klemens Wenzel Lothar Fürst 
[1773–1859]  221

G

Niels W. Gade [1827–1890]  228, 362, 393
Baldassarre Gamucci [1822–1892]  303–306, 

308
Manuel Garcia, II [1805–1906]  409
Imeida Garrett [1799–1854]  314, 323
Gazzetta musicale di Milano  305
Gazzetta Piemontese  306, 383–384
Germany  34, 36–37, 41, 46, 165, 201, 

204–205, 208–210, 214–215, 
217–219, 221–222, 236–239, 248, 
259, 271, 274, 279, 290, 304–305, 
307, 310, 313, 328, 331–333, 343, 346, 
362, 366–367, 372–373, 382

Gesangverein  215, 236–237, 243, 291, 375, 377
François-Auguste Gevaert [1828–1908]  111, 

114
Gewandhaus  203
Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore [1829–1892]  

298–300
Glasgow  42, 256–257

Glasgow Amateur Musical Society  
Sarah Anna Glover [1786–1867] 4, 71–72
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [1749–1832]  

215, 220, 274, 374
Charles Gounod [1818–1893]  199, 275, 302
Gounod and New Haven Oratorio Societies  

302
Ulysses S. Grant [1822–1885]  288
Edouard Georges Jacques Gregoir [1822–

1890]  335–336, 388
André-Ernest-Modeste Grétry [1741–1813]  

321, 340, 389
 Edvard Grieg [1843–1907]  228
Sir George Grove [1820–1900]  vii, 20, 169, 

179, 183, 196, 239, 258–259, 279, 
376, 378, 380–382, 391

A Dictionary of Music and Musicians 

H

Johann Christian Friedrich Hæffner 
[1759–1833]  366

Erik Hagfors [1827–1913]  350, 391
Taavi Hahl [1818–1882]  345, 390
Sir Charles Hallé [1819–1895]  243, 280, 378
George Frideric Handel [1685–1759]  47, 85, 

113, 164, 200, 203, 217, 227–228, 
230, 238–240, 242, 245–247, 255, 
262, 279, 290, 293–294, 298, 302, 
306, 378–379, 407

Handel and Haydn Society  85, 203, 290, 
293–294, 302

Handel Society of Dartmouth  302
Handelsstandens Sangforening  356
Eduard Hanslick [1825–1904]  6–9, 11, 408
Harmoniska sällskapet (Harmonic Society)  

368, 394
Harmonists’ Society  262
August Ferdinand Häser [1779–1844]  34–41

Chorgesangschule: Für Schul- Und The-
aterchöre Und Angehende Singv-
ereine (Choral Singing School: For 
School and Theater Choirs)

Hans Hasselbeck [1842–1881]  109
Franz Joseph Haydn [1732–1809]  47, 85, 

123, 203, 217, 228, 230, 238, 255–256, 
263, 278, 290, 293–294, 302, 335

Ferdinand Hiller [1811–1885]  215
Erik Hoff [1832–1894]  356
John Pyke Hullah [1812–1884]  80

I

Iberian Peninsula  303
Heinrik Ibsen [1828–1906]  357
Illustrated London News  226, 240, 250, 

287, 377, 379
Industrial Revolution  202, 205, 238
Ireland  259–263, 267–268, 374, 378, 380
Gusta Louise Isachsen [1875–1932]  356
Italian  35, 51, 160, 164, 230, 305–308, 

318–319, 326, 362, 378, 381
Italian Orphéonic Societies  307

Italy  34, 41, 112, 243, 246, 303–308, 
325–326, 361, 381

Josep Anselm Clavé [1824–1874] 310–311, 
313, 384

Laure Eiffel Collin [1862?–1915?]  86, 89–96, 
172

Johan Gottfried Conradi  [1820–1896] 
355–357

Conservatory of Music in Oslo  354
Cooperative Copenhagen Workers’ Choir  

362
Thomas Cooper [1805–1892]  244, 379
Copenhagen  356, 359–362, 366
Cork Daily Herald  263, 380
Craftmen’s Guild Choral Society  356
Crystal Palace  239–240, 242, 247, 263, 274, 

322
John Spencer Curwen [1816–1880]  70–72, 

256, 258

D

Danish  353, 358–363, 372
Clara Novello Davies [1861–1943]  253
Denmark  67, 353, 355, 358, 360–363, 372, 391
Franz Derckum [1812–1872]  342
Deutsche Männer-Gesangs-Zeitung  232, 234
Deutscher Sänger-Kalender  231, 233, 237
Deutsche Sängerbünde  222–223
Die Sängerhalle  235, 381
Gaetano Donizetti [1797–1848]  305
Dublin  260, 262, 264–266, 375, 380

Dublin Musical Festival  265–266
Dutch  109, 328, 330–334, 338, 341–343, 

387–388
Dutch Alliance of Vocalists  333
Dutch National Singers’ Festivals  328
Prudens van Duyse [1804–1859]  342

E

Edinburgh  41, 255–257
Edinburgh Choral Society

Edinburgh Harmonic Association
Edinburgh Musical Festival

Edinburgh Professional Society of 
Musicians

Thomas Edison [1847–1931]  205
Carl Robert Ehrström [1803–1881]  345
Eiffel Tower  276

Eisteddfod  267, 379
Hermann Otto Karl Elben [1823–1899]  376
Alexander J. Ellis [1814–1890]  183
Antoine Aimable Elie Elwart [1808–1887]  

50–53, 172, 176
Lutrin et orphéon ou le plain-chant et 

la musique appris en chantant des 
choeurs (Schola Cantorum and 
Orphéon or Plainsong and Music 
Learned by Singing Choirs)  176

Essay on Composing for a Choir  180
Emancipation Proclamation  303
England  41, 165, 217, 226, 238–239, 248, 

250, 254, 257, 264, 279, 285, 288, 
298, 302, 305, 307, 378, 379, 297, 
305, 328

Euterpe Choral Society  310
Expositions universelles  274

F

Carl Friedrich Christian Fasch [1736–1800]  
205–207

François-Joseph Fétis [1784–1871]  4, 23, 51, 
114,–116, 118, 122, 142, 145, 157, 
160, 164, 168–172, 183, 188, 196, 
337, 403, 408

Traité du chant en choeur (Treatise on 
Singing and Choirs)

Biographie Universelle Des Musiciens 
Et Bibliographie Générale De La 
Musique (Universal Biography of 
Musicians and General Bibliogra-
phy of Music)

Filharmoniska sällskapet (Philharmonic 
Society)  364, 368, 393–394

Finland  344
Finnish  344–353, 372, 390, 391
Finnish Nuija  351
First World War  254, 271, 367
Fisk University  197, 286–287, 289
Johann Nikolaus Forkel  [1749–1818]  169, 

200
France  27, 92–93, 98, 115, 164, 207, 243, 

263–264, 268–274, 276, 307, 310, 
313, 344, 355, 372, 379–381

Franco-German War  210
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart [1756–1791]   
47, 123, 164, 225, 265

Iwan Müller [1786–1854]  232, 236
Kristine Munch [1873–1959]  356
Carl Munzinger [1879–1962]  226
Musikaliska övningssällskapet (Musical 

Exercise Society)  368, 394
Musikaliska sällskapet (Musical Society)  

368

N

Hans Georg Nägeli [1773–1836]  410
Netherlands  113, 327, 328, 330–333, 343, 388
Neue Zeitschrift für Musik  212
New Union Singing Society  277, 302
New York  89, 179, 203, 256, 290–291, 

301–302, 378, 380, 382, 407–410
Nord-Amerikanischer Sängerbund [North 

American Singing Association]  292
Nordic  358, 360–361, 372, 391
Norway  304, 353–358, 361, 371–372, 391
Norwegian  353–356, 361, 371
Norwegian Student Choral Society  355–356
Norwich Choral Society  239
Alfred Novello [1810–1896]  239
Johan Nybom [1815–1889]  366, 393

O

Oratorio  35, 47, 217, 230, 239, 246, 248, 
255–256, 266–267, 269, 277–278, 
302–303, 345, 351, 357

Orfeão  315–317, 323–324, 326, 373
Orfeão de Leiria

Orfeó Català  
Orféon  309–310, 313–314, 317, 326, 373
Orféon Académico de Coimbra  315–316, 

324–326
Orfeón Bilbaino  313
Orfeón Donostiarra  312–313, 385
Orféon Mondragón  313
Orfeón Pamplonés  312, 385
Orfeón Zaragozano  312, 385
Orphée de Liége  389
Orphéon  26, 31, 51, 53, 55, 96, 98, 100–101, 

171, 203, 259–260, 263–264, 
270–272, 274–276, 307, 309, 

315–316, 320–323, 326, 334, 372–373, 
380–381, 384

Oslo  354, 356–357, 361
Oslo Conservatory of Music  354
Oslo Ladies’ Choir  357
Carl Theodor Ottmer [1800–1843]  206

P

Fredrik Pacius [1809–1891]  345–346
Niccolò Paganini [1782–1840]  206, 265–266
Giovanni Paisiello [1740–1816]  269
Paradise and the Peri  278
Paradise Lost  256
Paris Conservatoire  115, 270
Jules Pasdeloup [1819–1887]  274
Jaakko Passinen [1852–1921]  351
Peace Jubilee  296, 300, 383
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi [1746–1827]  

27–31, 85–86, 171–173, 179
Michael Traugott Pfeiffer [1771-1849]  

27–32, 85, 172–173
Philadelphia  203–204, 284–285, 291, 299, 

383, 409
Philharmonic Society of Montreal  278–279
Philharmonic Society of Saint John  277
Johan Josef Pippingsköld [1792–1832]  346
Alexander Pope [1688–1744]  246
Portugal  198, 314–318, 323–325, 327, 

385–386
Portuguese  vii, 314–318, 321–326, 373, 

385–387
Prix de Rome  51, 342
Leto Puliti [1818–1875]  304–306, 383
Pythagoras  43

Q

Québec Harmonic Society  278
Queen Victoria [1819–1901]  252, 290

R

Josef Rheinberger [1839–1901]  109, 228
Hans Richter [1888–1976]  238, 378
Hugo Riemann [1849–1919]  vii, 13–15
Ferdinand Ries [1784–1838]  265–266, 342
Laurent de Rillé [1824–1815]  56, 96–98, 

100–101, 182

J

Andreas Johnsson [1835–1914]  356
Jacob Axel Josephson [1818–1880]  364, 393
Jubilee Singers  3, 197–198, 287–289, 382
Jyväskylä Singing Society  350

K

Friedrich Kiels [1889–1959]  109
King João VI [1767–1826]  198
F. C. Kist [1796–1863]  328, 330
Halfdan Kjerulf [1815–1868]  356
Heikki Klemetti [1876–1953]  346–347
John Knox [1514–1572]  254, 259
Zoltan Kodály [1882–1967] 71–72
Kolding Sangforening med fremmede gæster  

361
Conradin Kreutzer [1780–1849]  269, 342
Kristiania Arbeidersamfunds Kvindesang-

forening  356
Kvindelige Studenters Sangforening  356–357

Holmboe, Elise [1875–1900]
Munch, Kristine [1873–1959]

Isachsen, Gusta Louise [1875–1932] 

L

Luigi Lablache [1794–1858]  61, 177
L’Accademia Corale Stefano Tempia  306, 

383
Abbé Félicité Robert de Lamennais 

[1782–1854]  362
John Francis Larchet [1884–1967]  260, 380
Carl Johan Oscar Laurin [1813–1853]  366, 

394
Légion d’honneur  51, 98
Les Dames de la Charité  335
Les sociétés chorales en Belgique  338
Jean-François Le Sueur [1760–1837]  268–270
Liederkranz Singing Society Of St. Louis  

290–291
Liedertafel  26, 31, 46, 49, 208–212, 215, 

217–222, 224–229, 231, 236–238, 
260, 267, 271–272, 274, 276, 328, 
330, 333–335, 343, 346, 348, 366, 
372–373, 375–378, 388–389, 394

Liedertafel Geiselhöring Liedertafel
Liedertafel Neustadt

Liedertafel Aurora  
Lilla sällskapet (Little Society)  364, 393
Jonas Otto Lindblad [1809–1864]  360, 366
Ludvig Mathias Lindeman [1812–1887]  354

Peter Brynie Lindeman  [1858–1930] 
Franz Liszt [1811–1886]  115, 206, 215, 225, 

266, 373, 378
London  20, 179, 196, 203, 226, 240, 242, 

247–250, 258, 272–273, 287, 300, 
377–381, 387, 407–411

Lower Rhine Music Festival  201–202, 375

M

Maatschappij tot bevordering der Toon-
kunst (Society for the Promotion of 
Music) 328

Mænnerchor  292–293, 373, 382
Joseph Mainzer [1801–1851]  35, 41–45, 172, 

258, 409–410
Carl Abraham Mankell [1802–1868]  50, 

66–70, 409
Männerchor  171, 215, 229, 236–237, 

302–303, 375, 377–378
Mannergesang-Verein  218–219
François Marneffe [1793–1877]  388
Heinrich August Marschner [1795–1861]  342
Lowell Mason [1792–1872]  85–86, 88–89, 

172, 179, 409
Boston Music Academy  

Frederick May [1911–1985]  262
Melting Pot  283
Felix Mendelssohn [1809–1847] 28, 203, 

206, 212, 217, 225, 230, 238, 257, 
278–279, 302, 320–322, 342, 373

Mendelssohn Choir  278–279
Wilhelm Mengelberg  [1871–1951]  328
Messiah  105, 165, 204, 239, 247–248, 254, 

258, 263, 265, 267, 277–279, 345
Méthode musicale sinthétique  91
Klemens von Metternichian [1773–1859]  209
Giacomo Meyerbeer [1791–1864]  225
Lluís Millet [1867–1941]  313
John Milton [1608–1674]  256
Modulator  258
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Adrianus Catharinus Gerardus Vermeulen 
[1798–1872]  328

Vienna  203, 217–219, 224–226, 228, 334, 
361

Amadeu Vives [1871–1932]  313
Vlaemsch-Duitsch Zangverbond (Flem-

ish-German Singing Association)  
342

W

Richard Wagner  [1813–1883]  46, 113, 115, 
116, 169, 199, 215, 225, 230, 260, 316, 
322, 373, 408, 411

Louis Constant Wairy [1778–1845]  260, 380
Wales  250, 253–254, 267, 303, 312, 344, 348, 

373, 379
John Walker [1732–1807]  412
John Fanning Watson [1779–1860]  282, 284
George J. Webb [1803–1887]  85
Carl Maria von Weber  [1786–1826]  219, 

222, 225, 230, 239, 320–322, 340, 
375, 377–378, 389

Welsh Prize Singers  251–252
George L. White [1838–1895]  198, 287
Friedrich Wilhelm III [1770–1840]  219
Guillaume Louis Bocquillon Wilhem 

[1781–1842]  271, 274, 397, 406
World Peace Festival  288

Y

Ylioppilaskunnan Laulajat  (Student Union 
Singers)  364–347

Z

Carl Friedrich Zelter [1758–1832]  28, 
205–208, 215, 218–221, 274, 376

Zürcherischen Singinstitut  208
Zurich  27–30, 208, 230

Giulio Roberti [1823–1891]  306, 383
Maximilien Robespierre [1758–1794]  270
John Holland Rose [1855–1942]  269
Gioacchino Rossini [1792–1868]  307, 335
Jean-Jacques Rousseau [1712–1778]  30
Royal Choral Institute  262–263, 380
Royal Haarlems Male Choir Singing and 

Friendship  327
Royal Welsh Ladies Choir 253
Anton Rubinstein [1829–1894]  225, 228
Henrik Rung [1807–1871]  361–362
Andreas Rützel [1808–1884]  59–60, 63–66, 

178, 401

S

Sacred Harmonic Society  242, 262
Sängerfests  290
Sångsällskapet  346–365, 368, 394
Sångsällskapet Orphei Drängar  364–365
Bernard Sarrette [1765–1858]  270
Scandinavia  198–199, 304, 331, 344, 

353–354, 358, 371, 373, 383, 391
Adolph Schimon [1820–1887]  109
Hans Michael Schletterer [1824–1893]  35, 

46–50
Praktische Chorgesangschule: Op. 29 

(Practical Choral Singing School: 
Op. 29)  

August Schmidt [1850–1911]  224, 377
J. E. Schmitz [1800–1872]  327
Johann Christian Friedrich Schneider 

[1786–1853]  342
Schola Cantorum and Orphéon or Plain-

song and Music Learned by Singing 
Choirs, Practical Grammar

Franz Schubert [1797–1828] 28, 212, 216, 
221, 225, 320–321, 373

Robert Schumann [1810–1856]  212, 215, 
225, 278, 320, 373

Scotland  41, 254–255, 257, 259, 343, 379
Scottish  255, 257–259, 380
Sir Walter Scott [1771–1832]  255
Sing-Akademie zu Berlin  1, 205–207
Singing for the Million  41, 43, 45, 174
Skandinavisk Samfund (Scandinavian 

Society)  360

Slavery  198, 282–285, 303
Sangfor Socialistenes  357
Société d’Harmonie d’Anvers  334
Société d’Orphée  335, 340, 389
Christian Vollrath von Sommerlatt 

[1790–1852]  227
South African Native Choir  249–250, 379
Spain  309–310, 312–313, 326–327, 381, 385
Spiritual  217, 289
Louis Spohr [1784–1859]  46, 112, 225, 230, 

322, 345
St. Cecilia Society  243
St. Matthew Passion  204, 206, 228, 362
Johann Strauss [1804–1849]  260, 296
Sweden  50, 66, 70, 304, 344, 353, 355, 358, 

360–361, 363, 366, 372, 399
Swedish  67, 228, 352, 356, 360, 364–368, 

370, 373
Swiss Singers’ Association  229
Switzerland  28, 219, 222, 226, 228, 230, 

236–238, 274, 346, 374, 378

T

The Irish Times  264
The Musical Times  41, 242, 247, 255, 

378–379
The Northern Whig  263
The Voice of Ireland  260, 380
Thomasschule  34
Augustin Thys [1822–1864]  338, 343, 390
Tonic Sol-Fa System  102
Toronto Choral Society  277

U

United Kingdom  258, 371
United States  85, 198, 200, 203–204, 267–

268, 279–280, 284–285, 290–293, 
303–304, 310, 313, 325, 346, 348, 
371–373, 378, 382

Uppsala  346, 356, 360, 363–364, 366–367, 
373, 393–394

V

Vår-Föreningen  351, 398
Giuseppe Verdi [1813–1901]  298–299, 305, 

307, 326




